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PREFACE.

Inv fringing out this Volume before the public our chief aim

has been to see that the views expressed in the theses, which

represent the different religious sects in India, have been correctly

set forth. To secure this end, the proof-sheets had to be sent,

as far as possible, to the theses-writers themselves after the

manuscripts had been revised by the Editorial staff of the Conven-

tion Committee ;
this accounts for the rather late appearance of

this Volume.

As promised in the Preface to Vol. I, we have made an attempt

to give an outline of the evolution of religious ideas beyond

India in our Introduction to the present volume. The relation

of the Aryan religion to the rest of the religions represented in

these volumes has been traced out side by side with their indepen-

dent growths, from the lives and*. sayings of the Teachers of the

respective religions. But owing to the vastness of the subject and

consequent want of space we might not have been able to do full

ustice to the different systems of religion dealt with. We therefore

cCave the indulgence of our readers for any short-comings that

might have crept into it.

In conclusion the Society beg to offer their heart-felt thanks

to the public and the press who have, by their sympathy and support,

encouraged us in bringing these volumes to light and special

mention should be made, in this connection, of the rfhmes of His

Highness the Maharaja Bahadur of Durbhanga, His F:ghness the

Maharaja of Cossimbazar and Kumar Narendra Nath Mitra of

Calcutta.

T* VIVEKANANDA SOCIETY.
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INTRODUCTION.

A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE EVOLUTION OF
RELIGIOUS IDEAS BEYOND INDIA.

WHILE India had been witnessing powerful reli-

gious upheavals from remote antiquity, the

other parts of the world have not been wanting in great

convulsions of religious thoughts and ideals from times

immemorial. The resultant of these movements is the

world of to-day. Time has come when a compara-
tive study of these movements is greatly needed to

foster a spirit of love and sympathy, broad-hearted

ness and toleration amongst peoples professing

the various creeds. We believe religious conventions

will go a great way to bring about this wished-for

end and will kindle in the hearts of many a desire to

search after truth.

In talking of the religious movements of the past

beyond India, we shall have to refer again and again

to the dim India of the past* as well as to the India

of more modern times. It must be stated clearly at

* “To ascertain the original home of the Aryan race is still a puzzle

with antiquarians. It is scarcely safe to proceed on imaginary grounds
and set up theories extinguishing the glimpses of light, which are

obtainable from ancient records, about the pre-historic period. The
Rigvedas which are believed to be the oldest record in existence, do
not anywhere mention that the Rishis and the people, who chanted
the hymns to the infinite powers of nature, had come from anyplace,
beyond the limits of the so called Bramhavarta, between the river

Saraswati (Sarsooti) and Drishadwati (probably Caggar or Ghaggar m
Ambala and Sirhind) both of which originally flowed from the Hima-
layas, but are now lost in the sands of the desert in Rajputana. If it

were a fact that the Indian Aryans had migrated from beyond the

Indus, some reference to the’r original home (so dear to man) when-
ever it might have been, would naturally have appeared in the numerous
Suktas wherein the simple habits and customs of that primitive race have
been described with almost childlike simplicity. In most of the oldest
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the outset, that at such a distant period, it is impos-

sible to ascertain accurately the dates and birthplaces

of those great personages, excepting perhaps of a very

limited few, who had been the directors of human
thoughts and human activities. Amongst such, it will

be possible for us to refer only to a few great names.

Two contrary ideas appear to have been domi-

nating the human mind in its attempts to grapple with

the mystery of the Universe. In the one, we discern

a recognition of unity as the underlying principle

The two ruling governing the apparent multiplicity
concepts. and variety in the universe—the One

Sanskrit Scriptures and epic poems, we find allusion made to the great

Deluge, which washed away the older creation except Baivaswata Manu,
who was saved from the flood in a ship. The Satapatha Brahmana of

the Rigveda gives an interesting legend about the Deluge and describes

how Manu built a ship, at the instance of the Divine Fish, who had
apprised him of the approaching calamity and tied her to the horns of

the Fish and landed her on the Himalayas, after the flood. According to

the Mahabharata, Manu embarked in the ship with the seven Rishis

‘the same story is reproduced in the Matsaya, Bhagavata and Agni
Puranas

}

(Dawson’s Class. Die. Hind. Myth.). The Srimat Bhagabat
has the following Ch. 3. Bk I. * when the ocean deluged the earth in

Chakshusha Manantar
,
he appeared as a Fish and saved Baivaswata

Manu in a ship like earth (in miniature).’

According to the Hebrew Scriptures Noah and his family were saved

from the Deluge by an ark, which rested on mount Arrarat. It thus

appears, that two progenitors of the present human race were saved

from the deluge by adopting the only possible means of escape from
water (viz, a boat or ship) in two different countries.

Unless facts are found to discredit the authority of these oldest

records of the human race on the point in question, there can be no doubt

that the so called Indian Aryans descended from Baivaswata Manu
,

and had their original home in the south Himalayan tract and extended

in the course of time over the rest of the Peninsula, in the same way
as the descendants of Noah spread over Western Asia. In the absence
of any substantial data, it is idle to speculate that Noah and Manu were
identical and the same, a theory which is neither necessary nor tenable.

From Manu are derived the words' 'ManushyaJ ‘Manuja’ and 'Manavc?\

which means man. The word *man 1

itself points to the same origin.”

Vide the footnote on the word ‘The Aryas’ in “A Note on the

Ancient Geography of Asia (compiled from Valmiki Ramayan) by
Mr. Nobin Chandra Das, m.a.

In the post-Vedic period, Afganistan was also included in the Anci-

ent India.
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the root of the many—the One, the only reality. The
so-called many are but the infinite ways in which the

One is manifesting Itself. But the One is. ever One,
nothing can take away its character of Oneness or
Fullness

;
it is Purnam, the Whole, the ever Whole—

Regarded from this view

point, the so-called world with all its relativities, its joys
and sorrows, pains and pleasures, days and nights &c.,

is but a chimera, and the goal of all human activities

is but the realization of man’s own identity and in-

separable character from this basic Unity.

The second idea is that there are two distinct

.entities, one being opposed to the other, though each
of them seems to be infinite in its own way. All that

is good or develops into what is good in creation,

proceeds from one of these two entities, while the

other is the progenitor of all that is evil and is res-

ponsible for the chaos or the disorder that is in the

universe. The one is the presiding deity of over all

is spiritual
;
the other is the supreme ruler of all

that flesh is heir to.

We propose to designate the first of these two,

as the Aryan idea and the second which recognises a

Aryan and tie - fundamental duality behind the world
Ar>’an

- system as the ne-Aryan idea i,e. 9
the

idea which is not Aryan. Scholars have classified

races from philological and other points of view. We
have nothing to do with those classifications here.

We do not care much whether the Aryans came from

Central Asia or from the Arctic regions, whence they

migrated into different lands. On the contrary, it

is possible that there had been races

as su)e

0l

a
g
guide 'To of different types in different places

trace history, as anj ;n different climates, like the na-
idtai,

° tural divisions of plants and animals

in different parts of the earth and that the Aryans were
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the original dwellers though not the only dwellers,

of the India of the past, It may also be stated that

they ventured to travel to the farthest corners of

the globe to preach their unique idea of Oneness.

We think, philology is not the surest guide to trace

the origin of races. Natural religion is essentially a

human phenomenon ;
so also is speech. If therefore

natural religion can be the same everywhere, would

it at all be a matter of surprise that words express-

ing universal human concepts eg father, mother,

brother &c., should have a striking phonetic resem-

blance in the different parts of the world ? The simi-

larity of many other words might have
mQUt^

been due to the interchange of ideas

consequent on the intermingling of races. It seems

also plausible that the Aryans, being the first race

advanced in power and civilization, became the

teachers of other races and this fact can be held to

explain a good deal of similarity that is noticeable in

the ways in which various peoples try to explain their

ideas in language. To us, therefore, the best course

is to approach the problem of human classification

from the standpoint of ideas, which is perhaps the

broadest principle to take one’s stand on.

The idea of Oneness is to be found only in the

Vedas. Even in the Rigveda sanghita, # which is only

the prayer portion of the Vedas, this idea of Oneness
pervades the whole book. There, the Sun, the Fire,

and other great forces of nature are worshipped as

different personalities. But these personalities, in each

The idea of
anc* every case have been idealized,

oneness in the Each devotee chose his own ideal and
Ved**,

tried t0 rea]jze the Infinite or the One
through his own ideal

;
for there was no clash

amongst the worshippers of different ideals. There

* The Rigveda is, according to most scholars, the oldest record of
the Aryans. Some, however, suppose the Sam Veda to be the oldest.
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was no fight for tribal gods. The Vedic prayers are

not the utterances of the uncultured Aryan peasant

bards ; they had far outreached that stage of civiliza-

tion. Each prayer breathes purity and strength. Each
breathes the idea of Oneness. This idea of Oneness
has found a clear expression in that memorable text

—

Ekam Sat Vipra Vahudha Vadanti (there is but One,
the sages call It variously). The climax is reached
in the U pan ishads.* There, we find, for the first

time in the whole history of mankind an attempt of

the human mind to become one with that which is

Truth itself, which is Knowledge itself and which
is Infinite (Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam). It is the

first attempt of the human mind to lose itself into That
which is beyond all limitations and beyond all condi-

tions, before Whose Majesty even time and space

vanish into nothingness. Words cannot express It,

mind fails to reach It, yet, through thoughts and
words, must we struggle to realize this state. Two
words—Atman and Brahman—have been used to

convey Its meaning.

Thus while, in this period of the Upanishads, the

Aryan intellect had been soaring infinitely high, a

discordant note, distinct and emphatic, was discernible

in certain quarters. It was the voice of Virochana

virochana and and his followers, called the Asuras.
Indra

- Indra and Virochana went out for

meditation. Being unable to realize Atman or Self,

they both enquired about Its nature. On being ex-

plained, Indra understood it to mean the Uncon-

ditioned and Absolute to be Brahman or Atman
and again went out for meditation to realize this ideal.

Virochana, on the other hand, took Atman or Self to

mean ones own body. So matter and material pros-

perity, he took to be his ideal. Indra realized that

The Upanishads are the real Vedas. They are called the Veda-shir

or the head of the Vedas.
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everything in the universe as of one substance was
one and unchangeable. He became one with Lifp

itself and thus became immortal. Virochana sought

for what is mutable and opposed to Oneness and
thought in vain that this would lead him to immor-

tality. We find a repetition of the self-same idea even
in the Puranas. During the churning of the ocean,

the nectar which gives immortality falls to the lot of

Indra and the Devas, while the Asuras strive for it

in vain. In the story of Indra and

the religious world. Virochana, we may notice a growing

Ass
C

uras

VaS an<* thc tenc^ency towards a split of opinion in
* matters spiritual which culminates at

last in the formation of two rival parties, one of which
comes to be known as that of the Devas while the

other under the leadership of the great Shukracharya,
passed under the name of the Asuras. These two
classes originating from a difference of ideas, we have
chosen here to designate as the Aryans and the ne -

Aryans respectively.

It is remarkable that the word Asura in the Rig-

4 veda meant sometimes ‘strength’ and
Assura. • t ¥

sometimes “the giver ot life . It

underwent a reproachful meaning after the strife.

Probably it had then begun to apply to one who was

not Sura (Deval i.e., ‘the hining one.’

India is a vast country and the Aryans were not

the only people who had made their home here. There
had been other peoples dwelling in the land. They
often interfered with the worship of the Aryans.

Most of the prayers in the Rigveda are for the pro-

tection of these Aryans against the depradations of

those primitive and inimical races.

We find the story of the quarrel between the

Devas and the Asuras in the Avesta of the Parsees

also. It seems that the ne -Aryans of India came into
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Aryans and ne-
social relationship with the Aryans.

Aryans in social re- We learn from the Puranas that many
latlon

'
, of the «*?-Aryans had Aryan fathers.

These were called the Rakshas, the Asuras, the
Daityas &c. They worshipped the gods of the Aryans
and used to get favours and benedictions from them.
But they seldom recognised the idea of Oneness of
the Vedas. This very fact is corroborated by the

Avesta of the Parsees* who had retained many of the

Aryan ideas and were far more advanced in civilisation

than other «<?-Aryan races.

The names of the gods in the Avesta have a
striking similarity with those in the Rigveda. The
‘Soma’ of the Vedas is the ‘Homa’ of the Avesta. The
iMithrd of the Avesta means ‘friend’. ‘Mithrd
brings light on earth. The Sanskrit Mitra also means
friend. Mitra is the Sun-god in the Vedas. The

names ‘Indra,’ ‘Varuna’ &c. are also to

andVhe Avesta.

a be f°un(l 111 the Avesta, though there

Indra and the Daevas come in for a good
deal of opprobrium and have a status assigned to them
far below that of the Devas of the Aryans. Thirty-

three in number are the gods in the Rigveda. Thirty-

three are the guardian angels in the Yasna portion of

the Avesta, to sustain and protect the religion estab-

lished by Ahum Mazda and preached by Zarathnsh-

* Indra and his followers were known as men of Atma-Ruddhi
(knowledge that the Self, as distinguished from the body, is all in all).

The Asuras were men of Dehatma-Ruddhi (knowledge that identified the

body with the self and consequently gives the first place to the body
and its enjoyments). We learn from the Ramayana and the Puranas

that the Asuras, Rakshas &c. disliked the idea of living the life of

Urdha-retas (the practice of self-control, develoved into a life of

celebacy or absolute continence devoted solely to the realization of the

highest truths), which has aiways been considered to be the ideal life

for an Aryan from the Vedic. times (cf. Rigveda 1,71,3)- It is perhaps

for this that the Asuras were known as men of Dehatma-Buddhi.

Mr. Modi, a writer of one of the theses on Zoroastrianism (the full

report of which will be found in vol. 1 ) says that Zoroastrianism does

not enjoin celebacy &c.
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tra . In the Rigveda, in 5, 1 1,6, we find the following,

“Oh Fire ! Thou hadst so long dwelt hidden in caves

and forests ; the Angirasas have discovered Thee.

Oh Angiras, Thou procreatest Thyself with great

energy and hence they call Thee the child of Shakti>

”

(Energy or Strength). In the Gatha portion of the

Avesta, Spitama Zarathushtra directs his followers to

look upon the Angras with respect and reverence.

For the Angras were well-versed in the knowledge of

Fire-worship, . The ancient Iranians called themselves

the followers of AAura Mazda . Akura is the Assur
,

as Hotna is the Soma of the Vedas. The word Ahura
Mazda means the Omniscient Lord of Existence.

We cannot definitely say whether the etymological

meaning of the word had been so. To trace the origin

of any idea, we must first go into the etymology of a

word. For by it, we can make out what the original

conception was of the word i.e. the sense in which

it was first used. The idea of God with the ancient

Iranians was that He was All-knowing and that He
was the Lord of Existence. The idea had developed

from Nature to Nature’s God. So two

the Asunw?
°f

.
distinct entities are here recognised, God
and Nature. Without God, Nature would

be in chaos, for God is its Lord. The idea of Oneness

in the sense we have used above, is not to be found

here.

There are some who hold that the idea of Oneness
found in some Mandals of the Rigveda is of later

development, as is most natural in the evolution of

thought. Such an argument is the result of some
pre-conceived notion. They take it for granted that

the Aryans were mere shepherds, just on the thresh-

hold of civilization who were struck with awe by the

tremendous forces of nature and worshipped them. It

is certain that the idea of Oneness had not developed

in a day. But unfortunately, we have got only a poor
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record of the pre-Vedic civilization scattered here and
there in some of the Puranas. There, in the Rigveda
is the idea of God, the Creator and the Destroyer, the
All-knowing Lord, the Ruler over Nature and Her
Laws. There, in the Rigveda is the idea of Oneness
also. The former idea as recognised there has
been taken only as the relative aspect of that One as
has been discussed and explained in later times in the

Vedanta philosophy. The ideas of duality and of One-
ness are both to be found in the IJpanishads also.

As we have said, the Vedic Aryans had outgrown
the primitive state of civilization, even in the sense in

which it is now used. They had learnt to build palaces

and had learnt to build sea-going vessels.* They had
a fair knowledge of the science of Astronomy!.
They knew the science of medicine and surgery was
not unknown to them. They could fight both on land

and sea, could build forts, and had even female warriors.*

They perfectly knew the use of gold.§ We can go
on adding proofs upon proofs to show that the Vedic
Aryans had attained to a state of civilization, which it

would be absurd to call primitive.

One of the prayers addressed to the god of Fire

runs thus, ‘The Omniscient, the Lord of the Uni-

verse, luminous with many sparks, the possessor of

power and the giver of nutrition, reveals the deathless

&c.” This is from the 3rd Mandal, 25,3 of the Rigveda.

No such idea is, however, found in the 1st Mandal.

But from this, we cannot conclude that the idea in the

3rd Mandal is of later development. For, whereas the

Rishi in the 3rd Mandal is Vishwamitra
,
the R^n

’

of many a Snkta addressed to Fire is bv to

• Rigveda, 1, 25,7 • I, 48,3 ;
I, 182, 5 &c.

+ Do I, 25,« ; I, 164, 11, 112, 13, 4*
+ Do I,

,
34,6 ;

I. 40 4 ;
I, 4i-3 S-:

Do I, 126,2,,3,4 ;
I. 162, 2 ?

p.—11.--B



Madhuchhanda, who again is the Rishi of many other

Suktas even of the 9th Mandal. The Rishi of one of

the Suktas in the 10th Mandal is Kaushika
,
the great

The successive
grand father of Madhuchhanda. So is

Mandais of the Rig- the case with many other Rishis. If

tentative ”of a^pJo- we follow up this line of investi-

gressive develop- gation, which has unfortunately not
"iel

* been observed by many, we shall be

convinced that the consecutive Mandais are not the

products of a progressive development of thought.

The idea of Oneness, as we have said, is unique with

the Aryans and is to be found nowhere amongst the

nations of the earth in earlier times. We do not

mean any reflection upon any race. We only say

that the mode of thinking with the //^-Aryans had

been different and apparently opposed to the charac-

teristic Aryan way. The Avesta bears testimony to it.

Let us now examine for a moment a few words

used in the Rigveda and see what they meant, when
they came into use. We find the word Aditi even

The words, Aditi
in the first Mandal of the Rigveda.

and Diti in the Rig- Now this word is derived from the
veda

‘ root Dita which signifies limiting,

cutting up and dividing ; so Aditi means “that which

cannot be limited, cannot be cut up and cannot be

divided”— the one indivisible Unity beyond all limita-

tions. Thus Aditi, whether a “product of abstract

reasoning” or not, is surely not “the visible Infinite,

visible with the naked eye, the endless expanse, beyond
the clouds, beyond the sky”, as Max Muller opines.

For that would leave it out of all relations with its

-relative Diti which coming from the same root

the Ar>^
e ^n *te

’
and hence the manifested

hold of civ.

tremendous fo Ijf
“

.

~

. • .1 .dd here note the significance of the Aryan concep-
ts certain tnat tfj

, children of Aditi, while the Asuras and others

in a day. But untuning of Diti.
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It is only when the Aryans had preached their

ideas to other nations that we find the highest religi-

ous ideas amongst them. Take for instance the Logos
of the Greeks. Logos at first simply meant the

thought embodied in a word or sound. Heraclitus,

who lived about B.C. 460, started the theory of the

Logos. According to him the Logos was rather a

The i<ogos—the
mocle or law according to which Fire

idea borrowed from acts. The theory developed in its
the Aryans. meaning in the hands of Philo, a con-

temporary of Jesus (B. C. 20

—

A. D. 60), but he
does not mention the name of Jesus. The new
meaning given to the Logos or Word was taken up
by the Neo-Platonists of later date and this was due
to the influence of the Hindu philosophers who
lived in Alexandria and Greece about the time of

Alexander the Great, B. C. 333.
“ there seems to be some kind of evidence that an Indian

philosopher had once visited Athens and had some personal

intercourse with Socrates. That the Persians came to Greece and
that their sacred literature was known in Greece, we can gather
from the fact that Zoroaster’s name, as a teacher, was known
perfectly well to Plato and Aristotle, and that in the third

century B. C. Hernippus had made an analysis of the book of
Zoroaster. This rests on the authority of Pliny

(
Science of Language,

1, p. 280). As Northern India was under Persian sway, it is not

impossible that not only the Persians, but the Indians also, came to

Greece and made there the acquaintance of Greek philosophers.

There is one passage which certainly deserves more attention

than it has hitherto received. Kuseibius (Prep. Ev., xi, 3) quotes

a work on Platonic philosophy by Aristocles, who states therein

on the authority of Aristoxenes, a pupil of Aristotle, that an Indian

philosopher came to Athens, and had a discussion with Socrates.

There is nothing in this to excite our suspicion, and what makes

the statement of Aristoxenes more plausible in the observation

itself which this Indian philosopher is said to have made to

Socrates. For when Socrates had told him that his philosophy

consisted in inquiries about the life of man, the Indian philo-

sopher is said to have smiled and to have replied that no one

could understand things human who did not understand things

divine. Now this is a remark so thoroughly Indian that it leaves

on my.mind the impression of being possibly genuine.”*

* Theosophy or Psychological Religion—(Lecture III)—Max Muller.
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We here quote another author.

“In the most ancient writings of the Hindus, the Vedas, we
nnd the idea of Logos most clearly expressed. There are many
Sanskrit words used in the Vedas which signify that Divinity is

the Lord of speech or word, the Lord of thought 'and reason or

Logos. For instance, Brihaspati is a Sanskrit compound word
which we read often in the Vedas. Brihas comes from the

Sanskrit root verb Brih or Barh
,
meaning to break forth or drive

away : from the same root, Latin Verbum and English Word
can be derived

;
and Pali means Lord or Father. Therefore

Vrihaspati means the Lord or Father of word. A synonymn of

Brihaspati is the Sanskrit Vachaspati— Vachas or Vak (the same as

Vox) means word. So Vachaspati also means the Lord or Father

of word or speech. In Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, we read Vak
Vai Brahman

,
‘The word was Brahman’ or the Absolute.”*

The same idea occurs in the Mimangsa philosophy

also. Shabda-Brahma means ‘The word is Brahman’

and out of this creation comes. Says Max Muller in

his lectures on the Vedanta philosophy.

“There is one more passage, perhaps, the most decided, which

has not yet been considered in connexion with this conception of

Language and reason as a creative power and as a power for

sustaining and pervading the world. It occurs in the Maitrayana

Upanishad vi, 22, where we read ‘Two Brahmans have to be medi-

tated on, the word and the non-word. By the word alone is the

non-word revealed ’ Here we have again the exact-counterpart

of the Logos of the Alexandrian schools From all this

it seems to me that we are driven to admit that the same line

of thought, which after a long preparation, found its final expression

in Philo and later on in Clement of Alexandria, was worked out in

India at a much earlier time
,
starting from very similar beginnings

and arriving at similar results. But there is nothing to indicate a

borrowing on one side or the other.”!

# The Word and the Cross in Ancient India By Swami Abhedananda.

t Inspite of the efforts of Western scholars to deny the influence

of Indian thought on other lands and especially on Greece to which the

West is indebted for her art and civilization, their wonderful perseverance

and scholarship have proved beyond doubt that great religious ideas

came into existence in those lands only after they had come into contact

with India. It is for this reason, perhaps, that the scholars now and then
indirectly contradict their own statements.
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We fear we have digressed a little from our

subject. But this has been done only to show that

The Asuras idea Oneness had been unique
and the Devas with the Aryans. It was developed
the Schism.

during the period of the Upanishads,
but it did not find favour with a certain class. The
result was a social disruption which split up the

homogeneity of the Indian people and led to the

separation of the Devas from the Asuras. The new
party of the Asuras in course of time completely fell

off from their Aryan brethren, and with the lapse of

time, there arose a great man, who drew round

himself the scattered multitude of the Asuras and
became the founder of a new system of thought and
the leader of a new society. This was the great

spitama Zoro- Spitama Zoroaster. The society founded
aster

* by him grew in importance and power
and began to spread its influence. Zoroaster taught

his people to believe in Ahuramazda whose nature

included two principles, “Spentamainu” and “Angra-
mainu," the Creative or the good force and the

Destructive or the bad force. Fire was to him the

symbol of all that is pure and holy and hence it was
also the symbol of Divinity.#

* “In the ancient Gathas, there is no trace as yet of a personal con-

flict between Ormazl and Ahinman (Spentamainu and Angaramainu)...

...He ( Zaiathuditra ) solved this question ( of the origin of Evtl )

philosophically by the admission of two primeval causes, which though

different were united and produced the world of material things as well

as that of the spirit.. That Argaramainu was not conceived then as

a separate being opposed to Ahuramazda. Dr. Haug has proved from

Yasna XIX, 9, where Ahuramazda is mentioning these two spirits as

inherent in his own nature, though he distinctly called them the ‘two

masters,’ (Payu) and the ‘two creators.’ Hut while at first these two

creative spirits were conceived as only two parts or ingredients of the

Divine Being, this doctrine of Zarathustra’s became corrupted in course

of time by misunderstanding and false interpretations This is

Dr. Haug’s explanation ot the Dualism in ihe later portions of the

Avesta and of the constant conflict between God and Devil which we

see for instance in the first fargard of the Vendidad.”—Theosophy

or Psychological Religion-Lecture vi. Max Muller.



When and where this separation took place is not

certain. It might have been beyond the frontiers

of the present India, in Iran, as many suppose.

The Zoroastrians were called the Asuras. The
word Asura, as we have seen, was at first used in a

The Asuras
£°°d sense. Later on it got an opprobrius

and the Assy, meaning. It seems to us that it is because
rians

* the Zoroastrians came in contact and

perhaps had identified themselves with the Assy-

rians.# From these Assyrians sprang the Abraha-

mites.

The arrangements of the scriptures of the Parsis

go to prove that they had been in close intimacy

with the Assyrians. “The order in which the Yasts

have been arranged by the Parsis follows exactly

the order of the Shirozah, which is the proper intro-

duction to the Yasts.” And again, “the very idea

of the Shirozah, that is to say, the attribution of each

of the thirty days of the month to certain gods seems
to have been borrowed from the Semites : The
tablets found in the library of Assurbanipal contain

an Assyrian Shirozah, that is a complete list of the

Assyrian gods that preside over the thirty days of

the month.”! We also quote a few lines from the

writings of Kuenen.

“Use has also been made in another way of the accounts

relating to the original dwelling places of the Israelites to illustrate

and explain the peculiar character of their religious notions. My
meaning will become clear to the reader at once, if he call to

mind what has been written by Tiele, de gods dieust van Zarathustra>

p. p. 281, seq and especially p. p. 302-4, where the conclusion is

drawn from the preceeding discussion After deducting what has

* “Out of the land went forth Ashur and builded Ninevah’* etc.

The Bible Old Test. Gen. 10. 11 These lands were called the lands

of Ashurs. There are other strong evidences to show that the Assyrians
bore the appealation of Ashur. This Ashur in India was known possibly

as Asura. ,

t Sacred Books of the East. The Zend-Avesta. Part II. Max Muller.
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evidently been borrowed by the Jews from the Persians and
Jahvism, which is not to be explained by the intercourse between

the two nations in historical times, but seems to
Probability of

p0jn t to a common origin of the two religions,

gin ofTheir

0

ref! -
Tiele in accordance with Spiegel (Eran Das Land

gions. Zwischen detn Indus und Tigris p. p. 274-90), finds

in particular, many points of contact between the,

second narrative of the creation in Genesis (Chap. II, 4 sett) and the

ideas of the book Bundesh as to the first men and their dwelling place.

He deduces from this in conclusion, that at one time the progenitors

of the Hebrews and the Perso-Aryans lived together in Iran ; that

there a religion arose which supplanted* the religion of the

Hebrews and the old Aryan religion of the Persians, and after the
separation of the two peoples, became developed in each of them
in a different manner

;
that this religion was purified fire-worship,

as can still be gathered with sufficient certainty both from the Old
Testament and from the Zend-Avesta. Similar ideas were put

forward before Ewald and Renan
;

comp, also A. Reville,

Remerques sur le rayounement de la race aryenne a la surface de

l
1Europe (Versl en Mid. der. Kon. Akad. Van wet. Afd. Letter.

Kunde Vol. viii 47-68)”. t

Various dates have been assigned to Zarathushtra

ranging from B. C. 800 to B, C. 3,000. As a friend

of one king Vistaspa , ho is said to have carried on

his mission. From the Puranas we learn that the

fight between the Devas, which had begun in some
very remote period continued for ages, from genera-

tion to generation. We come to the same conclusion

from the Avesta also. The ceremony of wearing a

holy thread is nowhere to be found in the Rigveda.

We do not find it even in the Govil Grikya Sutra .

The Avesta and The first mention of it probably is made,
the Puranas. in the Ashwa’ayan Grihya Sutra . This

ceremony had been regarded by the Parsees as

important, perhaps, from the beginning. From the

Puranas, we learn that our earth once assumed the

* Mr. Kuenen, however, is unwilling to admit that the new religion

supplanted the Semetic faith.

+ The Religion of Israel.—Kuenen vol. I.
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form of a cow through the fear of one king Prithu. *
In the Avesta, the cow has been represented as the

symbol of earth. If we remember right, Zoroaster

met with one Vyasa
,

as we learn from Jamaspi. f
Now, we find the name of Vyasa, if we are not

mistaken, for the first time in the Mahabharata.

There is no mention of Vyasa in the Ramayan.
All this therefore comes to the Pauranic period.

We leave it to our readers to find out if there was any
connection between Zarathushtra and Shukracharya,

the preceptor of the Asuras of the Puranas.

No satisfactory evidence is as yet available which

enables us to ascertain exactly whether Zarathushtra

flourished before the Ramayan period. Hut the

Upanishads establish it beyond doubt that the

struggle between the two parties viz. the Dev„as and

the Asuras had already commenced. Whatever may
that be, we have it from the Ramayana that India

once more came into contact with the outside world.

There we find in the time of Rama that troops were

sent to the four-quarters of the globe by Sugriva,

the chief of the Tribe of Monkeys and the Tribe

of Bears in quest of Sita. In this connection we beg

to remind our readers that a great religious upheaval

took place in India by the magnetic personality of

Rama, who is even now regarded as an incarnation

of God by the Hindus.

So the troops were collected

“From many a sea and distant hill

Krom rock and river, lake and rill,

Some like the morning sun were bright

Some like the moon, were silver-white :

Those green as lotus-fibres, those

White-Boated from their native snows.”

Griffiths Trans, B iv. 40.

* This legend is related in the Vishnu Purana (vide Chap. 3. Part I.)

t We have not b&n able to procure that book before this was
sent to the Press.
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“The reader will notice here the different complexions
;
o£ the

various Vanar tribes who hastened to Kishkindha in response to

the summons of king Sugriva
; the white and light complexions

of the wild races inhabiting the Himalayas and the connected
ranges contrast with the brown and sombre and dark complexions
of the tribes of Central and Southern India with the yellow-brown

races of Burma
,
Siam

,
Malaya Peninsula and Malaysia.”#

Now then, the troops, were asked to search for

the consort of Rama in Java-dwipa (Java and its ad-

Rama’s troops joining islands). They were to search
beyond India.

;n the islands near the shores of the sea

called Ikshu
,
constantly roaring with high waves and

subject to strong winds. Near the sea, they were told,

they would find some giant like Asuras. but they must
try to cross that sea and find an entrance into the Red
Sea, after which they would find a huge building dedi-

cate4 to Garur, the prince of birds. f This simply means

* A note oil the Ancient Geography of Asia Mr. Nobin Chandra
Das, M. A. The historical character of the Ramayana has been shown by
Gorresio, an Italian translator of the epic and by Griffiths whose sweet
rendering of the epic into English is truly wonderful.

The above quotations from Griffiths are all to be found in Mr. Nobin
Chandra Das’s book cited above.

t Vide Valmiki Ramayan, Kishkindha Kanda Ch. 40. There has

been a transposition of verses, as elsewhere and as has been noticed

by many a scholar. The rendering of the word, ‘Lohit-Sagaram” in

original by Griffiths as ‘whose waves are red’ is not happy. For then

the use of the word “Rakta-Jalam” in original becomes superflous.

The Red sea is certainly meant by the word Lokit-Sa(raram. The
Red-sea is still called by the name ‘Lohit-Sagar* in Indian vernaculars.

The very mention of Asuras living in those parts and the mention of

the temple of the monarch of birds, Garur, go to prove that no other

land than a coast of Africa is meant. We fail to understand why some
scholars take this journey to mean the passage through “the vast-ocean

with gulfs and bays, studded with an infinity of islands, which separates

the Old from the so called Neiu-world”’\hz Pacific.”

In the Rigveda, there is no mention of a bird being worshipped as

a god and in fact in the whole range of Aryan literature, the bird has

never been represented as a symbol of the deity. The idea of the bird

king Gann represented as a vahan (vehicle or carrier) of the god Vishnu

is simply a departure in the line of thought of the Aryans. The cause

of the introduction of such an idea must therefore be sought for else-

where. According to Vishmkosk
,

the ancient Egyptians worshipped

the vulture as God, as it indicated by the Greek name Aiguptosiox

that country. A beaked headed winged man is found in the Assyrian

P.—11.—c
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that the journey was through the Arabian
” rfyp

1,

sea t0 Red sea and thence to the

coast of Egypt or some other part of Africa.

The troops were also asked to search for Sita be-

yond lands and seas, when, said Sugriva,

f
“Your wandering glances will behold

Mount Jata-rupa (i) bright with gold.”

Griffiths Trans. B. iv 40.

* ‘Then the abode of the Serpent-God Ananta* is

spoken of and after it up rises the golden

mount Saumangsa

;

the sun having
In America.

statues. Many of the Assyrian gods were turned into devils, as was the

custom with the Sismist party. The Assyrian beaked headed winded
celestial being was turned into an angel of messenger by the Jews.
Latterly under the Sarasans, the idea of messenger was left out and Pari

(Par- wing) or winged man was introduced. Amongst the Greeks,

the Divine messenger was Mercury with two feathers at his heel^

In the whole range of Aryan literature, a Divine messenger or a
Celestial being is without wings and it is only amongst the Semitic

Schools that the conception of a Divine Being was with wings
; fo where-

as the Aryan gods are going up to and coming down from heaven bv
their spiritual power, the Semites are doing the same through physical

appliances (wings &c). The idea of wingedness was therefore intro-

duced into India by an outside nation and was retained only in a
limited sense and never got hold of the national mind.

Besides the winged beaked headed man, there were in the Assyrian

statues human faced winged horse and winged lion. It is an interesting

study to find how the conception of the winged horse was retained by
the lews (Semitic) and how it was converted into the 'Borah' of Moham-
mud (also a Semite) and how the Bengal nursery stories of Pakshiraj
horse was borrowed from the MThomedans, but has no authority in

the Puranas
;
or how the Buddhist conception of a celestial messenger

(WTH ^*3^1:), though serving the purpose of the Christian

angel in some respect is not to be found with wings.

(l) "Jata-rupa means gold. Here we have a glimpse of the gold
producing mountains of China or of Mexico

, on the other side of the

ocean.

The word Makshik ( ) also means gold, the name Mexico is

probably derived from the ancient tribes of gold miners who called

themselves Mexica or Azteca. Jata-rupa—The Ancient Geography
of Asia.—Mrv Nob;n Chandra Dass M. a.

* “Ananta (the infinite) is the great Serpent God, who is said to

hold the universe on his hoods and was the symbol of the sky or
inJUnte space, studded with the starry and planetary systems. Allusion
has probably been made to the region of serpents, of whom the Dragon



j&ssed by Jantbu-Dwipa on the north and arriving

at that summit, again becomes visible to the dwellers

of fambu-Dwipa."

Ancient Geography of Asia by Mr. Nobin Chandra Dass, Mi a.

is smybolic of China
,
and the largest species, known as Boa, abound in

the tropical parts of America
,
believed to be the land of the antipodes

,

or Naga-loka
,

the country of the serpents. Serpent worship was
known in Ancient America as in India. Mr. Squier in his “Serpent-
Symbol” observes that the idea existed in America. The great country
of the Aztecs was encircled by a serpent grasping its tail, and the great
calendar stone is intwined by serpents bearing human heads in their

distended jaws. The principal god of the Aztecs was Tonac-atle-coatle,

which means the serpent-sun. The Mexican Quet-Zal-coatle was repre-

sented in the form of a serpent.” K. Basu. Quoted from the foot-note

of- Mr. Nobin Ch. Das’s Ancient Geography of Asia. We quote the
following from the “History of Christian names by the author of *Land
marks of history* &c.” Volume II, Section IX. The Serpent. “Either from
terror or from a shadowy remembrance of the original translation,

the implanted enmity between the serpent and man has often resulted

in a species of worship.

The North believes in the Jormangando or Midgardsom

,

the serpent

that encircled the world and was one of the monostrous progeny of

Laki...Another serpent named Srafnir

\

lies coiled round the root of the

world-tree of knowledge. Even till late in the 7th century the Lombards
had a golden image of a viper to which they sacrificed until St Barbatus

recovered them from the heathenism into which they had relapsed.

In general, however, in the Teutonic legends, dragons are the guardians

of treasure and the victims of heroes
j
either being actual reverbera-.

tions of the Greek myths of Python slain by Apollo and the Hydra
by Hercules or else being independent legends, suggested by the innate

perception of the strife between the seed of the woman and the serpent

or by the fossil remains of gigantic Saurians or even by some scion,

of the monostrous serpent brood sigurd, Theodorica, Beo-Wulf, are

all serpent slayers. St. Georges legend took up the allegory in a

Christian aspect and even the maiden and the child are found in saintly

imagery, destroying and leading away the conquered monoster......

One species of ships among the Northern were called serpents. Lind

is another name of serpent. The German dragons were called Itnd-

wurners... Norse poetry considered it a compliment to compare a gaily

dressed lady to a glistening serpent and thus the idea seems to have

passed from the reptile to the woman,”

In the Rig-Veda, we find incantations against snake-bites, &c. But

nowhere were snakes considered as gods. The line of thought of the

Aryans, as we find in the Rig-V«da was towards Oneness. In the >

Aranyakas we find this corroborated. The same line of thought

culminating to its highest pitch is found in the Upanishads. We cannot
x

k

definitely say how the idea of serpent worship crept into the Ramayan.
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• The troops were also asked to go to Burma, and to
’

‘ to beylon
' t*ie Malayas. They were to enter into the

heart of Central Asia, to the regions

known and unknown. Thus were the troops sent in

batches in different directions.

- Dr. John Fraser, l. l. d. writes in the Polynesian

Journal, vol. IV, December 1895, as follows :

“Further, the earliest population of Ceylon was Dravadian and
pre-Aryan, and a considerable proportion of it is so still—of the

same race as the dark-coloured people who now occupy most of

the Indian countries, south of the Vindhya Mountains, and
especially on the Coromondel and Malabar Coasts, from which

In the statute of Nimrod, discovered in Niniva (vide Layords Book),

Nimrod, is represented as a man with twisted beards, holding in one
hand a lion and in another a serpent. Possibly the serpent was
considered as a deity by the Assyrians

;
otherwise it would not have

been in the hand of their king. In the Jewish Books, we find, serpent

is represented as a symbol of Satan. When a man changes his religion,

the gods of the former faith become the devil of the new faith.

;
So the introduction of the serpent worship into India, (it may be

suspected) was the result of the connection of the Aryans with the

Asuras. But then the Nag-loka (the abode of serpents) is still believed

to be the antipodes since the days of Ramayan.

Max Muller in his introduction to the Science of Religion, points

to traces of similarity in the religions and even in the languages

of the Old and the New worlds which he thinks was due to some
pre-historic migrations from Asia to America. Mr. Tilak, in his Artie

Home in the Vedas
,
says that the Aryans had been at the polar regions,

at about B. C. 9000. His evidences are gathered mostly from the

Avesta.

It is certain that a great revolution of thought had taken place in

tlie time of the Upanishads. The very name of the Upanishad implies

that they were the products of conferences or as, Max Muller says,

•‘the outcome of ‘sittings’ or ‘gatherings ” The thoughts contained in

the Upanishads are very bold and bespeak a high order of civilization.

It is possible that the Aryans came in contact with the outside world

to preach their ideas. We exchange our thought's and goods together :

and it is no wonder that the pre historic migratiop spoken of by scholars

took place in the time of the Upanishads. The story of the great schism

told in the Avesta had been in the time of the Upanishads.
1 Whatever might have been the cause, this idpa of Serpent-worship,

like the idea of the Vulture-worship has never taken hold of the national

mind in India. In both the cases they occupy a subordinate position.

Garur is the Vahan or the carrier of Vishnu, the thousand hooded
Ananta

,
the bed of Vishnu.
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many immigrants must have originally come to Ceylon. In the

forests of these islands are the Veddhas, a still earlier black race,

rude and untamed, who are thought to be akin to the blacks of
1

Australia. The Dravadian tribes of the Deccan and southern

India are descended from that black race which occupied the

whole of India before the Aryans came in
;
and some ethnologists

believe that portions of that black race were, by the Aryan invasion

of India, driven onwards into the Eastern Peninsula
,,
Indonesia

,

and Ocenia and that the Melanesians near our shores are their

modern representatives

The tide of migration flowing on the one hand, to the

east and south east from India into Further India and what is

The Indian prK now called the Malaya Archipelago ;
and on the

mitive /w-Aryan other, from India to Ceylon West and South-west

migrations.
j nlo the Maldives and onwards to Madagascar

,

where the reigning language is well-known to be a branch of the

so-called Malayo-Polynesian family. Southern India would thus

be an apex of a triangle representing by two of its sides the south-

eastern, and south-western direction of the same mixture of Pali

and Dravadian dialects. It seems to me very difficult in any

other way than this to account for the presence of a language in

Madagascar
,

not far from the coast of Africa ,
which is clearly

much the same as that of Samoa in the middle of the South

Seas—120 degrees of longitude apart.”*

We beg only to point out to the all-absorbing

character of Rama, who the builder of empires,

The migrations
with°Ut th« le

,

aSt ^ for wealth Of

due to Rama’s name, the maker of kings, without the
influence.

least desire to interfere with the liberties

of any one—clasped in embrace the primitive ne-

Aryans of Southern India, his friends, his dis-

ciples—who, the monarch of monarchs, coveted not

the gold of Ceylon or the lands of Sugriva or even

his own kingdom- - we point out to this great charac-

ter to explain for the tidal wave of Aryan thought

invasion that deluged the world for centuries.

The onward progress of the Aryans, they say had

been marked by the displacement, the desolation and the

* Quoted in “A note on the Ancient Geography of Asia” by

Mr. Nobin Chandra Das m. a (Appendix I.)
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. dispersement of the primitive races, then

•races.'. .£**&! dwelling in India, from the land of their
b? brute birth. But, this is corroborated neither

°rce
‘ by facts, as stated in the Vedas and the

Puranas, nor supported by any evidence from outsi de,

by that comparative study of literature which is the

true test of history. On the contrary, it may be
proved that the Aryans had never interfered with

their rights and liberties unless the ^-Aryans
had been the aggressors. This is borne out by the

very fact that the Aryans of India thrived and
multiplied and did not become extinct under the

Aryans who have been living with them from the

time, when history tries in vain to have a peep into

the gloom of the past.

It would be a long long story to relate the

ancient history of the, world and seek for a religious

upheaval in distant lands. It would be an arduous

task for instance to relate the stories of Egypt,

Phoenicia, Java and America at that distant date

and trace out the causes for the discovery

travelled beomi
I nc%°’ peculiarly an Indian produce,

India.
y°"

* by microscopic examination, in the blue

stripes of some of the Egyptian mummy
cloths to prove the influence which India used to

exercise on those lands even at that remote period
;

or to trace out how the similarities in the very names
ot Shiva and Shakti amongst the ancient Egyptians

had come into existence, how according to such

writers as Herodotus, Diodorus and Plato, there had
existed a regular caste-system in Egypt and how
we come to learn from their own accounts recorded

in their mythology, of their ancestors having come
from a land situated to the South-East of Egypt,

how the very similarities even in their division of time

had been like the divisions of Satya
}

Tretq, Dwopar
and Kali Yugas amongst the Indian Aryans, how
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again the Javanese still adheres, or at least did

adhere even lately, to the Hindu faith and worship,

how in someof the islands in the Malaya Archipelago,

there had existed four castes, how the facsimile of

Ganesh was found in the paintings of the ancient Mexi-
cans as well as amongst the ancient Javanese. It is not

an easy task to trace how even the national festivals

of the Peruvians and their story of having descended
from the Dynasty of the Sugar-cane (which had
been blossomed forth by the lustre of the sun)

—

have a striking similarity with that of the Surya
Vangsha the descendants of the Sun) of India named,
later on, after one of the fore-fathers of Rama,
Ik'shaku.# All these bespeak a mighty religious up-

heaval beyond India, the record of which is found

nowhere else except in the Ramayana. In course of

time the different nations however rose in wealth and
power, and in the intoxication of their luxury and
material prosperity not being able to adapt the higher

ideas of truth to their social ideals, they gradually

reverted to their old ideas of ghosts and hobgoblins,

snakes and orgies, which they again and again intro-

duced into India. As time rolled on their existence has

either been totally effaced from the earth or their

status has been slowly becoming narrower and
narrower perhaps to shrink into oblivion at last. It

would be a long long story to relate all these and
we have not the space to deal with them here.

No idea is to be considered lightly. It is the one

potent power in man which either makes him god-

like or changes him into a brute or the devil
;

it either

No idea to be makes him stand on his own legs and
treated lightly. grow or drags him down into the darkest

abyss and ruination. Its force, its intensity is mea-

* This name Ikshaku was corrupted into Ikshu, which means sugar-

cane, in later times in India. This might have been the case with the

Peruvians of old also. :
i i
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sured by the strength it has to adapt itself to the

environing ideas, the power it has for construction.

This is true of nations as of individuals. Again

and again has the history of mankind proved this.

But we must not forget that each nation has some-

thing to give to the world
;
we must not lose sight of

the fact that there are nations who have grown

independently of the influences of the outside

world. We must recognise their independent growths.

We must remember, with reverence, that they are

the repositaries of certain great truths, the ex-

periences of nations.

The religion of the early Arabs was Sabianism,

from Sabi, a supposed son of Seth, a son of Adam.

Sabianism and They worshipped the planetary systems
Zoroastrianism. and idols and their faith was much like

the religion of the ancient Jews. The faith of

Zarathustra had been preached among these people.

It made many proselytes. But the influence of Zara-

thustra was not confined there. There, in Judaism,

there in Christianity and there again in Islam, is the

impress of that great personality.

Emerging from the worship of Molochs and
tribal gods, we come to Abraham (cir. B. C. 2056),

the father of that illustrious people the Jews, who
Judaism came from "he Chaldean town of Ur (in

(1) Abraham. Assyria) into Canaan afterwards known
as Palestine, with his family “to the intent that the

true religion of God should be preserved by them,
his ‘chosen peopleV He was known as the “beloved
of God” and the law of circumcission, was, as we
have it on record, delivered to him by God appearing
before him. Abraham started a movement which, in

later times, was destined to shape the destinies of
many nations.

There are strong grounds to believe that Abraham
had to leave Ninevah (near modern Mosul) for
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Abraham inM- having introduced the Zoroastrian ideas

«f the ‘good God 1

and the ‘bad God 1

—Ormuzd and (Ormuzd and Ahinman—cf also ‘Spenta-
Ahinman. mainush’ and ‘Angramainush*) into the
country ruled by Nimrod, “The mighty hunter
before the Lord.”

The Jews—the children of Abraham—remain still

faithful to their great religion, inspite of persecutions

and prosecutions. Truly says, Mr. Isaac (Vide Vol. I

for his thesis) “driven from her native country, scat-

tered hither and thither, hunted and crushed, still she
remains faithful to her past. She has seen tidal

waves of Babylon, Assyria, Persia, Greece, Egypt
and Rome and instead of being engulfed by their

persecutors have lived to see them engulfed.” And
again “Of all the miracles in the world, the existence

of the Jews is one of the greatest.”

More than five centuries passed by after Abraham
;

and we come to that glorious figure of the Jewish
people, Moses (cir. B. C. 1491), who had been the

, t M deliverer of ‘Israel’ from Egypt to the
(2) Moses

’ Holy Land. The Divine Laws-the
Commandments—were first delivered to him by God
Himself on mount Sinai. These laws form the

Jewish religious code. The Pentateuch is said to be
his work, though it seems that the historical and
legislative portions were added to it afterwards.

Moses is regarded as the greatest prophet by
some of the Jews. As Mr. Cohen says (Vide Vol. I

for his thesis). “According to the seventh creed

Moses is the greatest and the most eminent Prophet

who ever has existed or ever will exist.” We fully

regard and fully respect the personal opinion of Mr.

Cohen. But “the rise of prophecy falls in the time

of Samuel. This assertion will certainly sound

strange to many. What will be asked, did it not exist

long before this ? Was not Moses a prophet, and

P.—iJp—
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hdd he not at least a few successors during the period

of Judges? Let us well understand each other.

Moses is undoubtedly called a prophet of Jahveh
(Deut xviii, 15, 18, xxxiv 10— 12 &c.), and is already

regarded by the prophets of the 8th eentury B. C.

as one of their predecessors (H os. XII. 13). But to

ithe question whether he possessed the peculiar en-

thusiasm which must be regarded as the proper

characteristic of the ‘nabi\ a record of the same
period gives a negative answer (Num. xii 6-8) and
the Pentateuch in general never represents him as

appearing in prophetic ecstacy. We can thus affirm,

agreeably to the spirit of those accounts, that Moses
was an envoy and interpreter of Jahveh, but that he
was not a ‘nabi7,#

In another para, we find “In a

remarkable note preserved in I Samuel, we are in-

formed that those who were afterwards called

‘prophets’ were previously, that is, still in Samuels

time addressed as ‘seers’ (Judges IV 14). In con-

formity with this Saul asks of the inhabitants of

Ramah, 'Is the seer (roch) here’? (Judges IV, 15.

seq. V)”.# Elsewhere we find again “Abraham
received the title of ‘nabi’ (Gen. xx 7. comp, xviii, 17

and P. S. cv 15). But this was not in use from the

earliest times, those writers have fallen into ancho-

risms in this respect.”*

Before Moses had received the Divine Laws from

God in Median, we find for the third time, India

coming in contact with the outside world. The date of

Aryan ideas
civil war of Kurukshetra in India, has

beyond India for been placed by the scholars of the West
the third time.

at about B. C. 1 500, when Srikrishna,

who is regarded as an incarnation of God by the

Hindus, had been in the prime of youth. The Gita

was preached at this time and the versatile genius of

The Religion of Israel, Vol I Kuenen.
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Krishna wielded an immense influence over those mei)

who came in contact with him or his followers. Fron?

the Mahabharat, we learn that India came in contact

with the Chineese, the Huns and perhaps with the

whole of the Oriental world. Suffice it to say here that

the scene of the Ramayana, of which we have already

spoken, was again repeated.* Nearly five centuries

after Moses, we come again with two noble figures

of the Jews—David and Solomon
;

(cir B. C. 1023-

1000). As a second king over ‘Israel’, David
conquered Jerusalem and made it the religious centre

Dav'd
kingdom. He had ascended the

3 avi
’

throne after many vissititudes. But
during all this wild and adventurous life, “his poetic

* It will interest our readers to learn that the influence of the jjreat

Srikrishna was felt in Greece in even as lately as B.C. 175. We qubfc
a few lines from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1909, Part
IV, (October). “Besnagar or Heshnagar as the name is given in th£

Imperial Gazetteer, Vol. 8 P. 106, is a village in the Hhelsft (Vulgo
Bhilsa) District of .Sindhia’s Dominions, in Central India TJhe

neighbourhood of Bhelsa is known on account of the Buddhist Stupas
which exist in it. There are, however, other remains. About a mile and
a half on the north west of Bhelsa and one mile towards the south west

from ‘Beis,’ there are a village and hill named Udayagiri, Udegiri, also

on the south bank of the Bes ; and caves on this hill have yielded a

Vaishnava, a Saiva, and a Jain inscription of the Imperial Gupta period.

The present inscription is another Vaishnava record. It tells us that

the pillar on which it was engraved was set up as a Garuradhwaja of the

God Vashudevea : that is, it likens the pillar to a flagstaff, surmounted
by (instead of a banner) a representation of the man-bird Garura, the

vehicle and emblem of Vishnu.

The inscription mentions a Maharaja or great king, whose name, it

represents as Amtalikita. In this we recognise the Greek name Antal-

kidas For Antialkidas there have been proposed various initial dates

ranging from B.C. 175 (Cunningham) to 135 (Wilson). Vide p.p. 1087-88

written by Mr. J. F. Fleet, I. C. S. (Retd) P. H. D. C. I. E.

“The inscription A. from the same pillar with this one, is

particularly interesting from the point of view of religion. It is a docu-

ment of the Vasudevik cult, of which, as I have endeavoured to show,

the chief feature was a bhakti-worship of Krishna-Vashudeva, as the

Bhagwan\ ‘The Lord’. ..In the Besnagar inscription A, Heliodofus is

described as a Bhagavata or ‘votary of The Lord’, a title common on
later documents, (the connection of the Greeks with Krishna has been

pointed out by Me Kenedy in this Journal, 1907, P. 965 ff”). Vide P F.

1093-94 of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society— the article

written by Mr. L. D. Barnett.
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Faculty had been kept alive. Many of his most
affecting elegies receive a deeper interest when read

fii ' connexion with his personal history ; but none is

more touching than that which he composed on the

death of Jonothan—lovely and pleasant in their lives
,

in their death not divided!'* He had some great

faults and his own crime was the turning point of his

fortunes. He became enamoured of the wife of

One of his bravest soldiers. He seduced her.

“Shepered warrior, exile king, lawgiver, poet, founder

of a great dynasty, David in a wonderful degree

unites every kind of earthly grandeur. In the minute

History of his life we see his gallant outward life ; in

his psalms we see the tender sensitiveness of the

spirit that showed so free and dauntless. We see there

why he could be happy, why he could be brave, why,

after suffering, and even after crime, he could recover

calm and rest and how blessed is the soul that cons-

tantly remained in loving communion with the God
of his strength.”!

Solomon succeeded his father David at the age of

twenty. He rendered the people happy by continued

peace and was celebrated for his wisdom
(4) Solomon.

an(j magnificence. He is known as “the

sweet singer of Israel” and was the author of lyrics

and psalms which console many even at the present

day.

Nearly four centuries rolled by after Solomon and

we find another majestic figure in India, the Lord

.
Arjan thought Buddha of the Hindus. His ideas pro-

thr
#
4th”

d
tUne!

duced a mighty religious convulsion and
t>c Buddhistic had been preached to the then known
**nod% world. India thus came in contact for

the fourth time, with the outside world. From the

* The History of the Jews by Henry Hart Milman, D. D.

+ Book of worthies—Charlotte. M. Yonge.
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edicts of Asoka, who flourished some three, centuries

after Buddha, we learn that Buddhist missionaries were
sent to Syria, to Egypt, to Macedon, to Cyreiie and
to Epiros.*

Mr. Isaacf says that Judaism has shed lustre on
Confucianism and Buddhism. To the Confucianists,

Judaism, Hud- however, nature and its laws are sufficient

dhism and Con- to explain everything. “The finite”, says
fuciamsm.

Confucius in his Book of. Changes “gave
birth to two essential forms....What the Confucianists

call things spiritual is nothing more than the law of

action and reaction which operates upon matter without

suffering loss and which causes the season to come round
without deviation.”! The moral laws of the Chineese

began, in the opinion of Mr. Pungkwang yu, from
Feeh-Si some “6000 years ago”. According to Mr.
Kwang Hsien Ho, the ideas of Confucias may be

traced back to as far as B. C. 2255. This is supported

by the writings of Yu and even by the writings of

Tang and his minister Yi Yin B. C. 1 766).^

Buddha was an Indian by birth and religion. It

is, we must say, rash to suppose that Buddha was a

a Chaldic sage. A portion of the scythian race, from

which, some trace the descent of Buddha, had made
India their home according to I)r. Hunter, at some
pre-historic time. In the Ramayana, we find mention

of scythian kings in the court of Dasharatha. They
were taken into the Aryan fold. Their ideas having

* Senari’s Ijts Inscription
,
de Piyadasi.

+ Vide Vol. I for his thesis.

X Vide the lecture on Confucianism by Pungkwang yu :—The world's

Parliament of Religions 1897 vol. 1.

$ Vide the writings of Mr. Kwang Hsien Ho in “The world’s Parlia-

ment of Religions” 1893 vol. ».
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been Arianised in process of time, they became
Aryans for all intents and purposes.

The theory of Karma, the theory of the trans-

migration of souls and in fact all the ideas of Buddha

Hindu ideas
ex isted in India from the time of

beyond India be- the Upanishads even. Hinduism having
fore Buddha.

such theories had been preached in Java,

in Balidwip, in the Malayan Archipelago and in China
long before Buddha was born. And what to speak

of morality ? In the Rigveda (B. C.
in the Rigve as

3000-4000), the oldest Aryan record on

earth, we find Agyasta meditating upon God, with

his wife, in absolute continence for long years.# We
also find that the idea of renouncing all for the

Divine worship is there, f The very idea of morality

pales into insignificance before such grand ideals.

Even the idea of the transmigration of souls is there

in the Rigveda.j

There is nothing in the revelation of Abraham
to show that such ideas were believed by the Jews.

India’s connec-
We read in the book of Job '

“Tb« 11

tion with other shalt thou lay up gold as dust and the
!aridb

gold of Ophir as the stones of the

brooks.
§

The date of Job has been placed at cir.

B. C, 1520. Now the Ophir or Sophir of the Bible

has been identified with the Indian Souvira.
||

Helerew ophir is always rendered So/tr. The
Egyptian Coptic name of India is Sopkir even at the

present day. Though there is scarcely to be found
any trace of those Indian ideas in the words of

* Rigveda, r, 179, 3. cf also the next Sukta.

t Do, i. 71, 3 -

% Do, r, 89, 10. The word ‘birth
1

has been repeated twice, meaning
thereby birth and rebirth.

$ The Bible Old Test Job, Chap xxii, 24.

II Vide Geo : Cunningham’s Geography. Ancient India.
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Moses, who began preaching at cir. B. C. 1491, we'
have seen that even as far back as B. C. 1520, the
Jews had connections with India. The gold of Ophir
is also spoken of in Issaih (cir. B, C. 712). The
proverbs of Solomon were revealed at cir. B. C.
1000. As has been noticed by Mr. David (Vide
Vol. I for his thesis), we find the idea of spirit and
the soul of man in the book of Job and the soul is

spoken of as the spark of the Eternal in the book of
Proverbs.#

Pythagoras spread the ideas of the transmigration

of souls and other ideas of the Upanishads borrowed
from the Hindus, in the sixth century B. C. f Hero-
dotus speaks of India and Indian ideals in the fifth

century B. C. Magesthenes came to India a century

later. It is needless to add here that the theories of

Karma and the transmigration of souls are seldom
found before the time of Jeremiah (cir. B.C. 629-558).

These facts go clearly to show that India did come in

contact with races living beyond it, and that her ideas

have been found amongst other races since their con-

nection with her and that she has had such ideas since

the time of the Vedas. Thus Buddhism, we may safely,

presume, is not indebted to Judaism for its ideals.

We now pass on from the origin and history of

canons amongst races speaking the Hebrew tongue.

Suffice it say here that doubts were entertained about

the infallibility or otherwise of the Bible. It was

supposed that besides torturing the texts of the Holy
Book, interpellations and additions had been made
there. It was during the reign of Ptolemy Soter

* We have not entered into the controversy of dates. We have ac-

cepted the dates given by eminent scholars. We have argued.even ac-

cepting the dates given in tne Bible published by the British and
Foreign Bible Society, London

+ Plutarch’s Lives. Same scholars place Pythagoras at B. C. 8oo,
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(

(cir. B. C. 292) that the canon of the Old Testament

The Old Testa- was revised and completed under the
meht revised. directions of Simon the Just,

a high priest

and a pious Governor. About this time the sect of the

Sadduces rose denying the palingenesis of the Jews,

but were crushed. U nder the patronage of Ptolemy

Pblladelphius, the Bible was translated into Greek

by a council of the ‘seventies’. This version is known
as ‘Septugint’,

The conquest of Buddhism rolled on for centuries

without the march of cohorts and blasts of trum-

pets. We find that,

“..*at a considerable distance from the metropolis, in some

highly oases amid the wilderness on the shores of the Dead sea,

were situated the chief of the large agricultural villages of the

Essenes. According to Philo, their number was 4000 Among
‘ grooves of palm trees of which, according to

The Essenes, Pliny, they were the companions, and amid fertile

fields won from the barren wilderness, they passed

their rigid and ascetic lives. They avoided populous cities... In

general no woman was admitted within their domains. Some of

the inferior communities allowed marriage, but only associated with

their wives for the procreation of children * the higher and more

esteemed societies practised the most rigid celebacy and entirely

foreswore all communication with the other sex. Wonderful nation,

says the naturalist, which endures for centuries, but in which no
child Is ever born. They were recruited by voluntary prosely-

tes, Or by children whom they adopted when very young and
educated in their discipline. Among the Essenes all pleasure was

forbidden as sin : The entire extinction of the passions of the

body was the only real virtue. An absolute community of goods

was established in their settlements : Even a man's house was not

his own ;
another person might enter and remain in it as long as

he pleased. The desire of riches was proscribed
; every lucrative

employment, commerce, traffic and navigation were forbidden.

They neither bought nor sold, all they had was thrown into a

common fund, from which each received the necessaries of life.

;

but for charity or for the assistance of the poor or the stranger, they

might draw as largely as they would on this general revenue. They
were all clothed in white garments which they did not change till,

they were worn out...

The Italics are ours.
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It), their religious opinions, they differed from their countrymen ;

t hough they sent their gifts to the temple, they offered no sacrifices

there. They were strict predestinarians. They believed that the
body was mortal, the soul immortal...They abhorred slavery, as

aft infringement of the natural liberty of men. In their civil cons-
titution, they were all equal, as regards their rights, but divided into

four classes,
# of which the superior class looked down so much on

those beneath them, that if touched by one of a lower order, they
were defiled and washed themselves.

There were stewards who managed the common stock and
officers who took care of all strangers who might enter their towns.

No one was admitted into the society without the strictest proba-
tion

;
the proselyte received a small pick axe, linen garments and a

white dress, and so connected his year of novicate. After having
given satisfactory proof of continence and temperance for that

period, he was admitted to closer intimacy, and to wash in the holy,

waters : yet for two years longer he remained on trial, and only at

the end of that time was admitted to the common refractory...

The Essenes were cruelly persecuted by the Romans of Jericho.

They were tortured, racked, had their hones broken on the

wheel inorder to compel to blaspheme their lawgiver or eat forbid-

den meats. They did not appease their tormentors
;
they uttered

no cry, they shed no tear ; and even smiled in the worst agony of

torment ;
and in steadfast reliance on the immortality of their souls,

departed rejoicing, from life. These were called practical Essenes ;

there was another class in Egypt called the Therapeuta; or Con-
templative, ”t

Henry Hart Milman thinks that these Kssenes

were “the monastic order of the Jews." though he
does not hesitate to inform us that the “origin of

this singular people, the Kssenes. is involved in obs-

The Essenes,
curity. Later researches have proved

the Buddhist that the Essenes were hut the Buddhist
missionaries.

missionaries. The ideal of a married life,

only for the procreation of children for some great

purpose and their division into four classes are pecu-

liar to India and India alone.

“Candid inquirer who have paid attention to the history of India

* The Italics are ours.

t History of the Jews by Henry Hart .Milman D.D. We have dealt

at some length with the histmy of the Essenes only because they are

now so little talked of.

P.—II.- -E
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and of the Greek world during the centuries immediately proceeding

the Christian Era, and noted the intimate relationship which existed

between those countries, in scientific, religious and literary deas,

found no difficulty in believing that Buddhist ideas and pre cepts

penetrated into the Greek world before the birth of Christ. The
discovery of Asoka’s inscription at Grinar, which tells us that, that

enlightened emperor of India made peace with five Greek kings,

and sent Buddhist missionaries to preach his religion in Syria

explains to us the process by which the ideas were communicated.
Researches into the doctrines of the Therapeuts in Egypt and of

the Essenes in Palestine leave no doubt even in the minds of such

devout a Christian thinker as Dean Mansel that the movement wlych

those sects embodied was due to Buddhist missionaries, who visited

Egypt and Palestine within two generations of the time of Alexan-

der the Great. Some moderate Christian writers admit that Bud-
dhism in Syria was a preparation, a ‘forerunner’ (to quote the word
used by Professor Mahaffy) of the religion preached by Jesus over

two centuries later...** ** **. ..Baptism is common
to Buddhism and Christianity, and indeed John the Baptist

adopted the rite of baptism from the Essenes who admittedly repre-

sented the Buddhist movement in Palestine, before the birth of

Christ. When Jesus was a young preacher in Galilee, the fame
of John the Baptist reached him. Jesus went to John

John the Baptist, and lived with him, and no doubt learnt from John
much of the precepts and teachings of the Essenes,

and adopted the rite of baptism which John had practised so long.

We will make a passing allusion to the theory of metempsychosis

which was first originated in India and borrowed from the Hindus
by Pythagoras in the 6th century B.C. Buddhists accepted the

belief, and the Jews of the time of Jesus Christ universally held

the doctrine under the name of Gilgal

\

‘Who did sin, this man or

his parents, that he is born blind ?’ /John, IX. 3). If a man
could be born blind for sin committed by himself, that sin must
have been committed in a previous life.

Dean Mansel admits that the philosophy and rites of the Thera-

peuts of Alexandria were borrowed from the Buddhist missiona-

ries who visited Egypt within two generations of the time of

Alexander the Great. Philosophers like Shillong and Schopenhauer
and scholars like lessen support this view. Dean Milman main-

tains that the Therapeuts sprang from the contemplative fraternities

of India

The Essenes of Palestine were the same sect as the Therapeuts

The Therapeuts of Egypt. (The Therapeutce of Philo are a branch
—the same as of the Essenes. Their name appears to be but a
the Essenes. Greek translation of that of the Essenes’ :

—

Renan's
Life ofJesus).
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.

They alike adopted the Buddhist practice of enforced vegetaria-

nism. They refused to go to the temple sacrifices at Jerusalem.

They practiced celebacy and believed in the eight stages of progress

answering to the eight fold path of the Buddhists. They believed

in baptism answering to the Buddhist Abhisheka . We have said

before that John the Baptist adopted the Essene custom of baptism.

It is maintained by some writers that the Baptist was an Essene

himself (see Bunsen’s Angel Messiah of Buddhists
,
Esseties and

Cnristians p. 149).
’*

The ancient Iran too was not free from Buddhistic

Buddhistic in- influence. With reference to Yast I, para-
fluence m Iran, graph 1 6, where “Gaotema, the heretic”

is mentioned, says Max Muller “ This seems to

be an allusion to controversies with the Buddhists or

Gotama’s disciples, whose religion had obtained a foo-

ting in the western parts of Iran as early as the 2nd
century before Chrisf”t

We shall here just quote a few lines from the

The influence
writings of Rhys Davids to show how

of Buddhism on Christianity was influenced by the
Christianity.

Buddhistic faith.

“It is a curious part of the history of the Legend of the Buddha,
that it should have been adapted into a Christian form by a father

of the Christian church, and have been found so agreeable to the

Catholic lover of saints, that the hero of it has been entered in the

Roman Calendar, and is ordered to be worshipped as a saint on
evejcy 27th of November, under the title of St. Josephut. Hww
this came about has been told by Professor Max Muller in his

paper on the Migration of Fables in the Contemporary Review for

July 1870.” Again “to have been made a Christian saint is not the

only curious fate which has befallen the great Teacher. He takes

his place also in the ‘Dictionnarie Infernal’ of M. Collin de Plancy

(Paris, 1863, 6th edition
,

a quaintly illustrated dictionary of all

matters relating to devils, fairies, magic, astrology and so on). There

he, appears in a curious woodcut as ‘Sakimuni, genie on dieu’ in the

character of the Man in the Moon
;
or rather of the Hare in the

Moon.”t

* A History of Civilization in Ancient India, Vol II by R.C. Dutt.

f Vide the Sacred Books of ihe East. Zend-Avesta. K. Max Muller,

j Buddhism by T. W. Rhys Davids.— Published by the Society for

promoting Christian knowledge. London.
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It is of little importance to know whether Chris-

tianity has sprung directly from Buddhism, or whether
it is only a Jewish interpretation of the ideals of

Buddha, when we come to the great personality of

Christ Jesus, an ideal man, a saviour of the poor, the

down-trodden, who came for the ‘lost sheep of Israel.’

Satan might tempt him
; he might fret and foam.

But there stood Jesus like a rock amidst the raging

billows.

“And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up ;

and as his custom was, he went into the Synagogue on the sabbath

. day, and stood up to read. And there was delivered

|esus

nstuni1
' into him the book of the prophet Ksais. And when

he had opened the book, he found the place whfcre

it was written. The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because He
hath annointed me to preach the gospel to the poor

;
He hath sent

me to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives

and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are

bruised to preach the acceptable year of the Lord. And he closed

the book and he gave it again to the minister and sat down. And the

eyes of all them that were in the Synagogue were fastened on him”.

And again “And when it was day, he (Jesus) departed and went

into a desert place : and the people sought him, and came unto

him, and stayed him, that he should not depart from them. And
he said unto them, I must preach the kingdom of God to other

cities also : for therefore am I sent.”* We cannot resist here the

temptation of quoting from the Bible the words of Jesus to the

poor. “And he lifted up his eyes on his disciples and said, Blessed

be ye poor : for yours is the kingdom of God. Blessed are ye that

hunger now : for ye shall be filled. Blessed are ye that weep now :

for ye shall laugh. Blessed are ye, when man shall hate you, and
when they shall separate you from their company

,
and shall repro-

ach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the Son of man’s
sake.”! From that exalted position, where man realizes that non-
resistance of evil is the highest virtue, said Jesus. “But I say unto
you which hear, Love your enemies, do good to them, which hate
you. Bless them that curse you, and pray for them which despite-

fully use you. And unto him that smiteth thee on the one che&
offer also the other

;
and him that take away thy cloke forbid

not to take thy coat also.”\ And again, “And why call ye me, Lord,

* The Bible St. Luke, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 42 & 43. (Chap. 4).

+ Ho I>o ?o, 2 r, 22, (Chap 6).

t Do. Du. 27, 28, 29 (Chap. 6).
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Lord, and do not the things which I say ? Whoever cometh to
me, and heareth my sayings and doeth them, I will show you to
whom he is like : He is like a man which built a house, and
digged deep, and laid the foundation on a rock : and when the
flood arose, the stream beat vehemently upon that house and could
not shake it : for it was founded on a rock. But he that heareth,

and doeth not, is like a man that without a foundation built a
house upon the earth

; against which the stream did beat vehe-
mently, and immediately it fell

;
and the ruin of that house was

great.”(a/

This is the man who. fearless of death, could say
even when under the pangs of crucifixion, “Father
forgive them ; for they know not what they do.” (b)

This is the man who could utter words of hope to

mankind, “Ask, and it shall be given you ; seek, and
ye shall find ; knock, and it shall be opened to you.(f)

This is the man who could say “Come unto me
all ye that labour and arc heavy laden and I shall

give ye rest’
1

(d).

Maulvi Mahammad Aliof Ouadian of the Ahma-
dia sect (Vide Vol. I. for his thesis) has something

very curious to say about the life of Jesus after he had
been crucified. He says that “Jesus did not die on

the cross, but that he died a natural death afterwards,

his tomb being situated in the Khan Yar street

at Srinagar.” lie indentifies one Yus Asaf, a nabi

or prophet, whose tomb is at Srinagar, in Kashmir,

with Jesus. He brings forward some very interesting

Yus Asaf and circumstantial evidences. We beg leave

J esus- here to point out that some of his

evidences from the Scriptures may be interpreted in

other ways also ; and that his historical evidences,

though they go far to show that the Nabi had come

from some far off country, are not supported by the

(«)* The Bible i>. Luke 47, 48, 49 (Chap. 6).

(« Do. do. 34 (Chap. 23).

(O Do. do. 9 (Chap. II.)

(d) Do. St. Mathew.
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God is Love.

life of Jesus as has been preserved in the apocryphal

Bibles or other popular legends. Nevertheless we
welcome this new sect and we beg to request her

to push on with further enquiries and bring forward

Other positive evidences, if there be any, to create

an academical interest even on the subject. What
we want today is light and more light on everything,

either spiritual or secular.

Mr. Ghosh, the writer of the thesis on Vaishna-

vism (Vide Vol. 1 1). prefers to call both Buddha and

Jesus, the Avatars of morality and not of religion.

Inspite of what Mr. Ghosh says, Buddha is recog-

nised as one of the ten Avatars by the Hindus
and the influence of that great Prophet is felt all over

the world. The Vaishnavas want to concentrate

their love upon one particular ideal, call it God or

or what you may like. Buddha, wanted
to concentrate his love on Humanity, nay

upon the whole universe. Love is the ideal in both

cases and God is Love.

“The Vaishnavas,” says Mr. Ghosh, “ have only

one prayer, viz., ‘My Lord, may Thou abide in my
The idea of heart, may my soul cling to Thy lotus

resignation. feet.”. When Jesus said “Thy will be

done,” he did completely surrender himself to the

Supreme Will and is there simply absorbed in the

great love for God.

The greatest miracle of Jesus, we think, is the

conversion of Paul, a few years after the passing

away of that great prophet. We shall here only

quote the words of Paul himself.

“I think myself happy, King Agrippa, because 1 shall answer
for myself this day before thee touching all the things whereof

.
. paul

I am accused of the Jews....My manner of life from
* au

' my youth, which was at the first among mine own
nation at Jerusalem, know all the Jews ;

which knew me from the

beginning, if they would testify, that after the most straitest sect
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of our religion I lived a Pharisee.... I verily thought with myself,
that I ought to do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of
Nazareth, which thing I also did in Jerusalem: and many of
the saints did I shut up in prison, having received authority from
the chief priests

; and when they were put to death, I gave my
voice against them. And I punished them oft in every Sxynagogue,
and compelled them to blaspheme

;
and being exceed ngly mad

against them, I persecuted them even unto strange cities. Where-
upon as I went to Damascus with authority and commission from
the chief priests. At midday, O king, I saw in the way a light

from heaven, above the brightness of the sun, shining round
about me and them which journeyed with me. And when we
were all fallen to the earth, I heard a voice speaking unto me,
and saying in the Hebrew tongue, Saul, Saul, why persecutest
thou me ? it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks. And I

said, who art thou, Lord ? And he said, I am Jesus, whom thou
persecutest. But rise, and stand upon thy feet : for I have appeared
unto thee for this purpose, to make thee a minister and a witness

both of these things which thou hast seen, and of those things

in the which I will appear unto thee
;
Delivering thee from the

people, and from the Gentiles
,
unto whom I send thee... ”4

It is due to Paul and his influence that the faith

of Jesus was preached to diverse nationalities.

The earliest fathers certainly believed the Old
Testament books to be the divine and infallible guide

;

The New Testa- but the New Testament was not so consi-

conception ofa dercd till towards the close of the second
Catholic church, century, when the conception of a Catho-

lic church was formed. The collection of writings was

not called scripture or even put on a par with the Old

Testament as sacred and inspired till the time of

Theophilus of Antioch about 1S0 A. D.f

More than a century after, we come to that

notable figure, whose sword did much to spread Chris-

tianity and under whose reign Christianity
(3) Constantine.

became a State- Religion in 324 A. D. and

the pagan temples were closed. He is well-known in

history as Constantine the Great, born in 274 A. D. at

Naissus, in upper Mercia. Such a bigot Christian

The Bible. The New Testament. The Acts. Chap. 26.

f Cf The British Enryrlnprctoea—Canon,
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historian as Maunder calls him a nominal Christian.

Thus writes he, “Constantine, now the sole master 6f

the empire transferred the seat of Government to

Byzantium which he named Constantinople. Under him
Christianity began to flourish

;
he received baptism

;

but although he was a nominal Christian, many of his

qualities were repugnant to the principles of Chris-

tianity”# Under his direction was held the Church
Council of Niae (325) in which the court sided

against the Arians.

Religious conferences in the shape of Councils

Diets, Synods &c began to be held after the council

at Nictea, too numerous to mention all of them here.

We have spoken of religious conferences of India in

Vol. I. But whereas the object of such conferences in

India was to arrive at a principle, to arrive at a truth,

the object in other places was to settle only some
church doctrines which only helped to foment the

ill-feelings of bigots against all heretics.

The Council of Laodicea in 363 forbade the

reading of all non-cononical books. Several persons

f4) The reii- afterwards published separate lists of
gious gathering, books and psalms as authorised by the

Council, but none of them was universally accepted.

The Canon was discussed in the council at Hippo
in 393, where only a list wes settled. In the council

at Carthage four years afterwards the statute of its

predeessors was repeated. Augustine was the

animating spirit of both the councils.

In the 2d. council at Carthage in 419, at which
Augustine was present, the former list was repeated

only with a single alteration.

Notwithstanding the numerous endeavours here

f Maunder’s Treasury of History.



and there to settle the canon during the 4th and 5th
centuries, it was not finally closed.*

* Our readers will feel greatly interested to learn that inspite uf the
advancement of learning before the advent of Jesus, waves of such
ideas as had been slowly undermining the very vitalities of nations
beyond India swept over a great portion of the Old World. Truly has
it been remarked that a great man is produced out of the necessity of
times. The ideas of Jesus brought in a healthy tone in national ideas.
These ideas before Jesus penetrated into India through China
and through Phoenicia ; and it was reserved for Sankara to combat
those outlandish ideas.

We have tried to give a hint as to the possibility of the introduction
of snake-stories into India. In the Mahabharata, where the ep c depicts
the sacrifice of Janmejoy, snake-stories are f >und plen y. In the
Biddhistic writings, snake stories are very often repeated. In Colombo
in the monastery of H. Sumangala Mahasthabir, Buddna is represen ed
not in a meditating posture, but in a lying state with a many headed
snake on his head. In Srimat Bhagabat, Srikrishna is d mcing on the
head of a many-hooded snake Kaliya. In the 4th and 3rd centuries
B.C., we find dynasties tracing their origin from snakes and Takshak

,

(a class of snake). We are told that Alexander w is married to the
princess of Takshak (TaksAashila or Taxalius of the Grt-eksl. Similar

mn^skas or snake dynasties are to be found in many pi ices. Even
now a days in K ishmir, places are called Shishna^ Bherinag &c.

Among the Prcnicians, we find the worship of Bial. The Phoeni-

cians being a tribe of the Senate were descended from the Assyrians
and the old god Baal and Mardoch were retained. The Assyrian in »de

of worship of B lal is yet a controversial point. But the Phce.iici in

ceremony is partly known. The Greeks had their wine god Dio mce is,

but since their connection with the Phoenicians, Dionoceas and Bail
(under the name of Bachus) became the same person possih y in toe

5th century B C. We find the mother of Alexander performing the

B icchalian orgies, (when men and women became naked, and drunk)

and dancing with a serpent in her hand. (She was of Epirot origin;.

About the year 422 A.D., we find that the Buddhists became almost
intolerable in China. The revenue of that country fell short and the

B iddhists became veritable pests (according to the then Chineese king

Wante.) He issued edicts against them, banished them, and had their

temples burnt. Learned himself, he was a great piomoter of learning.

Later on, we find Fei-ie king - Ho the second Chineese king after

Wante, rolling in the most frantic orgies.

India had connections with both China and Phoenicia. In India,

the Phoenicians came to trade in a port called Fatal or Potaloy menti-

oned in the Buddhistic books and the records of Alexander. There

are ample evidences in the records of different people that the Phoeni-

cians had ample trade with India As we have said, we exchange our

goods and ideas together. The ideas of one nation are carried to

another more by the traders than by the preachers. The preachers

only give a new light and a new impetus to those ideas. Even the

Banian-tree (bania- trader) is so named in other countries for Bata-tree

P.—11.—
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About the year 570 was born at Mecca that grfcat

personage Mohammud, the first illiterate genius of'

Islam the woiKl, who in later times claimed
(n Mohammud. to be the messenger of God and

and ti<e U ndos are c died 11 mians by the masses of other countries.

The Tun mans and tli * Phoenicians and other non-Indian races who
had settled down into I - dia and had become converts to Buddhism, in

the Buddhistic pc n*d by thousands introduced their ideas into India.

Thus when the Phoe nicians came in contact with the Hindus of Patal,

they intiodu* ed their ideas to the customers. Even now ada\swe

find ihe worship of Chidi ( )
in the Indus regions, which has

much of the same tlvngs as those » f the Nuscries, of whom we shall just

write a f w words. M.p*y of tin* vanm-char ivam = anti and achar * custom
i.e., cus oins widt h are ant igonistio to the ideas of the Vedas) systems

of wo* slup may be traced to th < se sources.

InSyrii, th*re is a sect called theNuseries (Nitn Nuseria = semi

Christmas). Thc’r pecu’iarities are that they never circumcise, they

ne*er keep the fast of Rimzm though outwardly they seem to be

M homedans. In reading the Koran they never pronounce the name
of Sut m |S it an which they say ‘Malik Tank* (peat ock-royal). Their
s o y is ill it ••nee (1 >d and S dan had a tight. Satan, though defeated

will in ihe end oust out God and will reign as supreme. They have
certa n most cPsgu ti >g ceremonies, which we cannot write here, for the

s ke « f de eucv In a contain d iy of the week, both males and females

ent r into a ro un They select their own people and scrupulously

av ml outsiders. They It ive th«*ir worship
;

they drink
;
and have

the r orgies. (Cf the writings of Kudom Hor Muzd, a Chaldian
Christian and a • an icjuaiian a British Consul of Mo'.ul).

In this world, we can destroy the material things, but the ideas can
n*ver be destroyed, suppress one idea, and it will crop up in another
country. TIiouJi tin* PI emit inn* .me dead and gone, in the very

lomiiry, the same ideas and ceremonies are yet to be found in ano'her

name, so that the Nuseiies are neither Christians nor Mahomedans,
but the mnnants of the old Phoenician s» hool.

In India, all the different ideas which she has received from time
to t me, line been Plained almost in tact. She has rejected none,
has never trim! to unr »ot them by force. She has taken them up and
I ke a devoti d student has thoroughly studied each of them. She has
then irteil only t idealise each of them. The idealization in India,

we take ihe lib rty li re to point out, does not mean a speculation

only. 11 ndus have never li ft any idea, till it has been realized, till a

w y has been found out to reach some highest truths. This process

is still going on as we h-ive said in our Introduction to Volume 1. The
Paunnic period which began in the Ramayana period and reached
its culir i intioii in the Bu«ldliisiic period, has been able to propound
tlms- wnndei fill (loonies of love, which have been expressed in so
many Indian sy-tciiis of dualistic faiths. Beyond India, the ideas of.

Jesus and Moliannmul were successful in not allowing such abominable
practices to take hold upon the people.



who, as if by a magical wand, turned the fierce Arabs
into peaceful citizens! Mohammud was, from his early

boyhood, extremely sensitive to human sufferings and
his first step, perhaps, in his youth was to stop the

infanticide prevalent amongst the Arabs then. His
preachings irritated the Khoraish, who planned to

murder him. With the help of Abu Bakr he suc-

ceeded in taking a (light, known as the Hegira, at

about 622 A.D. to Yathreb, where he and Abu Bakr
joined Ali, another most ardent and faithful disciple

of Mohammud. His Meccan disciples and the

people of Yathreb received him with great enthusiasm.

His superb intellect and almost miraculous power of

organisation now began to be felt. He stopped all

lawlessness and granted equal rights even to the

Jews. No great man is to pass his times in ease.

The history of humanity proves it, and Mohammud
was not to live in peace, lie was driven into war.

The treachery of the Jews was unbounded and
certainly unpardonable. In the sixth year of the

Hegira, the prophet granted his famous charter to the

Christians. It secured to the monks of St. Catherine

w ,
near Mount Sinai and to all Christians

The great ( .barter . ...
, 1 •

1 1
•

certain important privileges by which nis

followers were to guard them “from all injuries, and
to defend their churches, and the residences of their

priests. They were not to he unfairly taxed
;
no

bishop was to be driven out of the bishopric
;
no

Christian was to be forced to reject his religion
;
no

monk was to he expelled from his monastery ; no

pilgrim was to he detained from his pilgrimage ;
nor

were the Christian churches to be pulled down for

the sake of building mosques or houses for the

Moslems. Christian women married to Moslems
were to enjoy their own n-ligion and not to he sub-

jected to compulsion or annoyance of any kind on

that account. If the Christians should stand in need

of assistance for the repair of their churches or



monasteries or any other matter pertaining to their

religion, the Moslems were to assist them.” # Be it

remembered here that these rights were not extorted

from Moliammud. They were mercifully granted

by him. Let those who hurl invectives against the

Arabian prophet in season and out of season brood

over the nobleness, the magnanimity and the tolerant

spirit of the man. Let them read the theses of

Moulvi Mirza Abul Fazal (especially the lines con-

tained under the head “Religious toleration”) and Mr.

Khuda Bux on “Islam* Its teachings” etc. (Vide Vol I.

for their theses). We do not know if we have ever

come across such a noble sentiment in the writings

of any modern Mahomedan, as has been expressed

by Mr. Khoda Bux.— “ It is only the clouded

vision which sees difference between one religion and
another, to one who has the eyes to see and the heart

to feel, all religions appear but as reflections of one

and the same light,” At the fortieth year of his age

Mohammud received the commandment from God
through Gabriel to preach the true religion unto man-
kind at the Mount Hira near Mecca. In the peace

that followed in the failure of the siege of Medina
in 627, he celebrated the pilgrimage with his followers

for three days at Mecca in the year 629. He left

this world on the 12th of the 3d. month in the year

11 of the Hegira (8th June 632) at about the noon
of Monday.

Abu Bakr was elected Caliph or Viceregent of the

Prophet of the commonwealth of Islam founded by
Mnhammmud. He felt for the poor and

2 u a r
- the destitute. He devoted his whole

energy to the welfare of the new born state. “For
a time after his election, he continued to maintain

himself with his own private income, but finding that

* A Short History of the Saracens—Amir Ali.



in looking after his property and business, he was not
able to pay sufficient attention to the affairs of the

State, he consented to receive 6000 dirhems arm tally

from the Treasury. On his deathbed, however, he
was so troubled at having taken public money that

he directed one of his properties to be sold, in order

to refund to the state the sum he had received.

Such were the simple, honest ways of the imme-
diate disciples of Mohammud” *

Omar succeded Abu Bakr to the Caliphate. Like
his predecessor, he was ever ready to help the poor.

(3) Omar
slron& iirms never refused to give

protection to those who sought for them.

His simple habits, his resignation to his duty attracted

the people much. He had to carry on long wars. In

this case also, we find him tolerant and just even to

the extreme. Stories of acts of vandalism ascribed

to him have been proved to be totally unfounded.

Christian writers have blamed Islam alone for her

fanatical thirst for blood in the name of religion, which,

however, is not historically correct. Says* Mr. Ander-

son, while speaking of the influence of Christianity on

the world (Vide Vol. I for his thesis on Christianity),

“Glancing at its historic il progress and principles of

propagation, the faith of Christ secured a firm footing

in the world without any aid from the secular arm
and without the sword.”

Omar has been blamed for acts which were really

perpetrated by the Christians. Christians had been

more deadly iconoclasts than their Moslem brethren.

Says Mr. Amir Ali. “’The story about the burning

of the Alexandrian Library under the orders of the

Caliph Omar is without any foundation. Such an act

of vandalism was totally opposed to the tolerant and

liberal spirit of that great ruler. As a matter of fact,

* A Short History -of the Saracens—Amir AJi.
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a large part of this library was destroyed in theseige

which Julius Casar underwent in that city
; and the

remainder was lost in the reign of the Emperor

The destrue-
Theodosius in the 4th century of the

lion of the: Alex- Christian era. This Emperor, who was
andnan Library.

a c{cv()ut Christian stud hated works writ-

ten by pagans, had ordered the destruction and
dispersion of the splendid remnant of the Philadal-

phian Library which was so zealously carried out that

little or nothing remained of it in the 7th century

for the Moslems to destroy.

(Compare Scdillnt, Vnl. I, 1\ 439. The hooks are said to have

been used to heat the Laths with. There were no public hammams
then in existence. Tney came into vogue years later.)”

*

It is needless to say here that the temple of

Serapis and the famous library in Alexandria were
destroyed under the directions of Bishop Theo-
philus. Says a great historian, “The temple of the

celestial Venus at Carthage, whose secret precincts

formed a circumference of two miles, was judiciously

converted into a Christian church.

(Prosper Aquitan, I, III. C 38 »pud B.irouiwm
;
annnl Eocles.

A. I). 389, No 58 tic. 'Lie temple had been shut sometime, «and

the access was overgrown with brumbies)*’.

And again “But when a sentence of destruction

against the idols of Alexandria was pronounced the

Christians set up a sort of joy and exultation, whilst

the unfortunate pagans whose fury had given way
to consternation retired with hasty and silent steps

and elluded by their flight or obscurity the resentment
of their enemies...

The valuable library of Alexandria was pillaged

or destroyed, and near twenty years afterwards the

appearance of the empty shelves excited the regret

and indignation of every spectator whose mind was
not totally darkened by religious prejudice.

A short History of the Saracens. Amir Ali.
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“(Nos Vidimus armoria libronim, quihus direptis, exinanita ea a
poslris hnminibiis. no^tris temporibiis memoraiil Ores, i, vii, c. 15
P. 421 ed H ivercamp. Though a bigot and a controversial wiiter

Orosins seems to blush)” (t)

Wh.it is meant by the crusades ? we have not

the space here to paint the horrors of war, rapine,

cannibalism and crimes of worst forms practised

by the Christians then. What is meant by the

persistent persecutions of the Jews? What is meant
by the conqueror of Mexico calling out, “Forward,
soldiers, the Holy Cross is our banner and under that

we shall conquer ?” (2) Truly says the historian that

in America, Christianity had been preached with “the

sword in one hand and the Bible in the other.” (3)
What was the case even in India with the earliest

Christian conquerors, when a whole city was asked

either to become Christians within 24 hours or to

prefer to be placed under the cannon ball !! England
and England alone has been more tolerant than their

neighbours in Europe in this respect.* But we must
stop here and say that fanaticism is fanaticism all the

world over. Fanatics there are in every part of the

world. Fanaticism cannot be laid at the door of any

religion. How we wish a death knell to be sounded

against all fanaticism. It is true that the influence of

Christianity is due more to the majestic personality of

Jesus than to these fanatics. But so is with every

faith.

Like the previous Christian religious councils, the

council of Tobdo was held in 632, the

athlri»ig^'

8,0llS counci * °f Whitby in 664, the council of
fea ne

Constantinople in 692, the 2nd council of

Nicene in 787.

U) Gibbon’s Ro n.tn Empi"- Chop. XXVIII. .

(2) Present is* Conquest of Mexico.

(3) Do. do.

* It is the great h« art and t' e tr>*< rant snirif of England which made

her stand for the cause of humanity, winch uprooted ihe Slave-trade,

made the Prison and the Penal Code refonns in the West.



Had our space allowed how we wish we could have
given a short summary of the lives of Francis of
Ass isi (1182), Dominic (1 216), Martin Luther (1483),
Ignatius Loyalla (1491) and other saints to show how

Christianity was able to capture the hearts
Ssu,lts

* of millions by the examples of the lives

of renunciation of these saints. Yes, they are the

pillars upon which the huge structure of Christianity

rests. But alas for Europe ! such saints are becoming
rarer and rarer every day! Inspite of her boasted

civilization, she has failed to harmonise between

Kai’nrc of Eu-
'<tnd spirit she has failed to evolve

rope to evolve a asocial system wherein matter and spirit,

spiritual
may sjet their assigned places. We want

ideals may i>e- to-day more than anything else perhaps,
come practical.

sa j nts Qf the type we have mentioned,
amongst us. We want missionaries of Christ and not

missionaries of church. We want Christianity to be
preached and not Churchianity to take hold upon the

people. We want missionaries of love and not of

forms. We want living examples and not mere frothy

precepts.

A few years before Martin Luther, another reli-

Reiipons rra- £ious council was held at Florence (1441).
therirgs. Proies* In a Diet at Spires (1529), the edict of
tanls

' Worms was confirmed upon which a
solemn protest was entered against this decree by the
elector of Saxony and other reformers whence they
began to be called as Protestants.

Under the patronage of the elector of Saxony,
Martin Luther with other divines committed the chief

articles of his faith to writing
; further to elucidate them

Melancthon drew up the celebrated ‘Confessions of
Augusburg’ to be presented before the Diet assembled
again in 1530. Several conferences were held upto

1546, without any satislactorty conclusion, to settle

religious disputes. Charles V. of Hungary,.a.Roman
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Catholic prince, tried to arrange the religious affairs of

Germany at the Diet of Ratisbon (1538) without any
result, but a religious peace was finally declared by
the ‘recess of Augusburg’. During the progress of this

treaty Charles V renounced, to the astonishment of

Europe, his imperial and Spanish crown and retired

to spend the remainder of his life in meditation at the

monastery of Vusfe in Spain 1563.

Says Maxmuller, “Of course, in the Middle Ages
what was orthodox in one century became often un-

orthodox in the next, one council condemned another,

one Pope anathemised another. But the idea that

there was a Divine Essentia , which was manifested in

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, was familiar

to many Christian theologians, in ancient and
modern times. Hence arose the danger on one side

of substituting a Ouaternity for the Trinity i. e. the

Divine Essence and the three substances, Father, Son
and Holy Ghost, or on the other side of changing the

Trinity into three gods distinct substantially which

would have been condemned as Tritheism.

(
See Hammarck, dogniengt-schichte, iv. V. 447, note

;

Hagenlonch, Dogmengeschichte, 1 *. 170 Notes.)*

The Roman Catholic Canon was finally deter-

(7) Religious mined at the, council of Trent in 1546.
gatherings. A Jerusalem Synod was held in 1672.

The Vatican council took place in 1S70.

The greatest of such religious gatherings, perhaps

the greatest that the world ever saw in the West took

place in America in 1893. It is known as the Par-

liament of Religions in Chicago. It is said that all

the religions of the world with their sects were re-

presented in this Parliament. The greatest figure

in this gathering, as we come to learn from the Press

Reports of that country of that time, was the Swami
Vivekananda, now well known all over the world.

* The Vedanta Philosophy—F. Max Muller.

P.—11.—
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There in a trumpet voice did he declare that man
is not a sinner, but a child of the Immortal Bliss and

that he is travelling not from error to truth, but from

truth to truth from the lower to the higher truth.

Aryan thoughts, as we have seen, travelled beyond

India often and often. They had their far reaching

effects. India has thus been able to systematize her

religous thoughts in a thorough scientific way as is

evidenced by the great systems of Hindu philosophy.

We beg to differ here with Mr. Madan (Vide Vol.T

for his thesis on Zoroastrianism) when he says that the

systematization and the cultivation of theology as a

science has its origin entirely in the West. The
genius of the West is in tin; development of material

science, and we must be thankful to the West for

her noble efforts to study theology from comparitivc
,

linguistic and historical points of view with the aid of

India and the the knowledge of this science. Neverthe-
w«t. less we make bold to say that if any place

is best suited for the study of theology or even history

from any and every point of view, it is this wonderful

land India, the protector and shelterer of the per-

secutees and refugees of all nations of the earth.

With so much diverse creeds and diverse nationalities,

India was engaged to find out a common point where

all these diverse ideas converge
;
she was engaged

to find out the centre at which all these diverging

radii meet. Truly remarks the editor in his preface

to the Science and Philosophy of Religion by the

Swami Vivekananda, that “the Indian national mind
was sleeping centuries perfectly exhausted with the

superhuman exertions of the great discovery ! No
wonder it needed the present period of re-awakening

of the motherland of Dharma...’' And the re-

awakening, we are sure, is destined to mould the

thought-currents of the world.

We have said something about the Swami and*
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his Master in Vol. I. In this Volume, we have*tried

to indicate some salient points in the teachings of

some of the greatest heroes of the world. We shall

here try to give a gist of the teachings of the Swami,
as we have understood them. In this connection,

we desire to draw the attention of our readers

to the thesis on ‘Sanatan Dharma’ by the Swami
Saradananda

( Vide this Volume).

.
Says the Swami Vivekananda, “Thoughts, like

merchandise, can only run through channels made
by somebody. Roads have to be made before even
thought can travel from one place to another, and,

whenever in the history of the world a great con-
quering nation has arisen linking the different parts

of the world together, then has poured through these
channels the thought of India, and entered into the

India’s contact veins of every race...One of these cycles

woHd
he

f(,r

UtS

thc
havc akrain arrived There is the tre-

5th time, chan- mendous power of England which has

"o

6

travel
,

th

made linked the different parts of the world to-

by England. gether. English roads no more are

content like Roman roads to run over lands, but they

have ploughed the deep in every one of its parts.

From ocean to ocean run the roads of England.

Every part of the world has been linked to every other

part, and electricity plays a most marvellous part as

a new messenger. Under all these circumstances we
find again India reviving and ready to give her own
quota to the world.”

The Aryan idea is, that there is but One.* This

* Theie art? three steps to gain knowledge, to look at things separate-

ly, to find a relation between ihrm, to find a common point »n them all.

Different schools ol thought have taken up O'.e or more of ih« se different

steps. Hence seem these apparent c*m t rati ic ton*, among them. In India,

the Sankhya System of Kapil. t Ins taken up the second st'-p only. It

recognises the authority of the V» das, and is c;» 1 le- i the Nirishwarb&d
(thedoctiine of the agnostics Even suth a thoroughgoing dualist as

Madhwacharya, in nter times, did not conuadi. t the Ishta-btd 'theory

bf Ishtam) and thus even he recognises Oneness in variety—

Sat Vipra VaJtudha Vadanti.
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One lias become many, so to speak. Purnam is its

nature. It is unlimited. For there is nothing to

limit It. Hence It is unchangeable. What is Un-
changeable must be beyond all laws. For law means
limitation. What is beyond the law must be beyond
all senses and consequently beyond the mind. What
is beyond the mind is what is Unknown and Unknow-
able. Purnam (Wholeness or Absolute) known is no
more Purnam. It is a contradiction in terms. For
it is then limited by the mind. What is meant by
this Unknown and Unknowableness ? Certainly not

as the agnostics put it.

“But what Advaita says is that It is more than knowable...For

instance, here is a chair and my knowledge of it is expressed by the

English word—it is known to me. On the contrary what is beyond
ether, or whether some people exist there or not, possibly is un-

knowable. But God is neither known or un*

his teachings.

a
’ knowable in this sense. It is something still

higher than known
;

that is what is meant by God
being Unknown and Unknowable, not in the sense in which some
people say some questions are unknown and unknowable. It is

more than known. This chair is known
;

it is a certain degree of

that knowledge
;

but God is intensely more than that, because in

and through Him we have to know this chair itself. lie is the

witness, the Eternal witness of all knowledge. Whatever we know,
we have to know in and through Him. He is the essence of our

own self. He, the I, is the essence of this ego
;
we cannot know

anything excepting in and through that I, and you have to know
everything in and through B ram han...Thus God is infinitely nearer

to us than the chair, but yet He is something higher, neither

known nor unknown, but something infinitely higher than either.”*

This unknowableness is Maya. Maya is not an
illusion or delusion, but a statement of facts. This
universe is real

;
for we can sense it, feel it and see it.

It is a delusion in the sense that it is changeable or

in other words it is subject to mind. It is my projec-

tion. Its creation or otherwise depends on me. In

* This and the following quotations are mostly from the lectures of
the Swami delivered in the West : others are from his writings. These
will be found in the Complete Works of the Swami Vivekananda publish'
ed from Mayabati, V. O. Lohaghat, Dt. Almora.
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this sense, all dualities are delusions. Beyond vice,

beyond virtue, beyond all relativities is the Reality.

In this sense, these varieties are unreal.

“Everythihg that you see or feel or hear, the whole universe is

His creation, to be a little more accurate, is His projection
;
still

more accurate, the Lord Himself. It is He who is shining as the

sun and the stars, He is the mother earth, He is the ocean Himself.

He comes as gentle showers, He is the gentle bree/e that we breathe
and He it is who is working as force in the body. He is the speech
that speaks. He is the man that is walking....Thou art the man,
Thou art the woman, Thou art the strong man walking in the pride

of youth, Thou art the old man tottering on crutches, Thou art in

everything, Thou art everything, () Lord ,:

.

Can this state of things become practical ? Can
it be realized ? Theories or speculations are nothing
if they cannot find a way out. Words must not

bewilder us. We must be bold. We must face the

question boldly. Not the boldness of a wolf or a

tiger, but the boldness before which the world quakes,

is what is required.

“There arc two sorts of courage. The courage to jump at the

mouth of a cannon. Tigers in that case, have been better than

men and wolves also' But there is another sort of spiritual bold-

ness. An invading Emperor went to India. His teacher told him

to go and see some of those sages of India. After a long search,

he found a very old man sitting on a block of stone. The Emperor

talked with him a little and became very much pleased with the

conversation of the man. He asked the sage to go with him to

his country. ‘No, I am quite satisfied with my forest here’. ..The

Emperor replied ‘If you do not go I will kill you.’ The man burst

into a laugh. ‘That is the silliest thing you have ever said,

Emperor. You cannot kill me. Me the sun cannot dry, neither

fire can burn, neither instrument kill, for I am the birthless, the

deathless, the omnipotent, omnipresent spirit, ever living.’ That

is another boldness. In the Mutiny of 1857 there was a great

Swami, a very great soul. A Mahomedan mutineer stabbed him

and nearly killed him. The Hindu mutineers brought the

Mahomedan to the Swami 'and offered to kill him. But the Swami

turned and said ‘Yet brother, thou art lie, thou art He !’ and

expired. That is another bravery. What is to talk of the bravery

of your muscles of your Western institution, if you cannot

build up a society into which the highest truth will fit ?...”
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How to find a way out, how to realize this Divinity

if it is practical ? Renunciation (Vairagyani) is the

first step to get at this state. Renunciation may be

expressed in diverse ways. We must recognise each

of them. Each is great in its own place. It is foolish-

ness to denounce the one or to applaud the other.

“The Vedanta, does not in reality denounce the world. The
ideals of renunciation nowhere attain such a climax as in the

teachings of the? Vedanta ; but at tin* same time dry suicidal advice

is not intended, it actually means deification of the world—give up

the world as we think of it, as we seem to know it, as it is appearing

and know what it really is. Deify it
;

it i\ God alone, and as such,

we read at the cnmmencennnt of the oldest of the Upanishads,

the very first hook that was ever wiitten on the Vedanta—‘whatever

exists in this universe, whatever is there, is to be covered with

God.’

We have to cover everything with the Lord Himself, not by a

false sort of optimism not by blinding our i yes to the evil, but by
really seeing God inside everything. Thus we have to give up the

world, and when the world is given up, what remains ? God. What
is meant ? You can have your wives

;
it does not mean that you are

to abandon them, and leave them to go away, but that you are to

see God in the wife. (Jive up vour children
;
what does that mean?

Take your children and throw them in the street as some human
brutes do in every country ? Oriainly not... But see God in your
children. So in everything. In life and in death, in woe or in joy,

in misery or in happiness the whole woild is full of the Lord.

Open your eyes and tee Him. 'That is what Vedanta says. Give
up the world which you have conjectured, because your conjecture

was based upon very partial expedience, your conjecture was based
upon very poor reasoning, your conjecture was based upon your
own weaknesses. Give that up

; the world we have been thinking

of so long, is a false world of your creation. Give that up ; open
your eyes and see that as such it never existed ; it was a dream,
Maya. What existed was the Lord Himself : It is He in the child,

He in the wife, and He in the husband, He in the good, and He
in the had, He in the murderer He in the sin, and He in the sinner,

He in life, and He in death.”

Thus seeing God in everythin# should we work.
This is the only solution of the problems that are
agitating the world—-the problems of life and death, of
good and evil. Deification of the universe

—

this is
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the theme. It is from this state that one can send
good thoughts to the world.

“Say peace to all. From me no danger be
To ought that lives. In those that dwell on high
In those that lowly creep, I am the Self of all,

All life, hoth here and there, do I renounce,
All heavens, earths and hells, all hopes and fears

Thus cut thy bonds, Sannvasin bold ! say

‘Cm tat sat ora’.”
• t

This is Oneness. This is Divinity. Call it Love,
call it Faith or call it what you like.

It is through intellect that we may try to unders-

tand this. But intellect goes only a little way and
there it stops. It is through the heart that inspiration

comes, realization comes. Intellect without the heart is

barren dryness, the heart without intellect may bring

in cancering bigotry and poisonous fanaticism. Intel-

lect must guide the heart until inspiration comes.

It is in the inspiration that the aspirations of the

intellect are fulfilled. For inspiration does not contra-

dict reason. Hence to realize this Divinity, intellect

must join the heart.

A tremendous task, indeed to realise this !

But we must he bold. We must stand on our own legs

and see things for ourselves. We are the makers of

our own destinies. What we have done we can undo.

It is folly to blame? others
;

it is weakness to say

that we arc guided by the so-called unknown forces.

Omnipotence is within us. Evolve it we must in

every sphere of work. This is Miikh . Ibis is

freedom from all bondage. At the bidding of

Mukta- Punishas (liberated souls) rocks may crumble

to pieces, systems may roll away into the infinity.

Jesus calls it Faith. The dualists call it Love. The

Advaitists call it Self. “This infinite power of the

spirit brought to hear upon matter evolves material

development, made to act upon thought evolves intel-
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lectuality, and made to act upon itself makes of man
a God” This tremendous faith is what the world

needs now. ‘‘He is an atheist who does not believe in

himself. The old religions said, he was an atheist who
did not believe in God. The new religion says, he
is the atheist who does not believe in himself. But it

is not selfish faith ; because Vedanta again, is the

doctrine of oneness. It means faith in all, because

you are pure.” -We must recognise this. We must
understand this spirit of the evolution. Man is not

erring when he is treading his steps God-ward. From
the lowest intellect to the towering man of spirituality

man is travelling from truth to truth, from lower to

higher truth. Childhood is not youth. Youth is not

old age. Yet childhood is a necessity, it may be a

lower state and old age, a higher manifestation.

We have spoken of the idea of the solidarity of

the universe in Vol. I. The whole world is being driven

towards that. The whole trend of modern thought

is towards that. We must, therefore, in the first place,

try to form a conception of humanity as a whole as

forming an essential factor in the solidarity of uni-

verse and a practical realization of this idea only

means service to humanity. Call it Yuga-Dharma, (the

religion of the times! if you will.

“For us it is not to pity, hut serve. Ours is not the feeling

of compassion, but of love, and the feeling of Self in all. It is

a privilege to serve others. I see there are some poor, because

it is of my salvation. T will go and worship them
; God is there.

Some here are miserable for your and my salvation, so that we
may serve the Lord coming in the shape of the lunatic, the leper

and the sinner,”

Aye, it is the voice of love -love that leads to

Unity, love that melts into Divinity, love that cares

not for
‘Bhakti’ or ‘Mukti

“I do not care a straw for your bhakti or Mukti, I would even
go to a hundred thousand hells to do good to others—that is my
Dharma. He indeed is blessed, who can help in this great cause.”



The saint, the strong, the able, can work out their

. own salvation. It is the wicked, the miserable, the
destitute, the poor who require help, who need a
helping hand

;
and the voice comes spurting

up, like a lovely fountain, out of the fullness of the
heart,

“May I be born again and again and suffer thousands of

miseries, so that I may worship the only God .that exists, the only

God I believe,—the sum total of all souls and above all, my God
the wicked—my God the miserable, my God the poor of all races

and of all species ! May these be the special objects of my wor-

ship.”

It is the voice which courts misery. It is the voice

of love, sweeter than the sweetest tune of music,

lovelier than the loveliest tear-drops of a devotee.

Along with it, conies the voice, mightier than

ever, the voice of the accumulated past, the voice of

united humanity thundering like the eruption of a

volcano.

“The stars are blotted out,

The clouds are covering clouds

It is darkness vibrant, sonant

In the rolling whirling wind

Are the souls of million lunatics,

Just loose from prison house;

drenching trees by the roots

Sweeping all from the path

The sea has joined the fray

And swirls up mountain waves,

To reach the pitching sky

—

The flash of lurid light

Reveals on every side

A thousand, thousand shades

Of death begrimmed and black

—

Scattering plagues and sorrows, .

Dancing mad with jov

Come Mother, come.

’ P.—a—
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• For terror is Thy name,
Death is in Thy breath,

And every shaking step

Destroys a world fore’er

Thou ‘Time’ the All-destroyer,

Come, O Mother come,

Who dares misery love,

And hug the form of death

Enjoy destruction's dance
To him the Mother comes.”

This worship of the ‘Terrible’ may frighten many.
Yet this is the voice of hope, energy and strength—the

very source of love. This is what is meant by the

deification of everything—to see God in everything.

God exists .and all else is naught. “What is death ?

What are terrors ? Do not you see the Lord’s face in

them ? Fly from evil and terror and misery and they

will follow you. Face them and they will flee. The
whole world worships ease and pleasure and very few

dare worship that which is painful. To rise above
both is the idea of freedom All the world has ever

been preaching the God of virtue. I preach a God of

Virtue and a God of Sin in one. Take this if you
dare—that is the one way to salvation ; then alone

will come the Truth Ultimate which comes from the

idea of oneness.”

“It is death between two lives,

And lull between two storms,

The void whence rose creation,

And that where it returns.

To it the tear-drop goes,

To spread the smiling form

It is the Goal of Life

And Peace—its only home.”

This idea of oneness then is all inclusive. “It

includes not the parts only, but is the sum total. There



is but One Life, and One world and One Existence.
Everything is that Oneness and the difference is in

degree and not in kind.” In this Oneness is included

all faiths, all dogmas. Each of them has its own
place in the world. We must recognise this. Through
this Oneness, is the ideal of a Universal Religion

realized. Let us recognise each and every system of
faith. Sincerity is the only condition. Let our hearts

be opened. Let fanaticism be replaced by toleration

and practical love.

“The Hindu may have failed to carry out all his plans, but if

there is ever to be a universal religion, it must be one which will

have no location in place or time
; which will

'The idea of a be infinite, like the God it will preach, and
Universal Religion. whose sun will shine upon the followers of

Krishna and of Christ, on saints and sinners

alike, which will not be Bramhanic or Buddhistic, Christian or

Mahomedan but the sum total of all these, and still have infinite

space for development, which in its Catholicity will embrace in its

infinite arms and find a place for every human being from the

lowest grovelling savage not far removed from the brute, to the

highest man towering by the virtues of his head and heart almost

above humanity, making society stand in awe of him and doubt his

human nature. It will be a religion which will have no place for

persecution or intolerance in its polity, which will recognise divinity

in every man and woman, and whose whole scope, whose whole

force will be centred in aiding humanity to realize its own true,

divine nature.”

Let us hope for the day when this idea of a Univers-

al Religion will shine upon mankind. Civilization is

yet in its infancy. The recognition of the Mother-

hood of God, means the recognition of Womanhood.

Let us say peace to all and blessings to all. “Let

Harmony and Peace and not Dissension be written

on our banners.” Let the atmosphere vibrate with this

idea of love and benediction. Let us in conclusion

say with the great Indian sages and echo the voice of

the Vedas, wun «inw, tw*: w- «T »



“Blissful is the air ; Blissfulness emit the oceans.

Blissful is the dust of the earth. Blissful are the trees.

Blissful are the planetary systems. It is all Bliss. It

is all Bliss. It is all Bliss.”*

THE VIVEKANANDA SOCIETY.

* We have given the purport only of the verse in translation.
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The Term ‘Visishtadwaita’ Explained.

fHE Visishtadwaita system is so called because it incul-

cates the adwaita or oneness of God, with visesfta or

attributes. It is, therefore, ‘qualified non-dualism.' God alone

exists
;

all else that is seen is His manifestation, attribute,

or Sakti. Such attributes arc chit or the individual souls and
acfiit or matter. The Adwaitic position is also that God alone

exists and all else is His manifestation. Herein is the common
element between the two views

;
but the Adwaitin regards

the manifestation as unreal and temporary and as a result

of Avidya or Nescience. In consequence, the one Brahman
is without any attribute, in his view. Ramanuja and his

school regard the attributes as real and permanent, but sub-

ject to thq control of the one Brahman in all their modifica-

tions and evolutions. The oneness of God is compatible

with the existence of attributes, as the latter are incapable

of existing alone, and so do not constitute independent things.

The Visishtadwaitin does not make the unphilosophical

statement that the souls are absolutely independent entities,

endowed with the capacity of separate existence and activity

apart from the Brahman.

The Fundamental Attributes.

THE Brahman (we use the word in the first of the above

senses) is Intelligence. It is something more— it is the

Knower. Where attributes are denied and all that exists is

one homogeneous Intelligence, as in the Adwaita, there can be

P ;i—
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no Knower
;
for there is nothing to know. But for the Visish-

tadwaitin, fhe Brahman is a Knower and the variety, philo-

sophically essential for relative knowledge, is furnished by the

attributes. Brahman is Bliss, i.e. He is blissful
;
for a mixture

of the opposite, pain, is unimaginable in his case. It will thus

be seen that besides the attributes of souls and matter, which
may be called ‘the concrete attributes,’ the Brahman has

various abstract attributes, qualities strictly so called, denoting
His perfection from various points of view. The Visishtadwaitin

considers ‘Intelligence’ as partaking of the dual character of

an abstract and a concrete attribute ; Intelligence is of the

essence of Brahman
;

it is an attribute as well, in its nature
of universal pervasion. Again the Brahman is real, satya. By
this is understood that he is without vikam or modification

of any kind. The souls and matter are asatvu or unreal,

which again means that they ate subject to modification,

which fs necessarily an element of impurity. In the case of
souls, this modification takes the form of expansion or con-

traction of Intelligence. In mineral, plant, or animal life,

the soul, under karmic control, is dull or of suppressed Intel-

ligence. The modifications of matter are of a more serious

kind. In the creation and expansion of the universe, matter
undergoes a real modification of its nature. Such change is

called parinama or evolution, as contrasted with vivaria or

apparent variation, which latter is the view of the Adwaitin.

Two States of the Brahman.

There are two states of existence for the Brahman. One
is absolute quiescence or pmlaya, when all the souls and
matter exist in Him in deep sleep as it were. No differen-

tiation is possible in that stage between the souls and matter

;

these are then, as it were non-existent. 'Sal alone exists, one
without a second.’ Existence is the only phrase that can be
applied to the Brahman in that stage, as volition, not to speak
of creation, remains potential or has not commenced to work.
Then begins the second stage, creation. To the Adwaitin,
creation is a negative, an unreal, act. It is the clouding of the
pure Intelligence of the Brahman by the inexplicable Avidya,
which produces the manifestation of apparent diversity. The
Visishtadwaitin considers creation as a positive volitional

effort of the Brahman to display real diversity, by actualising

the energy for change which is innate in both the souls and
matter. Sa Aikskata bahu syam prajayeya iti. ‘He thought,
may I become many, may I grow forth.* The 'antah prabesa
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‘entry within* which the Upanishads speak of as taking place

at the time of creation is not strictly true. To the Visishtad-

waitin, it means only the Brahman’s willing to develop his

inseparable attributes, souls and matter
;
for Brahman was

‘within* even before creation. To the Adwaitin, the antah
prabesa isentirely metaphorical. The language of the

Parinama Vada is used in his view, merely for facility of
comprehension.

The Purpose of Creation.

The ethical justification for creation is Justice. The fruits

of actions (karma) have to be bestowed, equally and impar-
tially, and the Brahman does this by endowing souls with

appropriate bodies of various kinds and giving scope for their

further development and display of free-will within limits
;

the further evolution depends on the manner in which the indi-

vidual uses his opportunities. As karma in the Hindu view, is,

without a beginning, it becomes unnecessary to account for

its origin. To the objection that the Brahman could have no
purpose being without wants, in engaging Itself in creation,

the reply is, in the words of the author of the Sutras, lokavat

tu li/a kaivalyam (I I. 1.33 ,
it is mere recreation, as in ordinary

life. In other words, as no compulsion can be predicated of

the Brahman to evolve the universe, the Visishtaclwaitin

accounts for it by the only other possible alternative, that it

is not only recreation for the Brahman, but the strictest justice

for the souls concerned. Sankara adds the explanation that

His innate nature (svabhava) is to create, which does not

carry us much further, and also reminds us that the whole

discussion is unreal, as the Brahman is never the agent of

creation.

The Authority of Revelation.

To the Visishtadwaitin, as to the Adwaitin, the Vedas
and Smritis are the sole and independent authority for the

knowledge of the Brahman. Reason has no operation except

in matters perceptible by the senses. Transcendental notions

as those with respect to the nature and attributes of the

Brahman and the souls, can only begot from Revelation. This

position appears illogical, dethroning, as it does, Reason
,
the

accepted instrument of correct conclusion in all processes of

thought. To explain this anomaly, we have to dwell a little

on the exact place assigned to reason by Sankara as well as

by Ramanuja. Reason is an indefinite word It depends for it

correctness, on the intellectual capacity of the person arguing,
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the extent of his information and other circumstances. Until

a fallacy is exposed, an argument is apparently sound. Then
it is upset and thfe conclusion has to be reached by other

reasonings. • This want of finality in mere reason is referred

to in the Sutras tll.i-n) and is the cause of the Vedantic
systems rejecting it as a sufficient authority in the knowledge
Df the Brahman. The argument from design may at best

establish a highly endowed intelligent first cause or causes,

but can lead to no conception of a perfect Brahman
as first cause. And so, the help of mere reason as a

sufficiently competent determining factor in the establishment

of the Brahman, as the first cause, is rejected. This must not

be taken to mean that the Hindu Vedantins reject argumen-
tation in their philosophy. Every page of their writings is a

standing monument of ^heir skill in the subtlest reasonings.

According to them the purpose of reasoning is two- fold. It

has, in the first place, full scope in matters which do not

transcend the senses. In the second place, it is a valuable

adjunct in ontology, where the texts of the Vedas are to be

construed. As it so happens that most important texts are

liable to be disputed as to their meanings, it goes without

saying that there is full room for logical interpretation with

respect to them. To say that explicit Vedic texts are un-

questionable authorities means one of two things, either that

we take them as the conclusions of great minds reached after

acute reasoning, on matters which our feeble intellects can

not sufficiently comprehend, or we consider them to be the

records of unique direct experiences of men who had trained

theijr powers of mental perception by methods to which we
have no access. Neither position is inconceivable or necessa-

rily absurd. So many scientific positions are accepted by
the general body of educated men all over the world on the

faith of representations that those positions have been
verified by some one by actual experiments. There may be
danger of mistakes and mis-statements in either case

; but
those like Sankara and Ramanuja, who do not feel the posi-

tion of an agnostic satisfactory or comfortable, have preferred

to base their ontological position on revelation, while fully

trusting to their capacity for ratiocination to meet objections

from those who do not subscribe to the authority of the

Vedas. Between these two, there is, however, a difference.

Sankara includes the Srutis and Smritis among ephemeral
things whose purpose is served when once oneness is realised.

Ramanuja considers them as always authoritative and as

expressive of the eternal commands of the Deity whose breath
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they are said to be. An important difference arises between
these two thinkers, based on this distinction. In Sankara’s

view the compulsory nature of ordaified duties lasts only
till an individual has realised his unity with the Brahman.
Ramanuja considers the performance of such duties

obligatory as long as life and physical powers endure.

(See Sutras III. 4-32-35 )

There are also certain assertions in Ramanuja’s religious

tenets which must be unacceptable to those who do not be-

lieve in revelation or adopt his interpretation. Such are his

‘eternally free souls’
(nityas), heaven conceived as a distinct

place apart from and outside the changeable universe (though^

not outside the Brahman), the existence of the Deity in physical

forms of various kinds, the peculiar paths of souls on their

release from the body, and so on. Belief in these is based on
express texts and no reasoning can be advanced to prove

them. It is Ramanuja’s contention that reasoning is equally

powerless to disprove them. And a disapproval of these in no
way affects Ramanuja’s conclusions, as regards the nature of

the Brahman and its relation to souls and matter, as philoso-

phical positions consonant to abstract reasoning.

Mode of Reconciliation.

We now come to . Ramanuja’s mode of reconciling the

Vedic texts. The western scholars have tried to arrange

chronologically the principal Upanishads and to discern, in

some of them, partial truths
;
in others, crude statements

;
in

others again, the most complete insight into things transcen-

dental that may be given to men. How far this discussion is

convincing we shall not stop to examine. Where passages in

the same Upanishads appear to conflict, as in the Chhandogya
y

the Brihad-A ranyaka, or the Isa- Vasya
,
it is evident that the

ordinary rules of interpretation must be resorted to, to arrive

at a consistent meaning. The respect which Hindus have

entertained for the Upanishads on account of their antiquity

has prevented them from considering any of them as of

inferior authority to the rest. It follows that a consistent

doctrine has to be attempted out of at least the principal

Upanishads. This is what Sankara and Ramanuja have

attempted to do, each in his own way. And this is indeed

what Badarayana, the first interpreter of the Upanishads

known to us, has himself done in the Sutras.

Professor Deussen and others have conjectured that

Badarayana had a partiality for the Chhandogya and hence
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his frequent references to it in the topics discussed. Indian
scholars thoroughly equipped with an intimate acquaintance
with “the immense and highly technical philosophical
literature, which is only just beginning to be studied and
comprehended, in part, by European scholars,” to use the
words of Dr. Thibaut have ascertained that, in the two
Mimangsas, the passages discussed in each Adhikaratia are
only typical and not exhaustive and that the order of
exposition is mainly based on logical sequence. It conse-
quently follows that there is no justification for the view that
one or two Unpanishads arc specially intended as the
repositories of philosophical truths to the exclusion of the
^est.

The text of the Upanishads referring to the Supreme Self

are of two kinds. Some speak of Him as nirguna or, without
attributes. Others describe him as having attributes or qualities

like wisdom, power, etc. As there can be only one truth, the

natural question arises whether these texts can be reconciled

in any manner. Sankara’s view is that predominance must
be given to the nirguna texts, as the others have the effect

of limiting the Infinite, which should not be done. Hence
texts like ILkam eva Adwitiyami one only, without a second
ncha nana Asti

,
here there is no diversity etc, are interpreted

by him, without much straining as establishing the absolute

oneness of the Brahman. And the other texts are relegated

to an inferior position and made to refer to an imaginary and
inferior Brahman called apara or karya Brahman, i. e. the

Brahman in conjunction with its creative power called waya.

Ramanuja’s difficulty seems to be that this sharp division

of the passages into those referring to the higher and
those referring to the lower Brahman is not easily and
directly inferable from the texts themselves. On the other

hand, the passages are so mixed up that it is impossible

to say that this distinction, if true, was ever prominently
kept up. His reconciliation is, therefore, as follows : the texts

of the Upanishads do not inculcate an attributcless

Brahman ; the attributes are real and not the result of Avidya
the texts referring to these attributes expound the Brahman,
as He is, with the souls and matter as His inseparable wodis.

Brahman is one, only in His compound nature, as described

already. The texts denying any attributes for Him are to

be taken as meaning that He has no low or meanly attri-

butes, such as liability to changes, death, sorrow, etc. The
texts as to creation, as mentioned already, mean a real modi-
fication of the attributes, souls and matter of the Brahman
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and do not mean that Brahman becomes suffused with Nes-
cience and imagines a variety. The souls are many and God
is immanent, both in them and in matter. The texts which
speak of unity and deny variety do so of the totality of the
Brahman with His attributes. Texts, which deny a second to
the Brahman, mean that there is no other controlling power in

the universe apart from Him. Texts which deny the possi-
bility of knowing the Brahman, do not mean that he cannot
be the object of thought, as there is no thinker

;
they mean

only that His wonderful and priceless excellences or qualities
could not be adequately described. Else, according to Ram-
anuja, they would conflict with hosts of passages which pres*
cribe knowledge of the Brahman and ascribe qualities to Him.
The text of the Brihad Aranyaka (11 3. 6.) which contains the
famous words “neti, neti" “not this, not this” and is taken by
Sankara to teach the negation of all attributes is intrepreted
by Ramanuja, (Sutras, III. 2. 21) as merely denying the
possibility of adequate knowledge of the Brahman, “This
interpretation” says he “is confirmed by the fact that after the
negative phrase comes an epithet of the Brahman as, the
True of the True, for the Pranas are True. Ramanuja inter-

prets this text to mean that the Parnas or the individual

souls are satya or “true” /'. c
y
not subject to change, in their

essence, while the Supreme Self is altogether real or unchang-
able. “He is therefore, more eminently true than they (the

souls) are.”

The Theory of Causation.

The theory of causation has profoundly exercised the

minds of all Hindu philosophers; the Vedantins, like the

Sankhyas, maintain the oneness of cause and effect in essence

as opposed to the logicians who maintain that they are differ-

ent. In what sense, then is the world which is an effect, one

with its cause ? Badarayana has a topic discussing this point.

(Sutras I. IV. 23 eto Here he maintains that the Brahman

is not merely the instrumental cause, but also the material

cause of the universe. He is, in the position, not merely of

the potter but also of the mud, to give an illustration familiar

to Indian philosophers. A succeeding Sutra,, (
1

. 4. 27,) refers

to the way in which the Brahman as the cause becomes the

effect. It is by 'f'nrinmna or owing to modification. In

Ramanuja’s view the oneness of cause and effect arises

from the fact that the cause is the Brahman in the sukshtna

or subtle state, when the souls and matter are undeveloped ;
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and the effect is Brahman also, comprised of the Suprme
Self and the souls and matter, the latter in a fully developed

state. Sankara, practically admitting the interpretation of the

Sutras given above, would, however, explain the modification

as Vivarta ,
i. e. phenomenal creation by the Brahman as influ-

enced by Avidya or Maya. That the two philosophers are

entirely at variance in their view of this oneness is also clear

from their respective commentaries on the important Sutra

II 1-15,(14, in Sankara’s numbering) a discussion of which
would be out of place in this brief exposition. We would

only draw attention to an important and suggestive state-

ment of Sankaracharya, at the close of his commentary of

the above Sutra, that Badarayana in his view, omits to con-

tradict the reality of the manifested world and adopts the

language of the Parinama Vada, for the purpose of facilita-

ting the exposition of the saguna meditations later on, in

the work.

The Doctrine of Nescience.

Ramanuja’s Sribhashya is remarkable for the lengthy

disquisition on various topics by which his actual commen-
tary on the Sutras is preceded. In this disquisition he treats

of various controversial points and expounds fully his differe-

nces of views from those of Sankara. One of the most im-

portant of these is his statement of objections to the theory

of Maya or Avidya, which is a fundamental one in Sankara’s

philosophy and is, at the same time, the most vulnerable

point in it. Is this Avidya different from or identical with the

Brahman ? The former view would seem to undermine Sank-

ara’s doctrine of oneness and th~ latter is equally untenable.

Sankara cuts the Gordian knot by boldly declaring that it

(the Avidya) is Sadasadanirvachaniya
,

i e. it is indescribable

as either existing or non-existing. Ramanuja expounds at

great length his difficulties as to the tenability of the Maya
theory, under seven heads, a clear account of which is to be
found in Professor Ranghacharya’s ‘Analytical outline,’ pre-

fixed to his valuable translation of the Sri Bhashya, Vol. I.

Ramannja’s objections are these : The Avidya cannot operate

on the Brahman directly, for His nature is Intelligence and
this would repel Nescience by its intrinsic merit. Nor can it

operate on the individual souls, for these are the outcome of

Avidya and cannot therefore, be acted upon in anticipation.

Again, to state that Nescience clouds the Brahman is impos-
sible, for that would mean that Brahman’s luminous nature
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is thereby destroyed, — a position which is not admissible.
Avidya, again, as defined by Sankara, is in Ramanuja’s view,
inconceivable, as the simultaneous possession of two opposite
characters, as existence and non-existence, cannot be
predicated of anything in human conception. Ramanuja,
further, does not think that to describe Avidya as ‘indescrib-
able’ really strengthens the position of Sankara

;
for if a

thing is absolutely indescribable, it must be non-existent
as an entity. Then Ramanuja points out that such an
Avidya cannot be established to exist by any known means
of proof including the Vedic or the Smriti texts

;
if such an

Avidya should exist, says Ramanuja, it is irremovable, for the
knowledge of a Brahman without attributes cannot be proved.
Again, such an Avidya is irremovable for another reason.
In Ramanuja’s view, ignorance, being the result of karma,
can be removed only by enjoined action and meditation.
Merc knowledge of the Brahman cannot remove it. For all

these reasons, Ramanuja concludes that the theory of Maya
is untenable and is opposed to the tenor of the Vcdic texts.

It is not the purpose of this sketch to explain all of
Ramanuja’s objections to Sankaracharya’s views. What has
been attempted is only the setting forth of Ramanuja’s views
on important points with just so much reference to the
doctrines of Sankara, as is necessary to understand
Ramanuja. To really grasp the vital differences, between
these two eminent philosophers, and to arrive at a proper
estimate of their relative merits, would mean a thorough
discussion of three important questions, namely, (I

) who is

the better interpreter of the (Jpanishads, (2j who has more
accurately represented the views of the Vedanta Sutras, and

(3) who is entitled to greater respect as a philosophical thinker.

These are questions of so difficult a nature that it is not

proposed to discuss them here. l&nough has, however,

been said to show that Ramanuja is entitled to a high place

among the world’s philosophers and that his system is an

eminently sound one, compatible with the reality of the

cosmos and a high conception of the nature and attributes

of the Deity.

The Doct rine of Prapatti.

Such being the principal features of Ramanujacharva’s

philosophy, it now remains to briefly touch upon those

characteristics of his religion which appeal to people specially

P.—II.—2
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and give to his system that stability which it has continually
enjoyed.

Foremost among the doctrines propounded by Ramanuja-
charya, the great Vaisnava apostle of Southern India and
the founder of the Vishistadwaita School of philosophy, is that

of Prapatti or surrender to the grace of God, which among
the Vaishnavites is considered to be an independent path to

salvation. As elaborated by Ramanuja and his followers, this

mode of salvation is considered to be of equal rank with the

several vidyas (methods of worship) spoken of in the

Vedanta, and is taken to be founded on the Svetasvetara

Upanishad text “MumuksJiur Vai Saranam Aham Prapadyc

"

and other texts and injunctions in the Upanishads, the

Mahabharata and the Narada Pancharatra. To the obvious

objection that such an easy path to Salvation will render

futile the elaborate vidyas of the Uttara Mimansa, the

answer is, that it acts by way of exception, applying to

those who are not powerful enough to enter upon the

Upasanas
y
or are anxious to be relieved of rebirths at once,

or, being Sudras or women, are incompetent to pursue the

other paths to Salvation.

Prapatti consists in the realisation of the idea that all

human efforts to attain to Salvation will be unsuccessful

without the grace of God, such firm conviction being preced-

ed by a conscious prayer for deliverance, by one who has

absolute faith in God’s Power and Mercy, and is aware of his

own utter helplessness . Given this state of mind and
the yearning for the grace of God, it is the Vaishnavitc’s

belief that his mere ignorance of the Shastras, or even

occasional and involuntary lapse., from right conduct, will

not stand in the way of his Salvation. The Prapatti is held

to be a single and instantaneous act, fully effective when
equipped with its accessories, and does not require repetition.

It is therefore, in this respect, different from Bhahti or medi-

tation, of which repetition or constant practice is the essence

(Sutras, IV, i-i.). Prapatti is considered powerful in annihilat-

ing all past and future Karma and their fruits, any remnants
of karma being exhausted in the ills to which the person so

surrendering himself is subjected during the remainder of

his life. Liberation or the ‘entering into God’s presence’

is considered as assumed on death. Within its sphere, there-

fore, the Prapatti mode of Salvation is claimed to be easier

and surer than any other forms of worship and is within the

reach of the humblest and the most ignorant. It requires
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only a grateful and loving heart, an unbounded faith in God’s
mercy and absolute reliance on Him It is not an elaborate

sacrament or rite and requires no fasts, penances, or detailed

preparation beforehand. It is within the reach of all,

irrespective of caste or creed.

It will be seen from the foregoing sketch how powerful

an instrument for good such a mode of Salvation must
have been when it was first propounded. The Vedic
Br&nman with his endless sacrifices, the Yogin with his

severe austerities, the Sankhya with his subtle Tatwas,
the logician, the Buddhist, and a host of other philosophers

failed to carry the heart of the Indian and present to it an
ideal which was simple, consoling, and convincing at the

same time. Even the Adwaitin, who restored to liberation

and its blissfulness, set up an ideal which was too eminent to

be conceived, bold and almost irreverent from the claim of

equality with God which he made for the soul, and altogether

unconvincing by his relentless negation of the matter-of-

fact Universe. The Bhagavatas, ignoring the impersonal

aspect of God, had sung of God’s manifestations in human
form and had poured forth their heart in gratefulness

and joy at the recital of the deeds of the Avataras. The
Vaishnavitc, while seeing God everywhere, is specially attrac-

ted by the Deity’s manifestations in temples and shrines.

These are sources of great spiritual influence to him, and,

are considered to be the real embodiments of God’s

spirit in pleasant, though mysterious forms. Idolatory has

no terrors for him, for he does not see the stone or the cop-

per of the image, but sees God’s own form, familiar, benign,

and withal awe-inspiring.

The Literature of the Vaishnavite.

All sacred literature is valuable to the Vaishnavite : the

Vedas, the sacrifices whereof he holds to be harmless,

if done without the desire for fruits ; the Upanishads,

which interpret the exact divine nature and teach the

various modes of attaining to liberation ;
the Smritis and the

Puranas, which arc helpmates to the Vedas in so far as

they amplify and expound them, with a reservation [in

the case of the former, that their express purpose is not the

teaching of the Brahman or God, and in the case of the

latter, that they are a mixed lot and must be cautiously used.]

His attitude towards the Sankhya the Yoga, the Vaiseshika,
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and the rest, is somewhat different
; while recognising that

these are in some measure orthodox, he does not yet adopt
them in their entirety, but with some modifications, as

may be seen from a perusal of the Sanscrit work ‘Yatindra-

mata-deepika’ published in the Anandasrama series, Poona.
In addition to the sacred literature in Sanscrit, which is the

common source of all religious inspiration in India, the

Vaishnavite of the Ramanuja school sets great value to his

second sacred literature, the Tamil Hymns of the Saints of

Southern India—usually called the Alwars.

The Alwars.

The Alwars, it may be mentioned, were a number of ins-

pired writers, who composed devotional songs in the ancient

Tamil language, which are learnt by heart, and are sung in

Temples, to this day, in South India. They lived probably

in the early years of the Christian era, and belonged to all

castes, some of them having been Sudras, and one of them a

Pariah.

They sang of Rama, Krishna, and the other Avatars

of Vishnu, in passionate language, expressive of the deepest

tenderness and love for God. One of the Alwars, Saint

Sadhagopa by name, was the most remarkable of them and
his writings are held in great esteem. They consist of over

1200 stanzas of chaste Tamil, and the language in some
places rises to the sublimity of the Upanishads, and in

a great measure correspond with them. It is not im-

probable that this ancient writer, if not himself a Sanscrit

scholar, was fully possessed of the best Upanishad teachings

of his time, and lived a retired hie of godliness. All these

Alwars lived centuries before the birth of Ratnanujacharya,

and were Vaishnavites in the best sense of the term.

The practical religion of the Vaishnavite cannot he under-

stood without an estimate of the influence exercised by
these Vernacular son^s in the ancient tongue, which the great

Agastya is said to have perfected.

Vaishnavite Organization.

It is hardly to be expected that a religion, which
was intended to reach the masses, should not contain

within itself an organization for its extension on a large

scale. We accordingly find among the early Vaishnavites, in
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Southern India, a grouping into clans or classes and a tacit

understanding that the line of spiritual instruction should be
preserved undisturbed, and that a change of spiritual allegi-

ance so to speak, should not be lightly made. Ramanuja, it is

said, selected 74 principal representatives from amongst his

disciples, who were to propagate his system, and minister to

the spiritual wants ol the followers. So we actually find the

Vaishnavites tracing their descent from ancient groups or

families under various names, in recognition of such
continuity of spiritual descent.

The Samskaras

A Vaishnavite is intended to be known by five indicia

or marks. The chief of them is the impression, on the arms
near the shoulders, of the Conch and disc of Vishnu, metallic

models whereof being, while red-hot, pressed on the arm of
the disciple by the Guru at the time of initiation

;
this is

called the Tapa. Among the other marks are the well-known
caste marks in vertical streaks of white clay and yellow paste

the assumption of a name denoting his service to God, and
the initiation into some sacred Mantra. A complete equip-

ment in these matters constitutes initiation. The practice

of conversion into the Vaishnavite faith is being followed

ever since the days of Ramanuja
;
and adherents to the

faith have been gathered round both from the Brahmin and
the non-Brahmin classes

;
and this initiation has always been

considered an important event in the life of every pious

Vaishnvite.

Conclusion.

In spite of sharp distinctions in theory and practice, the

Vaishnavite has usually lived in peace with the rest of the

population, and has taken his chances in social and religious

life, not very much the worse for the somewhat puritanical

restrictions which his ancestors have forged for him. It will

be found, on examination, that he has introduced more chan-

ges into the social and religious systems under the protecting

wing of orthodoxy, than are apparent on the surface. And
the spread of modern education will certainly enable him to

modify his practices to the needs of present life, with facility

and without any violation of the true principles of his

religion. And in this land, where in the days of sharpest

religious controversy, the Buddhist and the Jain, the
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Mahomedati and the Hindu have lived side by side, in peace

and tolerance, and have advanced in religion and literature,

under the paternal protection and patronage of the same
Monarch, .be he Hindu or Scythian, Afghan or Moghul, it

may be safely hoped that the Vaishnavite will live on and

grow in toleration and broad-mindedness, and secure the good

will and regard of other religionists of the world as a true

votary of the Universal religion.



VISHISTAVAITA SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY.

( 2nd Paper ).

By M. T. NARASINGJI AIGKNGKk, k. a., m. k. a. s.

The Essence of the Veda nta.

AS TAIMJHT BY THE

Vishista'dvaita school of Philosophy.

The Vedanta schools of thought are all founded on the

Srutis ( including the Upan i.shads ), the Itiha'sas
(
including

the Bhagavad Gi'ta ), the Brahma Sutras and the Pura'nas.

The central idea running through these different systems
is that vO the soul is eternal and immutable (2) its bondage
is due to Karma , and (3) freedom from bondage can be

attained to only through Divine Grace.

But, as is natural, the followers of each school have, in

their zeal to preserve their own system, accentuated the

differences and kept the common principles in the back-

ground. The result has been that, not unoften, the adher-

ents of one system try to belittle the other systems, and
even speak of them as heterodox.

Nevertheless, A'charyas have not been wanting, who
in their solicitude to elevtate mankind, have preached uni-

versal religion, which recognises no difference of caste or

creed. Prominent among this class of Teachers is S'rim&n

Pillai Loka charyar ( a S'ri-Vaishnava-A'ch&rya of the 13th

century A. D. ),
whose learned discourses (

in tamil ) on

the Vishist£dvaita Philosophy are a living monument of

religious toleration. It is the translation of one of the said

discourses (
the Good-word-jewel ) that was read before the

Parliament of religions held at Chicago in 1893 ;
the tran-

slator being no other than the well-known scholar and phi-

losopher, the late Sri Yogi Parthasarathi Aiyangar of

Madras.

It is proposed to present in this thesis the main features

of the Vishistadvaita Philosophy, as preached by the said

Pillai-Lok&ch&ryar.
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The Vis'hisUdvaita system recognises three categories,

viz :— (i) the S'otil (ii) the matter and ( Hi) God.

The Soul is immaterial, intelligent, immutable eternal,

spiritually atomic, indivisible, unmanifest, self-luminous, and
blissful.

The matter is non-intelligent and subject to mutation.

It is of three kinds, viz :

—

(
i ) Pure substance

( S’uddha-sattva—the seat of

purity alone) which is found only in the other world (the

Abode of God—

I

\ 2) Mixed substance ( mis’ra-sattva—the seat of Purity,

turbidity and darkness ) which is found in this world

( tftanfaHftn )

(3) What is devoid of qualities, viz—Time.*

God is infinite
{
as to duration, extension and attribute.1

. ),

self-luminous, self-blissful the opposite of all evils and the

seat of all good, the Evolver, the Preserver and the Dissolver

of the universe, the Grantor of all kinds of boons (including

the moksha or salvation), and the Possessor of an all-

transcendental form.

The relation between God and soul.

The relation of God to soul may be differentiated in nine

ways : that of

( 1) The substance to the attribute.

(2) The preserver to the preserved.

(3, The disposer to the disposed.

4) The bhartri ( husband )
to the bhdryd

(
wife ).

(5) The knowable to the knower.

(6) The proprietor to the property.

(7) The soul (embodied ) to the body

(8) The sustainer to the sustained

t9) The enjoytr to the enjoyable.

Of these, the seventh relation
(
of soul to body ) furnishes

the real key to the explanation of the term Vishistddvaita.

According to this School, matter and soul are inseparable

from God at all times. Before the Evolution of the uni-

verse, they form the attributes of God, remaining in their

* Spain is not treated as a separate division of Matter, as it comes under

Akas'ti &c. For details on Matter, vide Sri Yogi Parthasarathi Aiyangar’s

Translation of Tattva-traya. (Madras, 1900).
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Snl's/imdvasthd ( subtle form ), and after Evolution they

take the Sthiildvasthd ( gross form ), so that the distinction

between the two stages is only as regards the condition of

matter and soul God, in these two aspects, is styled

H w and ; and the term

Vishislddvaita signifies the identity of the Brahman in its

two aspects.

The path of Salvation.

It is according to the Law of Karma that the soul is

fettered in a material body. It is futile to try to discover
the beginning of this bondage and philosophers have there-

fore regarded Karma as having no beginning
( -nsnfe ) i

Hut it has an end
( ) i It is the annihilation of Karma,

that is regarded as the necessary condition precedent to the
soul’s salvation. Now, what are the means by which Karma
can be annihilated ?

By the free grace ol God, the human soul, acquires a
noble virtue, which cannot be assigned to «.ny cause and
which prompts him to associate with godly persons. Constant
association with such men, begets in him a desire to dis-

tinguish between what is good from wh.it is bad
; and in

his solicitude to keep in the path of righteousness, he seeks
the guidance of a competent Guru (preceptor) who will teach

the earnest disciple, the sure and unfailing means of attaining

to the real object of life, and lead him to the path of
Salvation.

When Salvation is attained by the human soul through
the intercession of a Preceptor, it is necessary that the soul

should possess a knowledge of the Jive essential topics

(
Artha-Pan chaka) viz.

;
the true nature of:

—

(1) The soul.

(2) The supreme being ( God ;.

(3) The ends or objects of life.

(4) The means of attaining these ends.

(5) The obstacles in the path of attaining

such ends.

P.—III.—3
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The nature of the Soul.

The souls may be divided into five classes :

—

(i) The ever free (nitya-mukta)

1 2) The liberated (mukta).

(3) The fettered (Baddhal

(4) The solitary or self-satisfied (Kcvala) and

(5) The progressive or salvation-seeking (mumiikshu).

Of these, the ever free souls are those who are untain-

ted by worldly bondage and are therefore always spotless.

They are ever happy, being engaged in the eternal service

of God and the people, the abode of God.

The liberated souls are those who were once under the

influence of Karma
,
and are now freed from that influence

by the grace of God. These are merged in the ocean of

infinite bliss, and are supremely happy in the presence of

the Transcendental form of God.

The fettered souls are souls imprisoned in the material

body. They mistake the body for the soul and imagine

that the sole aim of life is worldly pleasure or the gratification

of the senses. For the sake of such illusory pleasure, they

forsake their duty and become slaves to passion
;

and

tighten the worldly bondage closer and closer around them-
selves and thereby drift further from the haven of God.

The solitary souls are those who, after experiencing the

miseries of the world, pause to understand their true nature

by a knowledge of the S'hasIras ; and thereby become capable

of distinguishing between matter . id the soul. Realising that

the soul is eternal and blissful, they are content with

self-enjoyment, and do not desire to know the supreme
Being.

The progressive souls are souls engaged in the pursuit

of attaining Salvation.

The nature of the supreme being.

The supreme being has a five-fold manifestation, viz :
-

(1) The 'Transcendental (
Tara )—intended for the

enjoyment of the Ever-free and the Liberated souls ;
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(2) The active
(

Vyt'tha

)

forms assumed for the

evolution, preservation, and dissolution of the universe
;

(3) The Incarnate ( Vibhava )—such as Rama,
Krishna &c intended for the redemption of the fettered

souls.

(4) The pervasive (antaryami 1—by which He sustains

and controls all beings.

(5) The the forms which can be worshipped
(Archavatira)—and which God assumes in accordance with

the wishes of his devotees, so as to be realised and worshipped
by them at all times and in all places.

The nature of the ends or objects of life.

The object »f life may also be classed under five

categories viz. :
—

(G ftharmn or meritorious orks tending to the good of
all human beings

;

(2) Artha or acquirement of wealth by legitimate

means, not inconsistent with one’s own duty
;
and application

of the same to noble ends

(3; Kama or enjoyment, /. c. , the tasting of pleasures
derivable from environments in the lower worlds (such as
Bhitdoka

,
Svarga-loka tVr)

;

(4) Atmthnibhava or self-enjoyment of the soul (called

kaivalya which is according to some, moksha).

(S') Hhagavad-anubhava or the enjoyment of supreme
bliss in the Abode of God (,Paramapadam) derived from the
eternal service of the Supreme being.

This is Ihc summitm bemum
) of life and is

called moksha. In the case of a mumukshu (progressive

soul), the merits and demerits [puuya and papa) of past

births, which both go under the name of Karma
,

are
destroyed by Divine Grace, with the exception of a single

portion called /*,rdrahdha-karma
,

the result of which is the
present birth. At the end of this birth, the soul of a mumukshu
(progressive soul or salvation seeker), clothed in the sftkshma-
sarira (ethereal body) proceeds upwards along the sushumnd-
nddi to the upper part of the head, and forcing through
the skull, travels on through the Solar rays, and is escorted
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by the Atibdhikas
(
Archis

,
Dina

,
Pftrvapaksha

,
nttardyana &c.)

as far as the Viraja-River, which is situated on the border

of the Universe ( . The snksbnia-sarira and

Bdsand-renn ( ) are cast off by bathing in this River,

and then he is welcomed by the Amdnavas. Bering then

invested with a super-natural and holy body adapted to the

eternal enjoyment of God, he is conducted to the Holy
Throne of Gems. Here, the liberated soul

(
nuikla

)

remains
for ever, engaged in the eternal service of the All-tran-

scendental and Glorious Being, to his infinite and everlasting

pleasure.

The Nature of the means of attaining

the ends of life.

The means arc also of five kinds, rv*:..—(i) Karma-Yoga
1 2) Jndna- Yoga (3) BJiakti- Yoga (4) and (5) Acbdryd-
bhimdna.

Karma-Yoga :—The aspirant soul, after duly performing

the duties enjoined in the S/idstras (such as the Sandhydban-
dana, paucha mahd-yajna

,
agnihotra cVy), will be free from

sins
;
and as a result, the mind will turn away from external

(worldly) objects, and will meditate on the soul-essence by
practising the eight Yogic processes (yan/a , niyama

, dsana
,

Prdndydma C:rr). This Karma- Yoga is the chief means of

attaining Ais'vorya and is also helpful to Jndna- J oga.

Jndna- Yoga—is the processs bv which a Yogi realises the

Atman, the Brahman residing in his own heart (or in the

Solar disc &c.
t
) by constant meditation. This Jriana-

Ydga, while being the fundamental means of Kaivalya
,
is

accessory to Bfiak/i- Yoga.

B/iakti- Yoga : - This is the process by which the soul,

that has realised (the form of) God by constant meditation,

is enabled to make such realisation mature into Love of
God. This is the direct means of attaining nioksha.

Prapatti :—Unlike the foregoing courses which are hard

to practise; this is the simplest and at the same time the

surest means of reaching the desired end. It is open
alike to the weak and the strong, without any distinction

of caste or sex. It consists in absolute Se/f-Rcsignation
,
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that is, resigning one’s self entirely to the Will of God
and performing one’s legitimate duties without caring for

the results thereof.

A charydlihimana : —When an individual has no sufficient

strength of mind to resign himself entirely to the Will of
God, he has to place implicit faith in a competent and com-
passionate Preceptor (Arha/ya). This Preceptor will adopt
the necessary means of saving him, just as a loving mother
swallows medicine to cure her suffering baby.

The Nature of the Obstacles in the path
of attaining such ends.

Lastly, the obstacles to be overcome before the ends of
life are attained, are again of five kinds :

—

(1) Obstacles in the way of knowing the soul’s real

nature, such as

(rz) a mistaken notion of the body and the soul, as
when sensual enjoyments are regarded as the end of life

;

(h) allowing one’s self to serve any other than the
Supreme being ;

(r) regarding one’s self as free and independent of the
Supreme being ;

(2) Obstacles to the path of realisation of God are :
—

(a) mistaking the minor deities for the Supreme being,
or regarding them as equal to the Supreme being and as
omnipotent ;

(b) looking upon Divine Incarnations as ordinary
human beings ;

[c. scepticism about the potency of Archdvatdra
;

(3 Obstacles to the proper enjoyment of the real objects
of life are :

—

(a) a desire for lower objects (other than moksha)
;

(/;) a desire to enjoy and serve God in one’s own way
(contrary to the Shastraic ways ; and considering that the
result of such enjoyment and service should go to himself
and not to God).

(4) Obstacles Lo the adoption of the right means are :
-

(a) a belief in the efficacy of other means
;

.'4 mi '>lOK
1 u . t. 51 tUtfh
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(b diffidence in the efficacy of the means adopted ;

or considering the aim to be so high that it cannot be reached

by the means adopted
;

c regarding the obstacles to be so formidable and

innumerable that success cannot be hoped for
;

(5 )
Obstacles to the attainment of the object are :

—

(a) sins against God,

and (b) sins towards His devotees which are of a grave

and permanent character, and for which the perpetrator does

not repent.

[Note : It may be observed that impure food is an obstacle to the

attainment of wisdom ; wicked company is opposed to real happiness

and egoism to the soul’s real nature

|

Summary :

To a man who has a knowledge of the foregoing essential

topics ( Artha-princhaka

)

and who is a Mumtkshn (salvation-

seeker) the following wholesome rule of conduct is prescribed

to keep him free from attachment to Samsara :

He ought to earn what is barely enough for the main-

tenance of himself and his family by means consistent with

his proper duties as a devotee of God. He should first offer

up to God the food that he has to partake [if 3**: wqfa

tpjOTFj V*«ti: > and then, according to his means, he must

entertain his guests, before partaking of it himself. He should

be ever grateful to his Acharya
,
who initiates him and puts

him in the path of Religion, and he must always abide by his

commands. He should keep aloof from those who are under
worldly bondage, and are concerned solely with worldly
affairs. He should show a high degree of solicitude to

associate with godly men, and be ever eager to attain to the

real object of life.

One who is thus endowed with wisdom and follows the

above rules will become a favourite with God, and will be
heartily welcomed by Him to the Region of Infinite and
Ktcrnal Bliss.



SHRIMAD VALLABHACHARYA,
His Life, Philosophy and Teachings.

By LATJ.LTBHAI I\ PAREKH Ks<>.

¥()UR Highness and Brother Delegates.—
I

propose to
put together before you a few stray notes on the

life, philosophy and teachings of Shrimad Vallabhacharya,
who was one of the greatest Indian philosophers, and in a

sense a co worker of the devout Lord Gauranga whom millions
still worship in Bengal and the neighbouring provinces. He
was an advocate of the Shuddh.idwaita (Pure non-dualistic)

philosophy ami the divine Apostle of the sublime Pushti
(Nirgun^ Bhfiktimarga. 1 propose to deal with the subject

in three Sections the first dealing with his life, the second
with his philosophy and teachings, and the third with con-
cluding remarks.

Skction I.

Lite of Shri Vallabhacharya.

Vallabhaclrtrya, who was a high caste Brahmin, was born
in (lhamp$ranya near Rajam of the Raipur District in the

Central Provinces in A. D. 1479. He studied the Vedas
including the Upanishads, the Smritis, the Purans, the

Itihasas, the Darshanas and other important works on philo-

sophy and theology at a very e..rly age. During the comseuf
his studies this gifted Acharya was able to perceive the defects

and weak points of ever)' philosophic system and religion.

While at school, he pointed out to his fellow-students and
others the weak points of Sankara’s doctrine of Mayavad.
which had then, as at present, great hold on the mind of the

intelligent world. He critically studied all the Bhashyas on

the Brahmasutras, and found that none of the commentators
had done sufficient justice to the author of the Brahmasutras.

Not only Sankara’s doctrine of Maya but even Ramanuja’s

qualified Adwaitism, and Madhwa’s dualism appeared to

him to be untenable. In his school debates he showed that

the only doctrine consistent with the Vedas, the Upanishads,

and the Geeta was the Biahamavad as distinguished from the

Msvavad and other doctrines. From his early age he began
fearlessly to place his conclusions before learned men, when-
ever he found an opportunity to do so.



Vallabha finished his studies at the very early age of
eleven. In this year his father, who was himself a great

scholar, breathed his last. He then began freely to preach

his doctrine of Brahmavad in the city of Benares which
was then the greatest seat of learning and the citadel

of Sankaras doctrine of May3. Soon after the funeral

ceremonies of his father were over, he resolved to visit all

other centres of learning in In India, and to preach his

doctrine to the world at large.

fie than left K£shi and went to the Vyankatcsh Hill, and

stayed at Laxman BdHji, otherwise called Govinda, for a

few days. There lie examined the library of the temple and
closely studied tin' Bhakti Shastras. It was here that

he heard of a great religious congress having been held

by Krishna Dev, who was then the dc facto ruler of the

most powerful Kingdom of Vijavnagar or
#
Vidyanagar

on the banks of the Tungbhadrtf. Krishna Dev was
himself a great scholar and a poet* When Vyas Tirtha,

a follower of Sankara preached to him the superiority of

the doctrine of M4ya, Krishna Dev thought it proper

to examine the merits and demerits of the several

doctrines and religious systems. With a view to do this, he
invited to his court the learned Achatyas and Bandits of

India, and asked them to confer together and decide which
system and which school was the best Thereupon the

Sessions of a Controvcr ial Congress were held, w hich lasted

for several months, and' the followers of Sankara were on the

eve of being victorious. At this critical time VJlabha came
to Vidydnagar, and took a prominent part in the discussion

He most successfully exploded Sankara's doctrine of M£yu,
pointed out the defects of the otiier doctrines, and proved to

the hilt the superiority of the Brahmav£d or doctrine of

Shuddhcklwait, which has its basis on the Vedas, the Upa-
nishads, the Geeta and the Brahmsutras. Advocates of the

other schools were convinced of the higher claims of

Vallabha’s doctrine v f Brahmavtfd. They then unanimously
conferred upon him, through Krishna Deva, the title of

Acharya and the appellation of M£h4Brabhu. The King

then performed his Kanakabhishek :) and became
his disciple.

* Vide Sewell’s History of the Kor^otten Empire, -ml \\ Surya-
naray.inrau’s History of The Never Tn He Bor^olien Empire of
Vijayaua^ar.
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This great event happened in the year 1493 A. D., when
Vallabhachdrya was but 14 years old. From this day he
was known by the name of Ach&ryaji M^hiprabhuji.

He then left Vidyanagar and went on a pilgrimage to all

the centres of learning and worship in Southern India. In
these places he had numerous controversies with the followers

of Rclminuj, Yogins, Kapalikas, Shaivas, Ram^nandies,
Viravaishnavas, M£ykv£dins, Maheshwaras, Bair£gis, and
others. After visiting Pandharpur he went to Gokul. On
his way he had a controversy with Ghat Saraswati of preter-

natural powers and easily defeated him.

At Gokul the inspired Apostle established the Pushti-

Bhaktim£rga or the pure (Nirguna) path of devotion, and
initiated Damodardas Jalot£ and others into it.

He then resumed his travels. On foot he thrice visited

all the important seats of learning from Cape Comorin
to the Him£lay4s, and from Dwcirka to Jagannath, and freely

taught and preached Shiiddh&hvaitab^d and Bhakti, for about

18 years. He then married at the age of 28. Even after

marriage he continued in his divine mission. Most of his

memorable works were written after his marriage. Periodi-

cally he used to go on his preaching tours. W hile at home,
he either lived in Charn£dri or Adel, beautiful small villages

near Gaya and Benares. To all who came to him he taught

the practical side of his teachings, for he had boundless

compassion for all, and intense love towards God.

After thus passing a very simple and glorious life, full of

devotion and piety, having preached all that was most spiritual

in religion, all that was most profound in philosophy, and all

that was most valuable in the science of devotion, he left this

world at the age of 52. Dr. Wilson says :

—“Having accom-
plished his mission, he (Vallabh&ch£rya) is said to have

entered the Ganges at Hanum&n Gh&t, when stooping into

the water, he disappeared
;
a brilliant flame arose from the

spot and in the presence of a host of spectators he ascended

to heaven, and was lost in the firmament.”
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Section II.

The Philosophy and Teachings of Shri

Vallabhacharya.

(i) The Brahma Svarupa and Braiimava'd.

Brahma 1 has a form which is faultless and replete with

all virtues. It is scllf-dependent devoid of material body
and its attributes. It is all bliss. It is all-pervading and
devoid of the three-fold differences respectively existing

between Jada (matter), Jiva and Antaryamin (the in-dwell-

ing spirit) on the one hand and Brahma on the other.

Brahma* has endless forms. It is invariable and yet

variable. It is a substratum of all opposite characteristics.

It is not accesiblc to reason.

That 3 which is termed Brahma in the Upanishads and
Param4tm*i in the Smritis, is termed Bhagw4n in the

Bhagawat.

Brahma 4 is Satchidanandrupa. It is all-pervading and
immutable. It is omnipotent and self-dependent. It is

omniscient and devoid of the (three) Gunas or qualities.

t
i

^ fafa^f^fTTrTTWT II

Tattvartha I)ipa Nibandha I. 44

2 cITO I

Idem. 1. 71.

3 ^ smfaip rf^JT I

W^fcT VRT^Tf^TfcT ll

fatm II

Idem. I. 6.

Idem. I. 65.
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All 1 this (which is seen) is surely Atm4. The almighty

Lord creates and is created
;
the soul of the world protects

and is protected. The Iswara destroys and is destroyed.

i ffifiiw. ii

fifitW aw S/iifafitfi* ||

i. e. The word Kris/i denotes power, the syllable Na
denotes bliss. The combination of the two is called

Parabrahma.

All* this is Atmd. In the same way, this is all Brahma.
Having taken this to be the meaning of the Shrutis, let all

achieve it according to their own Buddhi (intelligence). This
alone is Brahmav£d. All else is intended to create delusion.

The 8 slokas printed below, as well as many others found
in Nibandha, give a further description of Brahma.

That which is called Brahma, Paramatma and Bhagwan
is called Shri Krishna by Vallabh^ch^rya on the authority of

(ii) Jacat Svarup.

When Brahma desires to be many, millions of atoms
flow out of His form which consists of Sat, Chit and Ananda

like sparks from fire,
v feafcisitfT ) Idem 1. 28.

Those atoms that flow from Sat (existence) become
matter, those that flow from Chit become Jivas, and those

that flow from Ananda become Antary&mins. As all these

atoms have emanated from the Real, /. t\, Parabrahma, they

2 wra fifes’ fif^rffi :

^rffi fe^T^Ri fefifi ^fibrc:

«

Idem. II. 183.

3 wifi?? fife* fifefi fifil 1

sffi ^<qfi«n^ur fi^ifiifilfi 1

wunrc: fitsra fiffanw 11

Idem. II. 184.

fi^Tfitfife^Tfitfi^fifif fififeffi^ I

Idem. I. 06 .

unrffiOTCTfifat fife^Tfi^fi 11

Idem. I. 67.
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cannot be unreal, The world or Jagat is therefore neither

illusory, nor false.

(iii JlVA-SVARUPA.

Jiva 1 is like an atom.

(iv) Parahrahma-Shaktis.

There are two gr$at powers of Parabrahma vis. A'virbhava

(Evolution) and TirobhAva (involution). The world or Jagat

comes into being when Parabrahma’s power of manifestation

or evolution is at work. When the power of Tirobhdva

becomes active, there remains God only.

BHAKTI MARGA.

:i) Bhakti Svarupa.

Vallab£ch£rya speaks of Bhakti as follows :

—

The most* enduring love towards God) surpassing all,

based on a knowledge of the greatness of God, is called Bhakti

or devotion. Mukti salvation) is attained by it and by no-

thing else. That 5 uninterrupted flow of the mind towards

God, free from the trammels (both Laukika and Vedic), like

the flow of the Ganges, which breaks its way through the

mountains &c., towards the sea, is called Bhakti or devotion.

In speaking of the Bhakti 4 taught by him and other

Ach irw-ts, Valiablui says that while the Bhakti preached by

the followers of Vishnu Swami is Tdmas, that preached by

the followers of Madhwacharya is Rajas and that preached

by the followers of Ramanuja is Sdttwika and that propound-

ed by Ballava is Nirguna or Pushti.

1 f% l Idem. I. 53.

2 11

11 Idem. I. 42.

3 qi *rfa Hirafa qfera*n:f%cTT

j vR^ifcT 1

Subodhini p. 745.

4. v&: vvmv sire* ftWt ^ *n?qcf

irftor.*raffcir.

qifecT^^: 1

Subodhini p. 833.
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The word Pushti used by Vallabha means Grace of God.
It does not mean nourishment of the physical body, as some
people erroneously think it to be. Vallabhdchdrya explains
Pushti as follows :—The 1 shastras say that Mukti (absolu-

tion) is attained by knowledge ( and that devotion <

)

is acquired by means prescribed therein. The attainment of
Mukti by those means is called Maryada limit), hut there

are people who are unable to follow* these means. The
granting of Mukti to them by God, by virtue of His own
power ( ) is called Pushti.

According to Vallabha, Brahm£, Vishnu and Shiva are
three manifestations of Parabrahma fShri Krishna). Maya
is the Will-power of Parabrahma. The three Gunas, Sattva,

Rajas and Tarnas are the three powers of May£. Each of
the three Gunas have more or less influence over ftrahm£,
Vishnu * and Shiva, but they have none over the Parabrahma.
Jle is therefore called Nirguna.

(ii) Brahma Sambandha.

The expression Brahma-sambandha ( wisrew > means

relationship with Brahman. The first step, which an initiate

in the Bhaktim4rga is to take, is to realise the relation that

ever exists between God and man. At the time of the initia-

tion ceremony the initiate is required to utter a formula

(Mantra which means complete self-renunciation or self-

dedication to God based on
( ) i.r.

abandoning all duties come up to me alone for shelter
;
(Gita

iS. 66.)

All worldly possessions and everything, which a man can
call his own, are to be offered up to God (not to any human
being, not even to a Guru). This is otherwise called Atma-
nivedan or self-surrender. This self-surrendei is to be always
remembered and realised.

(in) Sk.va ok Sicrvick of God.

Yagnas and other rites can be effectually performed only
when Desha, Kala, Dravya, Mantra, Kart4 and Karma (place,

time, materials, Mantra, doer and action), these six things

are pure. As that is impossible in this Kali age, Bhakti
alone is effectual and practicable. In Bhakti, Seva or service

i. SifiTSTO* STW I «TTwit fafscTmt
I

ercfifOTTOfa qfefcsr^ II Anubh6shya.
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of god is necessary. Seva means the engrossment of the mind
in God’

It is three-fold, Tanujft i. e.
t
that performed by the

body), Vittaja (/. e. that performed by means of money), and
Mftnasi *i. e.

f
that performed by the mind.) Of these three

kinds of Sev£ that which is mental is the best ( si q*rom).

Bhakti or devotion is fostered by Srawan (hearing),

Kirtan (singing the glory of God), and Smaran (remembering
God). frSZ (

The epithets of God should be uttered with knowledge
of (iod and with pure feelings. Just as a heap of rubbish is

carried away by flood, so are sins destroyed or carried away
by hearing and singing the glory of God. The flood of the

glory of God enters the heart through the ear, and there

having churned or agitated the sins, casts them away by
the way of the mouth.

If this practice is continued for sometime by a man, his

heart becomes purified.

To* instruct others about the Shakti (power) and signi-

ficance of the epithets of God is called Kirtan or singing the

glory of God.

Thoughts 3 about God are not likely to enter the mind
which is distracted or vitiated by worldly thoughts and
desires.

WOKKS OK THE A'CUA'kVA.

(i) Tattvartha Dipa Nibandha. It consists of three

chapters. The first chapter is called Shastr^rtha which means
Geetifrtha. It is the finest exposition of the Bhagwad Geet£.

This chapter should necessarily he read by the students of

Gccta. The second chapter is called Sarva-nirnaya, It con-

tains the opinion of the Acharya on all the principal schools

of philosophy and systems of religion. This chapter forms a

most admirable treatise on comparative philosophy. The third

consists of Bhagvat4rtha. It lucidly explains the scope and

1 ^rra qq

w qre i ufastfa qrci mr.

qq vr^fer i

Subodhini.

2 i Do.

3 faqqifrefaflRf ?T<T f fer i Do.

*ns3si: ir: H Sanyas Nirnaya.
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meaning of Shreemad Bhdgwat. For further elucidation the
Achirya has made a commentary on this work.

(2) The Anu-bh3shya. It is the soundest commentary
on the Brahmasutras.

(3) Purva-mim4nsa-bhashya is a commentary on the

Jaimini Sutras. This is not forthcoming at present.

(4) Subodhini or commentaries on the first three and
the tenth cantos of Shreemad Bhdgvat. This is a very
masterly work. It conclusively proves that Bhagvat is no-
thing but a systematic exposition of the Science of supreme
love towards God.

(5) Of the small works Siddhanta-muktavali, Balbodh,
Krishnd-shraya, Sany&s-nirnaya &c are prominent.

All these works are published except the third.

Ballabha is said to have written eighty four works. But
some of them are not forthcoming. For a complete list of

works reference may be made to Ballabha-Charitra (in

Gujcrati.)

Concluding Observations.

Dharma or religion is generally divided into two
classes, (i) that which implies action and (ii) that which
implies inaction. The former is called Pravritti-marga, and
the latter Nivirtti-marga. The former consists of Jagnas,

Ydgas (sacrifices) &c. It does not destroy sins but leads to the

acquisition of wealth, sons and even Swarga or Heaven. But
these fruits are transient. The latter (Nivirtti-mdrga) consists

of penances. It destroys sins and enables a man to sec

his own Atma, which is but an atom, in comparison with

Parabrahma. For securing the grace of the Almighty, it is but

necessary to love the Almighty, that is to say, to approach

him by the Bhakti-m3rga or the religion of pure love.

One

1

who follows the path of knowledge has the

danger of incurring egoism. Ballabha says that the Nivirtti-

mdrga implies injury to oneself. The Pravirtti mdrga implies

injury to others.

God* is the soul of all creatures. That Dharma which

1
Subodhini

2

ŵfa sfacT. Subodhini.
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inculcates love for all creatures in the universe, is the most
efficient. It then follows that, that religion which enjoins

unbounded compassion and love towards all, that which is

neither injurious to oneself nor to others, and that which in-

culcates intense love for God, is the highest and the best

Dharma. No other than the Pushti or Nirguna Bhakti-

mirga preached by Vallabha can lay claim to this.

The Bhakti or devotion preached by Vallabha is no-

thing but intense love towards God, based on the knowledge
of His greatness. 'This requires complete self-renunciation

and self-surrender.

Knowledge makes the mind pure and enables a man
to distinguish between right and wrong. With the assis-

tance of knowledge a man can safely cross over the ocean
of life, but in the absence of love or Bhakti he cannot
reach God, who is otherwise beyond his reach. By the

performance of Karma the heart may be purified and
that may lead one to Swarga, but the life in Swarga
is as transient as the one on earth. The path of karma
is more or less attended with selfishness and is troub-

lesome to others. In both these paths one has to depend
upon his own strength. In Bhakti, by means of self-surren-

der one is entitled to draw upon the infinite powers of the

Almighty, for as God is gracious, he guards his Bhakta on
his way. The Bhakta has therefore no danger of pitfalls.

The path of Bhakti is productive of bliss in its course and
it terminates in final emancipation and infinite bliss. The
Bhakti preached by Vallabha is thus, far superior to ‘know-
ledge

5 and ‘karma’.

It may be observed that the philosophy and religion

propagated and taught by Vali bha were neither intended
for a sect or a creed, nor were these confined to one age
or one place but were intended for all men in all times and
in all places. His doctrine of Shuddhiidwaita is in full con-
sonance with the dictates of a pure heart, and his religion

of love is the religion dictated by nature. Vallabha did not
attach much importance to the Shastrie rituals and obser-

vances. He preached that love, universal Jove should be
the watchword and the talisman of a Bhakta in all matters
temporal and spiritual. He laid stress on Love, supreme
love, love unalloyed by worldly desires.

The simple rules of conduct prescribed by him are: 1—
1 TOT fW*T*T I

if5?cTrefaf*uiTC: u Nibandha II. 238.
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(i) One should follow the Dharma appropriate to his
station in life and according to his ability.

lii) One should refrain from doing that which is con-
trary to his duty.

(iiO 1 he steeds of the senses should be disciplined.
Vallabha recommended that every one should follow these
simple rules of conduct to realize God by means of Srawan,
Kirtan and Smaran and to love l lim intensely as the Soul
of the world.

If there is ever a possibility of the universal acceptance
of one single religion and one single philosophy, it would
be the one based on the foundation laid by Shrce Vallabha.
It was owing to the cosmopolitan nature of bis teachings that
they found favour with Hindus and Mahomed ails* alike.

Owing to the ignorance of the preachings of Vallabha,
some people think that the word Pitshli means nourish-

ment of the body. This is quite wrong. The word is used
by Vallabha in its technical sense of the Grace of the
Almightv or Kripa or Anugraha

( &qr, ). It is by
loving God without any selfish motives that the grace is

acquired, and the Grace is called Pushli . The way in which
this grace is acquired is called the Pushti-Phuk/iMa rga. It is

but unfair to deduce from the mere word I’ushti, the inference

that the Pushti-Marga established by Vallabha resembled
the course of life followed by the Kph ureans. it is an iron)'

of fate that savants like l)rs. Wilson and Hunter have
committed themselves to such glaring fallacies. In the

Puncha-Shloki Vallabha says : + - “The house, the centre

of all worldly desires, should be renounced in ever)' way. If

it is not practicable to do so, one should devote it entirely to

the service of God, for it is He alone, who is able to save

man from all evils.” It is simply ludicrous to impute
Hedonism to the propagator of doctrines like this.

* Some of the Mahometans had become his disciples. Sikander
Lodi, the Emperor of Delhi, I: id so much regard for him, that he sent

his own painter Ilonhar to take his (Vallabha’s) portrait, which is now
with the Rajah of Kishngh.nl. Roth llumayun and Akbar had great

regard for him. Researches .n mediaeval history will demonstrate
the magnitude of his work and the extent of his beneficent influence.

f izi «i-m‘ m i
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God is incapable of sensuous cognition. He is only

approachable through the heart. AsVallabha’s whole life was
a perfect harmonisation of devotion, piety and commu-
nion with God, he was better fitted to know God and Ilis ways
and actions (Lilas) than all others. This fact is amply proved
by his commentaries on the first three and the tenth Cantos of

Shreemad Bhdgvat. It is but bare truth to say that he is the

only philosopher who has most lucidly and rationally ex-
plained what an Avatdr is, what relation it bears to the

Almighty ( ), what the aims and objects of His Lilds

are, and what is their transcendental and absolutely spiritual

significance. He proceeds with the maxim “God never does
any unworthy act”* and most beautifully explains the

several incidents of the life of Shri Krishna, which is yet a

mystery to most learned men.

Owing to a strange irony of fate, Vallabha’s philosophy

and preachings have been misrepresented. This has misled

the intelligent world so much that no one cares to read his

works, or to understand the philosophy and religion preached
by him. One is amazed to find that eminent authors like

Mrs. Annie Besant and others are led away by such misre-

presentations. In the 14th chapter of her “Esoteric Chris-

tianity” in page 369, Mrs. Annie Besant calls Vallabhdcharya
“the most illiterate.” Dr. II. II. Wilson, who for about 40 years

and more lived among the followers of Vallabha, stigmatizes

them by the name of Rudra-Sampradava (vide Hindu
Religions, Calcutta Edition of 1901 p. 790

One would be naturally induced to interrogate these and
many others like Messrs. Marsden, Barth &c. whether they

had ever read the Nibandha, Anubh^sya, the Subodhini and
other works of Vallabha before they dared to disfigure the

name and fame of the unblemishable Vallabha. The Vaish-

nava world does not find fault with the ignorance of these

authors. They simply remain satisfied with this, that it

is the Mdhdtmya (result) of the present Iron Age in which
the religion and philosophy, which are sound and unassailable,

are consigned to oblivion.

If the 19th century has done unwarrantable injustice to

Shrimad Vallabhtfcharya, the 20th century will not be back-

ward in making ample amends for the same, and in doing
him full justice by reviving of the Shuddhidwaita philosophy
and the Nirguna Bhakti-Mdrga preached by him.

Subodhini.
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In his Patr^valamban, Vallabh£charya says that the

intelligent are the preservers of the good path ( ).

WS ft I
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VAISHNAVISM OF SREE CHAITANYA

uv Prkm anan da Hiiakatj.

TTaISHNAVISM teaches Bhakti Yoga. Bhakti Yoga is

attachment to the Deity through devotion, the best and
the highest form of yoga, higher than all the higher systems, as

Krishna Himself has said in the Bhagavat Gita. Devotion is

the full fruition of spiritual concentration. A true devotee
is the highest Yogi, for he is full of humility and sincere.

Humility is the expression of the sublimes! spiritual nature
;

it is “the softened shadow,” as the Lord says, “that is

cast by My Love." Sincere humility arises from a perfect

realization of the presence of God in everything, i.c. from
the inward consciousness that the whole universe is but the

manifestation of the One- h'ortn and its radiance. And with

that never-fading vision before the mind’s eye, the devotee

forgets himself and stoops low at the feet of everything

that he sees, for he sees in them all, his Deitv.

Bhakti is of two kinds, Gnan-Ilhakli and Brema- Bhakti.

Gnan-Bhakti is devotion aided by the culture of the. intellect,

its Deity is some incarnation of Vishnu and its goal is the

abode of Vishnu or the essence of Vishnu. Brem Bhakti is

devotion through love without any cause, disinterested love,

love for its own sake, and its Deity and goal is Krishna -

Absolute Love. The path of I'.cma- Bhakti lies within the

path of Gnan-Bhakti but this path within the path is

hedged in high to shut out the view of the main path.

The devotee of the Brema Bhakti path dedicates all his know-
ledge, wisdom and actions to Krishna, the fountain of all

wisdom and actio", and prays to Krishna for His love, the

luxury of loving Ilim for Ilis dear sake.

Prema-Bhakta wants nothing from his Lord, no boon, no
blessings, material or celestial, not even salvation or Mukti,
nothing,—save the blessing of being filled with love for

Him. He prays to his Lord : “O my Krishna ! It matters

not what betides my body, my life or my earthly circums-

tances, or in what form of life I am reborn, even if it be
that of a worm, let my faith and love be fixed in Thee,

my Beloved. What is there in all existence compared with
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the luxury of loving Thee •? Thou art the sum-total of the
realization of all desires, of all Happiness, Thou, the secret
of all our longings.”

Such, in truth, is Krishna’s attraction and more. He is

the embodiment of the concentrated beauty and sweetness
of the whole universe, His eye^ and face, the focus of the love

that fills all that is. Hence this Prema-Bhakti path, which
means the path of love’s devotion, is called the path of

beauty and sweetness. Beauty and sweetness are coexistent,

are one and the same thing. Beauty is the expression of
sweetness and sweetness is the essence of beauty and love is

the parent of both. Krishna’s form and symmetry are all

ideals’ unapproachable, inconceivable, unimaginable ideal.

The newest raiu-cloud-color of His complexion is the color

of the condensed ether of ether- Love. His crown and
crest of peacock-feathers, His raiment of molten gold- the
color of attraction— , His long garland and ornaments of the
(lowers of all seasons, the jewel Kaustubha on Ilis breast and
His bamboo flute are all proud contributions of Nature, to

Her Supreme Lord. If we can imagine the essence of the

purest of pure love condensed into a substance as thick as

flesh and moulded into form, we can then have some idea

of the material of Krishna's body, whether in (ilory or on
earth. It is a form which, the moment you produce some
likeness of it, in imagination, thrills you with ecstasy, for it

is ecstasy condensed.

Krishna is best worshipped with the heart. Prayers and
incantations and offerings, without sincere feeling, do not

reach him. lie responds to the call of love alone, ('all

him from the innermost depths of your heart with pure

love—love unmixed with motive- with sincere, and artless

love of a fond baby for its mother, and He will appear before

you and do whatever you want Him to do. Krishna is truly

your own, nearer to you than your nearest relative, your
only true friend in life and in Eternity. He is dearer, more
precious than your body and your life or vour heart, for he

is your very soul and the soul is dearer and more precious

than anything else. It is Him you have been searching for, in

all your life, in lives \ on have lived before, and Him you

will search in lives that ire to come hereafter. He is ever

with you. He is within you, but you are searching for Him
outside of you—hence you miss I fiin, hence you run after all

the will-o’-the-wisps of life, in the hope that these will give you

the joy which your only Beloved and Lover alone can give.
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No wonder you are deceived, depressed, dissatisfied—the
reward of chasing the shadow rather than the substance that

lies within you, the reward of chasing the rainbow which
is but the reflection of the Sun of your soul’s sky.

The devotee meditates on Sree Krishna, in one of

the four human relationships, whichever suits his natural

inclinations best, viz., Danya or the relationship of a servant

to his master, Sti/c/mi or the relationship existing between
two friends, Bntsa/ya or the relationship of the son to his

parents or parents to a son, and Madhnr or the relationship

of a wife to her husband or of a loving woman to her

lover. These four kinds of devotional feelings are natural in

man. By “natural” I mean born from Nature, of which man
is the best earthly product. But wherefrom has Nature
derived them ? From her parent-source, Krishna, of course.

So these feelings are present, in their absolute perfection, in

Krishna, the source of all Life. Flowing from Krishna into

His creation they constitute the chords of attachment bet-

ween man and man, the natural bonds of union between
soul and soul, the natural channels of communication bet-

ween man and his Maker. They are the invisible wires of

telegraphy between the Central Soul and its branch souls

-

between the Parent Soul and its offsprings. If the instru-

ments in the branch offices are rusty and out of order the)’

cannot transmit their messages to the main office or receive

messages therefrom. The moment they are cleansed, repair-

ed and put into working order, they are open to perfect

communication once more.

The devotee of Krishna cleanses the rusty and disordered

instrument of his heart by cult; .ating one of these feelings

of devotion for Krishna. And the moment this feeling

attains its natural state, the moment il becomes absolutely

sincere, the devotee realises and is filled with absolute Love
from its primaeval Source. Krishna is absolutely divine and
absolutely human, for it is perfect humanity that is perfect

divinity. Krishna is Love itself, the Love that bridges over

all distance, Love that draws the Lover and the loved closest

to each other. It knows no ceremony, knows no formality.

It knows no motive. Love is its own cause, motive and
satisfaction. Divinity demands our reverence and inspires

us with aw-:. Despite its strong attraction we can hut adore
it from a distance, we cannot approach it too near. Blit love

draws us to its bosom and holds us close : Love is a master

and love is a slave. It knows no barrier, sees no faults, nay,
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sees virtues in faults. It responds to its own clear call or
vibrates to the vioce of its ovn inspiration and blesses its

own creation with all the gifts of its own wealth.

Whichever of the four devotional feelings towards
Krishna, the Bhakta glevotee^ cultivates, it must reach the
stage of unalloyed sincere y to be rewarded by its blissful

realization. Th e loving servant of Krishna must love 1 1 is

service above all that he loves and holds dear. The devotee
who wants to be the friend and companion of Krishna must
have his all-forgetting love for Krishna pervaded by an unin-
terrupted sense of equality with Him. lie may serve Him
as a slave, but it is the -ervice of a friend who is more than a
slave to his friend. The devotee who wants to love Krishna
as a father or mother must have unwavering sincerity of such
paternal love and affection. He or she must always consider
himself or herself superior to Krishna, whom they must
regard as a helpless child in his or her charge. This true

parental feeling is pervaded by the unconscious spirit of
spontaneous service and friendship, for no friendship and
service can be compared with those of parents. The same
rules apply to the cultivation of the filial feeling of devotion
to Krishna. The fourth, the feeling of a loving wife to her
lord sums up tin* essence of all the foregoing three feelings.

It is the highest and tenderost feeling of devotion. The true

wife is the servant, the friend, the mother and the lover of

her husband. She is bis slave, equal and superior by virtue of

her all-surrendering love, ftvery form of pun: love is self-

surrender. The love that knows no surrender or sacrifice is

a mockery. It mocks itself more than its object, for sacrifice

is its chief lest and best expression. Love that lo\cs, only in

return, is pure selfishness ; it is self-deception. But love for

its own sake, is the fullest satisfaction in itself
; the love

that loves whoever or whatever its object loves, is the Love
Absolute that Krishna is. 'The human soul that develops it,

binds Krishna thereby and holds Him its prisoner as it were,

for good. When that Love develops into the tenderness of

a loving wife, it captivates the Heart of hearts, and entrances

the Soul of souls, Krishna.

These Vaishnava forms of devotion reached their highest

degree of development and received their greatest impetus

on the appearance of Srco Chaitam a, the great Incarnation of

Krishna, who was born in Nuddoa on the Gauges, in Bengal,

a little over four hundred years ago and nourished for nearly

half a century. He was Krishna Himself incarnated in the
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form of His greatest devotee. Krishna is the mystery and
Chaitanya is its explanation. Whenever Krishna is born
unto the earth as the mystery of Love, cycle after cycle,

between Dwapar and Kali, lie comes again and again in the

form of Chaitanya, as the explanation of that mystery, five

thousand years after, to show to mankind the way to Himself
by the life he leads.

Chaitanya’s love and devotion and spirituality will ever

remain unparalleled. lie preached Krishna, the Seed and
Soul of Love Absolute, and while preaching he would burst

forth into songs in praise of Krishna. Thus singing be would
be filled with ecstasy and, in its fullness, he would be moved
into ihc most graceful dance, the world has ever seen, now
shouting the name of his Lord and often and anon weeping for

his Lori’s grace, his arms and whole body waving and quiver-

ing with the heaving billows of his occcan of love, streams of

which, like waters from many fountains, would flow from his

eyes in the shape of tears. And in those tears, streaming

straight from his eyes to the ground, all those, who caught
his spirit of ecstatic emotion, would he literally bathed. And
all India was “flooded,” as the authoritative records of his

apostles tell us, with Chaitanya’s Divine Love, and millions

of sinners were borne away by its tide.

Sree Chaitanya preached and proved the potency of

Krishna’s Name — that Ilis Name is one with the Lord
Himself. If anybody says “Krishna, Krishna” mentally or

loudly a id concentrates his mind on it, he is sure to be

absorbed in His Love, be drunk with ecstasy, see Krishna
in form in everything, and finally to go to Golaka after

death. I lari is the popular Name of Krishna. It means,

lie Who steals our sins. Chaitanya would shout “I lari,

Hari |” or “Haribole !’ (say II ary and vibrations of that

Name would thrill through all hearers and change them into

great devotees. Milliois upon millions were thus saved by
him. millions of sin. ers turned into saints. The world has

never seen such an Avatar, the Incarnation of All-Love,

Krishna, lie lived the most blameless life from childhood to

his disappearance at the age of fort) -eight.

I .ike master, like servants. Ilis apostles were of such

spiritual purity and sublimity that it would be hard to find

one like them even in India of the past. Any of them was
competent to save the whole world. They have left thousands
of Boos on Krishna’s and Chaitanya’s life and teachings

which aie of the utmost value to the students and adherents
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of all religions of all climes, ages and denominations. Love
is the theme of every book, and you cannot resist its

influence on you as you read them. Chaitanya entered one
morning into the Temple of Juggernath and disappeared

—

nobody knows how or where.

The Krishna-worshipper is either a householder or a
hermit. lie is cither a devotee who cultivates the love
for Krishna amid the duties and distractions of the world
or one who shuns the temptations and turmoil of the
world and sojourns in some sylvan retreat in the holy
forest of Krindaban the earthly abode of Krishna, or in

the outskirts of a town or village, in a humble monastery
consisting of a couple of huts with a little flower garden
fenced around. But the most advanced hermit of this class

tarries nowhere longer than a few days, but ever wanders
about in the land sanctified by the touch of the Lotus Feet
of his Lord.

The formula of worship and religious rules of life prac-

tised by both the hermit and the householder are practically

the same. It consists of mental and physical practices, more
mental than physical. The moment the householder gets up
from his bed in the morning he utters the name of Krishna
thus :

“O Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna,

nourish ine ! Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna, Krishna,

Krishna, protect me ! I salute Thee, () Krishna, give me
Thou Thy Love !

”

Then before he leaves his bed and places his feet upon
the earth, he prays and salutes the Mother Earth thus :

“O thou ocean-girdled, mountain-breasted goddess ! I

salute thee, O thou Consort of Vishnu ! Forgive me, thy

suckling, O Mother, this my touching thee with my feet !

”

Then, after answering the calls of Nature, and

rubbing his hands and feet with pure earth and washing

them for many times, he takes a full bath either in the

Ganges or in any river if it is hard by. If not, he bathes

in a pond or at a well or at home with two or three large

jarfuls of water. While bathing he utters many a hymn and

prayer to Krishna. After the bath, he wears a piece of dry

cotton cloth which has been washed in clean water, or a piece

of pure silk cloth. He then goes to a flower garden and

culls some scented white flowers for Krishna, whom he then

sits to worship in his sacred room. He mentally repeats for

1\—II.— f>
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one hundred and eight times the mantram he has received

from his Gooroo, counting it with his fingers. Then he takes

a few tiny leaves of the sacred Tulsi plant, smears them in

>:andal-wood paste and, closing his eyes, mentally offers

them with the sacred white flowers to the Lotus Feet of his

Lord, on whom his mind is concentrated. This concen-

tration is helped from outside by the spiritual vibrations of

his sacred room and the inspiring effect of the perfume of

the incense, the sandal-paste and the flowers. He then

chants long prayers and hymns in Sanscrit to Krishna and
His Love-Energy, Radha, and to all the saints and great

devotees of Krishna of the past, begging them for their

blessings for the Grace of Krishna. lie then sings songs of

the Lord’s Love, and tears of ecstasy roll down his cheeks as

he sings in the fulness of his devotion to the accompani-
ment of a pair of small cymbals.

The Mantram is composed of three, four or five Sanskrit

words beginning with what is called the Seed-Word, peculiar

to the Name of Krishna and a dedicatory word attached to it.

The Seed-Word is the Seed of Krishna’s Love. It awakens
thirst for spirituality in the heart. This Seed-Word, if men-
tally repeated with intense concentration, leads to the reali-

sation of the Sound-Form of Krishna—His Name which
contains the Nectar of Absolute Love. The word ‘Sanskrit’

means pure, refined. The Sanskrit language is the language
of the pure, undefiled voice of Nature, lienee it is called

the “Language of the gods," who arc representatives of

Nature’s attributes. These attributes are the blendings of
Forces. Each force has a mono (sound), a form and a

quality. A man in intense pain expresses it in such sounds
as “Oh-h ! “Ah-h !

.” This "Oh-h” or “Ah-h” may be called

the sound (voice) of pain, the contortions of the face, the
expression of its form and the feeling it produces, is its

quality. The quah’W is the substance of the force called pain

and its sound and sign (form) are its expressions. If there

were a microscope powerful enough to reveal to us the
figure which sound-vibrations produce on ether, we would then
find that the above-mentioned sound-expressions of pain

create forms in ether much like the combined letters “Oh-h”.
and “Ah-h”. This means that it is from the impressions of
sound-vibrations on ether that characters of all languages
have been formed

;
the pictures reflect themselves on the

inventor’s mind through the medium of its subtle force

called inspiration.
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The characters (Sanscrit, “charitra”) of the Sanscrit, lan-

guage the parent of all languages, arc coexistent with the

creation. They are entities in Nature, form-expressions of her
forces. They are eternal and indestructible

—"akshara”, as

characters are called. The vowels are masculine forces, the con-

sonants are feminine forces. The masculine characters (vowels)

are independent, the feminine characters (consonants) are

dependent for their pronunciation on the masculine charac-

ters, the vowels. The vowels can be pronounced by them-
selves, the consonants can only be pronounced when united

with the vowels. The vowels are the expressions of the essences

of the Deity (Krishna), the consonants are the expressions of

the will-force of the Deity (Prakriti), that which pro-

creates Nature. Nature is born of sound, the attribute of

ether, (Akas) which was the first manifestation of creation.

That first sound was “AUM” pronounced in English as “Om”.
The vowel A, (pronounced “Au” in Sanscrit), the initial letter

of “AUM” is the parent of all letters and languages. This
“AUM” in sound represents the distant vibrations of Krishna’s

Flute, the Music of Love, while its character-from in San-
skrit resembles the Form of Krishna playing on His Flute.

This is the mystery of what Krishna Himself says in the

Gita, “I am the Word AUM”.

The different combinations of the other Sanscrit charac-

ters (forms of natural forces), called words, similarly, represent

pictures of sound-forms of different attributes and objects.

The Sanscrit words, in fact, are sound-shells which have with-

in them the essences of the attributes they represent and the

objects they signify. The letters K,R,I,SH,N,A, joined

together form the word Krishna, which is the sound-shell of

the essence of Love, Nature’s absolute attribute, produced

by the fusion of the forces, of which the characters compos-

ing them are sound-forms. When frequently repeated together

with the Seed-word of Love- Passion, its vibrations, after puri-

fying the atmosphere of the mind illumine in course of time

its inner chamber, the heart, and fills it with the ecstasy of

Bliss.

The Tulsi plant is the most sacred plant in the world,

hence its leaf is the best medium for conveying prayers,

especially when it is smeared with sandal-wood paste, the

perfume of which is much like the aroma of the Lord’s

Body.

But this morning worship is not all that the Vaishnava

householder performs to attain to the love of Krishna. He
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eats or drinks nothing without first offering it with some
mystic formula to Krishna, and he is a strict vegetarian, and his

drink is pure water. In the evening, he joins with other Vaish-
navas to talk of the glory of Krishna, sings the glory of Krishna,
and when the spirit of the song moves him, he dances with

them in ecstasy. Besides these practices he repeats many
thousand times the name of Krishna over the Tulsi rosary.

In fact, he never misses any opportunity to keep alive an
unbroken chain of Krishna-consciousness, with the result that

he enjoys the joy of Golaka here on earth, in his earthly

body. He is rewarded with the foretaste of what he seeks

to enjoy after he lays down his physical body.

This is enjoyed by the hermit Vaishnava, who generally

lives in Brindaban. He is unhampered by all the distur-

bances and difficulties of the householder, and so he devotes

every moment of his time to the service of his Lord. He has

renounced the world and with it all thoughts about it. From
the earliest morning up to very late at night he prays,

chants, talks, hears, reads, sings and dances in ecstasy at

intervals. He takes but one meal a day prepared from
what he gets by begging. All his possessions are the

scanty clothes on his body, his earthen water-bowl and his

scriptures. He has made peace with the whole world by his

humility. He has nothing but blessings for all, sincere

blessings even in return for curses, and prostrates himself at

full length on the ground at the feet everyone. He follows the

sayings of the Lord Chaitanya that a Vaishnava should be
lowlier than a blade of grass, more forbearing and chari-

table than a tree, which spreads its shade and offers its

fruits even to one who cuts L down ; should never seek

respect for himself but pay respect even to those who are

respected by none
;
that a Vaishnava should at all times sing of

the glory of Krishna. Thousands and thousands of such
Vaishnavas, both male and female, can be found today in the

Holy Land of Brmdaban and the Holy City of Nuddea, the

brithplace of Chaitanya, whose Christ-spirit and devotional

life are unparalleled in the religious history of any other

country, ancient or modern. They are living examples of the

influence of the Lord’s Name upon the human mind.

This Krishna, the Lord of Absolute Love, the seed and
soul of the universe, comes down to this earth to serve and
inspire men with His Love once in every Mamvantara, once
in every 71 Divine Cycles, that is, once in every 300,000,000
of our lunar years or more. Kvery universe, of His count
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less universes, likewise has its turn of being blessed with
His advent as an Incarnation, once in a long period. This
universe of ours is the smallest of these universes and its

turn of Krishna’s Incarnation comes between the Copper
and the Iron Ages of the 28th Divine Cycle of every Man-
wantara This being the Iron Age of the 28th Divine
Cycle of the Manwanlara

,
the Lord blessed this earth with

His Personal Presence 5,000 years ago, being born within

the appointed Period.

Avatars that come down to save mankind and protect

good from what is evil, the Srimad Bh^gavat says, are
innumerable : they are either partial manifestations or

aspects of Vishnoo, “but Krishna is the Lord God (Bhagavan)
Himself,” the Supreme Deity of whom Vishnoo Himself
is the fourth Manifestation. Nobody knows exactly when
Krishna incarnates, for even Brahmd, the creator, knows it

not. Brahma sees Him only for a second once in a long

while, flashing through his mind with the speed of lightning.

When Krishna came this last time on earth with His Second
Manifestation, Sankarsana (who was born as His elder

brother, Balaram\ the time was ripe for an incarnation of

Vishnoo. But as the moon and stars are eclipsed by the

effulgence of the sun, the Avatar of Vishnoo could not

come down separately, but was merged in Krishna, the part

being absorbed by the Whole.

The story of the earthly career of Krishna is the story

of an uninterrupted flow of love for all. The Krishna of

Brindaban, also called Braja, played and roamed about, in

his earthly career up to the age of eleven, when He left

Brindaban for Mathura. The Krishna of Brindaban is the

fullest expression of Love. Hence the Krishna of Brindaban

is called the fullest Incarnation of Bishnu. The Krishna of

Mathura is called Fuller Krishna, which means three-

quarters Krishna and one-quarter Vishnoo. And the Krishna

of Dwaraka, half Krishna and half Vishnoo.

Krishna being all love, knows nothing but love, gives

and accepts nothing but love, breathes nothing but love

and speaks nothing but love.

The Asuras that He killed were not killed by Him, but

by the Incarnation of Vishnoo which was within Him, and

His part in the warfare was to send the souls of those

Asuras to the realm of His absolute love, a reward reserved for

Ilis highest devotees, a kindness for enemies which Krishna
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alone could feel and show. Krishna has no power even to

hurt a fly, for He is nothing but Love itself and knows
nothing but Love.

One word of explanation is necessary here as to who the

Asuras were and how they could assume such shapes as arc

described in the I’urdn£s. These stories of the Asuras and
demons in the Hindoo scriptures prejudice the western
minds and induce them to think that ancient Hindoo history

is mixed up with myths and fables. A little cool and in-

telligent thinking will correct the mistakes of such hasty

judgment. Modern science, too, is daily paving the way to

belief in things which even a quarter of a eentury ago
were thought absurd and impossible. Science is proving
the unlimited potentialities of the human mind. Mind-
force is at present the subject of discussion with all the

most advanced of western thinkers. When they will

succeed in discovering the laws and truths of the mental
plane as they are now doing those of the material plane, no
facts of ancient Hindoo history will make them think that

they are cither mythical or absurd.

The Asuras were the physical scientists of the ancient

times. They culitvated their mind-force in order to use it for

personal aggrandisement. They were Yogins, but their

Yoga was directed to secular object divested of spirituality.

All that they wanted was power by which to overcome
others and keep them under subjection for their own earthly

benefit. Some of them were of course exceptions to the rule
;

they cultivated their Sdittoic powers to some extent along

with the development of /wi/ :sir powers. These became
great heroes and some of them made very good kings.

Others developed merely Rajasic and |T£masic powers of

the mind and became tyrants and oppressors of all good
people. Wherever and whenever the earth groaned under
the burden of their sins, partial incarnations of Vishnoo
came down to destroy them and to bring peace to mankind
once more. Rut those Asuras who had only their Timasic
(dark) mind-force developed, were the lowest of demons.
Their minds were all dark and their deeds were all black.

Their natural inclination was to do mischief to people for

the sake of mischief itself. These were called demons.
These demons can be found amongst us all, in the most
advanced centres of civilization, but they have not their

former psychic force. The mind’s natural inclination, how-
ever, is still in them. They take to external means to
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satisfy this inclination of killing or hurting others or doing
mischief for the sake of mischief itself. Formerly their dark
mental powers were their most potent weapons. Through
those psychic powers they could transform themselves into
any shape they liked and if they failed to assume the form
of a saint or of a god, it was because they could not grasp the
idea of the personality of such pure souls with their impure
minds. To assume the form of a beast was the easiest thing
for them, because they were nothing but human beasts in

their nature. The could also assume elemental forms such
as a whirlwind, etc ; as described in Krishna Leela. The
modern Asuras cannot do any such thing because their

mind-forces are distracted and not directed to one particular

object.

The holding of the hill on the point of the little finger

of the left hand, as Krishna did, was not a very great deed
for Krishna to perform. This can be performed by any
Vogin. The Yogin, when he becomes an adept, acquires

one or other of the eight great powers (siddhis), which are

inherent in Vishnoo and in a smaller degree in those who
remain merged in the essence of Vishnoo and are sent there-

from to earth to save mankind as Avatars. These powers
are(i) Animd, the power of becoming as small as an atom ;

(2) Mahimd, the power of becoming larger and larger in

size
; (3) Laghimd, the power of becoming as light as

possible
; (4) Prdpti, to possess the power of the gods who

are the presiding deities of the senses
; (51 Prdktfmya, the

power of enjoying and of perceiving all objects seen or

unseen
; (6) Ishita, or power over the forces of the Divine

will and over the lower forces of other beings
; (7) Vasitd,

non-attachment to objects, and (8) Kam.ibasyita, the power
of attaining all desires.

Besides these the Yogi may attain to ten other

powers of the cardinal attributes, (1) the cessation of hunger

and thirst
;

(2) Hearing from a distance
; 1.3) Seeing from a

distance
; (4) Moving the body with the speed of the mind

;

(5) Assuming any form at will
; (6) Entering into any other

body
; (7) Dying at will

; (8) Playing with celestial damsels

(9) Attaining the wished for objects
;
Do) Power of irresis-

tible command.

Five other minor powers are (1) The knowledge of the

present, the past and the future
; (2) Control over the

opposites such as heat and cold, joy and sorrow, etc.
;

(3) The knowledge of what is in another’s mind
; (4) com-
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mand over the powers of fire, the sun, water, poison, etc.
;

(5) Invincibility.

These powers serve the Lord in His Leelas as humble
slaves whether He is conscious of them or not. Leela means
the action of God incarnate. The Ris dance with the Gopis
is the greatest Leela of Krishna. It was the manifestation of

the great influence of His Love. Gopi means a milkmaid.
But the milkmaids of Braja were extraordinarily spiritual

beings born as milk-maids to serve the Lord in His earthly

Leela. The chief of the Gopis is Radha, the Consort of

Krishna in glory. Radha is the incarnation of Adoration

or Devotion through love. Radha is the embodied
manifestation of Krishna’s Love- Principle, the energy

of Ilis soul, which sets His love into motion. Radha
is within Krishna as His principle of love-energy and
She is outside of Krishna as the embodiment of that

principle. Radha is the active love-principle from which
creation proceeds. Like Krishna, She is above and out of the

reach of the creative Cardinal Attribute. Krishna is the

Soul, Radha is the Heart and her eight chief companions are

the eight devotional aspects, and the other Gopis the

minor attributes of her mind. Radha and her chief com-
panions are Krishna’s eternal companions in Golaka. They
came along with Him and were born as Gopis in Brindaban.

Some of the Gopis who played their parts in the R4s
Dance, were incarnations of Vedic Hymns. Others were
incarnations of goddesses, the presiding deities of spiritual

forces and attributes, while others again were incarnations of

Saints (Rishis) who had pray.il for ages to serve the Lord
personally, with the tender devotion of a loving woman. The
love of these Gopis for Krishna was absolutely unselfish.

They loved Him for love’s sake, without any cause

and His personality inspired that unselfish love in them,

for Krishna was that causeless love itself. The Reis Dance
represented the vibrations of the soul-absorbed mind,

vibrations which filled the universe with the nectar of bliss

and destroyed its Karma of a whole Kalpa, the Karma
which formed its Pr^rabhda for the time.

Krishna danced separately with each Gopi. Each Gopi
had her own Krishna beside her. One Krishna became as

many as there were Gopis and yet He was the self-same

Krishna. The one Soul played like so many souls with

so many hearts and yet it was but that One Soul. Each
Gopi saw only her own Krishna and was unconscious of any



other, as she danced, absorbed in that Krishna, as the
Great Soul poured its Nectar of love into the little ones.

Ignorant writers and religious preachers of the West have
dared to call this Gopi-Leela of Krishna shocking to all

religious sense, in the face of the fact, that two hundred
and odd millions of Hindoos of the present day and
millions of millions of Hindoos of the past, whose giant
intellects and all-towering height of spirituality, the world of
to-day is but beginning to wonder at, call this Leela the most
transcendental of all that is divine. According to these
critics, the greatest Avatar of the Supreme Deity cannot
possess any other sentiments of love than those of a Father
or of a Saviour and God ought not to show the love of a hus-
band for his wife or of a lover for his Lady-love. If that be
true, will they answer the question, as to whence has man
got these sentiments, if not trom his Maker, of Whom he is

but an imperfect image ? Whence has he got them if not
from the Source of Creation itself, of which he is such a
tiny part and product ? This denial to God of the posses-

sion of a lover’s sentiment, implies an impertinence which
God alone, out of His infinite love for His creatures, can
pardon. It only betrays utter ignorance, on the part of
these critics, of the origin and the laws of the creation and of

its relation with its Creator.

Nature (Creation) is the materialized Will-Force of God.
The Will-Force of God is a reflection of God Himself, the

objectified phases of the semblance of manifoldness of the

Absolute One. God is the husband, and the Kncrgy of His
Will, Nature, is His Wife. God is the Lover and Nature
is His lady-love. By His All-pervading Essence, the

only support and sustenance of Nature, lie clasps His-

lady-love to His bosom and dances with her in unison with

music. This is His Ras Dance in the aggregate, the

R&s Dance that is being performed every moment within

Nature, though hidden from our view. What is true of the

great universe is true also of its miniature, man, Within our

heart of hearts is the forest of Brindaban in which the mi-

croscopic blue river of love, Jumna, overflowing with thrills

of joy the banks of the flowery lawn where Krishna, our Soul,

with His Gopis, our mental vibrations, is performing

His ever favourite and eternal R£s Dance. And we
are unconscious of it all, because our minds are engaged

with outer objects. If we can disengage the mind

from outward objects and direct it into the depths of our

hearts, then will the belief come in the R4s Dance

P.—II.—
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of Krishna with its practical realization. We are then of

Braja and each one of us, enlightened with inner vision, is a

dancing Gopi-male or female, and it does not matter what our

sex may be. We are all Gopis, male or female, we are all

spiritually feminine, for Krishna alone is the One Male
and we particles of Nature, are all female. We are all the

lady-loves, the brides and wives of our One Husband,
Lover and Beloved, Krishna. In the working out of the

beneficial laws of inner Nature, the laws that govern

the welfare of mankind, this innermost performance of

Nature’s constant Ras Dance with her Lord, is reflected for

a time upon her outer surface to fill external Nature and man-
kind with the ecstasy of its spirituality and the lessons of

Absolute Love.

The twelve chief boy-companions of Krishna in Brindaban
came with Him from Glory, where they are His constant

companions, while the other cow-boys were the incarnations

of the gods and spiritual saints. The Kadamba-tree,
under which Krishna usually played His flute, is a represen-

tation in physical form of the Tree of Life and the sweet

strains of the flute, the music of the soul. As Krishna and
His companions arc ever existent, so are His Leelas (acts).

They can be seen even now by any devotee who has got the

spiritual vision.
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my Si us hi k K. Giiosk Esq.

I
i'N the Hindu sacred books it is laid down that God sends

0 Messiahs or Avatars at different times and different

places, to instruct men about matters they are unable to know
by their own exertions We Hindus have therefore to admit
that Huddha, Jesus and Muhammad are Messiahs, though
Christians and Mahomedans may not admit any of our
Avatars to be so. These Avattfrs are divided into classes by the
Hindus, some are full, some half, some quarter and so forth,

each having his special function. Thus wc have Avatars of
science, of morality and of religion. Kapila is considered an
Avatar, because he taught the Yoga philosophy and its

secrets to men. When it is necessary to teach religious

truths, God Himself has to come down for the purpose,

and then it is the Full Avatar that incarnates.

So there is a difference between religion and morality.

Morality teaches us our duties to our neighbours and our

duties to ourselves. Religion teaches us how to establish a

tender relationship with God. Morality teaches us that we
should not tell an untruth, we should not he unjust, we
should not steal, we should succour the distressed to the

best of our ability
;

Religion teaches us that wc should love

God. An Avatar of morality is not therefore necessarily an

Avatdr of religion. Charles Rradlaugh was a moral man and
a philanthropist. He will get his reward for his good acts

and his observance of duty. Rut the acquisition of the Lotus

feet of God cannot fall to his lot for he never sought for or

hankered after Him.

It follows then that Ruddha is not an Avatar of religion

but of morality. lie taught morality and not religion. In

the same manner, Jesus Christ is not an AvaUr of religion,

but of morality.

The Sermon on the Mount, by Jesus Christ, is considered to

be his greatest work, a sermon which enthrals all men. It is no

doubt one of the greatest ever delivered. Rut it has nothing

to do with religion. In the sermon, a code of moral laws is

laid down for the guidance of men. They are told to do this
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and not to do that. They are told that if they do this they
will get their reward and if they do that they will be hurled
down to hell. The Sermon is, as it were, a criminal code of
moral government.

Suppose a scientist lays down sanitary laws for the pre-

servation of health. He lays down that men must not take
indigestible food, or that they must not breathe air full

of deleterious gas. He lays down rules for the preservation

of health in the physical body. A moral AvaUr, in the same
manner, lays down rules for the preservation of health in the

spiritual body. Neither the one nor the other teaches reli-

gion. The teachings of Jesus consisted mainly of the moral
duties of men. He cannot, therefore, be called, an Avat4r of

religion.

It would not be out of place here to see what Max Muller
said in his “Chips from a German Workshop” about the moral

code of Buddha. The savant says, keeping in mind the

Sermon on the Mount :

“That moral code of lluddha, taken by itself, is one of the most
perfect the world has ever known.”

Buddha is, like Jesus, a Messiah to teach moral duties to

men.

So when Jesus urged men to repent and ask for the forgive-

ness of their sins, he did not meddle with religion. He instruct-

ed men howto avoid punishment, when they had broken moral

laws. Thus a man, convicted of a crime, may beseech the

magistrate to forgive him, telling him that he was sorry for

what he had done, and promising that he would not do so

again. The magistrate may db harge him with a warning.

But that does not establish any tender relation between the

criminal and the magistrate. God, in the same manner may
forgive a repentant sinner, but there the claims of the

latter upon Him cease. When a man craves for the forgive-

ness of his sins, he thinks only of himself ; he goes to God
because He alone can help him. If his sins are forgiven, it

is no matter to him whether God remembers or forgets him
after that.

It may be urged that a sort of moral training is necessary

for the purpose of realization of God. But it is not for that

purpose that men arc told, by these moral Avatars, to repent

and to lead a moral life. They are told to do so, only to

avoid the tortures of held. It is to their interest and to their

fears that an appeal is made, but God Himself does not
enter at all into this arrangement.
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Of course there are religious teachings here and there in

the sayings of Jesus, but that is not the main object of His
mission. When Jesus advises men to pray to God, he tells

them to establish some relationship with God, but no tender
relationship. They are told, not to appear before God in

their prayers as His children, or friends, or even as servants,

but as beggars. Men are advised first to soften the heart of
God by some sweet words such as “hallowed be Thy name,"
“Thy kingdom come," “Thy will be done," &c. This done,
men should pray to God for what they want of Him. It is to

supply them with daily bread, to forgive their sins, and not
to lead them astray.

A beggar approaches a rich man with blessings such as

these : “Let thy name be glorified," “Let thy shadow never
grow less" &c. In this way, after softening the heart of the

rich man, the beggars stretch their hands for alms. The
prayers to God referred to above, are just like that of a beggar
to a hard-hearted, rich man who is fond of being flattered.

In that prayer they only think of themselves. Of com sc, they

say, “Thy will be done”. But it has no meaning, which we
shall shew later on.

Of course when Jesus says “love God*’ he enters into the

domain of religion. But, as we have shewn before, that is

not the principal object of His mission. It is to make men
moral, by appealing to their fears and holding up to them the

tortures of hell, that he devoted the four years of his labors.

When we say that Jesus is an Avatar of morality, we do
not be-iittle Him. He had to appeal to half-civilized and
unlettered men. The people, He addressed, were not fit to

receive higher truths than those taught them by Jesus. The
divine character of the mission of Christ is established by

his being eminently successful in softening the hearts of

the fierce races of the west. If Jesus had tried to preach to

his followers the teachings of the Geeta, they would not have

understood him at all, and would not have listened to Him.

They had therefore to be enthralled by miracles. In the same

manner, if an Avatar in India had tried to create a following,

he would have failed if he had adopted the course of Christ,

that is to say, strengthened his teachings by miracles. In

India such an Avatar would have been put down for a mere

occultist or a magician.

Looking at it from the same point of view, Hindu-

ism, generally speaking, has very little of religion in it.

We have Sriktiis, worshippers of Durga and Kali ; we have



Sdivas, worshippers of Siva and we have others. I3ut they
worship the Gods and Godesses for favours

;
for prosperity

;

for protection from dangers
;

for destruction of enemies
and so forth, Here let us remember what Sir Krishna told

the Gopees (vide Kris section, Srimat Bhagabat). He said,

“those who worship Me for favours do not worship Me,
but themselves.” So when a Sakta devotee kneels down
before the Goddess Durga and begs for prosperity, he does
not worship the Goddess but himself !

It is true, the devotees of the higher class beg also for

Moksha, from these (rods and Godesses. But what is Mok-
sha ? It is liberation ; liberation from what ? Liberation

from re-birth. Propularly, liberation means practical annihi-

lation. The liberated man. loses his identity and his soul

merges in the Soul of souls. A child, can understand that

loss of identity means annihilation In short so repugnant is

this idea of parakdl (after-life) that men, believing in the re-

birth theory, prefer annihilation to eternal life. According to

them, and very properly so, better annihilation than to be

born again and again, each time a different man, each time

being separated eternally from those whom we have so dearly

loved
;

and that is what re-birth means. So those who
believe in re-birth, naturally pray for annihilation. And can
it be called leligion which teaches man to pray to God for

annihilation ?

If religion can be so defined that it is the art of establish-

ing a tender relationship between God and man, then it

is Vaishnavism, and possibly Vaishnavism alone, that can

be called a religion. Even Vedantism puts God aside,

and makes a God of man himself. Vedantism teaches the

creed of Soham, which means “I am He.” It teaches how
to realise the Soul within

;
its idea of God is that He

is without attributes who can do neither good nor evil, in

short, He is Nirguna. Possibly He has intellect, but He has

no feeling.

But Vaishnavism teaches that man is separate from
God, and the highest object of his existence is to attach

himself to God, and to grow continually. The Vaishnavas
have only one prayer, viz., “My Lord, may Thou abide in

my heart, may my soul cling to Thy lotus feet.” Vaishna-
vism teaches that the highest duty of man is to love God,
for by loving God, man gets in Ilim an eternal and loving

Partner. It teaches that, though God is All-powerful, He is

also All-love and man should make himself en rapporl



with Him through His lovingness and not His Almighti-
ness. They admit that God is Great, All-pervading and
Omnipotent. But His greatness repels man from Him, while
His love attracts him more and more.

In the Geeta, Arjun asked Sree Krishna to show him
the mightiness of God and this was done. At the frightful

Figure presented to him he fainted and cried “Forbear my
Lord. lie Thou man again.”

Swedenborg calls God a “Grand Man.” But the Vaish-
navas anticipated him ; they also call God a Grand Man
(puntshottamd) with this difference that they regard Him per-
fect in every respect, and thus He is also named Sarbdnga -

sundara by them, which literally means “Beautiful in every
limb.” That is, He is perfect in holiness, perfect in wisdom,
perfect in goodness, perfect in loveliness and perfect in

beauty. To pray to Him for favours is an act of foolishness.

He knows best what is for our good and, as lie loves His
children with Ilis unfathomable love, it is therefore useless

to ask for favours from Him. The Vaishnavas are, therefore,

enjoined to annihilate self in worshipping God. They
must forget self, and do everything Krishna Prcctyartham

,

which means only to please Sree Krishna, the God of Love.

So the Vaishnava’s idea of God differs fundamentally from
that of other creeds, aye, the ideas differ as the two poles.

The God of most religious faiths is an irresistible and wilful

Tyrant, with of course some good points, as for instance,

He can be brought into good humour by flattery, etc. Of
course, He is called good, wise and merciful by all of them,

but this is done to soften Ilis heart, the object being to ex-

tort bounties from the Great Autocrat by some sweet words.

God is told that Ilis mercy has no bounds, and then He is

requested, not to throw poor, eloquent devotee into the fur-

nace of hell ! God is freely given the permission to exercise

His will and no body’s else
;

He is told “Let Thy will be

done,’ yet he is asked to put aside His will when the devotee

thrusts in his own. “Let Thy will be done,” says the devotee

but not when my own is brought into requisition ! A man,
who prays for favor, simply asks God to put aside His will,

to give place to that of the devotee.

In spite of the high encomiums that he insincerely heaps

upon God, in his heart of .heart, he thinks Him to be a wilful,

nay, a cruel Monster, for he believes that He is capable of

hurling men, whom He had made weak, to the bottomless

and fiery pit,—of compelling men and women to love chil-



dren, wife, husband and friends, and then forcibly separating

the husband from the bosom of his wife and the son from the

bosom of his mother.

But to the Vaishnava, God is Beautiful, and He overpowers
men and women by His external and internal lovlingness,

and therefore, He is given simply a flute. Some arm Him
from the sole of His feet to the top of His head with deadly
weapons

;
some put a thunderbolt in His hands which, also,

says the Vaisnava, do not hurl thunderbolts, but distribute

blessings.

The Vaishnava presents a lovely God to his fellows, to

draw the hearts of obdurate men towards Him. A frail wo-
man can be kept faithful to her lord by two methods

;
one

is to tell her that her powerful lord will cut her to pieces if she

proves unfaithful. . It is, in this manner, that the teachers of

most faiths, try to keep frail men dutiful towards God, that is

by appealing to their fears and interests. But there is yet an-

other method of keeping a frail woman faithful to her lord.

It is to convince her that her husband is infinite times better,

in every respect, than the gallant who tries to lead her astray.

It is this latter method that the Vaishnavas adopt to lead men
towards God. It is thus that most faiths appeal to the fears

and interests of men to make them honest, while the Vaish-

navas appeal to their good sense and feelings to secure that

end. Other faiths try to soften the heart of a terrible God,
but the Vaishnavas contemplate the lovingness of the Deity
to fill their hearts with an irresistible attraction for Him. In

short Vaishnavism teaches that the highest object of man
is to make God the superior Partner of his soul, and parti-

cipate in the joys of God who is called “Anandamaya” or

All-joy.

Thus men at first worshipped the elements. Then philo-

sophy and science entered into the religious thoughts of men,
and Yogism and Vedantism were the results. There is not

a drop of religion, as defined above, in them. From these

grew Buddhism, Christianity and others which are princi-

pally mere codes of morality. Worship was added to this

morality, and we got such creeds as Shaktaism, Shaibaism
and others, but their worship is not the worship of God but

practically of self. And finally sprung Vaishnavism, which
is the latest development of the religious thoughts of men.

We have quoted above the Christian prayers, we shall now
furnish you with some Vaishnava addresses to the Deity,

—

they use the expression “address” or nivedan instead of
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“prayer.” This is the address of Billatnangal, the author of
Krishna Karnamrita :

—

* “O the object of my reverence, 0 my beloved, O the only
Friend of the universe,

”0 Thou who attract all, O Thou who art elusive (/. e.

who cannot be easily comprehended), O Thou ocean of mercy,

“O my Lord, O the delightful object of the communion
of my soul,

“Grant me this that 1 can have a glimpse of the Lotus
Feet of Thine.”

Here is a prayer of Puree Goswami, who was as John, the

Baptist to Lord Gaur^nga :

—

“O my Lord whose heart melts at the sight of misery,

“My restless mind is constantly searching for Thee. When
shall my eyes have the privilege of seeing Thee with ccstacy

of joy ?”

The following are some addresses from Lord Gauranga
himself

1. “My beloved, whether you clasp me into your bosom
or you crush me, it is all the same to me,”

“For you are no other than my own, the sole Partner of

my soul
;

”

2. “Shall I ever have the inexpressibly good fortune,

Oh my Lord, so that only in uttering Thy name, tears of

ecstacy shall trickle down my cheeks, my voice shall be

choked with excess of joy and my body shall be covered all

over with pulak (/. e. horripilations which appear on the

body during the ecstatic state.)”

3. “My Lord, it has become intolerable for me to kill

time on account of my ecccssive misery for which every

moment seems to me an age, my eyes have been converted

into clouds of the rainy season and the world appears to me
void and dreary, because of Thy absence.”

It is a pity that the above addresses are untranslatable.

The fundamental principles of Vaishnavism are as old as

those of Sh4ktaism or of any other faith. But its present and

absolutely pure character is due to the advent of Gauranga,

the Avatar of Nadia, who converted millions of men to the

Vaishnava faith, during the 24 years of his labours, not half-
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civilized Beduins or unlettered and ignorant fishermen, but

the intellectual giants of India, nay, the savants of Nadia,

“Whose researches in the Nyaya philosophy make,” says

Prof Cowel, late of the Calcutta Sanskrit College, “European
head dizzy.” But that is not the chief distinction of Gauranga.
Christ has been worshipped as the son of God, Mahammad
as His friend, but Gaur4nga as the Incarnation of Lord God
Himself, in the country which produced Buddha. Just fancy,

the irresistible magnetism of the Personality, who, though

he lived like an ordinary man, could yet extort the respect,

due to the Almighty Himself.

There is another fact which distinguishes Gaurdnga from

other Avatirs. The sayings and doings of other Avatdrs

are involved in mystery ; for instance, it cannot be proved that

Jesus Christ actually brought the dead Lazarus to life, a

miracle which however Gauranga performed. But there is no
doubt about the sayings and doings of the Nadia Avatar.

They are supported by overwhelming evidence, the evidence

of a large number of eye-witnesses, Ilis immediate followers,

themselves holy and learned and men of the highest position

in the country.

He flourished only a little more than four hundred years

ago and therefore, His position as an Avatar is not yet

very well known beyond India. But yet that seer, Madame
Blavatsky, the Founder of Theosophy, records in her great

work, that Gauranga is the latest Avatar in the world. The
Leelas (sayings and doings) of Gauranga have now been pub-

lished* and people in the West are coming to know the

character of this divine Personage and it has already created

some sensation there. Thus a devout Christian, whose
name we cannot publish without permission, after reading

His Leela writes to us : “There is no doubt of it that Sweet
Gauranga is an Indian Christ who came to save sinners” and
this from a Christian, who is not permitted to acknowledge
any other Avatfr except Christ !

Mrs. Adams of Chicago, who with her busy, thoughtful

and saintly pen, is a well-known figure in America, thus

writes to me : “I respect all Avatars, but the sweetest of

them is my Gauranga, who, for the first time, taught man-
kind, by practice, what God-madness is and how to attain

* Lord Oauranga, two vols., in English, by Shishir K. Chose, Patrika

Office, Calcutta.
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it” Vaishnavas will be glad to learn that she has adopted
Vaishnavism, and is trying to spread the faith, and has
taken the name of Nityananda Dasi.

Rem. Johnston, a powerful writer, on philosophical and
spiritual subjects and an ardent Christian, having read the
life of Gauringa, indibted an article in the paper called
Balance (Denver, America,) from which we cull the following
sentences :

—

“So remarkable have been the claims made for Gauranga
by his devotees that a strong, and apparently enduring, cult

has sprung up to add its complexity to the world of religious

thought It must be apparent at once, that the man,
divine or not, who could evoke a reverence due to God only,

that has persisted with such increasing fervency for five

hundred years, and in a country that produced Buddha,
must have possessed extraordinary spiritual attributes.

The principles of his teachings, as drawn from the
ancient leelas, may afford the casual reader food for thought,

in that Vaishnavism actually appears to offer in many
ways, standards of breadth and tolerence that would seem to

indicate a divine source.
1 ’

So this liberal Christian has no objection to accept

Vaishnavism, like his Christianity, as a religion of divine

origin. But to quote Rem. Johnston again :

—

"The men, of the various religions well-known in the

Occident, worship God, either to escape the pangs of eternal

punishment or for the purpose of obtaining favours. The
Vaishnavas assert that God is not pleased by such worship.

Accordingly they seek to induce in themselves a tender

feeling towards the Almighty.”

The Vaishnavas say that God serves as He is served. If

one worships God as a bounty-giver, God answers his prayer,

gives him the bounty, and cuts off the connection there—the

First Cause having fulfilled the demand made on Himself.

If one simply loves God, then he receives love in return. The
real devotee tries to establish a relation with God that will

endure for ever. He prays after this fashion : ‘My Creator !

Let my soul cling to Thee, let my mind be filled with rever-

ence for Thee, or allow me the inestimable privilege of loving

Thee” . . ,
The Vaishnavas worship God as the all-sweet

Being, for if the establishment of a tender relationship with

God be the sole aim of the existence of man, the Almighti-
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ness of God does not help in establishing it
;
on the other

hand, it creates an impassable gulf between man and his

Creator.

:‘As has been stated, the Vaishnavas are tolerant in their

attitude to all religions. The growth of their organisation

has been rapid of late years, and now that the history of the

founder may be had in English, the cult may be expected

to grow and flourish on American soil. Certainly nothing

can be more sane or helpful than Mr. Ghose’s conclusion

from his studies of Gauranga’s teachings
;

“To the true

man of religion, God is not only what marks Him out from

man, but also what makes Him common with men. The first

part of God is useless to him, and he sticks to that which is

common to both. As he develops himself, he appropriates to

himself, little by little, this something, which, in the begin-

ning, is beyond his reach, and becomes gradually more
divine in nature in his progress.”

Before concluding I must notice one apparently weak
point in the Vaishnava conception of God. It is that if God
is all-bliss and if He is also Omnipotent, why is there

misery in this world ? In short, the agnostic contends that

God being all-powerful, He should have made man perfect.

Now, He created man after His own Image, and, therefore,

to make man perfect is to make him like God Himself. We
see then, it is practically urged, that God should have made
as many gods as the number of men He created . Now
though the Vaishnavas know that lie is Omnipotent, they

also admit that there is one limitation to His powers,

—

which is that He cannot create a God like Himself.

Though He could not create as many Gods as the number
of men He created, He did the next best thing. In His
creation, the atom is at one end and God Himself at

the other. By evolution the atom finally grows into a man
and the man continues to grow until he approaches God,
but though he never reaches Him he eventually makes a

god of himself.

It is this imperfection of man that gives zest to his life,

that urges him on to grow. It is in this struggle that the

chief happiness of man lies. Says Descartes, “YVe are the

imperfect
;
we are the finite

;
we are the caused. There

must be One who is the complement of our being, the Infinity

of our finitude, the Perfection of our imperfection.”
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Kmillc S asset, anothor French philosopher, says in effect :

“I find around me thousands of objects capable of pleas-

ing and interesting me. Why then do 1 search for some-
thing beyond ? This because I am imperfect. And this

condition attaches to the very nature of things. It is this

imperfection that draws me towards the Perfect One. He
commands my admiration. How vast, how sublime, yet

how near ! He is intimately near and I yield to the seduction

of His attractions.”

And it is thus that man approaches God and grows, and
grows because of his imperfections.

We have now to find the legitimate functions of this

Convention. It is said that its object is to preach toleration

to those various religious sects which are found in India.

We fancy, that cannot be the object of this great organiza-

tion. For India does not need such an education. We
know the saying that no one should send coal to Newcastle
And why ? Because it is Newcastle which sends coal to all

parts of Kngland and not all parts of England to Newcastle

In the same manner, it would be mere dissipation of energy

to try to teach toleration in India. For it is India, which

has taught this lesson in all religious faiths in the world

and is, therefore, not in need of this help.

We have already seen that Christians and Mahomedans
will not accept any other Avat4r except theirs. But the

Hindus accept all. Indeed, have wc not seen Hindus
salaaming Mahomedan shrines ? Nay, the Mahomedans
of India have been taught by the Hindus to pay respect to

Hindu saints and sacred objects. The bigoted Emperor
Jehangir murdered the great Historian, because the autocrat

believed he had weakened the faith of his great father, Akbar,

in Mahammad. This Emperor, so irresistible, and so

bigoted himself, admitted that he had prostrated himself

before a Vaishnava saint of BrimUban.

Just fancy what the Hindu Shastras say. According to

“Vishnu PurSn*’ ”a man who follows sincerely the faith of

his forefathers is sure to be saved.” Can there be anything

more liberal than this ? Then there is another text m which

it is laid down that “a sincere convert, even to a false reli-

gion, does not suffer for having gone astray-” This text

means that a man, who is preparaed to make such a sacrifice,

as to give up his relations and friends for the sake of what
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he believes to be the truth, is sure to get his reward for his

sacrifice, sincerity and love of truth.

No, India does not need to be told that we should be
tolerant. But this Convention should remind us of another
fact, namely, that India has a well-defined mission in the

world, which is to give religion to other nations. America
is distinguished for its telephones and phonographs, France
for the discovery of radium, England for its great Empire.
For what is India distinguished ? It is that, it gave religion

to the world. And, therefore, the world actually expects

that the modern Indians should follow in the footsteps of

their forefathers. Don’t you see how a Hindu, with only a

piece of red cloth round his loins, is regarded in the West ?

Such a man, though worthless, is sure to get a follow-

ing. They say “Light comes from the East” and a Hindu
will hear men in the Christian countries appealing to him to

save the races of the West, sunk in materialism and atheism.

For the West has developed a civilization which has de-

throned God. Lord Beaconsfield in his “Tancred” said

exactly this.

Our forefathers also expect us to follow in their foot-

steps, to give a religion to the intelligent atheists of the

West and save them. This is then the function of the

Convention, namely, to send properly organized missionaries

to all parts of the world to teach the nations the principles

of the religion of love, the only true religion that we have.

Our forefathers sent missionaries to Tibet, to Central India,

to China, to Japan, to Corea, and to America. Antiquarians

say that “Guatimala” is only a n corruption of uGautam-£laya
or the abode of Gautam.

Our Buddhistic forefathers carried the banner of Gautam
to all parts of the world. Let us, too, carry that of the latest

Avatar Gaur&nga, to all parts of the world, who taught
mankind that Love of God is the highest object of his

existence and who further taught by practice how to attain

this love !•



ANUBHAVADVAITA

The Oldest Vaidika system of practical Vedanta.

By Pundit G. Krishna Shastri.

f lME was when this sacred land was full of sages who were
Seers of the various eternal principles in nature, of the

several phases of the one underlying Eternal Truth, and of
the effective ways and methods of realising them and attain-

ing the ultimate goal. Whatever they saw, from time to

time, by the aid of their highly developed intuitions and
otherwise, they handed down to posterity by word of mouth
through an unbroken line of teachers and disciples who were
trained according to the particular methods suited for the

purpose.

2. The Vedas arc the inexhaustible store-house of ETER-
NAL KNOWLEDGE. In them are recorded many truths that

our great Seers saw from time to time, and they (the

Vedas) teach the effective means, based upon eternal Divine

Laws, for remedying such evil as cannot otherwise be reme-

died and for accomplishing such good as cannot otherwise

be accomplished by any worldly means, in the principal

Srutis or the 108 l
'
panisads, are to be found the most impor-

tant teligio-philosophical disquisitions that the disciples heard

from the Seers from time to time. The Smritis are codes con-

taining the rules of practice leading to the realisation of self

and used to be taught from memory. The Ifi/idsas are ancient

religio-philosophical biographies. The Puranas are Cyclic

histories, and the Agauias are,]so to speak, our religio-philoso-

phical Kindergarten series. The Darsanas deal with the

ultimate objects (or Eternal principles or categories) that our

Seers saw and dilated upon for the benefit of their disciples.

The Nydya and the Vaisesika deal with the ultimate atom

and its source (such atom being percievable only by re-
vision). The Sunkhva and the Yoga system tell us all about

Mother Nature and Her Consort. The two Mimdmsds

teach us elaborately about the practice of the Vaidika rituals

and the ultimate Self-knowledge gained therefrom. These
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six systems representing the six rungs of the spiritual ladder

of the ancients, are but complementary and never essen-

tially opposed to one another. The Yoga is the help-mate
of our ritualistic philosophy and the Sankhya that of the

Vedanta. The compound “Sankhya- Yoga' would virtually

embrace all the six systems, because it means “knowledge
and practice”—simultaneous and well-balanced.

3. In this age of confusion and struggle for existence,

this Holy Land cannot boast of many Seers of the old type.

Nevertheless there are a good many of them yet, here and
there, who are the custodians of the ancient / aidika know-
ledge and practice. The ancient Brahmins were mostly

Seers, but long before the time of Lord Buddha many of

their descendants, who allowed themselves to be enticed away
by the pleasures of the senses, gradually began to effect a

divorce between the inseparable spiritual couple ‘knowledge

and practice.’ It reached its culminating point long before

the time of Bhatta Kiimdrila. Thereafter we see a series

of sectarian fights without any tangible benefit to the world.

Karma and Juana or Sankhya and ) 'oga are aptly compared
to the two wings of the Jiva-hamsa that wants to soar high

in the Heavens. By cutting off one of the wings, Jtva is

virtually disabled from rising above the Karth. Such was

really the fate of many aspirants since these sectarian fights

began.

4. The / \ddika Pharma of our great Seers has suffered

immensely by the aforesaid divorce. It was not without

reason that the great Buddha rebuked the Brahmins once
assembled before him for their having degraded themselves

by coveting the pleasures of the senses. Such degradation

of the descendants of the sages of this Holy Land actually

began from the day on which Barasurdma (a Brahmin -

Ksatriya) vowed to extirpate the whole of the Ksatriya race

for the fault of a thoughtless Ksatriya who murdered his

father. As a result of such extirpation (and consequent

accumulation of national bad Karma) the caste system be-

came perverted and more and more degenerated. Such de-

generation had already reached its zenith during the time of

Lord Buddha. This is indeed the effect of the immutable
Law of Karma.

5. Our god Canes a is a good illustration of the hanp
working in unison with, the brain. ‘Knowledge and practice,,

'brain and hand,’
1Brahmin and Ksatriya ’ must for the pro-
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duction of good results always move harmoniously and work
together. Having learnt bitter lessons so far, let us hereafter

at least, walk in the ‘Sankhya- Yoga path of our ancient seers

and try to increase the number of their worthy descendants

who arc now but few in number, and who alone are entitled

to inherit the ancient lore of Vaidika ‘Knowledge and
practice’—a national trust to be handed down unimpaired

to the remotest posterity.

6. The word Brahmin is indeed a sacred and fascinating

one, and many who are unworthy of the name, lay claim to

the honor attaching to it, and many others, like the Reynard
that pronounced the grapes to be sour when it could not

reach them, try to belittle it. Rut, we ask, how many can

now live the life of a Brahmin
,
who is a born beggar, and

whose only ambition should be the highest spiritual attain-

ment. The Brahmin by his constitution may be said to be

one-fourth material and three-fourths spiritual
;
the Ksatriya

,

half material and half spiritual
;

the /

r

aisya
}
five-eighths

material and three-eighths spiritual
;
and the Sffdra, three-

fourths material and one-fourth spiritual. Rut alas ! most of

the modern Brahmins are more than completely material in

practical life, and therefore worse than the Siidras. The typical

Brahmin of yore with his very meagre wants and with his

inborn* plain-living and high-thinking, in his own way, is

indeed very rare in these days of fashions, fads, vanity and

never-ending bodily wants and luxuries.

7. It is only the typical Brahmin that is a real seeker

after the SBI.F. He alone is equipoised in ‘knowledge and

practice’. The Vain -glorious Brahmin of the present time is

but a spiritual profligate and a lip-philosopher, ready, too

often, with his outwitting, hair-splitting and confounding

theories and arguments. Rut the ancient Brahmin teachers

who possessed balanced minds, such as Vasistha
,
Parasara,

Ydjnava/kya and a host of others, were staunch followers of

the Samiicchaya doctrine. Take for example, what Ydjnavalkya

has said in his Code “Perceiving the self (i. t\ seeing by

meditation the Turiya-Pratyagdtman ,
the individual divine

Light within, the eternal Lord and Witness seated in the

heart ever ready to bestow His Grace on the devotee, the

only divine guide and reliable friend of the Jiva or the human

soul) is the highest reward obtainable from the observance in

due proportion of such duties as sacrifice, light conduct, the

control of the senses, non-injury, charity, and the study of the

R.—II.—

9
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Scriptures. Because this practice is rather tedious and trou-

blesome, the modern Brahmin—who would like to have a

royal road to Moksa—would perhaps quote several isolated

passages to prove that knowledge alone is sufficient for

salvation. He may also ignore the real import of the

Srfiti passage, which says, that the Atman should be seen,

heard, REFLECTED and meditated upon. How else can

the Atman be seen except by the practice recommended by

that great yogin Ydjnavalkya
,
is a question that he would not

perhaps care to ponder over.

8. It is said that an aspirant for Moksa is not entitled to

be initiated into the Mahavdkyas
,
unless and until he has

seen the SELF. This is in perfect accord with the principles

of theory and of practice of ‘the Science of Self * called Vedanta.

This Science of SELF can never be found to be so perfect and
practical elsewhere as in the Vedas and the Vcddntas. Every
other Science, known or unknown to man, is based upon it,

although many of our anglicised brethren with their teachers

behind them, may be induced to think that the Vedas and the

Vcddntas have made us a dreamy and lifeless nation and that we
should therefore study and follow the Western Sociology and
Political Science for our material progress and continuance as

a nation. If they peruse the excellent editorial on “ the

Religion of China” in the Brahmavddin for December, 1908,

they would in all probability modify their views.

“India and China are the two poles which together

complete the circuit of Asiatic civilisation—two mighty cen-

tres of light and life from which have proceeded the best

solutions for the many comp’ex problems of life. India

Hands for the Pdramdrthika, or the spiritual ideal, for the
contemplative and metaphysical power

;
and China for the

VyAvalwrika
,

for the practical manifestation of that power.

Indian thought and Chinese ethics speak of one Asiatic

peace
;
they are the different manifestations of a common

Asiatic sentiment. If the end of Indian spirituality is unity

with the Universal Spirit, the fulfilment of Chinese ethics

is identification with humanity. “Asia is one ; the Asiatic

races are so many shining points in an ocean of approxima-
tions” said an Eastern writer. Therefore to study the religion

of China one will have to do it through the basic elements of

Asiatic life and art, through Indian spirituality. The
children of the Gangetic plains have gathered up human
experiences, analysed and integrated them, and presented
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a scheme of life which while it secures the joy and peace of
this world, ensures: freedom in the next, &c. &c.”

RamacJnmdra
,
the ideal king and the ideal Veddntin

,

in the Muktikopanisad, decided that out of 1180 Upanisads
representing so many branches of the eternal Vedas* 108
L panisads. that are therein enumerated by him arc* the most
essential ones which contain the complete ‘theory and practice’

of the SCIENCE of SELF. By perusing any one of them at

random and without a proper guide, the reader may not find

in it anything valuable to him. But on reading them in a

systematic way with the help of competent teachers or their

works, they will be found invaluable to the student of Atma-
I 'idyd.

Dnksindmurtis disquisitions on all these Upanisads are re-

corded by I'asistha in the Tattvasdrdyana
,

that invaluable

work, which contains the creimof religious philosophy. There,

it is said, in the preface to the Daksindmhrti-\’rilti on the

liraInna SitIras, that lydsa wrote the philosophy of the first

io ( panisads under the orders of Mahddeva, the Divine

Teacher, and that none of the numerous commentators has

succeeded in bringing out the real meanings of the Sutras, and

that he would, therefore, mainly deal with them in his Vritti.

The names of some old commentators are mentioned there

and their general defects pointed out. There \vc do not find

the names of any one of the modern commentators. The
modern Vedantins are perfectly in the (lark as regards the

ancient Arsa disquisitions on the 108 Vpanisads, that are

found in the Tattvasdrdyana and other works. No system

followed by the modern Veddntin is, at any rate, older than

l ,ooo and odd years. India, the land of Brahmavddins and

Brahmavddinis , was never without a complete and systematic

spiritual science, both theoretical and practical. Sankara -

chdrva and other modern theologians have done as much as

could be done to the people of the times in which they flouri-

shed. Let the student patiently read and digest the whole of

this Tattvasdrdyana with an unbiased and devoted mind and

he will then find that these statements are amply verified.

He will also find that che Brahma Sitlras of Yydsdchdrya

which are commented upon by different persons in different

ways are, after all, only the theory of the science of self,

and that further elaborations with their practical side should

be sought for elsewhere. Vydsdchdrya has written it in the
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Bdlapdthakrama
,
like a primer intended for students who are

beginners. Unless the student reads and understands the

whole, he will be a one-sided Vedantin. He can never hope
to understand both the theoretical and the practical side com-
pletely.

The followers of the different systems of Vedanta
,
who

have got only portions of the Eternal Truth, should, therefore

read and digest the 108 Upanisads for the sake of realising

the entire Truth, of which the clearest expositions are to be

found in the Tattvasdrdyana and other valuable works.

The more important systems of Vedantadarsana that are

well known and that have numerous followers in Southern

India and elsewhere, are the Dvaita of Anandatirthdckarya
,
the

Visistddvaita (Vaisnava) of Rdmanujachdrya, the (Saiva)
Visistddvaita of Srikanthadidrya and the Advaita of Sankara-

charya
;
but the most important system of the Vedanta

,
which

is eclectic in its character, which is the least known and the

most valuable one to the student of comparative religion, which

is based upon Tattvdsdrdyana and which has only a few

followers is the AnubJiavddvaita or the Sdnkhya- Yoga Samite*

c/taya system of Appayadiksitachdrya.
All these systems of Vedanta have existed from time

immemorial and have been taught and re-taught age after

age until they were obscured. The doctrines of all these

systems lie scattered throughout the 108 Upanisads and other

Scriptures. When a system is obscured a competent teacher

appears on the stage, picks up the various authorities on which

it is based, arranges them in their proper order and thus

restores that system to its original state, so that it may be

useful to those persons whose minds can comprehend only so

much of the Truth. When a few people comprehend that

portion of the Truth they first admire it and then, with a

righteous desire to share it with others, begin to propagate it.

In doing so they n.^et with opposition from those who have

known a little more than that partial Truth. Then will step

in dogmatism on both sides and quarrels and uncharitable

criticisms will be the natural result. Thus the followers of

the different systems of Vedanta have been fightingover their

respective bits for several centuries.

One who is no party to the quarrel, who knows what
portion of Truth is contained in each system and who is

free from dogmatism can alone reconcile the parties to all
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these systems. Such a reconciliation is necessary in the
interests of all, for their learning the other portions of Truth.
Tattvasdrdyana will at least teach them toleration and
modesty and encourage comparative study, if they think,

in their present haughty state, that it cannot teach them
anything else. If it can do this, why should not the Veddn-
tins approach it, settle their internal differences and set their

minds on learning more from each other.

No authority should be rejected as minor or major and
none should be put down as more ancient or more modern
on the strength of the conclusions of sectarians, who work
on different lines, regardless of Eternal Truth. I am con-

vinced of the fact that all the 108 Upanisads are equally

important authorities to appeal to for this purpose. I do not
believe for a moment in the correctness of the statement

that the first ten Upanisads alone are important and that

the rest are only minor ones. No modest and sincere

seeker after Truth will ever consider them as minor Upanisads

after he has closely read the three Kdndas (the Juana
,
the

Updsand and the Karma) of Tattvasdrdyana . For the benefit

of such seekers after God, a free translation of the abstract

of each of the said three Kdndas as found in the Sanskrit

original (i>. t
in the closing chapter of the Karma Kdnda) is

given below :
—

Abstract oi« tiieJna'na Ka'niu.

“That infinite Nirgnna Brahman which has the privative

attributes of Sat, Chit and Ananda as opposed to non-exis-

tence, non-intelligence and non-bliss
;
from which the Jivas

;

have sprung up; which is the Ultimate Cause of the Universe and

its Lord (Satf/ina Brahman)
;
which is below that Nirgundtita

Brahman which is beyond the reach of speech and mind,

should be known as the One Being which is at the back of all,

without a second. No state is attributed to it because it is

beyond the three states (of waking, dreaming and dreamless

sleep). Being the ‘Witness’ of the three kinds of Jiva, it is said

to be no jiva. Being devoid of the three bodies, it is

said to be bodiless. Being full of knowledge, it is said

to be devoid of ignorance. A • portion of that Brahman

alone having become Jiva, always thinks and grieves, that

“lam the doer, I am the enjoyer.” All the rest, which are

the creations (or rather, emanations) of Maya and Avidyd
,



including the Universe and its Lord, are non-eternal. He
who, by means of his past virtues, knows this

; who is poss-

essed of discrimination and non-attachment
; and who has

seen the SELF within the body, is entitled to hear more
about the SELF. He should take instructions from a good
teacher regarding the formula That thou art.' The word
‘That* denotes the Lord who is joined to J/artf, but aims
at that Nirguna Brahman whose attributes are Truth,

Knowledge and Bliss. The word 'Thou' denotes the fiva

who is subject to Avidya
,
but aims at that Kutaslha (or

the supreme One) who is Nirgnna, and seemingly subtile »n

his nature, and who is known as Pratyagatman. The other

word ‘art’ while denoting the identity of Jiva and Isa
,
vir-

tually aims at that of Kutastha Brahman By hearing

this from his teacher one frees himself from the bondage of

ignorance. By means of discriminative knowledge pro-

duced by constant reflection on these teachings, he frees

himself from doubts, and then through the world of Brahma,
gradually attains Afoksa which knows no rebirth, lie en-

joys comfort after he has known that ‘I am the Pratyagal-

man who is the witness of the body, Indriyas, AIanas, Bud-
dh/\ and the Void ; and who is free from decay.

1

When the

superimposition of SELF on the body is known by means of

the knowledge of the indentity of SELF and Brahman
,
he

enters Brahman through the Sun and enjoys bliss. Only
when one knows the decayless and deathless SELF whose
nature is Sat, Chit and A nam/a, that one is saved from

sinking in the ocean of Samsara, subject to decay and death.”

Knowledge is then extolled and the study of the Vedas

the /

*

edantas and the performance of various ceremonies,

sacrifices, devotion, pilgrimage, Siddlus
,
etc., are said to be

useless without the dawn of SELF knowledge. Desires which

are wordly and heavenly are said to linger in the minds of

men and Devas oniy until the dawn of the knowledge of the

Brahman. After acquiring the knowledge “I am the Brah-
man

"

one is freed from ignorance and doubt, and also from

all Sanchita Karma. He then becomes pure.

“He who knows that he is not Annamaya, not Primamaya,

not Manamaya , not Vijnanamaya
,
not even the fifth which is

Anandamaya
,
ie.

3
the state of deep sleep ; but that he is the

sixth one, who is the Brahmic SELF, full of bliss
;
(such a man)

at his death, reaches, through the path of the Devas, the seat
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in this world. One should know that he is not the elements
or their qualities, but that he is that Sat- Chit-A nanda which is

at the back of all effects and causes/’

Then follows the teaching of the Advaita doctrine of

superimposition. Then the three theories of the Vedanta
,
viz.,

Aramb/ia
,
Parinama and Vivaria, are considered. It is said

that all these three theories are true and that they should be
studied in their due order. But the second one, known by the

name of Parinama or evolution, is taught as the most accep-

table of all. Kdmya-Karma and Saynnopdsand. with selfish

motives, arc deprecated.

At the beginning of the (Jasana Kanda, Brahma says:

“l have now heard the Juana Kanda
,
and l think I have

nothing more to hear.” Then Daksiudmnrti replies : “Thou
hast known very little, because thou hast only heard the

theory, thou shouldst hear the Updsana Kanda
,
and then

know how to put those theories into practice. The same
question is put at the beginning of the Karma Kanda , and
Brahma is there told that he has still to hear the Karma
Kanda to enable him to practise more and more, and to rea-

lise the Truth. So, a knowledge of the theory, a knowledge
of the methods of practice, and direct realisation by practice,

are three different things, and they are respectively taught

in the Jnatia, the l pasanh, and the Karma Kandas of i'attva-

sdrayana.
The Advaitins are mostly satisfied with the Jnana

Kanda alone or in many cases, with the portions of it treating

of the Xirgundtila Brahman ; whereas the Visistddvaitins are

fully satisfied with the Sayana portions of the three Kandas
;

but the Annbhavadvaitins are satisfied with both the

Saguna and the Nirgima portions of the three Kandas. This

is one way of expressing their differences. We may also put

the same in another form. The Advaitins are satisfied with

the mere theoretical knowledge of the Xirynna and the

Nirgundtita ; and hope tnereby to attain Jivanmukti. This

is very aptly compared to the satisfaction of tasting a fruit

seen reflected in water from the branch of a tree close by.

firor Tft wfc i

The Visistddvaitins arc satisfied with the knowledge,

practice and direct realisation of the Saguna. Whereas the

Annbhavadvaitins only are satisfied with the knowledge,
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practice and direct realisation of the Nirguna Brahman.
They do not mind the Saguna and the Nirgundtita

,
as

through the former, liberation cannot be secured and as the

latter, is beyond the reach of speech and mind. The
Anubkavddvaitin works on with his Nirguna until his

Jivanimikti and Videhamukli arc ensured.

Abstract of The Ufa'sana' Ka'nda.

“The Jndna Kdnda ends with Sravana and Manana (/. c.
;

with hearing and reflection). The aspirant should practise

meditation for Nididhydsana\ after obtaining the discrimina-

tive knowledge “I am the Brahman*
1

by means of Manana (or

reflection). Updsana is nothing but constant meditation on
the identity of SELF and the Brahman. This meditation

called Nididhydsana entirely removes Viparyaya (i.e. obs-

tructions, errors, or misconceptions). As intensely and
rapidly as meditation is practised in the manner herein

taught, so intensely and rapidly does the LKiHT (or Jyotis)

manifest. According as the manifestation of Lie I IT is, so

is the removal of veils. On the entire removal of veils

the aspirant gets a complete view of the Supreme Light,

and experiences full bliss after overcoming all sorrows.

Owing to the identity of the thing meditated upon and
himself, the aspirant attains liberation in life, being freed

from Sanchita and Agdmi Karinas. Just as knowledge is

enforced in the Srnti by means of commandments, even so

is Updsana, undoubtedly, enforced in the Srutis. This

Updsana
,
coupled with Jndna . being the seventh stage of

Yoga
,
the wise do not see any difference between the medita-

tor and that meditated upon. That Nirguna Brahman which

is the Source of Mdyd and all other effects, and which, is

the Final Peace, is verily said by the Srutis to be the only

Being to be meditated upon. He is liberated who meditates

thus : ‘I am that Non-dual Brahman which supports all,

which, needs no other support, and which is centred in

PranavaP Just as the Brahman, which wasoriginally devoid of

parts, or differentiation, ultimately became Jiva by the process

of evolution, even so does the differentiated Jiva become
the Brahman by means of this Yoga (or Updsana). This very

same Updsana or the highest meditation on the indentity

of the SELF and the Supreme Being, is taught by means of

(idyatri and other mighty mantras. That meditation where-

by the identity of the meditator and the thing meditated
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upon is accomplished, is the only means of SELF-experience.
The Vedhnta holds that he who knows the Brahman perfectly

well, is the only one who is entitled to practice this meditation.

The method, or process, by which this meditation is to be
carried on, is also given in full detail there. During meditation,

the mind, on account of its previous impressions, will run after

external objects. The wise man should then repeatedly
meditate upon the Brahman by controlling the mind by
means of arguments and non-attachment. He will not feel the

practice tiresome as he will soon experience Bliss. When,
by the practice of such meditation, the Jiva is absorbed in

the Brahman,
then the Prtinas, which support the Jiva,

are

agitated. When the Pritnas arc absorbed, the Nadis
,
which

support the Pranas
,

are agitated. When the Nhdis are

absorbed, the body which supports the Nildis, is agitated.

Just as when a pole firmly fixed to the ground is shaken,
the ground also shakes, even so is the body shaken and
exhausted. But such indications are seen only in those

who are novices and slow in practising. Whereas in the

case of the devotees of the highest order, no such indi-

cations are seen because they do not need great efforts in

controlling the mind. If the student meditates upon
Paramiitman by conceiving Him as bright as the midday Sun,
then he becomes capable of realising that his Atman pervades

everything like the all-pervading Ether. The Srutis and the

Smritis teach this very idea in the words “As one wills so one
becomes.” Let one hear the meanings of the Mahiivdkyas cons-

tantly and let him also intensely reflect upon those meanings
continually, for he can never hope for liberation without this

Uphsanh. By the knowledge of the identity of the SELF and
the Brahman

,
the mind can never be absorbed (or annihilated),

but it can, by means of this meditation (or (Uphsanh) be
absorbed with the Pritnas and with the Indriyas along with it.

By this meditation on the Self as the Brahman
,
which is at

the back of the universe, the SELF will naturally take the

form of undivided bliss, and as soon as the veil of darkness

is removed, the SELF-effulgent Atman becomes visible. Let

it not be doubted that, that Nirguna which is beyond the

reach of speech and mind can be conceived by the mind.

We are not speaking here about that Nirgunatita which is

formless and which is at the back of the Nirguna
,
because

It can never be conceived by the mind. The Nirgunatita is

the One which even transcends the Moksa state. We speak

of that Nirguna alone, which is non-dual and Sat- Chit-Ananda

J\—II.—io
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by nature, and which is the seat of Moksa itself. If this

JVirguna Brahman be meditated upon as directed, with a

pure mind, then the knots of the heart will be entirely

loosened. No amount of hearing about the non-dual nature

of the Self and no amount of reflection will ever enable

any one to realise the said Brahman without this meditation

on the Brahman. Hundreds of Srutis and Smritis proclaim

the necessity of Brahmadhydna . Then, how can one directly

cognise the Brahman by mere argumentation ? Deplorable

indeed is the ignorance of those who profess to follow the

Veddntic teachings which pre-eminently urge the necessity

of meditation, and who, at the same time, contend that

knowledge alone is sufficient for Moksa. By this Updsand
alone can one get rid of the various kinds of distractions and
remove veils and by it alone can one annihilate the mind, and
attain Jivanmukti. Even some amongst those who know this

perfectly well, are deluded. They think that after the dawn
of knowledge, nothing more has to be done. After duly

considering what is secondary and what is essential, the

wise have come to the conclusion that knowledge is secondary

and Updsand essential. If one will not admit that know-
ledge is secondary to Upasand

,
then surely will his Indriyas

become uncontrolable. Owing to such waywardness many
sins will be committed. What is the use of his knowledge
when he commits all sorts of sins ? If knowledge is con-

sidered secondary, then it will be used for purposes of

Updsand
,
which will arrest the torpidity of the Indriyas.

In the S'rntis it is declared :
‘ l'hat the disciple ought to hear

the teacher only after beholding the self, that he should

then reflect on those teachings, and then alone should Nidi-
dhydsana (or abstract meditation) be practised.’ When such
is the declared order, how can one say that S’ravana or

hearing is the la.t thing? The knowledge necessary for

Karmamukti is obtained by S ravana. The perfect know-
ledge necessary for Jivanmukti is obtained by Upasana.
The best among the wise, who alone know the method of
realising the Self in the S'astraic way, attain Jivanmukti
by their practice, and not those who cheat the world. They
are cheats who say that, that formless Brahman which is

beyond the reach of speech and mind, can be reached by
words, that It is endowed, with privative attributes, that It

should be known by those who desire Moksa
;
and who also

say that, that Brahman whose -form is Intelligence (or Light)
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is Saguna and that It is, on that account alone, fit to be

meditated upon. Those who thus discourse upon the Aru’pa
Brahman

,
having lost their intellect, are sure to fall into miseries

owing to their waywardness. The Jivanmukta who meditates

upon the identity of the SELF and the Brahman
,
reaches

that Arnpa state, on the loss of his Prcirabdha body. The wise

man shall, therefore, with the idea *T am the Brahman,” medi-
tate upon that Nirguna Brahman whose form is Intelligence,

and who is the object of perfect Knowledge. That Brahman
which is recommended to be known should alone be
meditated upon. That which is not recommended to be
meditated upon is the one which cannot be known.”

Abstract of the Karma Ka'nda.

“In the S'rutis and the Smritis are mentioned three kinds

of Karma (or religious practices), vis.
t
Nitya (obligatoryJ

Naimittika (occasional,) and Kamya ("optional or those per-

formed with motives,). Out of them, the Kamya Karinas
are to be rejected altogether by those who aspire to Moksa.

Naimittika Karmas ought to be performed even by Yogitis

who are Jivanmuktas
,
and the Nitya Karmas ought to be

performed either for the good of the world or for one’s own
good : Agnihotra and others, are Nitya karmas and they

ought to be performed for preserving one’s own Asrama or

order of life. Until the Jivanmukta reaches the state of

Ativarnas’ramin (i.e. one who has gone above castes and
orders of life), and until he attains Videhamukti he ought
to perform Nityakarmas. As the highest liberation

called Videhamukti depends upon the performance of

Nityakarmas, it follows that, that Mukti is born of Karma.

Or because that Mukti is attained by means of Nirvi-

kalpa and other Samddhis
,

it is said that it is born
of Karma. That Samadhi which should be practised

by a Jivanmukta and which is even superior to Upasana is a

mental Katma. Even Upasana which is only a form of

meditation is a mental Karma. What will Jnanins attain

if they will neither practice Dhyana nor that Samadhi which

removes Samshra ? The Upasakas
,

too, without thinking

of their own downfall, neglect the Karmas pertaining to

their respective orders of life. Nityakarmas
,
etc., arc the ex-

ternal Karmas
.
and Samadhi

,
the last internal Karma

,
that

should be performed for the sake of Videhamukti. He who
does not perform his Nityakarmas loses his caste status, and
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he who has no such status is not entitled to Mukti
,
even no-

minally. Only he who belongs to his Asratna or order of
of life, is allowed to undergo Sravana

,
Manana

,
and Dhyana>

but not that sinner who does not pass through any kind of

discipline. Those who, on account, of their delusion, do what
they like of their own accord, and neglect to perform
the duties pertaining to their order of life, are said to be
violators of the Vedic injunctions. Even though one has at-

tained Jivanmukti
,
one has to meet with sorrows. To avoid

those sorrows he is ordained to follow the observances
pertaining to his order of life to the last. By merely following

the observances pertaining to the order of life to which one
belongs, sorrow cannot be avoided. This can only be re-

moved by Samhdhi
,
and Samadhi is impossible without the

help of some Asratna. Even a Jivanmukta should always
practise Samadhi along with his Asramdchara for the sake
of attaining Videhamukti. Whether one be a student, a house-
holder, a hermit, or an ascetic, one should, until he forgets his

body, diligently perform the Karmas pertaining to his Asra -

ma. All those that do not perform the unselfish deeds that

are ordained by the Srutis and the Smritis
,
are sinners. It is

not right to say that, because a Jivanmukta does not desire

to attain Videhamukti
,

his observing the Karmas is useless.

Even if such a Jivanmukta neglects his Karmas
,
he will

become wayward, will meet with downfall, and will then be-

come the chief among the violators of Vedic injunctions. If

you hold that it is reasonable to say that ignorance is the

cause of bondage, and knowledge that of release, but that it

is not reasonable to say that Karma is the cause of both bond-
age and release, then I should say in reply : The cause of bon-
dage is the action done with desire or motive

;
the cause of

release is the desireless action which is never to be depreca-

ted. By the Uphsana spoken of before, one becomes the
knower of the Brahman (or Brahmavid). For attaining the
conditions of Brahmavidvara

,
Brahntavidvariya

,
and Brah-

mavidvaristha
,
one should, with Vairdgj'a perform the higher

Samadhis known as Nirvikalpa
y
Nissankalpa and Nirvrittika

respectively. He who thus reaches the condition of Varistha

and remains in the seventh stage (or Bhumi\ will in a
short time attain the Nirvilsana state, that is, the

state which is beyond the reach of all speech and mind,
which is devoid of all relative opposites, and which can only

be described by negations. Of what use is that Unknow-
able and Unknown to the hearer when it is impossible to
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describe it by authorities or reasoning. One should therefore

try to understand that Brahman alone which can be directly

cognized by means of Samadhis

,

Which is True Know-
ledge and Bliss, and by knowing Which Moksa is attained.

He whose mind is absorbed in that Brahman

,

whose form
is One Undivided Bliss, is, undoubtedly, liberated. The
Videhamukta enjoys permanent SELF-Bliss by means of the

highest Samddhi. He does not experience anything else

—

no, not even in the least—besides Self-Bliss. By the experience

of SELF-Bliss alone the Muni (silent man) attains supreme
peace, and having reached the condition of Varistha

,
rests

extended on the ground like Ajagara (a huge snake). Then
having attained Vidckamukti. he gives up even his previous

behaviours (like a child, a mad man, a ghost, etc.) and becomes
motionless. He is a great man in this world who has so for-

gotten his body as not to feel the effect of Prdrabdha which
has been completely worked out. By Karma is Karma gene-

rated, by Karma is Karma destroyed, and by Karma is at-

tained the Akarma state (or absence of Karma) by means of

which is attained that Bliss, which is due to no Karma what-

ever. Some Karmas are to be rejected, some are to be ac-

cepted and some are such as are neither to be rejected nor

accepted. The seed of Akarma is Karma

,

and the seed of

Karma is Akarma, hence the wise man should always depend

upon both. When Jiva who is the doer is totally lost, by
means of Samixdhi

,
in the Brahman

,

Which is Intelligence

(or Light), Which is devoid of doubts and Which is Eternal,

then, whatever may be the effects of merits and demerits of

the doer, all of them become extinct. There is no doubt of

this. Thoughts, devotions, Yogas, meditations, bodies, Sam-

sara, the Indriyas
,
the Manas, the Pranas, Avarana (nescience),

intelligence, matter, animal species, men, Devas
,

Brihaspati,

Brahma, Visnu
,
Siva, Prakriti and the whole Universe are due

to Karma alone. He is liberated who, fully knowing this,

avoids Karma by depending upon Karma. Karma is capable

of releasing him who is bound to this Samsara by Karma
,
in

the same manner just as the elephant which has fallen into a

pit can be raised by another elephant. What is the use of

Vedhntic knowledge to him who is subject to Samsaric

pains, and who yet will disregard Samadhis. That Karmin

is very rare in this world who, having cast off Ajnana (igno-

rance), Avarana (veil), and Viksepa ^projection of thougnts',

which are the seeds of Samsaric pains, remains, by means of

Samddhis, as mere SfiLF. To those who diligently perform
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obligatory rites such as Agnihotra
,
etc., and who also perform

the internal Karma called Samadhi
,
there will be no decay

whatever. He who has reached the condition of Jivanmukti>
shall perform, until his death, the obligatory rites, and the Sa-
madhi Karma. If that wise one desires to attain Videha-

mukti
,
let him always perform Samadhi by depending upon

the hundred and eight Upanisads ”

From many facts connected with the subject we are led

to conclude that this great work is the basis of all the Hindu
systems of philosophy. It has frequently happened that the

commentator has made the problem appear more difficult by
his self-colored explanations, and it is merely in these

explanations of the great basic truths that the differences

between any two systems consist, which seem to be so

much at variance with each other. Each of the great teachers

chose a portion of the whole Truth as his great Truth
;
he

amplified it and clothed it in suitable language
;
he ignored

the truths he did not choose to explain.

The teachings of Rama Gita—such as, for example, the

origin of Jiva, the imperative necessity of meditation on and

the realisation of the Divine SELF within, of Nirguna-Dhydna
and Samadhi

,
the mention of Saguna, Nirguna and Nirgu-

ndtita Brahman
,
etc.—will, no doubt, sound like rank heresy

to the Advaitin. There is no doubt of the fact that the Anu-
bliavddvaita Vedanta

,
which has a very large literature of its

own, is based on Tattvasarayana, and more especially on
Rama Gita

,
Adhikarana kanchuka and Anubhuti Mimamsa.

Those who differ from the opinions expressed in this work
on doctrinal and other points will do well to carefully study
the said literature without bias before arriving at their

conclusions.

The Anubhavddvaita (the enjoyment of the Bliss of the

SECONDLESS) which, for purposes of practical realisation,

recognises “Multiplicity in Unity’' (or as the Vcdantin would
put it—Svagatabheda), is based on the teachings contained in

the 108 Upanisads
,
and on Tattvasarayana which contains

their connected disquisitions. This Tattvasarayana is the
complete Vaidika philosophy taught by that Teacher of

teachers

—

Daksinamurti—to Brahma
,
and handed down to us

by Vasistha through an unbroken line of teachers and
disciples.

Ramanujacharya claims to have based his system on the
Bodh&yana-vritt

i

’

’ which is not now available to us for refer-
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ence, whereas Appaydchdrya claims to have founded his system
on uDaksindmurti Vritti” which is now available to us with
an excellent commentary called Adhikarana-Kanchuka

,
by

the great Appayadiksita
, the author of “

Siddhdntalesa
Sangraha."

In his invaluable commentary in Tamil, on “R&ma Gitd
”

(ch. xii., verse 7.), Appayachariya states the following with
reference to the description of Sri Rama's Cosmic form which
is unlike the (Cosmic) Universal form shown by him in his

subsequent advent, to Arjuna
,
who was perhaps not so

much advanced as Hanumdua in spirituality :

—

The Mahanarayanopanisad teaches that Ndruyana has four

aspects, viz. 1. Ananda-paripaldka-Narayana who is the

Lord of Vaikuntha
; 2. Pdda-Nardyana

,
the Kdrana Mufti ;

3. Vibhuti-Ndrdyana
,

the Supreme Kdrana Marti
; and 4.

Adi-narayana who is the Visvanipin under reference. Of
these four, each preceding one is the effect of each succeeding

one, which is its cause. Mdyd too is four-fold when considered

from the stand-point of the gross, the subtle, the Causal and
the Turiya states. As the effects of the Maya of each suc-

ceeding one are said to be real to the preceeding one, />.,

the effects of the Mdyd of the second aspect of Nardyana
being real to the first, and those of the third being real to the

second, and so on, the Mdyd of the great grandfather of the

Lord of Vaikuntha
,
will be real even to the Varistha Yogins,

possessed of the knowledge of the Akhanda-chiddkasa-svarupa

which is the Paramdrthika -Svarupa of Adi-narayana, until

they give up their bodies,”

Take another quotation from “Bdlabodhini” a hand-book

of Anubhavddvaita for the advanced student :

—

“In the Varahopanisad it is stated thus :—lie who unders-

tands the 96 Tattvas and he who comprehends the Divine

self which transcends them, and which is described as Exis-

tence, Intelligence and Bliss, is liberated from the bonds of

matter. Again it is said in the 2nd chapter of the same

Upanisad
,
that by pleasing the Lord of the Universe, by fully

discharging the duties pertaining to his order of life, whatever

it may be, the aspirant will be in possession of the necessary

qualifications, viz., discrimination, etc. These qualifications

(as understood by the Advaitin and the Anubhavddvaitin

)

are : (i) the knowledge that Nirguna Brahman alone is

Eternal and True, and that Isvara who is Saguna Brahman
,

and all else below him, are non-eternal ; (2) entire in-
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difference to the enjoyments of this and all other worlds
;

(3) the mastery over the powers of the organs, complete self-

control and perfect faith in the Science of Self and the

teacher who imparts that knowledge
;
and (4) the desire to

attain Kaivalya as opposed to the four kinds cf salvation

such as Sdlokya
,
etc”

In the case of the Dvaitin and the two Visistddvaitins.

these aims and qualifications are of a limited nature. They
want to attain to the Saguna Brahman. The followers of

Mddhvdchdrya are satisfied with Sdlokaya
;

those of

Rdmdnujackdrya with Sdtiipya ; and of Srikanthdchdrya with

Sdyujya.

Though the Advaitin and the AnubhavMvaitin have one
and the same ideal before them, yet they differ in their

methods of attaining to it. Between the qualified monism
of Srikanthachdrya who aims at Sayujya

,
and the rigorous

absolute monism of Sankarachaty'a who aims at Kaivalya

,

there are several steps that are ignored by both parties.

Appayddiksitdchatya tells the student that Sankardcharya has

taken a big jump from Sayujya to Kaivalya, that any student

following him blindly will only
#
have a serious fall, and that

he should therefore find out the * steps leading him to such a

summit. In other words, the Anubhavddvaita supplies the

missing links between the teachings of any two of the

Achdryas referred to in this paper. All these Achdtyas are

right and if one would understand them aright in the light of

the 108 Upanisads
,
one would find that each of them has help-

ed him a little in his upward mjrch. Veddntins call him alone

an Achdrya who has commented upon the Prasthdnatraya.

None other than the comparative student of the Veddnta

can convince the Dvaitin
,
the Visistddvaitin and the A dvaitin

that such, in fact, is their real position. The Anubhavadvai-
tin could convince them, but there are many difficulties in

the way. He will not, in the first place be heard, because
those who rise above dogmatism and petty prejudices are

very few. Only in exceptional cases, can one get over per-

sonal considerations as well as pre-conceived notions. Honest
enquiry and patient study too are wanting in many. In
these circumstances the best that can be done is for the
Vedantins to read and digest Tattvasarayana and make a
patient study of the 108 Upanisads and the Sankhya - Yoga
Samucchaya works that the late Appayadiksitachaiya has given

to the world. The 108 Upanisads are classified under three
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heads according as they refer to Brahma
,
Visnu, and Siva in

their Kdrya as well as Kdrana aspects. The first ten Upani-

sads treat only of the theory of the Vedanta
;
the rest of the

toS Upanisads deal with the practical side of it. The two
kinds of Visistadvadius will cease to quarrel with the
Adv.iitins if they study these Upanisads with the help of the
teachings scattered over the pages of Tattvasarayana and
other numerous works based upon it. The Advaitins too will

find much in them to study.

The Anubhavadvaita chiefly deals with the 7 planes of
matter and spirit

;
the Yoga of 15 limbs

; the 6 higher Sawa-
dhis

;
the 256 Mantras oT the Pranava

; the respective merits of

o {Jivanmukti, Videhamukti
,
and Sadehamukti

;
the doctrine of

grace and of the birth and evolution of souls, and the highest

Sdnkhya and Yoga teachings. Numbers one to thirty-two

and their multiples play a prominent part in it. The doctrine

of the necessity of unselfish Karma for spiritual progress, in

all its details
;
of highly evolved souls, of the dual aspect of

the Manas
;
and several other teachings, not very clearly

stated in most of the current works as well as in the other

system of Veddnta
,
are found very clearly propounded in the

A nubhavadvaita 1 iterat u re.

The Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man is

recognised by all the great religions of the world, but Hin-

duism is the only religion that recognises the Motherhood of

God and the sisterhoo 1 of woman. As children of the Most
High, every one is entitled to inherit the Kingdom of

Heaven. Unless we realise our divine sonship or daughter-

ship with the help of the Vedanta-darsana and then be in

possession of our Divine Kingdom within, we can never hope
to share the eternal life, knowledge and bliss of our Heaven-

ly Parent. The following important extracts taken from the

so called minor Upanisads contain certain axiomatic truths

on which Anubhavddvaita (or the realisation of the SECOND-
LESS) mainlv depends. They mark out the ways and means

by which alone we can practically realise the divine element

within us—called Khanda-Pratyagatman (the son of God)

—

and then through that divine mediator be able to commune
with God and be entitled to His Grace, in order to be able to

work out our Karma more easily and quickly. Jesus too who
was evidently one of the great saints of the East, emphasised

this point in particular ;
and his followers did not perhaps

correctly comprehend him, because they restrict the sonship

F—II 11
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to him alone. Pratyagdtman
,
the divine ray or Light (within

every one of us) is the son of God. Every aspirant is entitled

to and must of necessity attain to Christhood. This can more
easily and surely be achieved by the methods prescribed by
the sage Ydjnavalkya and others.

“Jivachintamani” of
Appayachdrya and “Human Soul” by Wilton Hack may, in

this connection, be read by the student with much advantage,
as they are the only available books, at present, which clearly

deal with this Pratyagatman and its importance.

While commenting on Sutra 16, Pada 4, Adkyaya III., of

his Anubhuti Mimamsa
, Appayadiksitacdrya quotes the follow-

ing from one of the 108 Upanisads :

“Parasakti first emanated from the Existent- Intelligent-

Blissful One. This in its inseparable dual aspect is called

Sapratiyogika (*>., Nirguna Brahman). [For purposes of

reference I will call this No. I.]. Thence emanated Prakriti
9

a part of this Pardsakti
;
and the Brahman reflected in this

Prakriti
,

is known as Purusa
,
who is inseparably united to

that Prakriti [I will call this Prakriti-Purusa No. II.]. Thence
emanated Avidya, a part of Prakriti

,
and the Pimtsa reflected

therein is called Jiva [I will call this No. III.]. Thence
emanated two kinds of Maya—the one, a part of Prakriti ;

and the other, a part of Avidya
;
and the two Purusas reflec-

ted therein are the two Isvaras —the one Svayambhu or self-

created [1 will call this No. IV.]
; and the other Adhikdrika a

highly evolved and perfected Jiva who beemes a functionary

in future Cycles [I will call this No. V.].”

No. Ill, is one of those countless sparks that came out

of No. H. No. V. is said to be one of those Jivas who become
highly evolved and perfected in the course of many cycles,

through knowledge and Karma. From this you can under-

stand that the Anubhavddvaita , unlike the Advaita and the

Visistddvaita
,
teaches the doctrine of birth and evolution of

souls.

To the Dvaitin and the Visistddvaitin
,
the Brahman is

Saguna
;

to the Advaitin It is both Saguna and Nirguna
,

and to the A nubhavadvaitin, It is Saguna
,
Nirguna

,
and Nir-

gunatita. Saguna is that aspect of Brahman in which the

Kdryagunas (differentiated vibrations of Sattva
,
Rajas and

Tamas) play their part
;
Nirguna is that aspect wherein there

are no Gunas
,
but only the Kdrana Gunns (i t\ Sat

,
Chit

,
and

Ananda)
;
and Nirgundtita is that aspect which transcends

the said Karya and Kdrana gunas : and which is our
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unknowable and unknown. Thfs is clearly stated in Chapter
XI. of of “Rama Gita” and those who have any doubts may
refer to it.

The Sdnkhya Shdstra is satisfied with 24 categories, but

the Yoga has one more, vis;., Isvara. The Sdnkhya which
is satisfied with its Pradhana as the highest principle, and
Yoga which is satisfied with its Isvara as the highest prin-

ciple, are both rejected by the Advaita Sdstra
,
which is satis-

fied with its Nirguna Brahman.
The Anubavddvaitin accepts the 24 categories of the

Sankhya, and the 25th of the Yoga and has two more cate-

gories besides ("See Jivachintdmani for further particulars).

He applies the term “Kevala-Sa'NKIIVA/’ or mere Sdnkhya,
to the Advaitin who works for the intellectual realisation

of his (A nubhavddvaitiiis) Nirgundtita which is the Nirguna-
Brahman of the A dvaitin. [Sdnkhya here means Vichdra or

Jndna ]; then he applies the term “Sa'nknya-Yogin” to

himself, as he works for the intellectual and spiritual realisa-

tion of his Nirgundtita Brahman ; and the term “Kevala-
Yogin” he applies to the ordinary Yogin who works merely
for the spiritual realisation of the Nirguna (or middle,) Brah-
man . The Dvaitins and the Yisislddvaitins are persons

who work for the four kinds of salvation Sblokya, etc.

pertaining to the Saguna . One has. therefore to study care-

fully what Kevala-Sdnkhya is, what Sdnkhya- ) 'oga is, and
what Kevala Yoga is, before one can thoroughly understand
the Anubhavddvaita system. The two works that can be

safely recommended for such study are the “Bdlabodhini

"

( which is intended for a child-like or Bala Jndni), and the

Yoga- Sara, an exhaustive work on the higher systems of

Atma-Yoga both by Appayadiksitdchariya. The former is

now published and the latter is not.

The Advaitin's Nirguna Brahman includes, in fact, the

Nirguna and the Nirgundtita of the Aniibhavddvaitin . They
are in other words, the two aspects of the Advaitin's Nir-

guna Brahman. Manas is said to be dual in its nature—the

pure and the impure
;
or the antpa and the sariipa. That

Nirguna aspect which can be realised by the pure Manas is

called the Nirguna of the Anubhavddvaitin. That which is

incomprehensible even to the pure Manas is by him termed

the Nirgundtita .

According to the teachings of the • Mahdndrdyanopamsad,
the Brahman is said to have three aspects or is said to be

triune or triple in Its nature.
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“The FIRST or the Saguna aspect of the Brahman includes

(I), the Isa
,
who is the cause of the origin, etc

;
of the Samsdrdk

This Saguna is said to rest in the first or the Avidya-pada
of the Nirguna Brahman

,
which is said to have 4 pddas.

The second or the Nirguna aspect of the Brahman rests irt

the second, third and fourth pddas which are respectively

termed the Vidyd, the A nanda, and the Furiya pddas. The
Third or the Nirgunatita aspect of Brahman Vidyd,

the

Ananda
,
and the Turiya pddas. The Third or the Nirgun-

atita aspect of the Brahman which, in the Sruti\ is said to

transcend the three pddas of the Nirguna aspect, in even

above the aforesaid four pddas, This Nirgunatita is said to

be the unknowable and the unknown. Sa::kardchraya speaks

of this aspect as the one which can be known by negations.”

Again the MaJidndrayt*?iopanisad says :

—

“The Brahman is said to he Sahara and Nirdharas. Sahara
is said to be two- fold, viz, Sopddhiha-Sahara and Nirupddhiha-

Sahara
;
of these two, the first

—

Sopddhiha— is Saguna
,

and the Secon&+-Nirupadhiha— is Nirguna. Nirupddhiha-
Sdkdra is also two- fold, viz

;
Nitya- Sahara, and Muhta

Sahara
;
of these two, the first (Nitya-Sahara) is capable

of being realised by means of Paroksa Jndna (i. e., it can be

grasped intellectually); and the second {Muhta-Sahara) is

called Aparohsdnubhava-Svaritpam. Nirdkdra is the one
which is said to be unknowable and unknown.”

The above can be better understood with the help of the

following diagram :
—

BRAHMAN

Sahara Nirakara

|
(or the unknowable

|
j

and the unknown)

Sopadh iha Sahara Nirupadhiha-Sahara called Nikgu natjta
called Saguna called Nikccna (N°- HI* Vivaria).

(Nu. I. Araml>ha). (No. II. Parinama).

I

I f

Nitya-Sahara Muhia-Sahara
(realisable by means of

(Aparoksanuhhavasvar/t/>am, i.c.,

Paroksa Juana or that which that which can only be experienced
can be grasped intellectually ). in the highest Samadhis).

Nitya-Sdkdra is Prakriti-Purnsa and Muhta*Sahara is

Chidrupa Brahman. Both these Sdkdras—the two phases of

the Nirupddhiha Sahara or Nirguna Brahman—represent the
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aspects of one and the same Brahman
,

the former term
being used in discussing the theory of spiritual evolution or
emanation, and the latter for describing the process of spiri-

tual involution.

The 'former pertains to theory but the latter to practice.

From Sopadhika Sahara proceeds the material evolution.

In the Vedantasara of Saddnanda Sivami translated by
\V. Ward and published in the “Compendium of Raja Yoga
Philosophy ” brought out by Tookaram Tatya in 1 888, occurs

the following passage on page 83 :
—

“Those learned men who wrote the comments on the

Vedanta before the time of Sankaracharya taught that in

seeking emancipation, it was improper to renounce religious

ceremonies, but that the desire for reward ought to be for-

saken
;
that works should be performed to obtain divine

wisdom, which being acquired would lead to emancipation...

Formerly this was the doctrine of the Vedanta
,
but Sankara

-

charya in a comment on the B/uigavadgitd has, by many proofs,

shown that this is an error
;
that works are wholly excluded,

and that knowledge alone, realising everything as Brah-

man, procures liberation.

This is one of the chief points of difference between the

Advaita of Sankaracharya and the Anubhavadvaita of

Appayadiksitacharya. The latter has established beyond the

shadow of doubt on the strength of the 108 Upanisads and

the Tattvasarayana
, that both Sankhya ^knowledge) and Yoga

(meditation) are indispensably necessary for Kaivalya. The
four-fold path of Karma

,
Jnana ,

Bhakti
,
and Yoga a e all

equally important to the aspirant for the realisation either

of the Saguna or of the Nirguna Brahman
,

whichever

he aims at. They {Karma, etc ) are to be closely adhered

to until Karmamukti or Jivanmukti,
as the case may be,

is attained. For the realisation of the Nirguna (i. e ; the

Sacchiddnanda) Brahman
,

for example, the aspirant must

(I) diligently perform the obligatory and occasional Karmas

pertaining to the order of life to which he belongs

as well as the Sdmadhi Karma
, (2) always strive to acquire

the different degrees of knowledge orJnana of the Nirguna

Pratyaqdtman as well as of the A khanda Sacchiddnanda Brah-

man, (3I always have the greatest Bhakti for, or supreme

devotion to, the Nirguna Pratyagdtmau and that middle
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Brahman
,
and (4) diligently and regularly practise Nididhyd-

sana or Nirgunatma-Dhydna- Yoga. The scope of this paper
does not permit me to go any further into the details of this

and other points alluded to above. Those who want to

know more about them are recommended to read Chapters

IX and X of the ilRdma Gita" and also the last four

Chapters of “Sftrya. Gita"

The Advaitins hold that the knowledge of the Nirgutux

Brahman alone is enough. This can be true only when the

last stage of Nirvasana Samadhi is reached. The intellectual

realisation or Paroksa Jnana is only useful for realising the

Nitya-Sahara Brahman in the above diagram.

Another point of difference between the Annbhavddvaitin
on the one side and the Advaitin and the Visistadvaitin

on the other side, is that the former holds that the Jivas
have origin, etc : while the latter two systems deny it. The
former relies on the oldest interpretations of the Vedanta
Sutras and asserts that Bhagavan Vyasacharya has referred

in his second aphorism, to the birth etc ; “of the Jivas"
and not ‘of the world.” The arguments for establishing

this and other views of the Anubhavadraita system arc to

be found in the Adhi-Karana-Kanchuka of the celebrated

Appayadiksitendra
,
the author of 104 works

;
and in the un-

published works of his worthy descendant Appayacharya—
the latest exponent of the oldest system of Vaidika- Vedanta
called Anubhavadvaita or Sankhv- Yoga-Samucchaya which is

entirely based upon Taitvasarayana
,
the synthetic Upanisad

philosophy taught by the divine teacher Dakshinamurti to

Brahma
,
the grandsire of the world.



THE

VAISHNAVA RELIGION OF GOUR

(OLD BENGAL).

liV

BABU GIRISH CHUNDER GHOSH.
(Translated from Bengali into English.)

The Vaishnava Religion as preached
by Chaitanya Deva.

3
[*T is a duty to comply with the requests of esteemed men
!>

otherwise I, who am not worthy to serve even the servant
of a true Vaishnava, would not have dared to write a discourse
on the exposition of the religion introduced by the great
Chaitanya, that manifestation of the Supreme Being on
earth. Offering a million salutations to his holy feet, I crave
the pardon of all Vaishnavas for the inevitable short-comings
of my statement.

The Vedic system of worship entails numerous hardships

and austerities, hence it is ruled in the Tantra Shastras that

in the Kali Yuga , men shall attain salvation through Yapa
that is to say, by chanting the sacred Mantras coupled with

the name of the Deity, the Guru has described to each, as

peculiarly suited to his inclination. Yet such is the deteri-

orating influence of the Kali Yuga, that even this process

has become a hard task for the still more degenerated men !

The Lord of Lords found that the men of this age were

incapable even of Yapa
;
hence in His mercy He preached

for their salvation the deep and unknown truth underlying

the Shastric dictum that the Lord and His name are ene.

“Take it so”, said He, “in your heart of hearts take it, that

His name and He are not distinct from each other and so

cross the ocean of life even as one crosses over the foot-print

left by a cow.”
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Now, without the purification of the heart (Chitta-suddhi),

ardent love for His name is not obtainable. To arrive at

such a state of purity, the Shastras therefore lay down
numerous codes but again the degenerate men of Kali Yuga
are incapable of duly observing these too. So says Gauranga,
the fair-coloured Chaitanya, the Up-lifter of the fallen,

“Extend your love to all living beings and you will reap the

benefit of a million austerities and meditations. You will

get rid of your uncleanness and will be blessed with the con-

viction that the Name and the Lord are one and the same.”

Hut what is meant by blessedness ? Is bliss what we call

Mukti (freedom, absorption of the individual in the Universal) ?

If that be so, I shudder to conceive the idea. “Am I a bubble
of water to be mingled with water, no trace left of my
individuality ? Well, my mind engrossed with my worldly

individuality, is, as it were, paralysed at the thought. Oh
horror ! It is death, no vestige of my individuality left !

No, I would rather be born again and again. I would prefer

to take a hundred births and undergo numberless scorching

sufferings for at least I should not perish, I should live. If

this reduction to non-entity be the blessedness of man, such

blessedness is not for me.” Men of bold and daring spirits may
aspire to such blessedness but for me, in my littleness, it is

more full of horror than death. The bold and daring may
be saved thus but what shall lead to our salvation ? Gauranga,
God incarnate, came down. It is for the weak, the fallen, the

miserable and the world-weary that Gauranga became the

necessity of the time. He spread out his lotus feet that the

weakest of weak mortals mighi take shelter in them. He
would roll on the ground as he would call aloud the name of

Krishna. It was an enigma to men. They asked within

themselves “Why does Gauranga soil his golden skin in the

dust ? He is versed in the Vedas and is the master of all the

Shastras
;
why then is this madness in uttering the name of

the Lord ? Why does he not follow the Shastric rites ?

Why do tears roll down his cheeks and breast in a hundred
streams when he utters the name of Krishna ?” Men looked

on and pondered over it and gradually their hearts were

touphed. The innate purity of man, bounded by the stony

wall of worldliness, gushed forth before the thundering
Haribole” (uttering the name of the Lord) of Gauranga. The
melting hearts flowing, out towards the ocean of love at

Hrindaban, then perceived in the midst of this kingdom of
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love, Che sweet, dark -coloured Boy, nursed on the breast of
Yashoda. >.'•

They perceived the Boy dressed in ornaments, plumes on
His head, a light yellow band about 'His waist, supplicating

Yashoda for fresh butter, crawling on hands and knees. Men
perceived Him with Nanda’s load orr His own shoulders,

looking after the cows in the fields, stidt in hand. They saw
the darK-complexioned Kissore and the fair golden Kisory
(Radhika) in the mutual exchange of loving words

;
they

perceived the Gopinis, enjoying the sight of this exchanges of

love, forgetful of their very existence. They saw all these

things as one apparently finds them in the world at large but

there was in them no worldly taint. It was a picture made
all of pure love.

The Yashoda thus seen was carved out of love, Nanda car-

ved out of love, the rustic boys carved out of love, Kissory
the Idol of love, the Gopinis carved out of love, playing the

Game of Love with Kissore, the fountain of all love, their minds
lost in love. The man who thus beheld was bewildered.

‘‘Is this worship?” he asked within himself. “Where are the

austerities of worship ? Everything is full of sweetness, how
can this be called worship? The knots of the heart are

thoroughly loosened.”

But man comes to feel, “Oh ! how sweet, how sweet is this

ocean of Love ! Nowhere have I found such a varied ripple in

love’s sweet ocean ! Love has penetrated into the very depths

of my heart.” The godless and the god-fearing, both are be-

side themselves. Both speak in the same breath, as it were,—“What a wonderful fountain of Poetry is here ? Nowhere
in the world do we meet with such a record of so varied a

flow of wonderfully diversified ripples of love flowing together

into a single river, as it were. The heart that would not be

melted under the influence of such a flow of love, must indeed

be made of harder stuff than stone.”

“What an eternal flow of love
j
There is no end of it even

when described in the eighteen Pnrhnas \ rather it goes on wax-

ing. One never tires of hearing the devotees, when they detail

the events of Brindaban or when they sing of them in songs.

One is always eager to have more. No music is sweet without

Krishna. Whence came this sweet stream of love ? Oh f if

such serene bliss flows through the heart continuously, if this

serene bliss were mine, then of course life would be blessed,

P—II.—

U
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The weakest can aspire to such a bliss, without the least hesi-

tation. If this is Mukti, why, there is not the shadow of fear

in this, but Bliss and Bliss only.”

Says Gauranga, “Call aloud the name of the Lord and
enjoy this bliss. Simply floating on this stream of love, you
are filled with bliss, now come,and plunge with me into its very

depths. Look in your hearts and behold your lower passions

standing there, ill at ease, with their heads bent, as if stung by
a venomous snake. Your sin and merit are both cast away
from you. Come and dive with me into this infinite ocean, this

ocean of love. Can’t you see that God Himself is a seeker after

this love ? God Himself is born again and is prostrated in

the dust, to taste of the same love that Kissory enjoyed in

Brindaban. You do not understand it f Never mind, you
have tasted of the nectar, there is no death for you. The
more you relish this love, the more you will be eager for it.

Eternity cannot satiate the thirst for this love. Enjoy, for

Eternity this eternal love.”

“Oh ! why are you standing aside ? Are you a chandala ?

What of that ? A great sinner ? What of that ? Come ! you
are not debarred from tasting this love of Kissory.”

“Ah, are you a fallen woman ! is it for this reason, that you
are afraid to approach ? Come ! you, too, need not feel shy to

partake of this bliss of Baikuntha ! Kissory, the Image of love,

the source of love, is pained for you
;
She is waiting for you to

take you into Her company. She will not go to Golaka with-

out you. Come ! dive with a fearless heart into the depths of

this ocean of love.”

Sri Krishna Chaitanya Gauranga Deva would clap

his hands, dancing and crying aloud “Hari Hari” ! He would
call upon men and say, “Come, come, enjoy this bliss

for ever. No one is forbidden to enjoy the bliss of this

love. The only ba; -ier is doubt. If you have sinned through
a million births, still you have no cause of fear. Dpn’t you
see I am here, with my arms wide extended to take you within
my embrace ? If you are puzzled by abstruse Shastric con-
troversies, only take refuge in the love of Brindaban

;
that

love will overflow all discussions and controversies." Such
is the way in which Gauranga would console the penitent
and the unhappy. Nityananda, (his best disciple and co-worker)
on the other hand, would go from door to door and cut the

bondages of worldly people, mixing with them as one of them.
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The Mahantas (chief disciples) also imbued with a deep
feeling of love and fellow-feeling, wrote books, verses and in

many ways tried to lead men to their salvation, thus proving
themselves to be, as it were, the limbs of Gauranga.

Even to this day the devoted Vaishnava goes from door
to door, solicitous of removing all burdens and afflictions from
the minds of men attached to the world.

I have described what I know about the Vaishnava reli-

gion of Gour to the best of my ability. The high spirituality

of this religion is evinced by the fact that it accounts nobody
on the earth so low, as to be unfit for taking the name of the

Lord
;

declares none too fully occupied to find time to re-

peat the name of God
;
none to be so attached to the affairs

of the world as to be incapable of feeling his heart unburdened,
as he listens to the sweet and divine play of Gauranga’s life.

Whether one believes or not, nobody is so hard-hearted as to

remain unmoved by the sweet strains of love depicted in those

incidents, and once the seed of faith is planted, however
stony be the heart, the Lotus of Devotion will soon unfold

its petals there.

So, in this way, poor mortals may attain to immortality.

But is this religion, then, only meant for the poor and the

weak ? Will it not satisfy also the great souls and the

high-minded f Yes, for them especially is this ‘Religion of

Love* of Gauranga ! High as man can soar, he can never

taste more than a single drop out of this ocean of Love

—

that love, for which the Lord Himself, in His thirst, assumes
human form, the love that makes Him so often as One
beside Himself, that makes Him lifeless, as it were, that

makes Him forget Himself. How much space have you, oh

man, in the heart of your heart that a drop of this love will

not be enough to fill it ? But what is this Love ? Oh ! who
shall say that ?

“Wine is not known till it is drunk, and when it is partaken

of, the senses are benumbed.” Let one partake of a drop of

this Love and he is lost to himself, he will have no bodily

perception, no tongue, no speech
;
who then is to tell us what

it is ? Where is the man to bring the news to man, when man
himself is no longer to be found, drowned in the ocean of

this divine Love ?

I speak from what is to be found in the sweet play of
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Chaitanya’s life as depicted in the books, but I do not know
what to say about the subtle significance of this manifestation

of the Lord, as Krishna within and Radha without—the two
as one and the one as two. Let him who is capable of loving,

see with the eyes of love, through this atmosphere of love, the

eating of earth by the loving child of Yashoda, the stealing

of butter and the indescribable play with the Gopinis from

beginning to end, re enacted in this two fold incarnation—in

the life of the son of Sachi (Chaitanya). He who delights in the

Vedanta, may enjoy, in the light of Vedantic reasoning, the

Achinta Bhedabheda Vada, the discussions on the inconceivable

doctrines of unity and differentiation as explained by Chaita-

nya. In whatever way one is inclined to worship God, as

friend, as master &c, let him see that all these ways have been

illustrated in the fullest manner in the life of Gauranga.

This life of Gauranga on earth can be compared with nothing

else but the life of Gauranga. Alike for the worldly, for the

sadhu, for the sinner and for the virtuous,— the religion

of Gauranga is for all. .

The Vaishnava religion is a very old one. It existed long

before Gauranga. A complete description of that would not

be possible even in a very large volume, neither is it necessary

here. But of the four principal sects viz., Ramanuja, Vishnu-
Swami, Maddhacharya and Vallabhacharya or of any of their

sub-sects, none is ready to embrace within its fold the low

and the high alike. We find in them all, discussions about

cutting down the Mayavada of the Vedantist, about explain-

ing the doctrine of Faith, and j on. But it is only the

Gouriya Vaishnava that says ‘Come, you poor, miserable sinner

and sufferer, come whoever you are—the loving Nitai is

calling on you all to come and to learn the name of God.
Don’t you hear the sweet voice of Nitai singing’ ?

“Come and enjoy the love of Kissory, says Nitai, oh
come !

“Come and empty out the vessels of love and find them
again to be quite full.

“Give car oh
! ye that are fallen, the Vaishnava cricth out

at the top of his voice :

“Lo, those two who give love in exchange for blows,

those two brothers have come to our midst ! What then,

is there to fear ? The ocean of this life is no longer to be
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reckoned bigger than the print left by a cow’s foot ! Have
faith, the word of a Vaishnava is not false !

But what is a Vaishnava ? Ah ! to make that dear, the

Lord Himself must come again, as He did before, to enjoy

the love that Radhika enjoyed. A Vaishnava alone knows
what it is$ to be a Vaishnava. I may be allowed to cite here

an illustration
;
when Bhagavan Dass Babaji came to Calcutta

to visit tlie temple of Madan Mohan, a woman of the town
bowed dbwn before him and took on her head the dust of his

feet, on which the Babaji, deeply moved, returned her saluta-

tion by himself bowing down to her and taking the dust of

her feet Some one asked him why he did so
;
and he replied :

“This woman is blessed, 1 am not even fit to be a servant of

one who serves a Vaishnava. She has saluted me, taking me
for a Vaishnava

;
he who serves a Vaishnava, is entitled to be

served by me.” How am I to eliter into the depths of the

heart of such a Vaishnava ? I have heard that it is ordained

to worship with body, speech and mind. I am unfit to

worship with body and mind, so let me say Hail, hail to the

Vaishnava ! Hail to the Vaishnava that takes us to

Gour and Netai. Hail Hail to the Vaishnava who goes from

door to door saying : ‘The name of Hari, the name of Hari,

the name of Hari alone
;
no other way, no other way,

no other way in this Kaliyuga.' Hail, hail to the Vaishnava
who dancing, with up-lifted arms cries aloud, “Brothers, repeat

the name of Hari.”



THE VEERASAIVA RELIGION.

By H. K. Veerabasavaiya, Esq., b. a., h. l. (Bangalore.)

LL those people who adore Siva as the Supreme
Being, are called Saivites, and in their conception the

term represents a sentient Being who is all-bliss and whose
form is of pure love, transcending the nature of mind and
matter Saivaism differs widely from Vaishnavism, in that the

latter says that mind and matter though real entities are one
with Vishnii, and that God himself assumes human forms,

now and then, to extend His grace to His devotees. In this

way, the worship of Rama and Krishna have become pre-

valent among the Vaishnavites, who maintain that even when
God is born of earthly parents, His infinite nature is not

thereby limited but is as pure and unstained as if He were

not born. But with the Saivites, though God is in His nature

different from mind and matter, yet He co-exists with them
from eternity in the closest Adwaita relation and does not as-

sume human forms merely for the sake of saving human souls.

He has prearranged everything with a settled plan and this

itself would be quite sufficient to produce the desired result.

This main principle distinguishes the one from the other,

and here the two lines of thought run in contrary directions.

In other respects, the two religions bear so many things in

common, that one who has noc carefully studied the two
systems of religion, will be inclined to think that they are by
no means different, except in the mere naming of God.

Saivaism on the whole marks the depth of philosophic

knowledge, while, Vaishnavism is characterised by profound
imaginative flight of thoughts, that best satisfy the cravings

of a struggling soul. And the very symbolic representations

of their respective gods will suffice to indicate the mental
attitudes of the followers of the two religions: Siva is worship-
ped in the form of a Guru or Saint, who having renounced
all the evanescent pleasures of this world, is absorbed in deep
meditation of the eternal life-principle that underlies ail

vanishing things. On the contrary, Vishnu is set up with

all the glorious adornments of a king that charm the

imaginative mind of the worshipper with a dazzling effect.
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Now, coming to the subject, Veerasaivaism, which forms a
specific class of the Saiva Religion, stands midway be-

tween Vaishnavism and the other sub-divisions of the Saiva
Religion. Broadly speaking, from a philosophic point of view,

Veerasaivaism stands closely related to Vaishnavism, for it

holds that mind and matter are not different, but are one
with the innate force, i. e., Sakti of God Siva

;
and again

like the other sects of the Saiva Religion, it strongly contra-

dicts the theory of the Vaishnava Religions that God
incarnate, in human forms to save men from misery and to

put down oppression. And thus it will be seen at the

outset that Veerasaivaism combines in itself, the philosophic

element of Vaishnavism and the common religious principle

of the other Saiva creeds.

The very term “Veerasaiva” is full of meaning. It means
those exclusive worshippers of Siva, whose creed does
not permit the worship of any other deity. The great

Vedavyasa gives a very simple definition of “Veerasaiva”

in Sankara Samhita of the Skanda Purana thus :

—

ii

It may be maintained that the Veerasaivas form an im-

portant sub-division among the Saivas. The chief sub-divi-

sions among the Saivas are four in number according to

Nijaguna Siva-yogi, the author of the well-known work in

Kanarese “Viveka Chintamani”, a work which is very popu-

lar and is translated into the Tamil and Telugu languages.

The four sub-divisions are, the Samanya Saivas ( ),

the Misra Saivas,
( )

the Suddha Saivas
( ), and

the Vira Saivas ( )
and the chief characteristics and the

points of difference are described in detail in Chapter II of

the said work

The “Virasaivas” are sometimes known as “Sivacharyas”

as opposed to “Sivaradhyas”, but the term is corrupted

into “Sivachars”. They are also known as “Lingayets”

or “Lingavantaru” which is a name given to them perhaps

by the Mahomedan conquerors of India, who appear to

have invented the name from the “Linga” or “Lingam”

invariably worn by the Virasaivas on their persons. The

numerical strength of the Virasaivas is— nearly 2 l/> millions,
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and they are found in large numbers in the Bombay and the

Madras Presidencies, Mysore, the Nizam’s Dominions, the

Berar and Khollapur. They are also found in small

numbers in the Malabars, Goa, Benares, Khetar, in the

Himalayas and also in Nepal. As a race, many of their

sub-divisions are unmistakably Aryan in descent ; and there

is an admixture of the Dravadian element amongst- them
just as in any other Hindu community at the present tim\
The Virasaivas have shown considerable activity in the field

of literature from very ancient times. They have used Sans-

krit, Kanarese, Tamil and Telugu languages as the medium
of expressing their poetical ideas. Much credit is due to them
for having preserved the purity of the highly polished

Kanarese Language from ancient times
;

and many emi-

nent Virasaiva poets can be named, who contributed to

the literature of all the four languages named fibove. Trade
and agriculture are their chief occupations at the present

day. They are in the vanguard of the Hindu society, and they
have shown that they are not inferior to any other class of

Hindus in point of business capacity or commercial enter-

prise. They are very slow to realise the benefits of western

education and to imbibe western modes of thought and
hence their obscurity.

The orthodox theory about the origin of the Virasaivas

may briefly be stated as follows :

—

The Virasaivas claim their descent from the Pramathas
(adherents of Siva) who belong to the Aprakrut creation of Siva

and contend that all the non-Virasaivas belong to the Prakrut

creation of Brahma. The Prakrit ts follow the rules pres-

cribed by Brahma, whereas the Aprakruts follow those of

Siva. Among the Prakruts who peopled the earth, the ideas

about God were still undeveloped, and the people worshipped
fire, air, earth, water etc As there was no hope of salvation

for the people without a religion and a definite form of

worship, Kasyapa, Attri, Bharadwaja, Gautama and Vasistha,

obtained instructions from Siva and preached the Saiva

faith and established the Sthavara Linga form of worship

i. e. ,
worshipping the Linga as established in temples etc.

So the “Prakruts” began to build temples and worshipped
“Sthavara” Lingas. But in this religion, “Karma” was all

important and Gnana or wisdom was kept in the back-

ground
; and salvation was to be obtained only after three
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births. So Siva ordered a batch of Pramathas or devoted
adherents, viz., Renuka, Daruka and others, who also be-

longed to the Aprakrut creation, to restore the Virasaiva
faith. Accordingly these sages came to the earth and es-

tablished important religious seats or centres in five different

parts of India and spread the doctrines of Virasaiva Reli-

gion. The Virasaiva Religion progressed fairly well for a
long time when it received a check from the spreading
influence of the Jain Religion. The power of the Jains
increased and the Virasaiva faith began to decline.

During the period immediately preceding the age of the
great reformer Basava, the Jains had become so powerful

that the Virasaivas had to find shelter in hills, forests and
distant cou litres to avoid religious persecution. Siva then
ordered a fresh batch of Pramathas, the most prominent
among whom being Basava, to come down to this earth and
revive the Virasaiva faith. Basava strengthened and re-

formed the Virasaiva faith on a popular basis, and the reli-

gion* acquired great popularity and spread rapidly from one
end of the country to the other.

I can quote numerous authorities in support of the ortho-

dox theory above described, but owing to want of time and
space, I wish to make short reference to some of them.

The gth Patala (Chapter) in Swayambhu Agama gives a

complete description of the five renowned Acharyas in the

Virasaiva Religion and the scats which they founded. The
Panchacharyas are Ghantakarna, Gaja Kama, Renuka,

Daruka and Viswa-karna. These Sages are said to have

acquired different names in different Yugas
;
and their seats

are also named after their distinguished successors who
were Ekorama, Panditaradhya, Revanaradhya, Marulara-

dhya and Viswaradhya. The seats which they founded are

respectively Kethar in the Himalayas, Sri
g
Saila in the Kurnool

District of the Madras Presidency, Balehonnur in the Mysore

Province, Ujjain in the Bellary District and Benares.

The other authorities are Suprabhedagama, Siddhanta

Sikhamani, the Sanskrit Basava Purana by Sankaracharya

and Kriyasara.

These five Acharyas are commonly known as the foun-

ders of the Virasaiva Religion. It may be stated that these

are the five great Canterburies i>f the Virasaivas of great

antiquity situated in different parts of India, and that all

P.—

—

III.

—

13
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these seates are occupied even now by the Virasaiva Bishops

who exercise considerable ecclesiastical jurisdiction over

the Virasaivas.

In the classical Essay on the Virasaivas written by the

great Telugu scholar Mr. C. P. Brown, which is published

in the XI Volume of the Madras Journal of Literature and
Science, there is a description of these Acharyas and the

author also mentions the high reverence shown to the said

Acharyas on all ceremonial occasions among the Virasai-

vas. Prof : H. H. Wilson mentions the Virasaiva seats

at Kedarnath, Benares and Sri Saila in his Royal Asiatic

Researches. Further, Mr. F. Kittel has actually studied

“Panchacharya Vamsavali” in the Sanskrit “Suprabhedaga-

mam” and he lias given us the benefit of his study in his

introduction to Nagavarma’s Prosody in which he has

shown that Revana Arya, was the celebrated poet Shadakshari,

referred to in his “Raja Sckhara Vilasa” and was the first of

the five Acharyas who arc considered to be the founders

of the Virasaiva faith. •

The Virasaivas are the peaceful race of Hindu Puritans.

They do not perform Yajnas in any form and do not believe

in the efficacy of Shraddhas. They worship only one God
Siva

;
and in the opinion of Mr. Bhattacharya, the Virasai-

vas are the only Hindus who deserve to be called pure

Shaivas. The Virasaivas maintain that salvation can be
obtained in a single birth instead of in three births as

in the old Saiva faith, and they have done away with the

old multiplicity of ceremonials as their object is to obtain

the maximum result or benefit by performing a minimum
number of ceremonials. They claim these to be improve-

ments on the old Saiva faith, and the following Agamic
passage briefly points out some of the important differences

between the Virasaiva faith and the old Saiva faith :

—

sWffa 3wrf h

u
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The Virataivas bury their dead, and this constitutes

another difference between them and the Saivas
;

and it

must be noted in this connection that such eminent Smriti-

writers such as Manu Baudhayana and Satatapa prescribe

that the Virasaivas are to bury their dead and not to burn
them. The most distinguishing feature among the Virasaivas

is the ‘Lingam” which every one wears on his person, be he
man or woman, young or old, without any distinction. Every
woman has got equal rights to attain to salvation as every man,
in this religion

;
and every man, woman and child ought to

wear the Linga from the moment of his or her birth. Every
person ought to worship the Linga as his or her God,and ought
to sacrifice even his or her life rather than lose the Linga
under any circumstance. The Virasaivas perform ten cere-

monies known as the “Dasa Sainskaras” and of these the most
important is the “Deeksha” ceremony, at which they are

formally initiated by a competent Guru or teacher.

The pupil gets “Linga Sambhandha” or relation with

the Linga by means of “Deeksha” which destroys three kinds

of impurities. Hence it is called -Deeksha”.

It is to be added that the Virasaiva Religion is an all-

embracing proselytising religion, and it embraces within its

fold, representatives from all classes of the Hindu society.

Our Shastras prescribe different periods of probation

for people of different castes, and admissions can be made
after the probationary period is over, if the pupils seeking ad-

mission are found to possess real “Bhakti” or faith in the Reli-

gion. The probationary period is three years for a Brah-

man, six years for a Kshatriya, nine years for a Vaisya and

twelve years for a Sudra. The following passage is taken

from “Virasaiva Kaustubha” ( stow )
which is a great

authority on the subject.

q^qs^Cqt cT?T II
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The religious history of India shows that many power-
ful kings and rulers of Native States embraced the

Virasaiva faith.

There are numerous instances of Brahmins embracing the

Virasaiva faith
;
and according to the Census Reports hitherto

published large numbers of Brahmins have joined the Vira-

saiva Religion in recent times, in the Bombay Presidency.

The history of the Kanada Literature of the 12th Century
A. D. affords two such notable instances. The Brahman poet

Tribhubana Thata embraced the Virasaiva faith and became
a descipleof the Virasaiva poet Padmarasu (1165 A. D.\ after

having been defeated by the latter in a religious and literary

controversy. Similarly, the Vaishnava poet Chakrapani
Ranganatha embraced the Virasaiva faith after being defeated

by the famous poet Palkurke Somanath .1195 A. D.). The
Puranic instance of the conversion of a Brahmin into the

Virasaiva Religion may also be interesting. Vedavyasa tells

us in the Sankara Samhita of the Skanda Purana, that the

Brahman Pingalaj son of Swcta, was converted into the

Virasaiva faith by the sage Sadananda.

The Virasaivas acknowledge the supremacy of the Vedas,

Agama and Saiva Puranas. They do not perform the Jajnas

or animal sacrifices, but they perform the following “Panoha
Siva Yajnas” instead :

—

3R: jwwro <nnu 11

Besides, the performance of Yajnas relates to the attain-

ment of desires, such as admission into Swarga and so on.

The Virasaivas discard all such desires and go one step

higher, since their object is to attain oneness with the Deity.

Hence they reject the Yajnas and perform such of the cere-

monies only, as relate to the attainment of Gnana or know-
ledge.

The Virasaiva Religion is founded on the Gnana Kanda
of the Vedas, and its founders have written learned Bhasyas
on the Brahma Sutras. They contend that the “Lingadharana”
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is authorised by the Vedas according to the celebrated

passages in the Rig Veda and the Yajur Veda, which form the

common field for literary activity and which have given rise

to different religions among the Hindus. The Swayambhu
Agama, Suprabhedagama, Veeragama, the

.

Veerasaiva

Bhasyas, Kriyasara, Siddhanta Sikhamani, Lingadharana

Chandrika and others clearly prove the unmistakable origin

of the Virasaiva Religion. The Lingadharana Chandrika

shows that “Lingadharana” is a Vedic injunction, and the

recent commentary on this learned work by Mahamahopa-

dhyaya Siva Kumara Pundit of Benares repays perusal and

forms a valuable and instructive addition to the Veerasaiva

literature. Further, the interpretation of the term “Vira-

saiva” is fully supported by Vedavyasa in unambiguous

language in the Linga Purana and the Skanda Purana. It

may.be mentioned here that of all the representations of the

Deity which India has conceived, the Linga is the least mate-

rialistic and a form devoid of all attributes - nearly approaching

perfection
;
and the very choice of this symbol by the Vira-

saivas to the exclusion of every other, to represent the

Supreme Being, reflects no small credit on their founders.

The following passage from the Yajur Veda also treats of

the same subject :

nft hz fiwmj Tsftmiwfrrft i m wswfor mu faM mfererar-

i

Again, the learned author of “Kriya Sara”—which is a

“Karika” of the Nilakanta Bhasya on the Brahma Sutras of

Vyasa, points out in Chapter XXIX of Part II of his work,

that “Lingadharana” is prescribed by the Vedas and that

the Virasaivas wear the Linga in the same way as the Saivas

wear “Yajnopavitam” and with a better effect, inasmuch as it

is a symbol which shows our constant touch with God. The

same subject is also discussed in detail in the Sanskrit work

known as “Siddhanta Sikhamani”, Another Sanskrit work

known as ‘ Virasaiva Dhrama Siromani” points out that each

of the “Asta Avaranas” or eight accompaniments is pres-

cribed by the Vedas.

These eight qualities are the characteristic marks of every

pious Virasaiva and form the practical basis of his daily

religious observances. Any devotee wanting in any one or more

of these marks, cannot come within the pale of V irasaivaism.
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Love is the most essential principle in the Virasaiva Reli-

gion, which teaches that there is divinity in every man.
According to its doctrines, we are in essence, one with God.
God alone is true, and His power is infinite. This Religion

teaches the doctrine of renunciation, and the very institution

of Virakta Jangamas, (the spiritual leaders in our community,)
is based on this sacred doctrine. Sankaracharya declared

that oneness with the Deity is the great object to be attained

and the Virasaiva Religion assures thfit this union is

attainable even in this life. The knowledge of three things,

viz., of Linga (God), Anga (body) and Samarasya (union), is

a great assistance to the attainment of salvation. The
union of the Linga and the Anga is oneness with the Deity.

It is explained in Sookshma Agama (Chapter VII).

The philosophy of the Virasaivas is called the Sakti

Visishtadwaita
;
because according to them God is associated

with Sakti which is as infinite divine Light or Power. The great

exponent of the philosophy of “Sakti Visistadwaita Sutras”

is Nllakanta Sivacharya, one of the great commentators of the

Brahmasutras. Sankara makes many references to Nilakanta

in his commentary and refutes his arguments. There is a wide-

spread erroneous notion that Sankara was the founder of

Adwaita, Ramanuja, that of Visishtadwaita and Madhwa-
charya, of Dwaita and so on. But as a matter of fact these

ideas were already prevalent and were passing through a hard

process of agitated discussion and disputation. But they

acquired a definite and settled characteristic of their own by
the Very clear and lucid expositions of the respective great

thinkers, with whose names they have now been associated

and to whom they owe their existence in a way.

Sakti Visishtadwaita '
) is essentially a branch

of Adwaita ( wr ) or more correctly of Adwaita, quali-

fied and conditioned. It differs from the idealistic philo-

sophy of Sankara’s Adwaita in that it does not ignore

the so-called illusory world of matter and the numberless

beings that arc found in it. The idealist says that all

matter and mind are mere reflections of an underlying and

intelligent principle of unity which alone is real. “But for

this Brahman, there can come nothing into manifestation

and therefore it is, that the sacred Upanishads declare

“KKAM EVADVITIYAM BRAHMA”, that the Brahman
is One only, without a second. The other finite Beings and
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matter are mere nothings. But it is very difficult to com-
prehend this ideal reality, ignoring entirely the fundamen-
tal knowledge we derive from sense-perceptions. Matter is a
great receptacle and is the transmitter of Divine knowledge
which the souls imbibe through this very matter. How then

can we call our only medium of knowledge an illusion, a Maya?
Both mind and matter are inseparably connected ; and the

one is unintelligible without the aid of the other Nobody
has shown that aii undeveloped soul can evolve apart from
the body. The vital force underlying both matter and mind
is not inseparable from substance. Science shows that

wherever there is substance, there is force and wherever
there is force, there is substance mentally or materially.

If we want to understand the nature of force, we cannot
do so without the aid of substance, through which alone it

becomes apparent. Hence they are not separate entities, but

are identical with each other.

“Of course, it is true that when the soul has attained

to a certain stage, in which the splendour of its intelligence

has grown into perfection, it does stand independently

of matter, requiring its assistance no longer. But this will

not prove that matter is illusory”. The essence of the

paddy grain is certainlv in the rice and not in the husk ;

and to all appearance, the one is separable and distinct

from the other. But yet in order to raise a crop, we cannot

sow bare husk, because the very essence of paddy is not

in the husk ;
nor again can the mere husk without rice,

show any signs of sprouting. The two are so collected

with each other that each is essential to the other. Similarly

Sakti, the innate force is inseparably associated with God,

through Whom it manifests itself.

f«nt: s *fte: h ^ «nwn-
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All this philosophy is splendid but can only be consider-

ed as intellectual gymnastics for highly developed minds
;

but if it stops there it is of no practical importance as reli-

gion and does not bring any comfort and peace to an eager

soul thirsting for the highest bliss. The greatest merit of the

Virasaiva Religion is that it has rendered this philosophy
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highly practical by what is called “Satsthalagnana”
(

'SH, ) the practical side of our Religion. By this our reli-

gious tenets become part and parcel of a Virasaiva’s daily

life and without any effort on his part, he lives his

religion, in the same way, as we breathe without knowing,
that we do so, and that it is one of the most vital acts of life.

The terms “Shatsthala” and “Lingangasamarasya” are

pregnant with philosophical meaning among the Virasaivas.

According to them “Linga” is of six kinds and “Anga” is

^lso of six kinds, and the union of each “Linga” with each

“Anga” marks a stage known as “Sthala”. The term ‘Shats-

thala” denotes six such stages of spiritual development and
the term “Linganga Samarasya” denotes oneness with the

Deity in each of those stages.

The six Sthalas or stages are :—Bhakta, Mahesha, Pra-

sadi, Pranalinga, Sharana and Aikya.

The philosophy of the Virasaivas may be said to resemble

Sankara’s philosophy in certain respects, and it is frequent-

ly quoted for purposes of comparison in the religious works

of the Brahmans, of which the following is an instance :
—

to ^ \

From “Gnana Sarvaswa Sangraha” Chapter VI, page

57 by Narasimha (Smarta Brahman).

Sankara uses ‘ Tat” for which the Virasaivas use

“Linga.” The former use “Twam” for which the latter use

“Anga”. The union of the two is denoted by Sankaracharya

by “Asi”, whereas the Virsiaivas denote the same union

by the expression “Samyoga” or “Samarasya”, so that the

“Tatwamasi” of Sankara corresponds to the “Linganga Sam-
yoga” of the Virasaiva.

Mr. C. 1\ Brown is of opinion that there is some simi-

larity between the Virasaiva philosophy and the system of
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philosophy introduced by some of the ancient writers of
Greece and Rome. He compares the two systems thus :

—

“There is so remarkable an analogy between the Pytha-
gorean “Monad” and the Deity of the Virasaivas,that I cannot
avpid adducing the following brief deduction from the
philosopher’s statements as represented in Cudworth’s In-

tellectual System (Second Edition, Chapter IV, pp. 370
and 376).

“Pythagoras calls the four principles by numerical
names, the ‘Monad’, the ‘Diad’, the ‘Triad’ and the ‘Tetrad’. The
Virasaiva calls them by specific names, viz., the Lingam, the
Bhakta, the Guru and the Sivam, i.e., the Deity, the disciple,

the teacher and the Supreme Spirit which pervades and unites

all three.”

‘The subordinate beings (gods, heroes and demons) of
Pythagoras answer to the Virasaiva saints

;
all of whom

are supposed to be embodied forms of the prime existence or

Lingam,which answers to the Monad, who is also termed Zeus.

The Diad is the passive principle or disciple, whose mind
is the field for impression. The link between these two is

the third principle, the Guru or teacher. In His creative aspect

the Deity is supposed to be mingled with nature according to

Pythagoras and is all nature in the creed of the Virasaiva”.

“Love as the first principle, is present throughout the Vira-

saiva creed. Yet it is a created thing
;
for it is a form or appea-

rance of the deity. Thus the Lingam and the Sivam being

the first and the fourth principles are one and the same.

The Monads and the Tetrads are one.”

Now I proceed to say a few words about the great refor-

mer Basava, and no thesis about the Virasaiva Religion can

be said to be complete without a reference to this distingui-

shed personage. It was hitherto supposed by some, that

Basava was the founder of the Virasaiva Religion, and that

the Virasaivas have based their Religion on the Basava

Purana. It needs no comment to state that both these

theories are erroneous. Recent researches have proved beyond

the shadow of doubt, that Basava was not the founder of the

Religion, that it existed long before he was born and that

Basava embraced the Virasaiva faith just as so many others

did before and after him.

It now remains to deal with the antiquity of the Virasaiva

P.—H.— 14
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Religion. Recent researches have shown that the Religion

existed long before Basava and there can be no doubt that thtf

incorrect opinions hitherto entertained were all on insufficient

materials

(a) There is sufficient internal evidence in the Basava

Purana itself to show that the Religion existed before Basava.

For instance. Virasaivas and Jangamas are said to have been

invited and respected at the marriage ceremony of Basava.

Basava relates to Bijjala, the superhuman powers of the

Virasaivas, who lived in the previous ages. Further, nu-

merous Virasaivas are said to have gone to Kalyan to pay

respects to Basava from distant countries.

This shows that the Religion was not only existing before

Basava but had also spread over a large part of India. These
visitors are described as wearing the Lingain the palm of their

hands, chest, head, neck and arm-pit (being the five authorised

places), as having restrained the organs of the senses, follow-

ing the pure practices of the Virasaivas, kind to the Janga-

mas and well-versed in the Vedas and the Agamas.

(b There is a good deal of external evidence to prove

the antiquity of the Virasaiva Religion.

(1) In the first place, the principles of the Virasaiva Reli-

gion are described in the Vedas, the Agamas and the Puranas.

The following story occurs in the Kamika Agama :

“During their travels, one Ajamila and his wife were
attacked by a band of robbers and at tjie suggestion of his

wife, Ajamila tied up in a handkerchief all the precious jewels

he had, in the form of a Linga and put it round his neck so as

to make it appear that he was a Virasaiva, wearing the Linga.

This stratagem succeeded very well, for the robber chieftain.

Mitra Gupta ordered at once to release those two people,

as he always had great respect and regard for the Virasaivas,

whom, as a rule, he did not molest.

This certainly indicates the existence of the religion before
the composition of the Kamika Agama and also shows that
the Virasaiva Viraktas had sometimes the rare privilege of
commanding respect even from robber chiefs.

(2 ) In the next place, the discussion between Dharmaraja
and Bheeshma in the Anushashana Parva, of the Mahabha-
rata shows that the Virasaiva Religion existed from before

that time.
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(3) Again, the writings of such reputed scholars as Prof :

H. H Wilson, Prof : Monier Williams, Rev : F. Kittcel,

Rev : Barth, Mr. Edward Moor, Messrs Desaponde and V. R.
Katti, sufficiently show that the Virasaiva Religion is an
ancient branch of the Hindu Religion, that it existed from
before the rise of Buddhism, and that it is a mistake to sup-

pose that it was founded by Basava.

(4) Further, it is to be observed that even the historical

portions of the Basava Purana including the period of Basa-
vk's ministry in the kingdom of Bijjala, belong to the
1 2th Century. But the Inscriptions of Mysore and Captain
Mackenzie’s Memoirs of the Hassan District prove the exis-

tence of the Virasaiva Religion in the 9th Century A. D.
The Inscriptions of Sravana Belagola take us back to the

middle of the 9th Century A.D., while Dr. Fleet’s Inscriptions

of Aihola (Aryapura) clearly show that the Virasaiva Religion

existed in the 8th Century A. D. And recent researches in

the Tamil Literature of South India have brought to light

the interesting fact that the great Tamil Saint Manikya
Vachikar (300 A. D.) and Turuvalva Nayanar (100 B. C),
author of the sacred Kuml in Tamil, were Virasaivas in Reli-

gion.

(5) Lastly, the numerous unmistakable references to the

Virasaiva Religion in the Sankara Vijaya itself, proves the

existence of the Religion at the time of the great Sankara-

charya. This fact is purely historical and is corroborated by
the writings of both Prof: H. H. Wilson aud Mr. Monier
Williams. In the Sankara Vijaya, the Virasaivas are des-

cribed as wearing the Linga on the head and the Virasaiva sect

is described as one of the six Saiva sects in existence at the

time of Sankaracharya, who is said to have come into contact

with them in the course of his religious controversies.

It may be interesting to note the following fact in this

connection

Just as in the case of Basava’s parents, the parents

of the great Sankara, had no children for a long time. They
were also Saivas and they prayed to Siva who blessed the

pair and Sankara was born. But the fact that Sankara’s

mother particularly selected Siva in his Jangama form, for

worship, shows that the Jangamas were certainly in existence

and were known to Sankara’s parents, and also that the

Jangamas were universally respected at the time by all
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classes of Hindus, The following is the text taken from

the Second Sarga of the “Sankara Vijaya*’

i

i

vr9 fat srawrosnu. i

The Basava Purana is only a record of Basava’s life, and
it is clear from the observations already made above, that

the Virasaiva Religion is not based on the Basava Purana.

It is nowhere to be found in any of these Basava Puranas,

that Basava founded the Religion, and that the Religion of

the Virasaivas is based on his life. Basava belongs to the di-

vine batch of Pramathas, and is said to have come down to

the earth as the Saviour of Mankind. lie is always the

inseparable companion of Siva
;
and it may be noticed that

in every one of the thousands of Siva Temples throughout

India, Basava is invariably placed prominently in front

of Siva. In fact, no Siva Temple is built without Basava,

and there is no Hindu who does not attach some sacred-

ness to Siva’s vehicle. A certain amount of sacredness has

also gathered round the very name “Basava”, and even to

this day it is the commonest name made use of by the*

Virasaivas in every part of the country. Siva is known to

have placed Basava nearest to his heart.

While yet a boy, Basava showed much intelligence and
‘soon acquired much knowledge in the Shastras. When he

attained the age of eight years, his father wanted to in-

vest hill) with the sacred thread. But the boy refused to

be so invested on the ground that he was a Virasaiva and
did not belong to the generation of Brahma (i.e., the Prakrut

creation). Baladeva, the prime minister at the court of Bijjala

in Kalyan, was struck with the singular wisdom and piety

of this boy, who was his nephew (sister’s son) and gave Ivs

daughter Gangambika in marriage to him.

Basava’s fame rapidly spread, and people admired his*

marvellous powers
;

and he eventually became the Prime
Minister at the Court of Kalyan.

Basava was a historical personage and one of the noblest

characters in Indian History. His views were very liberal.
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and he was far in advance of the age, in which he lived.

He had the courage of his conviction and boldly gave ex-
pression to his religious opinion in spite of persecutions of

the Brahmans and the Jains. He was a great Reformer, and
western scholars class him with -Jesus, Mahommed and
Buddha. He gave a popular basis to the Virasaiva Reli-

gion. The very essence of Basava’s Reforms consists in

the uplifting of the masses without any distinction of class or

creed. While Sankara preached to the advanced few
and Ramanuja converted to his faith the persons of even
the lowest class and tried to transform them into Brahmans,
Basava went a step higher and proclaimed to the world,

that whatever profession a man might follow for his daily

bread, it did not deter him from embracing a true

religion and try to get salvation.

What Rousseau was to France, Basava was to Southern
India

;
and what is remarkable is, that Basava, as early as

the 1 2th Century A. D., preached that famous doc- *

trine of the equality of mankind, which seven centuries

later upset the whole of Europe and convulsed one half of the

modern world. But this great man has yet been only imper-

fectly understood. His teachings have yet to be rescued

from obscurity
;

the good services which he has rendered

to India and her religion and the noble and heroic struggle

which he made in the sacred cause of uplifting the masses

and the remarkable success which he achieved in his own
life-time, have yet to be recorded, judged and appreciated

by posterity.

Gentlemen, I take this opportunity to thank the Commit-
tee on behalf of the Virasaivas, for having allowed them
to represent their Religion, at this unique Convention.

This humble Thesis does not pretend to be an ex-

haustive exposition of the Religion. The details have been

omitted along with many other matters ultimately connec-

ted with the said Religion. This is placed before you by
way of introduction, and it is only intended to show the

existence of the Religion, with a few observations on its

•origin, philosophy, nature, and development. There is a vast

field for historical investigation, and my chief aim is to

awaken some active interest in the matter and promote

further investigation regarding this very ancient branch of

the Saiva Religion.



THE SAIVA RELIGION

AND

THE SAIVA ADVAITA-SIDDHANTA
PHIL030PHY.

By J. M. Nallaswami Pillay b. a., b. l.

3Q)ROFESSOR Max Muller in his last great work on the

“Six Systems of Hindu Philosophy” has remarked as

follows :

—

“The longer I have studied the various systems, the more
have I become impressed with the view taken by Vijnana
Bhikshu and others, that there is behind the variety of the

* Six Systems, a common fund of what may be called the Na-
tional or Popular Philosophy, a large Manasa lake of philoso-

.
phical thought and language, far away in the distant north,

and in the distant past, from which each thinker was allowed

to draw for his own purposes

And it would certainly have surprised him if one had told

him. that one need not go either to the distant north or to

the distant past to discover what this National or Popular
philosophy was, from which each thinker drew his own ins-

piration
;
and a study of the two popular Hindu Religions

*of Modern India, we mean Saivaism and Vaishnavism, will

convince any one that all the thoughts and traditions of by-

gone ages are inherited, by the modern Hindus themselves,

who represent lineally their old ancestors who were settled

in Bharata Barsha, since the days of the Rig Veda
;
and

as such their religion of to-day is a living faith, suited to all

sorts and conditions of men, whether peasant or Pandit,

sinner or saved.

Saivaism comprising in its fold, Saktaism and Gana

Saivaism isb ased Patyam and the worship of God Subra-
on the Vedas and manya &c., counts among its followers the
the Agamas. majority of the Hindus. It accordingly

represents the old traditional and Parent religion of the

days of the Vedas and the Upanishads, Agamas or Tantras

and Itihasas and Puranas, and bases its authority on these
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ancient Revealed books and histories
;

it claims God Siva to

be the author df the Vedas and the Agamas. Says Sri

Nilakanta Sivacharya in his Sutra Bhashya :

“We see no difference between the Vedas and the Siva-

gama. Even the Vedas may properly be called Sivagama,
Siva being the author thereof. Accordingly the Sivagama is

two-fold, one being intended for the three higher castes and.

the other being intended for the masses. The Vedas are

intended for the people of the three higher castes and the

remaining ones for the rest. That Siva alone is the author of

the Vedas, is declared in the following passages of the Sruti

and the Smriti :

“He is the Lord of all Vidyas.”

“(The Veda) is the breath of the Mighty Being.”

“Of these eighteen Vidyas of the various paths, the ori-

ginal author is the wise Sulapani Himself”

It will therefore be important to trace Modern Saivaism

to the traditions and thoughts of the past.

“The supreme polity of the Vedas is sacrifice. Various gods

Its antiquity
f. * Indra, Vayu, Vatuna, Agni, Hiranya-

It, antiquity.
garya Soma> the Sll|1i the Moon> Vishnu and

Rudra are worshipped in the Vedas. Each is addressed as

the most powerful deity and his aid is invoked for all kinds of

earthly blessings and freedom from evil. They are all sup-

posed to represent the various powers of Nature and to idealize

man’s aspiration after the Supreme Knowledge. Then we
meet with the text “Ekam Sat, Vipra Bahudha Vadanti” and
who is this one ? Was any one god recognised, above all.

others, as the Chief, as the Lord of Sacrifices ? and we
have the following texts from the Rig Veda.

“Tasmat Rudra Pasunamadhipateh and
<'g e< a* “Ghathapathim Medahpathim Jalasha-

bKesajam, Tat Samyoh Sumnami mahe.” (Rig Veda)

‘We seek from Rudra, the Lord of Songs, the Lord of

SACRIFICES, who possesses healing remedies, his auspi-

cious favour. (Rig Veda I. 43. 4)

$ . As the Lord of all sacrifices He is the fulfiller of sacri-

fices, “Yajna Sadham” (I. 114-4) and ‘Rudram Yajnanam
sadhad ishtim apasam (III. 2-5). As the God of Gods,

He is said to “derive His renown from Himself.” ‘Rudraya

Svayasase' i.e. His glory is said to be inherent in Himself, inde-
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pendent or self-dependent God, ‘Svadhavane^ Rig, VII. 46-I.

He is also called Svapivata
,

which is variously explained,
as meaning 'readily understanding/ ‘accessible/ ‘gracious,

‘He by whom life is conquered/ ‘He whose command
cannot be transgressed/ ‘Thou by whom prayers (words) are
readily received/ He is called the ‘Father of the worlds/
Bhuvanasya pitaram, (VI. 49-10 ,

and the Rik story of His
becoming the Father of the fatherless Maruts can be
found in many a Puranic story, and local legend, and com-
mon folklore.

He is '‘anter ichchanti— beyond all thought (VIII. 6L3).

His form as described in the Rig Veda is almost the same as

that of later days. He is called the ‘Kapardin’, with

‘spirally braided hair/ He is of ‘Hiranya’ ‘golden formed’ and
‘brilliant like the Sun/ and ‘shining like gold* “Yahsukra
iva Suryo hiranyam iva ro’ chati” (I.43-5.} And in the Rig
Veda, (X. 136-1 to 7), He is the ‘long haired Being who sustains

the fire, the water and the two worlds
;
who is to the view, the

entire sky
;
and who is called this ‘Light’ lie is Wind-clad

(naked) and drinks Visha
. poison) and a Muni is identified

with Rudra in this aspect.

Rudra is derived, according to Sayana,from the roots, Rut

—

dravayita meaning ‘he who drives away sorrow/ And con-

sistent with this derivation, Rudra is called in the Rig Veda
itself, the ‘Bountiful’ and the ‘Healer/ possessed of various

remedies the later Vaidyanath), ‘benign’ and ‘gracious/

And the term Siva clearly appears in the following text of

the Rig Veda (X. 92-9) “Stoma. 1 va adya Rudraya sikvase

kshyad-viraya namasa didishtana yebhih Sivali svavan

evayavabhir divah sishakti svayasah nikamabhi.”

(With reverence present your 1 Iymn to-day to the mighty
Rudra, the ruler of heroes, and to (the Maruts) those rapid

and ardent deities "'ith whom the gracious (Sivah) and the

opulent (Rudra) who derives His renown from Himself, pro-

tects us from the sky.)

If the Gods, Indra etc., personified, are the different

powers of Nature, in the supreme Personality of Rudra, will

be found combined all these different powers. He is a

thunderer and storm God, the father of the Maruts. He is

Agni. He is Vayu, He is Varuna. He is Soma. He is the

Sun and the Moon. We have the high authority of Sayana
that Soma means Sa-Umri (with LJm4). He deduces the
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story of Tripura Dahana and Vishabana from two texts in

tlie Rig Veda. We have in the Rig Veda also the germ of

the later Hindu Cosmology in the famous Nasadasaya
Suktam

;
and this is also the central text of Siva-Sakti

worship.

In the Rig Veda also wc find the famous text, which is

repeated in the Atharva Veda and subsequently in the

Svetasvetara Upanishad and also in the Katha and Mundaka
Upanishads, and which forms the chief stronghold of Indian

Theism against Idealism. “Two birds, inseparable friends,

cling to the same tree. One of them eats the sweet and bitter

fruits, the other ‘Anya’ looks on without eating.” •

The words ‘Brahman’ and ‘Atman’ do not occur in the

Rig Veda.

In the Yajur, the position of Rudra becomes more est-

,
ablished as Pasupati, as the Lord of Sacri-

ajur c ,1
‘ fices and as the One without a second.

“Pasoonam sorma asi
,
sarma yajamanasya sarrna me yacha

Ilka Eva Rudro ;Va Dwithyaya. Thasthc Akims the Rudra
Pasnuh Tham Jushasva. fisha theRudra Rhayaha Saha
Swasra Amhikaya tham Jushasva Bhcshajam Cava Asvaya
Purushaya B/ieshajam This text is repeated in the Svetas-

vetara Upanishad and is the original of the famous text in

the Chhandogya Upanishad ‘Ekamevadvitiyam Brahma’, The
form ‘Nadvitiyam’ is more ancient than ‘Advitiyam’ or ‘Advai-

tam’. And we know this is the central text of the Advaita
philosophy. In this Veda, His Supreme Majesty is fully

developed, and He is expressly called Siva by name ‘Siva

nama’si (Yaj. S. 3 -63) and the famous mantra, the Pauchak-

shara
}
is said to be placed in the very heart of the three Vedas.

And the famous Satarudriyam which is praised in the

Mahabharata, forms also the central portion of this important

Veda. And this is a description of God as the all, the all in

all, and transcending all, ‘Visvadeva, ‘Viswaswarupa, Visva-

dika’
;
and anybody can see that the famous passage in

the Gita in Chapters 10 and 11 merely parodies this other

passage and these two Chapters arc respectively called

Vihhuti Vistara Yoga and Visvarupa Sandarshana Yoga

which is exactly the character of the Satarudriya. The Yogi

who has reached the highest state “Sees all in God and God
in all.” In the Satarudriya and in the whole of the Vedas,

Rudra is called Siva, Sankara, Samblui, Isana, Tsa, Bhagavan,

P.—II— 15 . \
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Bhava, Sarva, Ugra, Soma, Pasupati, Nilagriva, Girisa,

Mahadeva and Maheswara.

The story of Tripurasamhara* is much more fully set

forth in the Yajur Veda (6th Kanda, 2nd Prasna, 3rd.

Anvaka and 12th Mantra).

“There were the three cities of iron, silver, and gold

(belonging) to the Asuras. The gods not being able to win

them (by fight) wished to win them by seige. (Then) the gods
made an arrow composed of Agni (as the bottom hilt', Soma
as (the middle) iron and Vishnu as the top and declared

(consulted) who will discharge it, and all agreed that Rudra
would do so. He (Rudra) said l am the Lord of Pasus

(both two-footed and four-footed)
;
So Rudra, the Lord of

Pasus discharged it, broke up these 3 cities, and blew them
up all from these worlds.” The importance of this story lies

in the fact that in the chief festival of the Hindus in each

temple, called the Brahmotsava, the important event is the

car-festival in which the Charioteer is the four-headed

Brahma recalling and representing this old story referred

to in the Rig Veda and the Yajur Veda.

The Yajur Veda is the central Veda and is the most im-

portant one and as such more than ninety percent of the

Brahmins of to-day follow it. The occurrence of the words

Pati, Pasu and Psam should be noted as their significance

will be referred to later on.

As we noted above the polity of the Vedas was the perfor-

mance of sacrifices. This was continued in
ic panis

the Upanishad period and the Brahmans
elaborated the Rituals. But at the same time, the worship
of the many Gods was being given up in favour of the wor-
ship of the one God, and the efficacy of sacrifices in general
was being doubted and a more spiritual form of worship was
being substituted Is its place and the first departure is noted
in the story given in the Kena Upanishad.

Brahaman obtained the victory for the Devas. The
„ , ,

... Devas became delighted by the victory of

#

ena pan,sia<
- Brahman and they thought, that this victory

is ours only.” Brahman understood this and appeared before

* The word ‘Pura* in the Upanishads technically means ‘the body.’
Tripura means the triple bond of the soul, and Tripurasamhara means
the destruction of our human bondage by the Grace of God.
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them. But they did not know that and said : “What yaksha
is this? They said to Agni (fire) : ‘O Jatavedas, find out what
sprite this is.’ ‘Yes/ he said, and ran towards it, and Brahman
said to him : ‘Who are you ?’ He replied : ‘lam Agni, I am
Jatavedas.’ Then Brahman said : ‘What power is there in

you ?’ Agni replied :
‘1 can burn all, whatever there is on

earth.’ Brahman put a straw before him, saying : ‘Burn

this.’ He tried with all his might, but could not burn it.

Then he returned to the Devas and said : ‘I could not
find out what sprite that is.’ Then they said to Vayu
(air) ; ‘O Vayu, find out what sprite this is.’ Yes, ’he said,

and ran towards it, and Brahman said to him : ‘Who are

you ?’ He replied
;

‘I am Vayu, I am Matarishvan.’ Brahman
said : ‘What power is there in you ?’ Vayu replied : ‘I

call blow up all, whatever there is on earth.’ Brahman
put a straw before him, saying : ‘Blow it up/ lie tried with

all his might, but he could not take it up, Then he returned

thence and told the Devas, ‘I could not find out what sprite

this is,’ Then they said to India : ‘O Maghavan, find out

what sprite this is/ He went towards it, but it disappeared.

Then in the same Akasa (ether) he saw a woman, highly

adorned : it was Lima, the daughter of Himavat/ He said

to her: ‘Who is that sprite?’ She replied: ‘It is through

the victory of Brahman that you have thus become great.’

After that they knew that it was Brahman to whom the

glory was due.

This is a step in advance of the position in the Rig Veda
where the Ekain Sat or Rudra Pasupati, is indentified in a

manner with all the Gods. Here, He is not Indra or Varuna,

or Vayu or Agni. He cannot be comprehended by the Gods,

though He is before them and it was left to Ihna Haimavatim
to point to the supreme Brahman, as her consort, This

story is frequently repeated in the Puranas and the person of

Rudra-siva is introduced as Lima’s Lord.

This is called the Brahami Gpanishad and it introduces

the grand thought “lie by whom Brahman is not thought of,

by him It is known and he by whom it is thought of, knows
It not”.

This departure from the old polity of the Vedas to the

worship of the One supreme Brahman, Pma’s Lord, will be

fou/id illustrated further in the Puranas by the stories of the

Dakshak’s sacrifice and the Tarukavana Rishis. Daksha, son
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of Brahma (Sabda Brahma of the Vedas) simply means sacri-

fice and Dakshayani meant the spirit of sacrifice, and so long

as this spirit of sacrifice was devoted to the one supreme
Brahan Siva, it was beneficial, But once this sacrifice was
divorced from the worship of the one supreme Brahman, re-

presented in the person of Siva, the consort of Dakshayani,

as Daksha tried to do, then this sacrifice was of no avail.

When the spirit of sacrifice was divorced from this wor-

ship, as at the Daksha Yajna, then Dakshayani died and

was reborn as Uma or Haimavati, the embodiment
of Brahma Guana and was reunited to Siva. This

reunion or Rebirth of old gnana is what is celebrated in every

temple in the important festival of Tirukalyana and is figured

in the oldest sculptures in the Elephanta and Ellora cave-

temples. Tn the Tarukavana story, the Vedic sacrifice was
also divorced from the worship of the one Supreme Brahman.
The Vedas represented the Sabda Brahman (sound) and the

Rishis thought that no God was required and that the wor-

ship of the Sabda Brahman alone was sufficient for securing

salvation.

The Svetasvetara Cfuvtishad
,

the greatest authority of

the Saiva School, repeats the text of the Yajur Veda. “Ilka

Eva Rudra Nadwitiyaya Tasteir and the philosophy of

Advaita Siddhanta is fully expounded in this I'panishad.

This Advaita is neither the Sankhya nor the Yoga, neither

Dwaita nor Adwaita as ordinarily understood. Hence
Oriental Scholars like Monier Williams, Professor Macdon-
nell and Garbe regard this Upadshad as the oldest represen-

tative of the ancient eclectic school of Hindu philosophy.

With this book they couple the Bhagavat Gita.*

The highest conception of the One God, ‘Eko Deva,’ is

given here which, as Max Muller says, corresponds to the

conception of God in the Christian theology. “He is the

one, all pervading God in all beings, the Antar Atma
of all things, watching over all action, dwelling in all beings,

the witness, the perccivcr, the only one, Nirguna”. “He is the

eternal and infinite, unborn being indivisible, inactive, tran-

quil, without taint, without fault, the highest Bridge to

immortality.”

* “Of the eclectic movement combining the Sankhya, the Yoga anti

the Vedanta doctrines, the oldest representative is the Svetasvetara
ITpiinishacl More famous is the 11hagavat (lita.”

3

fMacdonnell’s History of Sanskrit Literature p. 404.)
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“He is the Causeless, the First Cause, the all-Knower, the

all-Pervader, the Creator, the Sustainer and the Liberator of

the world, the end and aim of all religion, and of all philosphy.

He is the Ishwara of Ishwaras, Maheshwara, the supreme
God of gods, the King of kings, the Supreme of the supreme,

the Isa of the Universe.*’ “The Sun does not shine

there, nor the moon nor the stars, nor these lightnings, and
much less the fire

;
everything shines after him

;
by His light

all this is lightened.”

The meaning of the Rig Veda Suktam as quoted above is

brought out in the following verse. ‘ When there was no
darkness, nor day nor night, nor Sat nor Asat, then Siva alone

existed (Siva Eva Kevalam). That is the absolute condition

of the Lord in which lie is to be adored. From that too had
come forth the wisdom of old (Gnana Sakti).” After repeat-

ing the text about the two birds, this is how it proceeds. “On
the same tree, man Anisa) sits grieving, bewildered, with his

own impotence. But when he sees the other, Isa, contented

and knows of his glory, then his grief passes away.” That this

is the.highest teaching of the Rig Veda is pointed out in the

next verse. “He who does not know that indestructible

Being (Akashara) of the Rig Veda and that eternal Ether

(Parama Vyomam) wherein all the Gods reside, of what use is

the Rig Veda to him ? Those only who know this, rest content-

ed.” The other aspect of God (Anyata) referred to in the Rig
Veda Mantra, is also brought out fully in the following verse.

“Aye, that one unborn (Aja-soul) sleeps in the arms of one

unborn (Nature, Prakriti) enjoying (her) who brings forth

multitudinous progeny like herself. But when her charms have

lost their fascination, he (the soul) quits her (prakriti’s) side.

“In that highest imperishable and infinite Brahman,

the Vidya, (Vignana-Atma) and the Avidya are hidden,

the one, Avidya, perishes
;

the other, Vidya, is im-

mortal
;
but he who controls both Vidya and Avidya, is

another (Anyatha.)” And in' the subsequent verses, this

another is clearly pointed out to be the “only one God,

without a second, the ruler of all, the generator of all and the

supporter (sustainer) of alt” This forms the subject of dis-

cussion in the hands of Badarayana in sutra (I, II, 21.) And
the famous passage in the Brihadaranyaka is referred to. “He
who dwells in Alina (Vignati) and is also different from

'A/hm, whom the Atina does not know, whose body Atma
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is, and who pulls (rules ) Atma within, He is thy Atma, the

ruler within, and the immortal” (III 7, 22)

The supreme Mantra of the Vedas or the Sabda Brahma is

the Pranava or the Omkara. It is ordinarily known that ‘Om’
is a compound of the three letters A, U, and M and that they

represent the deities Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra. What is

not' known is, that there is a fourth part of this Omkara
called its Ardha MAtra sound ; this is called the Chaturtham
or the Turyam and represents the supreme Brahman or Siva.

This is brought out in several of the Upanishads and in the

following verse it is coupled with Sivam and Sambhu
“Shivam Santam Advaitam Chaturtham Manyante” (Rama-
tapini).

The more popular Ilymn in the Mahimna Stotra, ad-

dressed to Siva, also brings out this idea.

“The mystical and immutable one which being composed
of the three letters ‘A’ ‘U’ ‘M’, signify successively the three

Vedas, the three states of Life (Jagrata, Svapna and Sushupti),

the three worlds, the earth, the heaven and the hell
,
the three

Gods (Brahma Vishnu and Rudra), and which by its Ardha
Matra is indicative of Thy fourth stage Parameshwara.”

The supreme Upasarras of the Upanishad is the Dahara
Upasana in the Hrid pundarika (Lotus of the heart) in the

Akas Vyoma. The Yogi has to think of the Supreme
Brahman in the cave of the heart, in the midst of the Chida-

kasa. The Taitriya Upanishad speaks of this Brahman as

the Krishna Pingala.

This Krishna pingala is identified as Umasahaya or Parvati

Paramesvara in several of the Upanishads.

This again is described as the Jyotir (the supreme light,

the Jyotir Linga).

When the polity of sacrifice is given up, in favour of

the worship of this Jyotir Linga and the Symbolism of

the sacrificial ground is invested with a more spiritual

meaning, then we would seem to have arrived at the period

the Agamas and our modern temple worship would seem to

have been started. The Agamas brought into use, the very

same mantras, as pointed out by Swami Vivekananda in his

famous address before the Chicago Parliament of Religions,

as were used in the old sacrificial worship, in the new system
of worship and the offer of the self as a sacrificial offering was
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made in place of the animal sacrifice. The Pasu was the

animal propensity in man, and when it was offered as

sacrifice in Gnana Agni, it became the Nandi of Siva.

“The Tantras as we have said represent the Vedic rituals

in a modified form, and before any one jumps to the most
absurd conclusions about them, I will advise him to read the

Tantras in connection with the Brahmanas, especially the

Adhwarya portion. And most of the mantras used in the

Tantras will be found to have been taken verbatim from these

Brahmanas. As to their influence, apart from the Srouta and
the Smarta rituals, all other forms of ritual observed from the

Himalayas to the Comorin have been taken from the Tantras

arid they are observed by the Saktas, by the Saivas and by the

Vaishnavas alike.

The Puranas arc the earliest interpretations of the the

Vedas and the Upanishads. The whole of the passages from
the Upanishads arc quoted and explained.

ur‘iMs
' The principles are illustrated by stories and

parables, and the Vedic stories themselves are more and more
elaborated. All these explain the difference between the old

and new systems of worship and thought and bring out fully

the distinction between the Supreme Brahman, Siva and man
and indiate the paths to salvation. These stories are about

the Daksha sacrifice, the birth and marriage of Uma, the

Tarukavana sacrifice, the churning of the milky ocean and the

Tripura samhara, and the Durga Puja etc. The Linga Purana

specially deals with the birth of the Jyotir Linga. The largest

number of Puranas are Saivite and the oldest of them is the

Vayu or Siva Purana, as pointed out by Wilson. The (Jttara

portions of some of the Puranas are clearly of later origin and

show the rise of new sects and faiths.

The Chhandogya 17pan ishad derives the old Gnana from

Skanda and Sanat Kumara, and the Skanda Purana accor-

dingly deals with the same subject.

The only kind of universal worship in the days of the

Mahabharata is that of Siva and Siva Linga
Iuhasa. and we refer to the stories of Krishna’s and

Arjuna’s Tapas and the discussion between Asvathama and

Vyasa. Most of the temples mentioned in the Aranya Parva

are temples dedicated to Siva. Oriental
The Mahabharata.

scholars point out that the superior castes in

the days of of the Mahabharata were following the worship of
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Siva and we quote the following passage from Anusasana
Parva, which explains at the same time Rudra’s different

aspects, the beneficent and apparently terrible forms, as the

Creator, the Protector and the Destroyer.

Lord Krishna says, “Oh ! Yudhishthira, understand from
me, the greatness of the glorious, multiform , many named
Rudra. These are ‘Mahadeva,’ ‘Agni,’ ‘Sthanu,’ ‘Maheswara,’

the One-eyed, ‘Triyambaka,’ and ‘Siva.’ Brahmans versed in

the Vedas know two bodies of this God, one awful, the other

auspicious
;
and these two bodies have again many forms. The

dire and awful body is fire, lightning, the sun
;
the auspicious

and beautiful body is virtue, the water and the moon. One
half of His essence is fire and the other half is called the

moon. The one which is His auspicious body practises

chastity, while the other which is the most dreadful body, des-

troys the world. From His being the Lord and Great, He is

called Mahesvara. Since He consumes everything, since He
is fiery, fierce, glorious, an cater of flesh, blood and marrow
He is called Rudra. As He is the greatest of the gods, as His
domain is wide and as He preserves the vast Universe, He
is called Mahadeva. From his smoky colour, he is called

Dhurjati. Since he constantly does good to all men seek

their welfare (Siva\ He is therefore called Siva.”*

* It can be shown that the picture of God as the fierce and the

terrible is not altogether unknown to Christian Theology.

The following paras, we cull from a book called “The Woodlands in

Europe" intended for Christian readers ; and we could not produce

better arguments for the truth of our conception of the Supreme Siva,

the Destroyer, the Creator and the Preserver of all (vide p. (>, Sivagnana-
botham, English Edition)

“And how about the dead leaves which season after season, strew

the ground beneath the trees ? Is their work done because, when their

bright summer life is c ver, they lie sofdy down, to rest under the wintry

boughs ? Is it only death, and nothing beyond ? Nay : if it is death, d is

death giving place to life. Let us call it rather change, progress, trans

formation. It must be progress, when the last year’s leaves make the soil

for the next year’s flowers, and in so doing serve a set purpose and ful-

fil a definite mission. It must be transformation, when one thing passes

into another
,
and instead of being annihilated

,
begins life again in a

new shape and form”

“It is interesting to remember that the same snow which weighs

down and bretiks those fir branches is the nursing mother of the

flowers. Softly it comes down upon the tiny seeds and the tender buds
and covers them up lovingly, so that from all the stern rigour of the

world without, they are safely sheltered. Thus they are getting
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Badarayana also touches upon this subject in (I, hi., 40)
and we quote below the Purvapaksha and the Siddhanta
views on this question from the commentary of Srikanta.

In the Katha Vallis.in the section treating of the thumb-
sized Purusha, it is said as follows :

“Whatever there is in the whole world, which has ema-
nated (from the Brahman), trembles in the breath

;
(it is) a

great terror, the thunderbolt uplifted
;
those who know this

become immortal.” (Cit. 6, 2).

Here a doubt arises as to whether the cause of trembling
is the Paramesvara or some other being.

(Purvapaksha) Here the Sruti speaks of the trembling
of the whole universe through fear of the entity denoted
by the word “breath.” It is not right to say that the Para-
mesvara, who is so good-natured as to afford refuge to the

whole universe and who is supremely gracious, is the cause
of the trembling of the whole universe. Therefore, as the

word ‘thunderbolt’ occurs here, it is the thunderbolt that is

the cause of trembling. Or, it is the vital air which is the

cause of the trembling, because the word ‘breath’ occurs here.

Since the vital air causes the motion of the body, this whole
world which is the body as it were, vibraes on account of the

vital air. Then we can explain the passage “whatever there is,

in the whole world, which has emanated (from the Brahman)
trembles in the breath.” Then we can also explain the state-

ment that “it is a great terror, the thunderbolt uplifted,”

inasmuch as lightning, cloud and rain, the thunderbolt which
is the source of great terror is produced by the action of the

forward, as it were, and life is already swelling within them
,
so that

when the sun shines and the snow melts they are ready to burst forth

with a rapidity which seems almost miraculous.”

“// is not the only force gifted with both the presenting and the des-

troyingpower, according to the aspect in which we view it. The fire

refines and purifies, but it also destroys
;
and the same water which rushes

down in the cataract with such overwhelming power, falls in the gentlest

ofdrops upon the thirsty flower cup and rills the hollow of the leaf with

just the quantity of dew which it needs for its refreshment and sus-

tenance. And in those higher things of which nature is but the type

and shadow, the same grand truth holds good j
and from our Bibles we

learn that the consuming fire and the love that passeth knowledge arA

but different sides of the same God—just and yet merciful ; That will
by no means clear the guilty,

yet shows mercy unto thousands."

P.—II.— 16
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air itself. It is also possible to attain to immortality by a

knowledge of the air as the following Sruti passage says :

“Ait is everything itself and the air is all things together
;

he who knows this conquers death. (Bri. Up. 5-3-2).

(Siddhanta) As against the foregoing, we say that

Paramesvara Himself is the cause of the trembling. It is

possible that, as the Ruler, Paramesvara is the cause of the

trembling of the whole universe and through the fear of God
all of us abstain from doing wrongful acts and engage in

doing the prescribed duties
;
and it is through the fear of God

that Vayu and others perform their respective duties, as may
be learned from such passages as the following :

—

“By fear of Him, the Vayu (the wind} blows” (Tait. Up.

2, 8).

“Though gracious in appearance, Paramesvara becomes
awful as the Ruler of all. Hence the Sruti.”

“Hence the kings face has to be awful (Tait. Bra, 3-8-23).”

“Wherefore Ishvara Himself as the Master, is the cause of

the trembling of the whole universe.”

The Bhagavat Gita epitomises the philosophy of the

Svetasvvetara llpanishad. Oriental scholars
* *e *ita.

link both of them together, as expounding
an eclectic school of Hindu philosophy. In it the words
Ishvara, Isa, Maheshwara, Parameshwara, are used and in the

Uttara Gita, the word Siva is used, not to denote the lower

Brahman but the Supreme Oik.

In theRamayana, Rudra’s position as the Lord of sacri-

The Kamayana.
fices is affirmed, in spite of some dissen-

tients, showing the rise of new faiths. The
worship of Siva and of the Siva Linga was universal as shown
by the establishment of the temple at Rameswaram.

All the Sutrakaras recognise Iswara as the

Supreme God and as the Purusha.

Sri Nilakanta’s Bhashyam* on the Brahma Sutras is the

earliest commentary now extant and as such is entitled to the

greatest weight and it will be found that its author is the most

accurate and reliable interpreter of the Vedanta Sutras, and

is the accepted authority of the Southern Saiva School.

* English translation published in Vols. I to VII Siddhanta Deepika.
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• * It is. now proved by Dr. Thibaut and admitted by Max
Mullar. that the interpretations by Sankara are not always
correct Says. Doctor Thibaut :

j j ‘ uIf now, I am to sum up the results of the preceding eti-

cjiiiry, as to the teaching of the Sutras, I must give it as my
opinion that they do not set forth the distinction of a higher

and lower knowledge of Brahman
;
that they do not ack-

nowledge the distinction of Brahman and Iswara in S&nkara’s

sense
;
that they do not uphold the doctrine of the unreality

of the world
;
and that they do not, with Sankara proclaim

the absolute identity of the Individual and the Highest Self.”

“The Upanishads no doubt teach emphatically that the

material world does not owe its existence to any principle

independent of the Lord, like the Pradhana of the

Saiikhyas
;
the world is nothing but a manifestation of the

Lord’s wonderful power and hence is unsubstantial (Asat), if

we take the term substance (Sat) in its strict sense. And again

Everything material (Achit) is immeasurably inferior in

nature to the highest spiritual principle from which it has

emanated and which it now hides from the individual soul.

But neither unsubstantiality nor inferiority of the kind

mentioned, constitutes unreality in the sense in which the

Maya of Sankara is unreal. According to the latter, the

whole world is nothing but an erroneous appearance as un-

real as the snake for which a piece of rope is mistaken by
the belated traveller, and disappearing just as the imagined

snake does as the light of true knowledge has risen. But
this is certainly not the impression left on the mind by a

comprehensive review of the Upanishads which dwells on

their general scope, and does not confine itself to the undue

urging of what may be implied in some detached passages &c.”

Says Professor Max Mullar in his Life of Ramakrishna
Parama Hamsa : “It is difficult to say which of the two

schools was the more ancient and I am bound to acknowledge

after Professor Thibaut’s luminous exposition that the Vishist-

advaita interpretation is more In keeping with the Sutras Of

Badarayana.”
' During the Buddhist and the J aina Periods it was Saivaism

that was able to rise above the onslaught of these two creeds

and vanquish them. The great Acharyas were born in this

period. By the close of the 9th century both Buddhism and

Jainism had become inert and dead.

The next few centuries saw the rise of the great teachers
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Sri Sankara, Sri Ramanuja, and Sri Madhva charya. Follow-

ing them close, came the great Suntana Acharyas St. Mei-

kandan 1
,

St. Arul Nandi*, St Marai Gnana Sambhanthar

and St. Umapati Sivacharya 1
,

and modern Saivaism

niay be said to commence from the time in which they

flourished.

We will now begin the study of Modern Saivism. Its

form of ritualism and philosophy is determined, in the South,

by the Agamas or the Tantras, 28 in number, from Kamika
to Vathula, called the Dakshina or Right-handed

;
and the

different temples in Southern India follow the rules pres-

cribed in one of these Agamas or other, though there are

still some temples like the one at Chidambaram, where pure

Vedic Rituals are followed. This Agam^ Philosophy has also

been greatly developed and systematised in Tamil by a line of

teachers beginning with St. Tiru Mular, 4 St. Meikandan,
St. Arul Kandhi Siva Chariar, St. Marai Gnana Sambanthar
and St. Umapati Sivacharya. Both in the rituals and in the

philosophy, the same mantras and forms and words are used

which are derived from the old Vedic Times. For instance, the

temple represents the old Yagna Sala symbolising the human
body. The Siva Linga, 5

(it was Swami Vivekananda who
pointed out that this was no Phallic 6 Symbol and this view

1. The author of Swagnana Bodha ( ^T*l ffa: )

2. Do. of Swagnana Siddhi ( : )

3. Do. of Light of grace and Sivaprakasam ( fa* flWH ) I

4. Another Tirumantra.

. 5. The full subject is discussed with all the authorities in Siddhania

Deepika Vols. VII and VIII.

6. “The Swami said that the worship of the Siva-Lingam originated

in the famous lingam of the Atharva Veda Samhita sung in
.

praise

of the Yupastambha, he sacrificial post. In that hymn a description is

found of the Stambha which is without beginning or end, and it is

shown that the said Stambha is put in the place of the eternal Brahman.
As, afterwards, the sacrificial fire, its smoke, ashes and flames, the Soma
plant and the ox that used to carry on its back, the wood for the Vedic
sacrifice gave place to Siva’s body, his yellow matted-hair, his blue

throat, and the bull, the Yupa-stambha gave place to the Siva Lingam
and was raised to the high Devahood of Sri Sankara. In the Atharva
Veda Samhita, the sacrificial cows are also praised with the attributes of

the Brahman. In the Linga Purana, the same hymn is expanded in the

shape of stories meant to establish the glory of the great Stambha and

the superiority of Mahadeva.” Later on he says. “the explanation of the

Siva Linga, as a Phallic emblem began in India in her most thoughtless

and degraded times”
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was reiterated by Dr. Ananda Kumaraswami in his paper
read before the Historical Congress of Oriental Religions

in which he showed that it was the least anthropomorphic
of symbols, which takes the place of Rudra Pasupati and its

form is that of the Pranava 1 and there is the Balipeetha

at the entrance to the temple, with the Yupastambha and the

Pasu or animal offered in sacrifice, in the form of the Bull.

Every Brahmotsava still commences with a sacrifice, (the

blood-sacrifice is altogether given up in the South Indian

Temples) and the Pasu, in effigy in cloth, is tied up to the

Yupastambha and after the Utsava, is taken down. The posi-

tion of the Bull or Pasu will be found to be on the other side

(God side) of the Balipeeta and the Stambha, and it is not

called Pasu but Nandi (Blissful) god. Because, according to

the doctrines of Saivaism, the Jiva or soul, once it has become
freed is no more called Jiva but Siva or Brahman. What had

to be offered in sacrifice, was not an animal but the Jiva ;
the

soul had to offer his Jivatvam, his animal part, his indivi-

duality or Ahankara or Avidya or Ignorance
;

and the

Naivedhyam in all temples is now interpreted as this

Pasutvam (animal part). As soon as he enters the temple, the

pilgrim is asked to prostrate himself in front of the Yupas-

tambha. This is his offer of his self as sacrifice
;
and self-

sacrifice is thus the centre of Hindu and Saivite Philosophy,

on which salvation depends. This is the Arpana or Sivar-

pana referred to in Verse 57, Chap. 1 8 of the Gita.

The philosophy also retains the old language for its

technical terms. Whereas the newer systems have such

technical terms as Chit, Achit, Ishwara, Jagat, Jiva together

with Para, the Saiva-Siddhanta technical terms to denote

that these Padarthas or categories are Pati (God), Pasu (soul)

and Pasa (bondage). Pasa is the rope with which the Pasu

is tied to the sacrificial stake and this is the word mostly

used in the Upanishads to describe also Man’s bondage

“Pasa dahatih Panditah”.

The Pati, is accordingly described in the textbooks as

follows :

—

This Pati is Param, neither Rupa, nor Arupa, Nirguma,

without mark, Nirmala, Eka, Eternal, Chit of Chit, Achala,

I “The whole Linga is the Omkara filled by Nada and Bindu.

The Base is Akaia. The Kanta is Makara, and the round form

Ukara.” Tirumantra.
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Infinite, Ananda, and Unapproachable, the Goal, the small-

est of the small, and Greatest of the great, Tat, and Siva
(Sivaprakasa, I.).

We have only to notice that the God postulated by Saiva

is Njr una
Siddhanta is not Saguna, but Nirguna, *

and* Personal”*

1

which as we have pointed out above means
only above the three gunas, Satva, Rajas

and Tamas, i. e. above Brakriti i. e. non-material or Chit, we
have condemned ever so often the translation of the words
Nirguna and Saguna into Impersonal and Personal which

Nirguna not to he
throw difficulties in the way of the Christian

translated imper- reader, to make an idea of the Highest
s°nai. Conception of the Supreme. Personal is

explained to mean ‘Pure Being’, the absolute, by Emerson'

and Lot/e and other Christian writers and would correspond

to our ‘Sat.’ It is evident therefore, that God can be both

Nirguna and Personal.

God has neither any form nor is formless as air, all these

ideas being derived from matter, but He can assume any form

suitable for the conception of his Bhakta and these forms are

not material forms, but as the text says, “His Form is pro-

duced out of Divine Grace or Love.’ God is therefore not to

be called Saguna, simply because He is spoken of as Uma-
sahaya, Nilakantha, Sambhu, Umapatayeh, Ambika-Patayeh
and as the Lord of Kailas, Siva, Hara, and Rudra.

God is neither he, nor she nor it, but He can be thought

of in all these forms, as male, female and neuter
;
and all

specific names of Siva are declinable in all the three genders,

without change of meaning thus ;
Siva, Sivah and Sivam

; t

Sambhu, Sambuvi and Sambhavam
;
Isa, Isah and Isanam &c.

Siva is not one of

ihe Trinity.

The Pati or Siva of the Saiva Religion is

not one of the Trimurties, Brahma, Vishnu
and Rudra and scores of texts could be

quoted from the popular Tamil Hymns conveying the

same idea as in the hymn of the Mahimna Stotra quoted

above, God is ‘Sivam, Advaitam, Santam and Chaturtham.’

* These three gunas stand for the three states jagrat, Swapna and
Sushupti, and Nirguna therefore means Turiya or Chaturtha ‘‘Jagrata is

Satva. Rajas is Swapna. Tamas is Sushupti. Nirguna is therefore

Turiya.” Tirumantra.

t This noun form occurs rarely in Sanskrit, but in Tamil, it is .very

commonly used as synonymous with the masculine form ‘Siva’.
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As Siva is Nirguna and Turiya or the Supreme absolute

Brahman, it follows that God cannot be

ijornas^an.
1 born as a man or w°man and that Siva had

no avatars or births is generally known.
Thi$ is the greatest distinction between the ancient Hindu
Philosophy and that of the Saiva School, making the latter

a purely transcendental Religion, free from all anthropomor-
phic conceptions. It was the late Mr. T. Subba Rao who in his

“Notes on the Bhagavat Gita” entered a vigorous protest

against the conception of the Supreme Brahman having hu-

man Avatars, and we regret that in all the mass of current

writings, no other writer has thought fit to bring this view to

prominence. But this absolute nature of Siva, does not pre-

vent Him from being personal at the same time and appear-
ing as Guru and Saviour, in the form of man, out of

great Love, and feeling for the sins and sorrows of mankind,
and in His loving care to help them to get rid of their bond-

ages. And this is exactly the reason, as shown
in Sutra I of Siva-gnanabodham, why God
creates the Universe, and resolves it, leaving

the human souls free to partake of the fruit of the Tree
of Knowledge of Good and Evil (good and bad karma.)

The necessity for human effort is postulated, but without

God’s appearance as the Divine Guru, in hu-

man form, and without His Divine Grace, the

final salvation is not possible. Man can

but try and get rid of the cataract covering his eye, but that

he should see the light of the Sun (Siva Surya) is indepen-

dent of his effort
;
and without the hope of reaching this

Light of Sivanubhuti, a man can have but poor inducement to

get rid of his cataract undergoing all the trouble and expense

(tapas &c.), if the Doctor were to forbid him to see the Light

after he has regained his eyesight ; and darkness cannot

vanish unless Light enters.

The doctrines of Grace and Love are the distinguishing fea-

tures of S^ivism, and God is accordingly de-

fined by St. Tirumular in the following

terms.

“The ignorant think that Love and Siva are different ;

The reason for

creation.

The necessity for a

Guru.

Doctrine of

Grace.

2 To those whn would deny this Sivanubhuti, Swami Vivekananda

-vould reply by saying ‘He jests at scars that never felt a wound.’
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Got! is Love
11011e ^novv l^at ^°ve S*va a*c ^e aame*

,s ve
When every one knows that Love and Siva

are the same, they will rest in Siva and Love.” Tirumantra.

As God ensouls the Universe of Nature and of Man, Siva
is called the Ashtamurti, the Lord, of the

eight forms and He gets different names as
He dwells in earth, water, air, fire, akas, the sun and the
moon and Atma.

God’s immanencity.

.The famous passage in the 7th Brahmana ofthe 3rd Chap-
ter in the Brihadaranya Upanishad gives more forms than
these as the Sarira of the Brahman, but in the Agamas and
the Puranas, these are reduced to eight.

As God is so immanent in the Chetana and Achetana
. , Prapanchya, as the soul of all, He is identi-

oc s ransten encc
^ecj w j tj1 the Universe as the All, and yet His

transcendency is also brought out by such statements as

‘Antas,’ ‘Antara’ ‘Anyata’ ‘Neti, ‘Neti,’ ‘They are in me, not I

in them.’ ‘Thou art not aught in the Universe, naught is

there save Thou.’

Siva is Sat Chit Ananda, Soinaskanda (Sa-Uma*-skanda);
being Light and Love. As the absolute,

and pure Being, God is unknowable
;

as

Light and Love He links himself to Man
;

and it is possible for Man to approach ITim through Love

This Light and Love is therefore called His Sakti,

and is the Mother of the Universe (Buvana-

sya Mataram) as Siva is the father

iBuvanasya Pitaram.)

God is Sat Chit

Ananda.

God’s Sakti is

Light and Love.

St. Arul Nandi accordingly describes Her as follows.

“She, who is Isa’s Kripasakti,(Love and Grace) Ichcha Sakti,

Kriya Sakti, Gnana Sakti, who is the cause
This Light and -

all creation, sustentation and destruction,

who is Rupa and Arupa and neither, who
is the consort of Isa in these forms, who is all this world and

all this wealth, who begets the whole world and sustains them ;

the Gracious Feet of this our Mother
, who imparts blissful

immortality to souls, and removes their bandages of birth and

who remains seated with our Father in the hearts of the

Freed, let me lift up my head.”

* Uma literally means Light or Wisdom,
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This Chit Sakti (lima, Durga 1

),
which is Nirguna, is sharply

„ ,
.

. vf
distinguished from Maya (Saguna), also a

b ls not
Sakti of the Lord

;
and in as much as God

is in a sense indentified with His creation, as the Upadana
Karan* of the Universe, inasmuch as it is His Light that

lightens all this world, our Mother is also identified with
Maya as Mahamaya.

This Maya is matter, the ‘object’ of western philosophy
and comprises within herself Tanu (bodies), Karana (senses

internal) Bhuvana (the worlds) and Bhog and is defined as

follows :
—

“Indestructible, formless, the One without a second, the

Maya defined
Seed of all the worlds, Achit, all- pervasive,

a Sakti of the Perfect One, the Cause of
the souls body and the senses and of the worlds, one of the
three Malas (impurities), the cause also of delusion, is Maya.”

This Maya or Prakriti, or Pradhana of most Indian

Schools, comprises the 24 tatvas from the

earth to the Buddhi or 25 including the

Mula Prakriti
;
but the Saiva School 3 pos-

tatvas besides these 25 ;
which are Kala

(order\ Kata, Vidya, Ragam or Ichcha,

Asuddha Maya, Suddha Vidya, Sadakkiam, Ishwaram,
Hind (i or Sakti and Nada or Siva (Suddha Maya.)

Composed of 36 Tai-
vas.

tulates 1 1 more
(l ime), Niyati

This Suddha Maya is the Kundila or the Kundalini Sakti of

the Vogis, of which the Mulaprakriti, called also the Kundali-
ni, is t he grossest form. These higher Tatvas, and their powers
can be perceived and realised by the highest Siva-Raja-

Yogis alone and they are so subtle as to be mistaken for the

Light of the Mother Herself, as they reflect Her Light most
perfectly.

1 Literally deliverer from evil, (Mahisasura) Mahishasura Mardini.

(Mabisha, meaning buffalo, is a symbol of Ignorance).

2 The words Upadana and Parinama do not occur in the Upani*
shads, though ‘Parinama’ is the text in IJadarayana’s Sutra (I. 4. 27 )

and Srikanta Sivacharya in his Lhashya distinguishes it from the ordi-

nary conception of Parinama calling it ‘Apurva Parinama.1

3 See for a full discussion of the 36 tatvas, Sri Kasivasi Senthi-

nathiePs Saiva Siddhanta Tatva Prakasa, Catechism, published in the

Siddhanta Decpika, Vol, III. p. 305 et seq.

l\—11.— 1/
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This Maya is again to be distinguished from Anava Mala

.
(the technical term in the Agamas for

firam

a
Avfdya

KU,Shed Ahankara, or Avidya or Agnana or igno-
ty ' 9

ranee) and this distinction is pointed out

in the following verses by St. Arul Nandi,

The “Anava Mala, with its many Saktis, is the One, which
pervades through the numberless Jivas, as

Ma&ne
VrV!l

‘he dirt “ C^Per
5 * s

.

tands on ‘he °.f

Gnana and Kriya. It is ever the source of

ignorance.”

According to the Purvapakshin, Maya is the cloud that in-

TV .
. tercepts the light of the Sun (Siva). But the

as mejob.
Siddhantin answers “You cannot speak of

the sun being hid by the clouds, unless there is a seer. The
cloud obstructs the seer’s vision. This sun is Siva. The cloud or

cataract in the eye is the Anava Mala
;
the seer or the eye, as

the case may be, is the J iva or Atma or soul. When the soul is

K ii c, i. iv n i
shrouded by Anava Mala, without action will

Suddha or Nirvana and intelligence, it is its night, the Kevala
condition of the state. When God, out of His great love, sets
Soul

* him in evolution, producing the body and the

worlds out of Maya
,
for his enjoyment and experience, where-

by his Kriya Sakti &c. are roused, this is called its Sakalya

condition. Anava Mala is night and darkness, and Maya acts

as the lamp-light in darkness. But when the sun rises, all

darkness and the night vanishes, and there is no need of any

lamp, however powerful, and the soul is fully merged in that

Supreme Splendour, that “Light of Truth, that entering the

body and soul, has scoured all faults and driven away the false

darkness.” This is the soul’s Suddha or Nirvana condition.

We will now glance at the nature of the Jivatma or

the soul itself, as this is essential to the understanding of

Advaita itself.

The Sankhyas, the Yogins, and the Vedantins admit that

The Soul distin
the Purusha, Atma, or the soul, is other than

guished from Sat Prakriti and above Buddhi and the 24 Tatvas.
andAsat. There is confusion in trying to establish its

relation to God. The soul is neither a reflection, nor a

particle, nor a spark of the Partless and Changeless Brahman,
nor is one with Him. . God is other than the soul. Even
where the Sutrakara postulates Parinama, he does it only

in reference to Maya, but he postulates the difference of
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the human Soul and the Supreme Soul
;

There is no
harm if we regard Maya as One with the Brahman, as His
inseparable Sakti, but then all religion and morality is sure

to die, when we regard the soul the same as God.* There
will be no way to account for the presence of evil or igno-

rance in the world, and even when we try to whittle it away
as an illusion, delusion or myth, the presence of this delu-

sion has itself to be accounted for. Delusion is a conscious

experience, and the question which is under delusion will

arise. If the soul other than God, and other than Maya,
is in bondage, then the necessity for the creation of the world
becomes intelligible, We therefore postulate three Padar-

thas,' three planes of existence, or three centres viz.,

— the plane of matter, the plane of the souls and the

plane of God. In the language of Euclid, God is the

point which hath no parts nor magnitude : that which
is everywhere, in and out, above and below

;
the soul

is the centre of the circle, and the circumference is the Maya
that bounds. When this centre can rise up to the Point,

then is it that its Nirvana is possible.

But what are we to do with the Mahavakya texts ‘That

M . . T Thou art’, ‘I become that’, ‘l am that’ &c ?
* a ava y‘l ex s

’ It will be noted that these texts are not dis-

cussed by the Sutrakara Badarayana in the first Adhyaya
relating to Pramana or Proof of the nature of the Padarthas,

where he distinctly postulates the difference, but they have
been dealt with in the chapter on Sadhnna relating to the

means of salvation. The Teacher enjoins upon the pupil to

practise the Sadhana, telling him that ‘He is God’ ^Tatvamasi)
;

and the pupil accordingly practises ‘Soham’ Sivoham bhavana,’

by repeating the mantra ‘Aham Brahmasmi’ : when one re-

peats ‘Aham Brahmasmi', there is consciousness, and conscious-

ness of duality, of the two Padarthas, Aham and Brahma. This
is Dwaitam. When by the practice of Sivoham, the conscious-

* This is pointed out by a Christian writer in the following words

“Hut why do we shrink from Pantheism ? Not from the dread of losing

the physical universe in God, but from the dread of losing our own
self in God. Pantheism only becomes deadly to vigorous religion and
morality when it makes the man’s soul or the man’s self, a portion of

God. Theism claims that the human soul is a free cause, a separate

island of individual will, in the midst of the greit ocean of the

Bivine Will.” (“God and the Soul” by Rev. Armstrong.)
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ness can disappear, then the soul can become One with God.
Now, the question arises how this oneness can be reached,

how can the two become one. This becomes possible on
account of the peculiar nature of the soul, and its relation to

God.

Nature of the Soul.

This nature of the Soul consists in its becoming one
with whatever it is united, losing its

own individuality, and in its not being
able to exist independently. It can only be united

to the world or to God. It can reach God only when
it leaves the world. It cannot serve God and Mam-
mon at the same time. It is the caterpillar of the

Upanishads, which leaves one leaf-stalk to catch another.

And when it is united to one thing or the other, like the

mimicking caterpillar again, it is indistinguishable from one
leaf or the other. It is the shadow of the one (Maya) or

the light of the other (God) that completely hides its (Soul’s)

individuality. So when in union with matter, (with the body,

for example) it is so lost (in the nerve centres and so on),

that the Scientific Agnostic fails to discover the soul, by
the closest analysis. In union with God, the Fure Idealist

finds no soul there. The soul identifies itself absolutely

with the body or God, as the case may be and its

individuality or identity disappears, but not its person-

ality or being (Sat).

This law of the Human mind called the Law of Garura-

dhyana, is stated in the terms that we become

crystaT

* mirror ° r
//Xv whatever v are associated with

,
and may

be called the Law of association or identity'

and Professor Henry Drummons calls it the Laws of Reflec-

tion and Assimilation, and likens man to a mirror or crystal.

“A// men are mirrors.” That is the first law on which this

formula (of sanctification or corruption) is based. One of

the aptest description of a human being is that he is a mirror

And we will find that this is exactly the simile used by the

Upanishads and the Siddhanta writers and the following

extracts contain the illustration and the formula of sanctifica-

tion.

“As a metal disc {mirror

)

tarnished by dirt shines bright

The formula of
again after it has been cleansed, so is

Sanctification the sanctified person satisfied and freed

from grief after he has seen the real nature

of himself.” “And when after realising the real nature ol
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himself, he sees as by a lamp, the real nature of the Brahman,
then, having known the unborn eternal God who transcends

•all Tatvas, he is freed from all bondage” (Sveta. Up. ii. 14, 15.)

“From meditating (abhidhyanat) on Him, from joining

the mind to Him, (yojanat) from becoming one with him
(tatvabhavat), there is further cessation of all Maya in the

end.” (Svetas. Up. i, 10).

The formula stated in plain terms would read ‘I see God,
I reflect on God, I become Godlike, 1 am God.’

The crystal or diamond unlike the Sun’s Light which it

reflects, though pure, in its inner core, has got the defect

of being covered by dirt, mala (Anava). When this is removed
by means of some other dirt, it is luminous (Chit) Again

but not in the sense in which the sun is self-luminous (Para-

Chit) ;
and either in darkness or in the full blaze of the Sun,

the identity of the mirror cannot be perceived.

We now come to the definition of Advaita. And \vc may say

. , . 1 r , 1
at once

>
that all writers on Saiva Siddhanta

' aiu
describe their system as ‘Advaita’ pure and

simple, though people, who fail to note its special features,

may call it Vishistaclvaita. Advaita is defined by St. Meikandan
as meaning 'Anya nastF or 'Anatiya\ l inseparable

;
and his

disciple calls the relation ‘as neither one nor two.’ Advaita
literally meaning not two, simply denies the separability or

duality of God and soul on the one hand and of matter on the

other, but does not postulate Oneness, by denying the exis-

tence of one or another Padartha or by postulating their mu-
tual convertibility as in causation &c. Mind (the unextended)
is not matter (the extended)

;
yet they are ever inseparable

and are commonly spoken of as one ; how the unextended is

present in the extended is the puzzle and the contradiction,

as stated by Doctor Alexander Bain. And the illustration

of the mind and the body, like that of the vowels and the con-

sonants 1 is used to denote the Advaita relation of God to

1. M. N. Dvivedi in his ‘monism or adyaitism, also points out that

advaita does not mean Kka or Abhinna or Abheda but Ananva and

that this is the view of the Suirakara.

2. Vide Srikanla’s Bhashya on the Vedanta Sutras (II. i. & 22).

3. Dr. Bain complains that there is not even an analogy to illustrate

this unique union of mind and body, but the Saiva Siddhantis have this

analogy of vowels and consonants to illustrate this union from the evrey

beginning,
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the Universe of nature and man. God is the Soul, whose body
(Sarira) is the Universe of nature and man, as has been

forcibly put in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad texts referred

to above.

‘He who dwells in the Universe, who is other than the

Universe, whom the Universe does not know, whose Sarira

(body) the Universe is, who rules the Universe within, He is

thy Atma, the puller within, the immortal,’

And the analogy of the vowels and the consonants, ex-

plains this relation fully. In Tamil Grammar, the words
used to denote vowels and consonants are the same as the

words meaning mind and body. And we find the follow-

ing text in the Aitareya Upanishad (II. iv. 1 ).

“Its consonants form its body
;

its vowels the soul

(Atma).”

The vowels are those that can be pronounced by themselves

but the consonants cannot be pronounced without the aid of

the vowel. The consonant cannot be brought into being un-

less the vowels supports it
;
and in union the two are insepar-

able
;
and One is the word used in the oldest Tamil Gram-

mar to denote the union of the two. A vowel has one matra,

a consonant (pure) half a matra
;
and yet a vowel with a

consonant has only one matra, instead of i % matra. But

the vowel is not the consonant nor the consonant the vowel.

Similarly God is not one with the soul and the Universe, and
yet without God, the Universe is nowhere.

‘ Thou art not aught in the Universe, yet naught is there,

save Thou” is the Tamil Sruti. I
re is not one with, nor different

from the Universe, and this relation is called ‘Ananya’, ‘Ad-

vaita.’ The Sutrakara brings out the nature of this relation

which is neither one nor different (in II. i. 15 & 22). The Saiva

Advaita Siddhanta accordingly postulates that God is neither

Abheda with the world, nor Veda
,
nor Vcda-Veda, as

these terms are ordinarily understood, and yet He is one with

the world, and different from the world, and Vcdaveda
(Sivagnanabodham Sutra 2. Sivagnanasidhiar II. I.) And St,

Meikandan declares accordingly “You can indeed say God
is One, without a Second, in the same way as you say that

without the vowel ‘A*, no other letters exist.,’ This is a view
of Advaitam or Monism, which is not ordinarily met with,

and which must appeal to the hearts and the intellects of the
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people of every nation, and of every religion, and I commend
this to your earnest consideration.

I will just glance at the practical aspect of the Saiva Reli-

Practical Religion. Rion '

u
It holds out four paths or Margas

tor the spiritual aspirant, called Chariya,
Kriya, Yoga and Gnana, otherwise called Dasya Marga, Sat
putra marga and San-marga. When yon want to approach
God, you can approach Him as your Lord and Master, you

Four paths.
can approach Him as your Father, as your
Friend, or as your Beloved. The last is

no Marga at all, as in that stage the Oneness is reached fully

and finally. There is rebirth, while one is in the first three
paths. And these paths are so adjusted, in an ascending
scale, as to suit the intellectual, the moral and the spiritual

development of the aspirant, be he ever so high or low in

spirituality. None is opposed to any other. It will be noticed

that this system differs from the so-called Karma-marga,
Bhakti-marga, Yoga-marga, and Gnana-marga, and the latter

is no logical system at all. For it may easily be perceived that

when one approaches his Maker, he must know Him as

such (Gnana) and must love him as such (Bhakti) and must
adjust his conduct accordingly (Karma). In each condition

therefore, Karma, Bhakti and Gnana are all equally essen-

tial, and from the Dasya to the San-marga, this Karma,
Bhakti and Gnana is progressive. There is no opposition,

there is no parting away with one to follow another. So
the practical Religion offered by Saivaism is meant for all

alike.

Saiva Siddhanta, as representing the old Hinduism and

Saivism is an eclec- w>th its chief scriptures the Svetasvetara
tic Philosophy and Upanishad and the Geeta, claims to be an ec-
an universal Kdigi-

]ectic philosophy and an universal Religion ;

00
and the various points I have brought out

above will show how it brings itself into agreement with

every shade of opinion and Religion and Philosophy. It

describes Philosophy accordingly by such terms as ‘Sara’,

‘Samarasya’, ‘Siddhanta’ meaning the ‘essence of all’, ‘the

Truth’. And we invite the kind attention of every religionist

assembled here to the definition of an Universal Religion

given by St. Arul Nandi several centuries ago.

“Religions, postulates and text books are various and

conflict with one another. It is asked which is the true reli-
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gion, and which the true postulate and which the true book ?

‘ That is True Religion which not possessing the fautt oj

culling this false and this true
,

and not conflicting with

them
,
comprises reasonably everything within its fold! Hence

the religion of the Vedas and the Agamas is true religion.

And we will conclude with culling the opinions of few

European Students of Saiva Siddhanta.

Rev. G. U. Pope remarks. “It is the choicest product

of the Dravidian intellect. The Saiva Siddhanta is the most

elaborate, influential and undoub‘edly the most instrinsically

valuable of all the religions of India.”

Rev. F. Goodwill has the following remark “Those

who have studied the system unanimously agree that this

eulogy is not a whit too enthusiastic or free-worded. That

the system is eclectic is at once apparent.”

Rev. W. Goudie writes in the Christian College Maga-
zine (xx 9.) as follows :

—

“There is no school of thought and no system of faith or

worship that comes to us with anything like the claims of

t.he Saiva Siddhanta.”

“This system possesses the merits of great antiquity.

In the Religious world the Saiva system is heir to all that

is most ancient in Southern India; it is the Religion of the

Tamil people by the side of which every other form is of

comparatively foreign origin.”

“In the largeness of its folio "ing, as well as in regard to

the authority of some of its elements, the Saiva Siddhanta

is, beyond any other form, the religion of the Tamil people

and ought to be studied by all Tamil Missionaries.”

“YVe have however left the greatest distinction of this

system till last. As a system of religious thought, as ar

expression of faith and life, the Saiva Siddhanta is by far the

best that South India possesses...and represents the high-

water-mark of Indian thought and Indian life, &c.

Its Ethical Basis.
Saivaism is based on the highest moral-

ity and has the Ahimsa (non-killing) doc-

trine as its chief pillar.



SHAKTAISM

BY

PUNDIT GNANENDRA NATH TANTRARATNA.

(Translated from Bengali into English.)

£^f?)ONTINUALLY oppressed, as he is, in the world, with
the three kinds of pain

—

adhyatmic
,

ddhibhoutic and
adhidaibic*—man naturally wants to get rid of them and to be
happy. With that end in view he takes up some kind of devo-
tional exercises under the guidance of his guru (religious

preceptor), and then by degrees gets along the path of mukti
(salvation) in accordance with the merits of his own karma
(action). This salvation is of four sorts (vide the precept

of Brahma to Sanat Kumar as quoted by IIcmddri in the
“ Dharma Shastra.”) “Mention is made in the Shastras of
four kinds of salvation. Salokya

, Sdmipya
,

Sdjnjya and
Sarsti. Salokya mukti consists in the attainment of the

Surja or some other desired Loka (Heaven or the abode of

the blessed). To enjoy the privilege of residing in the presence

of the Deity is called Sdmipya mukti. To exist in the

divine form of the Deity is said to be Sdjnjya mukti and
to be one with Brahma at the end of a kalpa (cycle) is

Sarsti mukti. 0 son, after these four kinds of salvation,

comes the Nirvana mukti’ in which the human soul is

finally absorbed in the Brahman and is no more subject

to birth and death.”

Man attains to the four sorts of salvation as he becomes
entitled to each of them through the different modes of wor-

ship of the different deities or objects of worship. With
the lapse of time, as the enjoyment of the fruits of his

virtuous actions is completed in the above stages of sal-

vation, man again takes brith in this world and has to

undergo and suffer the three concomitant sorts of worldly

* Adhyatmic pain arises from the body or the mind, such as hunger

or sorrow. Adhibhoutic pain ii caused by living animals- as tigers,

dacoits and other vicious beings. Adhidaibic pain arises from the natural

forces such as storms, earthquakes, etc.

P.—II.— 1
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pain. But by the extinction of Avidya
,
there arises in man

the knowledge of the Self, whereby he ceases to be subject

to births and deaths and remains in his own Swarupa real

state). From that state he never falls, but enjoys unlimited joy

and his sorrows and pain become extinct for ever. This
Nirvana Makti can truly and properly be called

Moksha~emancipation ;
the other four are mere transitory

states of enjoyment. The mighty seers have written the

different kinds of Darsana Shastras (philosophical trea-

tises) just to indicate the ways and means to attain to this

Nirvana State. Apparently contradictory as these Darsana
Shastras seem to be, almost all of them unanimously admit
that by the knowledge of the Self,. emancipation is attained.

Of these the Vaisheshika
,
the Naya, the Mimamsha

,
the

Sdnkhya
,
the Pdtanjal

,
and the Vedanta are the six well-

known systems of philosophy. According to the Vaishes-

hika philosophy, the Soul or the animating power presides

over the body and all the organs of sense. There are two
kinds of soul—the Jivdtmd

,
and the Paramdtmd. The word

Jivatma denotes all Jiva (animated beings) and only the one
Parameshwara is the Supreme Soul. Emancipation which is

the same as the total extinction of sorrow or pain is gained

by Self-realization, that is, the knowledge of Truth or the

Self. Total extinction of sorrow or pain implies that sorrow

or pain having been once extinct, can no more give rise to

any trouble.

Maharshi Goutama, the author of the Naya Philosophy,

also admits the existence of God, as a Being possessed of

uncommon power, over and above the Jivatma. According
to him diversity of body constitutes diversity of the Jivatma.

He also holds that emancipation is gained by a knowledge of

the Self. No rebirth takes place after one acquires the

knowledge that the Soul is quite different from the body.

In this way one becomes free or Mukta by the total extinc-

tion of sorrow and pain.

.
The Mimamsha Philosophy while admitting that there is

a supreme plane of existence does not at the same time
admit the existence of God. According to this system God
has no material form but is of the form of the Mantras
(mystic formulae). A higher and higher loka is in this path

of Mantras
, attained through Sastric worship etc., till the

final stage or the highest goal is reached. This is the aim
and end of the Mimdmsakas.
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Maharshi Kapila has said in the Sankhya Darsana that all

created beings are troubled by Adhyatmic
, Adhibhoutic and

Adhidaibic sorrows and pain. It is the duty of every
person desirous of being happy to try to put an end to

these three sorts of pain. For this, it is not necessary

to worship and offer prayers to a Being, separate • from the

Jivatma, considered to be Omnipotent and Higher than the

highest. Moreover where is the proof of the existence of
such a being as God ? His opinion is that a vitiated knowledge
of Prakrit! and Purusha is the cause of those sorrows and
pain. When Tattavijnana is realized, the three sorts of sorrow
and pain aforesaid become extinct. There is one Purusha
presiding over everything. There are two sorts of body in all

beings

—

Sthula—the gross and Sukshma—the fine (astral).

This visible gross body is the transformation of the five gross

and the five fine elements. The Astral body (Sukshma sharird)

is the combination of the mind, the intelligence, egoism, the

five organs of action, the five organs of knowledge (perception)

and the five tanmatrds (subtle elements—arch-types of

things) i.e.—all the eighteen Tattvas (principles). From the

Prakriti is directly created Intelligence and thence proceed

all other tativas including the five gross elements in their

consecutive order. The Moot Prakriti is the state of equili-

brium of the three gunas—Sattva
,
Rajas and Tamas. This

Prakriti is gross or material and inactive yet independent

i.e., capable of creating this world without the assistance of

the Purusha. The Purusha is consciousness itself, devoid of

pleasure, pain and action. As the image of a tree is reflected

on a sheet of water adjacent to it, so by the adjacency of

Buddhi (Intelligence or knowledge), pleasure and pain that are

in it, are reflected as it were on the Purusha. In this way the

animation or consciousness of Purusha is reflected on Buddhi

or Prakriti. In fact the action of Prakriti is dependent on

Purusha and Purusha as Jiia (human being) thinking of

pleasure and pain, that really belong to Prakriti
,
craves

foremancipation. This is established by true knowledge

of the Tativa ,
that Purusha is different from Prakriti

\

The principles of the Sankhya and the Patanjal philosophy

are identical. In Sankhya Darsana the existence of God is not

expressly admitted. Patanial Rishi on the other hand admits

the existence of an independent, infinite and unlimited

Spectator, ( ) separate from the Prakriti. At
^

His

divine will, He appears before His devotee in a visible
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form and fulfils his cherished desire. It also holds that
emancipation is attained by the knowledge that Purusa
Is separate from Prakriti.

According to these philosophers, the extinction of sorrow
and pain is itself happiness. They admit that there is no
state of happiness other than the extinction of sorrow

and pain. A man weighed down with a heavy burden feels

happy when he takes it down, and so there can be no
doubt that extinction of sorrow and pain is happiness.

Many, however, do not at all desire to attain happiness
which consists only of such extinction of sorrow and pain.

The happiness felt by the man of burden, when the burden
is removed from his shoulder, is not true and real joy

or happiness. It is merely a feeling of relief from pain for

the time being. Inanimate objects have no perception of

pain. If it be argued that want of pain is happiness, then

there is happiness in inanimate things. What distinction

then, is there between such a liberated human being and an
inanimate object ? In reply to this, it may be said, that

matter, being inanimate, cannot be said ever to exist in

a state of pleasure consisting of total absence of pain,

in the same way as an emancipated human being, possessed of

animation does. On the other hand, we find that the enjoy-

ment of delicious food and the sight of a beautiful thing, the

contact of something pleasant to the touch, the hearing of

sweet songs and the smelling of a sweet odour beget distinct

sensations of pleasure. Surely this is not the effect of extinc-

tion of any pain. Pleasure is derived in a great or small degree

according to the difference in the capacity of a thing in pro-

ducing pleasure and it also appe. /s that the same music which
was pleasing a few minutes before, becomes a source of

disgust by continuous listening. Consequently all these are

transitory and fragmentary joys. That state in which joy

has attained its unlimited and highest stage is to be really

respected and envied and the attainment of that perfect

joyous state is Nirvana Mulcti.

According to the Vedanta Darsana
,
commented upon

by the venerable Sankaracharya, this perfect joyous state of

the soul (Atma) can be attained to. It holds that there is

no difference between the Supreme Soul and the Jivaima
(soul in created beings). Kvery thing is false except

that Supreme soul or the Brahman and the attainment of

the knowledge of the Brahman is Nirvana mukti

\
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The Brahman is sat
,
that is ever-existing, and Truth itself.

He is chit (consciousness) that is, Knowledge itself. He is

without a second. He is Paramdnanda perfect Joy or
Bliss. He is without any form, and attribute, that is, in the
Brahman there is no relative knowledge, happiness or any
other (dualistic) attribute. He is Himself absolute Knowledge
and Joy.

Paramdnanda (supreme joy) is attainable through that
which is the object of supreme love. This object of supreme
love is the Atman (soul, therefore the Atman is Brahman.

There is no essential difference between the Jivdtmd and the
supreme Soul. The Soul and Self-knowledge are covered by
avidya

,
(nescience or ignorance), so this universe, you, I and

all others appear to be different, but with the dawn of true

knowledge ( Tattajnana ) ignorance is dispelled and the
knowledge of the Self drives away all illusions i.e. the human
soul attains Nirvana Mukti, the state of supreme Joy.

Even if Nirvana Mukti is attainable through the know-
ledge of the Bralunan

,
how is it possible for every man to con-

ceive of the Nirdkdra (bearing no form or image) and
Nirguna (having no attributes). After one engages in the

exercise of devotion, as prescribed in the Shastras, like

the rising steps of a staircase, his gradual attainment of

knowledge makes the fulfilment of his desired object

possible. For this reason, according to the capacity and
religious persuasion of different persons, the worship of the

various deities is prescribed in the Shastras, of which the

principal ones are five, viz., Surjya, (the Sun) Ganesh,

Vishnu, Siva, and Sakti. In the Bhairab-jama/ \t\s said—
“In the beginning of creation, to afford facilities for the

meditation (Dhyana)
of His worshippers, the one Nirakara

(formless) Brahman assumed five forms viz. ;
the Sun, Ganesh,

Vishnu, Siva and Sakti. These five Deities are described in

the Srutis as the different forms 01 the Brahman.”

The Saktas (worshippers of Sakti) hope to get Nirvana

Mukti by the prayer and worship of Sakti. In Bhairab-jamal

\

after the description of the prayer and worship of the five

Deities, it has been said “Of the five Deities, the eternal

Bhagabati—who represents the Brahman — is the principal, one

because that Goddess alone grants Nirvana Mukti to all

worshippers.”

It is said that Sreemat Sankaracharyya. an incarnation of
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Siva and the Guru (author) of the Vedanta, did not in the

beginning recognize and worship Sakti. To impart some ins-

truction to him, one Summer morning, the Goddess secretly

stole away his strength, at the Ghat of Manikarnika in Benares.

In fact Sankaracnaryya remained motionless like a dead

body on the bank of the Ganges. Soon after this it was mid
day ;

Sankara’s throat and tongue dried up under the burning

summer’s sun, and he became restless from unbearable thirst.

He had however no power to request any body to supply him
with a drink of water. Consequently he was obliged to suffer

in silence from an ever-increasing thirst, though lying on the

bank of the holy river Ganges. Such was his plight when,

Bhagabati was much moved and assumed the form of a female

and presented herself at the Manikarnika Ghat with a jar in

her hand as if to carry water. At Her will Sankaracharyya
regained his power of speech ;

and on seeing her, lie addressed

her thus
;
“Mother, bring me some water”. The Goddess in the

female form replied “I see you are a young man, the Ganges
is close by

;
if you wish you can easily quench your thirst

by drinking water from it.” Sankaracharjya said “What shall

I do, oh, mother ! I have no sakti (strength The Goddess,

as if greatly surprised, said “what is sakti (power) ? You do not

admit or recognize sakti (power)”. This assertion kindled know-
ledge in the Acharyya and understanding all this to be the

mysterious planning of Sakti, commenced to praise and pray

in order to propitiate Her. This stotra (stanzas of praise and

prayer is well-known and goes by the name of Anandalahary .

He recited in the first sloka, "Mother ! it is only when Siva is

joined with Sakti, that He becomes all powerful and is capable

of doing the work of creatioi
,
preservation and destruction ;

otherwise, alone, He cannot move. For this reason Brahma
Vishnu, Maheshwara and all others worship Thee. Such

being the case, how would a man like myself without any

religious merit, be able to bow down and offer praises and

pryers to Thee ?” Every sloka (stanza) of this stotra

declares the supremacy of Sakti only. In fact under

no circumstance can any work be accomplished without the

aid of sakti. Reward and punishment are both dependent on

sakti. The most powerful being appears worthless like lifeless

matter without Sakti. Such is the tenour of the stotra.

There are many people who, doubting that the worship

and contemplation of the Krahman is included in or that the

attainment of true knowledge, possible through the worship
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of Saktt\ assert that every being is the seat of Chaitanya
(consciousness) and so one in whom a fraction of the con-
centrated chit (absolute knowledge or consciousness) is pre-
eminently manifested—is to be worshipped as a god or in

other words one who is free from Maya (illusion) or avidya
(ignorance) is one with the Brahman. So say the Tantras
“While one entangled in bonds is a Jiva ; Sada Siva is free

from them.” This means that the Jivatma and the Para-

matina are not different. As long as the Atma is enveloped
in Maya or Avidya

,
it is termed Jivatma. Freed from

the bondage of Maya it becames Sada Siva or Paramatma.
Hence what can be attained by the Shaktas by the worship
of that avidya

,
in order to be free from the three kinds of

worldly pain ? There is no chance of his attaining Nirvana-

Muhtiy though he may acquire some transitory, physical,

world-amazing power through the grace of Maya. How can
the knowledge of the eternal all -bliss Brahman be attained by
the worship of the material Prakriti ? There is greater pos-

sibility of gaining the wished-for ends by the worship of the

male deity, the abode of Chaitanya (life-principle or concious-

ness) than by the worship of Prakriti who appears like

Chaitanya by her closeness to it. In reply, it should be said

here that if there is no Chaitanya in Prakriti
,
there is no power

of action in Nirguna Brahman. Assuming the Brahman and
Prakriti to be separate, the power only of Prakriti in

the absence of Chaitanya would produce no effect and
so also by the worship of powerless Nirgun Brahman

,
void

of action without Trakriti, it would be hardly possible

to have any desired result. As without the power of sight,

hearing, etc., the existence of the organs becomes useless,

so Chaitanya , without Chaitanya Sakti
,
would be unsubs-

tantial and incapable of action. In material bodies, like

magnets, etc., the power of attracting iron is visible, though

there is no Chaitanya in them. Hut when no manifesta-

tion of Shakti is visible in a being, he is considered dead.

You may now judge how far is Chaitanya different from Sakti.

The Kubjika Tantra says
“Brahma is unable to create

without Brahmani Sakti\ hence without Sakti, Brahma would

be like a dead body, there is no doubt about it. In this

way Vaishnabi Sakti does the work of preservation
;

there-

fore without her, Vishnu would also be like a dead body.

Rudrani (Sakti of Rudra) accomplishes the work of des-

truction and without her Rudra also would be like a spectre.
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Without Prakriti, Brahma, Vishnu , Maheswara, etc. would all

be inert and unable to do any work.”

The difference between the Brahman and Prakriti is

purely the work of imagination. The Brahman and Prakriti

are correlated to each other, that is without Prakriti there is

no separate existence of the Brahman and without the

Brahman there can be no separate existence of Prakriti.

Therefore Prakriti is directly and eternally connected

with the Brahman and the other deities are related to him in

an indirect way. And so the Saktas (followers of Sakti) hope

to attain supreme salvation by the worship of Prakriti
,

eternally connected with Chaitanya
,
more easily than by

the worship of the other deities, who are connected with

Chaitanya through the power and agency of Prakriti in a

secondary way.

Moreover the Saktas do not say that Adyasakti and the

Brahman are different. He who is termed the Brahman
because of His infinite greatness is worshipped by the de-

votee of the higher order, as Adyasakti
,
because of its

creative and other functions. It is from action that the

existence of Sakti is inferred. It is stated in Panchadashi

that as fire is known by the act of burning, so the existence

of the eternal power in the Brahman is evinced by the

creation, etc., of the universe. Before action proceeds none

can conceive of the existence of Sakti. As creation is

preceded by the work of Sakti viz., that of gunakshova

(agitation of the gunas or the three primary elements which

constitute primordial matte*'), the existence of Sakti even

at Mahapralaya (final destruction) that is, before and after

creation, must be admitted. To imagine this Sakti to be

different from the Brahman is to contradict the non-dualistic

doctrine of the Vedanta.

The Vedanta says that the Brahman is devoid of property

or quality, therefore it cannot be said that the Brahman
posseses Sakti. He is all-joy and all-knowledge

;
whereas

Adyasakti Primitive power) has a very dreadful face with a

protruding tongue and a fearful set of teeth ; she has got four

hands and is decorated with a garland of human skulls. At

such apparent and clear distinction between them on all points ;

one may doubt the truth of the assertion that the Brahman
is sakti. What a vast gulf between the One Brahman

%
who is

devoid of quality and form, etc, and is out of the reach of words,
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and mind, nameless and genderless, and the primitive Kalika
form which kills demons, sits on the dead and* is deeply
devoted to Mahdkdlavairava / ,

In fact, this primitive Kdlikd form, appeared first, of aH
the Deities having form. For this she is well-known by the
name of Adyd (First). Adyasakti has two (aspects) in as
much as she is Nirgoona and Sagooua. There is in Niruttar
Tantra that “Mahdsakti is both Nirgoona and Sagoona."
In Jamal it is said that Mahdmdyd has two aspects in as
much as she is Sagoona and Nirgoona

.

She who is con-
trolling Maya

,
and creating this universe etc., is sagoona

sakti and she, who is beyond Maya is Nirgoona. It is stated

in Kuldrnaba that “There are two kinds of meditation

—

Sdkdra and Nirdkdra according as it is Sthula (Gross) or

Suksha (subtle). At first, gross (material) meditation should
be followed to effect concentration of mind and then the

contemplation of the fine or subtle should be attempted.

At the beginning of creation, appeared Mahat-Tatwa ithe

Principle of the Fundamental Intellect) or Tama-guna. This
is the Mahdkdlavairava of the Sdktas , and Sakti as Adyd
Kdlikd penetrating into him, indulged in the play of the

reverse order {i.e. creation—the reverse of the latent state of

laya in the Brahman ), and began the work of creation. The
Tama guna appears first at the time of Guna-Kshova i. e.

differentiation of the primal principles). In the Sruti also,

it is said that “ Tanias existed first.”

It is written in Niruttar Tantra , “Oh, Devi, without know-

ledge of Sakti
,

Nirvana Mukti is not attainable. Dak-

shind Kdlikd who is the very essence of siddha-Bidyd (Goddess

of perfect knowledge or divine wisdom) is this Sakti Among
all the siddha Bidyds this Kdlikd form represents, in one, the

Prakriti and the Purusha eternally correlated to each other.

The Devi has said in Gandharva Tantra “I am the

only One Parabrahma. I have, as Siva and Sakti , created

this world of duality. But all these appear as so many different

things to human beings on account of their ignorance.”

It is stated in the same Gandharva Tantra, that this

universe is pervaded with the Primal Divine Wisdom (
Mula

Vidyd) relating to Siva and Sakti. Siva and Sakti are

not separate entities. He who is Siva, is the same as Sakti.

There is no separate existence of Siva without that of Sakti

nor of Sakti without Siva.

I\— II.— 19
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It is mentioned in Mahdbhdgabat that the Brahman who
has been firmly established by various proofs in the Vedas,

the Tantras, the Smrities and other philosophical treatises

is verily the eternal Sakti Bhagabati.

The Vedanta affirms that there is no second thing beyond
the Brahman. Only the Brahman is eternal, everything else

is transitory. In the Chandi

\

in Mdrkandeya Parana, is said,

in reply to the question, “Who is Mahdmaya,” that when
She appears in any form, for fulfilling the work of God,

She is supposed to have taken birth in that form. Virtually

She has no origin, She has no end. She is eternal. It is

thereby proved that Sakti or Mahamaya is nothing but the

Brahman. In spite of her being Nirdkdrd or Nirguna
she assumes the form of a goddess to fulfil the desire of

the gods and the devotees. Some may argue that when she

takes shakar (material) form, where does her Xirdkdrd or

Nirguna nature go ? But it is idle to raise any objection to

the taking of such form by the One ,
whose formless and attri-

buteless nature has not been affected by the creation of this

transitory and visible material world and its denizens, out

of Her identical self. Nothing is imposible for the Brahman
or Sakti in whom all qualities exist. It is said in Jamal

,

in connection with the subject of Shakdra and Nirdkdra
,
that

there are two conditions of ghee (clarified butter) solid

and liquid ; but doubtess in both the states it is one and

the same substance.

In a hymn by Mahdkdla in praise of Mahdkaii, in

Mahdkdtsamhita
,
it is written “Oh, Mother! Thou art incom-

prehensible. Thou art the emblem of infinite power. Thy
existence is visible in every being, on account of thy presence

everywhere. Thou art beyond the gutias (qualities) beyond
duality, and only attainable through Knowledge. Thou art

without a second and known as the Parabrahman. As the

only one sun, reflected in various ponds, appears to be so many
different suns, so Thou art One, but seem to appear in nutne*-

ous forms through delusion. On the whole, Thou art

the only One and known as the Parabrahman” The goddess

Shakti has been described as the Brahman
, in Gukyopanishad

quoted in Mahdkdla-Samhita. Further, three kinds of medi-

tation are prescribed for three different grades of devotees.

For the first class of devotee, the meditation of Nirakara is

prescribed, for the second, that of the Birat (the grand or uni-

versal), and for the third, that of Sthula (the gross). According
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to the same, Nirguna
%

Dhydna consists of contemplation
of the formless One’ pure, eternal, birthless, deathless,

attributeless, spotless and changeless, beyond time and
space, matter and quality, ether and darkness, colour and
sound, immaterial, devoid of the three gunas

,
without hands

and feet, the Bliss Divine, the Supreme Deity, who pervades
every thing, the eternal witness of Buddhi (intelligence)

and the upholder of the universe. The five Mahdbdkyas (the

fundamental syllables) which are the Mantras of the Nirguna

Dhydna
,
are TOWfa and

There are numerous proofs in the various Shastras in

support of the fact that the Sakti is one with the Brahman,
[n spite of Her being inactive and Nirguna (devoid of
quality), it is simply through the existence of Sakti

,

that the work of creation, of preservation, and of des-

truction, etc., is going on. It has been said before that the
existence of Sakti is inferred from action. On seeing a fruit

fall from the tree to the ground, the great Newton established

by inference that in every object there is the force of

attraction. Wc cannot help mentioning here that before

the discovery of this theory by Newton, it was known
to the Hindus from very ancient times. In Devi Bhdgbat

its existence and function are indicated by the name
of Adhdra Sakti (retaining force) and in other Sastras also

its puja (worship) is prescribed, when placing the ASana (seat)

for devotional exercise
;
and in the prayer “Hold me always”

the existence of the retaining force of the earth is established.

Now, this force does not do any work ; actions take place

simply by its existence. Magnets have the power of attracting

iron and on account of the presence of that power, iron is

attracted. Magnets have not to exert themselves to attract

iron. In this manner it is only for the existence of this all-

powerful Energy that the work of creation proceeds.

Sakti, being Nirdkdrd (having no form), can neither be

called male nor female. It is written in Mahakalistotra

“Mother ! Thou art neither a girl, nor young nor old, neither

female nor male nor hermaphrodite. Thou art neither a

god, nor a demon nor a human being. Thou art known as

the Parabrahman without a second.” In Nava Ratneshwar

it is stated that she is neither female nor male, nor neuter,

nor material
;
yet she is spoken of as female like the feminine

gender of the kalpalatd (a creeper of paradise which fulfils

whatever is desired).
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. What, then, is the necessity of worshiping her as a female

goddess, if she is sexless and why is the worship of her as a

female goddess the best ? In Pardprasad Mantra in Kuld-
rnava Tantra it is written—“Oh, Devi ! He is to be worship-

ped in the male or female form, or in the case of higher de-

votees as the attributeless, formless Satckidananda eternally*:

existing, all-knowing and all-joy. In selecting your Avista -

devatd (favourite deity) it is desirable to meditate on that

Divine form which evokes devotion and faith in you and evi-

dently appears to be full of great mercy willing to fulfil your
cherished desire.

In this world, the hermaphrodites are abhorred by all.

And so the meditation of God is to be made in the male or

female form. The word Sakti is of the femininegender and for

this reason the female form first arises in the mind.- Woman
is generally more tender-hearted than man and morever

a mother’s affection and kindness towards her child is immea-
surable. It is a common proverb, “there may be bad sons but

never bad mothers.” Who would not cherish great Phakti
(devotion) towards this mother ? Secure in the mother’s lap,

the child sits serene and quiet, fearless of the most fearful

situations. Even in direst tribulation, one feels half relieved

if he but takes the name of the mother at every sigh he draws.

Verily has the sweet word “md” (mother) been derived, like

nectar, out of the churning of the ocean of words. Even the

members of the animal kingdom cry out indistinctly

mimicking, as it were, the sweat sound “yl/d” (mother). The
torrent of the mother’s kindness gushes out in a hundred chan-

nels. In a terrible situation w^ere death is imminent at every

moment of existence, it is only a mother who can, regardless

of personal dangers throw herself to save her dear child.

Such tenderness is visible nowhere else, no, not even in a

father. Can any human soul doubt that the proud child of

the Great Mother— of Infinite Power, whose mere glance

creates, preserves and destroys this world- will lose himself

in blessed joy in the lap of his Divine Mother—pure and

freed from all bondages of illusion through her mercy ?

Can any mother ever remain silent and unmoved if only

the slightest sound of a sincere cry of “mother, mother”

from her child reaches her ears ?

“Such a Mother only do we want to worship” says the

Sdkta.
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In the Tantras there is frequent mention of krama
mukti (stages of salvation) effected through the different male
and female deities. Suffice it to give only a summary of

what is written in the Kailash 1'antra.

“The human being, desirous of final emancipation, enters

the path of devotion, first as a Soura (worshipper of the

sun) and for twelve successive lives, goes to the solar regions

and comes back, finally to attain the Sdrsti Mukti after losing

himself in Brahma at the end of a kalpa. He is then born
again as Ganapatya (worshipper of Ganapati

)

y
in the next

kalpa and after eight births, attains similarly the Sdmipya
Mukti. In the next kalpa, he is born again as a Vaishnava
(worshipper of Vishnu), and after seven births, atttains the

Sdlokya Mukti. Similarly in the succeeding kalpa, he takes

birth as a Saiva (worshipper of Siva), and worshipping Siva for

five births, obtains the Sdjujya Mukti and for the lifetime of a
hundred Brahmas, lives in .S'mr-like form in the Sivh Loka.

lie again takes his birth and in pursuance of his ideas and
custom, worships Sakti for four lives, after that he takes his

rest in Chit (Intelligence Pure) and attains the Kaibalya or

Nirvana Mukti or the Highest Salvation. Of all the worship-

pers of the five gods, only the devotee worshipping with the

Sakti mantra attains Nirvana Mukti or Salvation.”

Possible as it is, for a being to attain Kaivalya or Nir-

vana Mukti through the help of Sakti-Mantra, his devotion-

al exercises will be of no avail, like pouring ghee on ashes,

until on his mind has dawned the idea of Oneness and his

heart realising this unity of all— is freed from the slightest

taint of hatred towards any deity other than his own. And
verily to the worshippers of other deities the Nirvana Mukti
is near at hand if he has only realized this idea of unity.



THEOSOPHY.

nv JOGENDRANATH MITRA Esq. M.A., b.l.

Dear Brothers,

t
T is with no inconsiderable trepidation that I rise before

you to discharge the function that has fallen to me,

via. to expound to you the fundamental principles of the sys-

tem of thought which has gained currency at the present

time under the name of Theosophy, and the part which the

Theosophical Society has been playing in relation to it. Oh !

how much and how ardently do I wish that some worthier

person had taken up the task ! For it is indeed a mighty one,

far transcending the very limited capacity of one like myself.

But the call is there, and I cannot choose but to respond to

it. May the Mighty Ones, Who are the custodians of Theo-
sophy and the guardians of the Theosophical Society bless

this humble attempt !

Let me begin by trying to clear certain misconceptions

which, in this country at least, appear to have gathered round
the name of Theosophy, and which are responsible for a good
deal of uncharitable criticism levelled against the Theosophi-
cal Society. If you will only refer to the programme of

this very Convention, you will find that Theosophy has there

been given the place of a religion, co-ordinate with, but at

the same time distinct from the other great religions having
authoritative articles of faith, held by large bodies of men
representing the»»? to the world, who can for that very

reason be marked off from similar bodies. For that is per-

haps what the term ‘religion’ is generally understood to signi-

fy to the world at large. Now to put the matter briefly, the

Theosophical Society has no new ‘religion’ to teach. It has

no authoritative articles of faith to which its members are

required to subscribe, nor, again, any rituals for them to con-

form to. Membership in the Society is open to all, irrespec-

tive of all considerations of race, creed, sex, caste or colour.
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By joining the society one only comes into a body the declared
objects of whose existence are :

1st. To form a nucleus of the universal brotherhood of
humanity without distinction of race, creed, sex,
caste or colour.

2nd. To encourage the study of comparative religion,

philosophy and science.

3rd. To investigate unexplained laws of nature and the
powers latent in man.

“Of these three objects, the first is the only one which is

binding on all members, the two others being meant to sub-
serve the first. The carrying out of the second, revealing the
East and the West to each other, tends to break down the
barriers of race and creed and places at the common service

their respective hidden treasures of spiritual knowledge.
The third object also tends to brotherhood, in that it leads

man to understand himself and his environment, and finally

demonstrates to him the underlying spiritual unity of all

beings. • But both these objects require for their prosecution

special capacities and special opportunities
;
they are not,

therefore, binding on members, but are voluntarily taken up
by those who arc attracted by them and who are able to

pursue them. Still, a person entirely indifferent to them,

if he believes in human brotherhood and is willing to work
for it, has full welcome and standing in the Theosophical

Society.”

It is clear from what is quoted above that the members
of the Society are connected by an ethical (and, I might add,

spiritual) rather than by an intellectual bond, and their unity

rests on a sublime ideal, not on a formulated creed. The
Society “has no dogmas, insists on no beliefs, endorses no

church, supports no party, takes no sides in the endless quar-

rels that rend society, and embitter national, social and per-

sonal life. It seeks to draw no man away from his own
religion, but rather impels him to seek in the depths of his own
religion for the spiritual nourishment he needs. The teach-

ings mentioned in its second object, it presents as subjects

for study, not as dogmas to be blindly accepted. That each

should show to the religion of others the respect which he

claims for his own, is understood as an honorable obligation

in the society, and perfect mutual courtesy on these matters

is expected from all members. More and more this leads to
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co-operation in the search for truth, to softening of prejudices,

to liberalizing of minds, and to the growth of a gracious

friendliness and willingness to learn.”

The Theosophical Society, therefore, consists of a body
of students who aspire after knowledge. At a time when the

scientific thought of the West was glorying in Agnosticism and
thinking it was doing a service to the cause of human pro-

gress by striking at the root of the religious superstition, the

Theosophical Society entered the arena of the world’s

thought with a bold bid for Gnosticism—with a claim that

“man can know (i.e. realise by individual experience), not

only that man can believe. And if you only look at the

condition of the religious world during the latter half of the

nineteenth century, you will perhaps feel constrained to ad-

mit that it was indeed high time for the inauguration of a

movement which will enable the civilized and highly intellect-

ual humanity of the present day, proud of its great achieve-

ments in science and art, to get at the fundamental verities

underlying all religions. For everywhere religion had sunk

into festering superstition and empty ritualism from which

real spiritual life had long departed
;
and the ignorant priest-

hood who were ministers of the same, unable to cope with

the advancing tide of materialism had come to be looked

upon as crafty men who simply traded on the simplicity of

the uneducated masses. Materialism and superstition were

everywhere triumphant, and the great world religions were

trembling and tottering under the vigorous blows adminis-

tered by the scientific world It seemed as if poor suffer-

ing humanity were about to be deprived for ever of the*con-

solations of living faith, born of knowledge, and left to floun-

der along in life. At this crisis the Great Lords of Compa
ssion, Who watch over the spiritual evolution of humanity

and Who are the source and fountain-head of every stream of

inspiration that has ever illumined the world, from Whom
have come all the great religions in the past, sent forth their

messenger, Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, of blessed memory,

and led her to found the Theosophical Society, so that it

might become ‘ a wall of protection against the twin-foes of

man, superstition and materialism,” spreading, wherever it

goes, “a gentle and refining influence of peace and good-will,”

and “forming one of the forces that make for good amid the

conflicts of modern civilization.”
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And there is also a further and deeper meaning under-
lying the foundation of the Society. Do you not notice, taking
a broad survey of the civilized nations all the world over,
how the forces of modern life are gradually making for unity?
With every forward step that Science is taking, humanity is

slowly but steadily transcending the limitations of caste and
creed, and already the ideal of welding together the different
nations into one great human family, imbued with a sense of
a common origin and a common destiny, has begun to shed
its first rays of glory in the mental horizon of the great
thinkers of the world. Intellect, the great separative principle

in man, seems almost to have reached its highest point of
development, and humanity seems ready to take the next
forward step in its evolution in which a consciousness of unity
underlying all differences in manifestation will be the common
property of the majority. The time is almost ripe for the
beginning of a new cycle in which humanity as a whole will

attain to loftier heights of being, undreamt of in its past

history. So the great Jivanmuktas
,

those Mighty Beings
Who, having accomplished their own liberation, have sacri-

ficed the glorious bliss nirvanic
,
and still retain earthly forms

so that they might help on poor, vteak, suffering humanity
towards the goal They themselves have reached, have launch-

ed the Theosophical Society into existence with the glorious

ideal of Universal Brotherhood for the acceptance of its

members. The more the members of the Society try to realise

this ideal in their daily lives, the more will the Society be a

living channel through which the life of the Great Masters

will be poured down to bring about the spiritual uplifting of

humanity. How great is the privilege, then, which any body
may earn by coming into the ranks of the Theosophical

Society. It is nothing short of being a pioneer in the great

upward movement which is to give mankind a lift in the

scale of evolution, a servant of the Great Lords of Compassion

whose wan! humanity is, a link of connection between Them
and the outer world. Can any one who thirsts for the living

waters of Bhakti, be unmindful of the great opportunity of

service which the Great Ones in the might of their compas-

sion have thrown open to the world ?

Dear brothers, again and again has the outer world de-

manded proofs of the existence of the Masters, and ridiculed

Theosophy as a modern imposture because They would not

submit to be cross-examined by any chance enquirer who

T.—II.—20
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might condescend to take notice of Them. May I offer a

few words for your sober consideration t Look at the Theo-
sophical Society ! How wonderful is its history ! How un-

assuming in the beginning, yet how mighty and vast at the

present day with its network of sections and branches all over

the civilised world. Started by a few solitary individuals

in America 33 year ago, the Society now counts as its mem-
bers over 15000 souls, and has 63 t active branches viz. 86 in

America, 48 in Great Britain, 266 in India, 29 in Italy, 37 in

Germany, 26 in Cuba, 7 in Hungary, 12 in Finland, 8 in

Russia and 22 more in other non-sectionalised countries. Its

members are drawn from every religion, almost every country

and every nationality, including persons of the highest degree

of eminence in the literary and the scientific worlds ! How it

has outlived every storm and tempest and has been growing

ever more ! How vast and how inspiring is its literature !

Wherever it has gone, it has succeeded in infusing new life

into the dry bones of the old and decaying religion, and in

making the people feel that there is still a possibility of our

realising the truth if we only know how to seek for it. Do you

realise the character of, and the work that has already been

accomplished by this mighty world-organization, and still

find it in your heart of hearts to maintain that the founders

of the Society in the past and its leaders in the present deli-

berately lie in their contention that they are but instruments

of the Great Gurus, the Mighty Jivamnuktas, Who are the

real founders of the Thesophical Society ? Gentlemen, I only

offer this for your consideration. Reflect upon the matter,

and then form your own judgments. How then, you may
ask, are They to be sought ? May I ask you in reply, why
do you want to seek Them at all ? Is it because you want

something for yourselves, it may be the highest bliss of mnkti
or nirvana itself ? Then seek Them not, I entreat you. They
have sacrificed Themselves for the world, and nothing but ab-

solute sacrifice and self-surrender will ever bring you to

their blessed feet. Seek Them through the Theosophical

Society, their spiritual child, which They have ushered into

existence for the advancement of humanity. Work for its

grand ideal, make yourselves perfect instruments in Their

hands for the service of humanity, and seek not for any

return. For a devotee wants only to serve, and only a true

devotee, a real Bhakta, will ever come to the holy presence of

of the Gurudeva.
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Brothers, I have now tried to enlighten your minds as to
the aim, scope and function of the Theosophical Society, as
well as Who those Beings are that are its real founders. It

now remains for me to place before you a brief outline of the
teaching that now passes current under the name of Theo-
sophy. Let me again remind vou that this body of teach-

ing is given out to the world not as any authoritative creed
to which one must pin one’s faith in order to be a Theoso-
phist. It is simply a restatement, in a form best suited to

the modern scientific mind, of the eternal verities which indi-

vidual members have realised by experience, as truths, and
which they place before others for study and verification in

their own personal lives. For Theosophy or Brahma Vidya
is eternal. It “belongs to all the religions of the world, and
every religion has an equal claim to it.” It cannot be appro-

priated by any body of people, by any Society, not even by
the greatest of the religions of the world.” “It belongs to

every man who is able to sec it quite as much as it does to

any one who may call himself ‘Theosophist’. For the poss-

ession of truth comes of right to the man who can see the

truth, and there is no partiality in the world of intellect or of

Spirit. The only test of a man’s fitness to receive is the

ability to perceive, and the only claim he has to see by the

light is the power of seeing.”

What then are the main spiritual verities which underlie

religion ? They have been summarized by one of the lead-

ing modern exponents of Theosophy in the following terms :

1. One eternal infinite incognizable real Existence.

2. From that the manifested God, unfolding from unity

to duality from duality to trinity.

3. From the manifested Trinity many spiritual Intelli-

gences, guiding the kosmic order.

4. Man a reflection of the manifested God and there-

fore a trinity fundamentally, his inner and real self

being eternal, one with the self of the universe.
.

5. His evolution by repeated incarnations, into which

he is drawn by desire, and from which he is set free

by knowledge and sacrifice, becoming divine in potency

as he had ever been divine in latency.

As regards kosmology
,
we have the following luminous ex-

position from the same source Coming from the depths of
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the One Existence, from the One beyond all thought and all

speech, a Logos, by imposing on Himself a limit, circums-

cribing voluntarily the range of His own Being, becomes the

the manifested God, and tracing the limiting sphere of His

activity thus outlines the area of His universe. Within that

sphere the universe is born, is evolved and dies
;

it lives, it

moves, it has its being in Him
;

its matter is His emanation ;

its forces and energies are currents of His life
;
He is imma-

nent in every atom, all-pervading, all-sustaining, all-evolving ;

He is its source and its end, its cause and its object, its centre

' and circumference
;

it is built on Him as its sure foundation,

it breathes in Him as its encircling space
;
He is in everything

and everything in Him. Thus have the Sages of the Ancient

Wisdom taught us of the beginning of the manifested worlds.

From the same source we learn of the self-unfolding of

the Logos into a threefold form
;
the First Logos, the Root

of all Being
;
from Him the Second, manifesting the two as-

pects of life and form, the primal duality, making the two

poles of nature between which the web of the universe is to be

woven—Life-form, Spirit-matter, Positive-Negative Active-

Receptive, Father- Mother of the worlds. Then the Third

Logos, the Universal Mind, that in which all archetypically

exists, the source of beings, the fount of fashioning energies,

the treasure house in which are stored up all the archetypal

forms which arc to be brought forth and elaborated in lower

kinds of matter during the evolution of the universe. These

are the fruits of past universes, brought over as seeds for the

present.

The phenomenal spirit and matter of any universe are

finite in their extent and transits*y in their duration, but the

roots of spirit and matter are eternal. The root of matter

( )
has been said by a profound writer to be visible

to the Logos as a veil thrown over the One Existence, the

Supreme Brahman or Para Brahman—to use the ancient

name.

It is this “veil” which the Logos assumes for the purpose
of manifestation, using it for the self-imposed limit which
makes activity possible. From this He elaborates the matter

of His universe, being Himself its informing, guiding, and
controlling life.”

“Matter in a solar system exists in seven great modifications
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or planes
;
on three of these, the physical, emotional (astral I

and mental—often spoken of as “the three worlds,” the well-

known Triloki, or Tribhuvanam of the Hindu cosmogony

—

is proceeding the normal evolution of humanity. On the

next two planes, the spiritual—those of wisdom and power,

the buddhic and the atmic—goes on the specific evolution of

the Initiate, after the first of the Great Initiations. These five

planes from the field of the evolution of consciousness, until

the human merges in the divine. The two planes beyond
the five represent the sphere of divine activity, encircling

and enveloping all, out of which pour forth all the divine

energies which vivify and sustain the whole system.” YVe
are taught that they are the planes of divine consciousness,

wherein the Logos, or the divine Trinity of the Logoi is mani-
fested, and wherefrom He shines forth as the Creator, the

Preserver, the Dissolver, evolvng a universe, maintaining

it during its life-period, withdrawing it into Himself at its

ending.

Coming down to the details regarding the the three lower

worlds which form “the field of elemental, vegetable, animal
and normal human evolution,” I may only mention in pass-

ing that the earnest labours of investigators have accumu-
lated a good deal of information regarding the constitution,

scenery, inhabitants and phenomena of the two worlds which
lie next to the physical ; but it is beyond the scope of

this paper to attempt an outline of the same. Nor is it

at all important in view of our present purpose. For “that

which you hear so much about in Theosophical literature, of

other worlds, the worlds beyond the physical, worlds that are

still material, although the matter be of a finer, subtler kind
;

all that you read about the astral and mental, and buddhic

planes, and so on” —all that is Apara Vidya or inferior know-
ledge. Let no one one make the mistake of identifying it

with Theosophy which is Paravidya or Supreme knowledge,

“the higher, the superior, that beyond which there is no know-
ledge, which is the crown of all, Now that supreme know-
ledge is declared to be ‘the knowledge of Him by whom all

things are known—a phrase indicating the Supreme Deity.” It

is that which is called, “the supreme knowlege, or, par excellence

the Divine Knowledge, and that old Hindu thought is exact-

ly the same as you have indicated by the name Theosophy.”

How then is this Para Vidya to be attained ? How to rea-

lise that life beyond all lives, the Self beyond all selves, Who
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is the One God hidden in al! beings, all-pervading the inmost

self of all ( H^rsnq^t q^qinafimn ) ? Dear

brothers ! to that question only one answer is possible. I quote

again from the same writer from whom I have quoted so

often already : “Only by daily acts of renunciation in the

little things of life
;
only by learning in every thought,

word and action to live and love the unity
;
and not only to

speak it but to practice it on every occasion, by putting our-

selves last and other first, by always seeing the need of

others and trying to supply it, by learning to be indifferent

to the claim of our lower nature and refusing to listen to it."

There is no road save this humble, patient, persevering endea-

vour, hour after hour, day after day, vear after year until at

last the the mountain tops are climbed.” None but the pure

may reach the Atman ; none but the devotee may know It ;

none but the wise may enter into It. Recall what the

says :

OTwtnSpi i
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Steadfastly by truth, by austerity, by perfect wisdom, by
Brahmacharyya-practice, is this Atma attained. In the

midst of the body, clad in light. He whom the sinless and

subdued behold is pure.”

Dear brothers ! mighty is the task that that lies before us !

Perilous, indeed, is the journey onwards that brings us to the

entrance of the Path which stretches on into Nirvana. But

let us cast off all faint-heartedness sriqin^i <awi; i

Awake, arise, and let us seek out the Great Ones Who
alone can lead along that ancient razor-path. “Still They teach

eager pupils, showing the path and guiding the disciple’s steps;

Still They may be reached by all who seek Them bearing in

their hands the sacrificial fuel of love, of devotion, of unselfish

longing to know in order to serve
; still They carry out the

ancient discipline, still unveil the ancient mysteries. The
two pillars of their Lodge gateway are love and wisdom, and
through its straight portal can only pass those from whose
shoulders has fallen the burden of desire and selfishness.”
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BABU BALAKRISHNA SAHAV

Mr. President and Gentlemen,

E
N response to the call of my distinguished friend, the

President of this convention I stand to say a few words
about the Arya Samaj, of which I am a humble member.
Without any pretensions to a scholarly treatment of the
subject I beg leave to begin.

At the outset it will, I think, be well to say a few words
about the founder of the society.

Six decades have passed away since a Brahmin boy of

14 years, while observing Shivaratri Vrata under the mandate
of his father and while keeping up late hours at night, sitting

in front of the emblem of Shiva, saw something and an

abstruse question occurred to him and put him to serious

thinking. Jle asked unto himself “Is this Mahadeva, the

Lord of the universe, the great Protector and Sustainer of all?

He thought over it for a long time but could not arrive at a

solution of the problem. He went to his father and ex-

plained to him his difficulties. The answers given by the

father did not satisfy the inquisitive spirit of the young
questioner.

This incident was shortly followed by the death of a

sister of his. Mulshankar as was the name of the boy, was
much shocked at this and stood stupified by the side of the

death-bed. He asked within himself “Who can escape from

the hands of death ? I must also die in the same way. Is

there no means of escaping from it and become immortal ?”

He went on with his studies, finishing his Grammar and

one of the Vedas but the question remained unsolved,

and was constantly in his mind. He had an uncle who
loved him most and whose love he used to reciprocate.

This uncle fell a prey to cholera and Mulshankar asked
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his J’andits and friends if any one could tell him how
to secure salvation. “Communion with God” was the un-

animous reply, and Mulshankar resolved to leave home
and find out the real Mahadeva and the way to beati-

tude. His resolution, however, soon came to the know-
ledge of his parents and they thought, best to tie him
down to home by getting him married. He evaded
them for a year but when he thought there was no other

alternative, he fled from his home. He was once brought

back but he ran away again to satisfy his inquisitive mind
which was so eager to attain salvation, He roamed about

here and there in Jungles and in caves, in search of spiritual

teachers. He thus went to the banks of the Narmada, to Koh
Abu, to Hrishi Kesha, and to Srinagar and many other

places and learnt whatever he could from the yogis whom he
found there, but none of them could fully satisfy him. He
spent many a year in this way and at last heard of a learned

Sannyasi at Mathura, named Swami Virajananda Sarasvvati,

commonly known as Dandiji, and hastened to see if he

could get from him the light he was so anxious to receive.

He studied under this Guru for about 4 years and received

a thorough training in all Arsha Granthas and this gave

the finishing touch to his education. Here it was that his soul

received the light that dispells all darkness, the truth that is

the keynote to real knowledge. When he finished his studies

Swami Dayananda, as he was named afterwards, in accor-

dance with the old custom took some cloves to his Guru,

presented the same as Gnrudakshina
, and craved his

permission to depart The Guru demanded substantial pre-

sents. Dayananda at once e.'nressed his willingness to lay

at the Guru’s feet whatever he was possessed of. The Guru
knew what stuff the desciple was made of and he exclaimed

“My son, you have got the divine knowledge and as Dakshina ,

l ask you to diffuse this knowledge amongst the people
;
the

Vedas have been forgotten, go abroad carrying the torch-

light of the Vedic truths and remove the darkness thaf

prevails in country and envelopes true knowledge”. Da-

yananda at once consented and resolved to carry out the

mandate. Dandiji gave him his blessings again and agrin

and bade God speed to his mission. Dayananda bowed his

head and departed.

Thus initiated and blessed, Dayananda set himself to

work for this mission and thereby to redeem his vow. He
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wandered about from place to place and saw with his owri

eyes the spiritual condition of India. He studied the reli-

gious systems of the world and for five years reviewed and
revised what he learnt. He next visited towns after towns
and attended fairs, preached sermons and held religious

discourses with Pandits. His line of work was to give an
insight into the teachings of the ancient sages and to do
his best to dispel superstitious ignorance. Once while
preaching at the Kumbh Mela in Haridwar, he saw all round
him the degraded condition of the ministers of religion. He
saw yogis and Fakirs going in procession in full pomp accom-
pained by elephants, horses, palanquins etc. Seeing this which
was inconsistent with genuine asceticism, he for a moment felt

despondent. But with his spiritual power he at once rose up
to the occasion and cried out “More tapa (austerity) was
needed. I must go on and do my best.” Uttering Sarvani
vat pumagnam swaha he threw away all his belongings and
with one single Koupin and a Kamandalu wandered along
the banks of the Ganges, speaking only in Sanskrit,

meditating, improving his knowledge, delivering sermons
here and there, performing Vajnas, teaching the Gayatri to

the people and discoursing shashtrarthas. As the true worship
of God had almost been forgotten, he spoke very strongly

against false worship. Many a time his life was attempted
but nothing could daunt the firm resolve of the spiritual

hero. He went on with his mission unarmed, unaided and
unaccompanied by any one with only “heart within and
God over-head”.

As a result of his experience he first resolved to found

Sanskrit Schools. He established many such institutions

at different places and insisted on the Vidyarthis (students)

performing the Sandhyas and reading only the Vedic

Granthas. His preaching continued and he visited almost

all big towns and cities in the country and secured many
followers and supporters in no time.

His sincerity and broad-mindedness are amply borne

out by the fact that hearing of the. Imperial Darbar at Dehli

and expecting many learned men to assemble there, Swami
Dayananda went there and wanted to arrange a Shash-

trartha but the people were busy with other kinds of import-

ant work and nothing could be done. There was however a

conference of seven religious reformers of the time viz :

Babu Keshab Chandra Sen, Kanhya Lai Alakhdhari, Babu

P.— II.—21
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Nabin chandra Roy, Munshi Indramani, Sir Syed Ahmad
Khan, Babu Harish Chandra Chintamani and himself. The
Swami expressed his wish that if there was no difference in

their aims and objects there was no reason why they should

not all combine to work in the common cause. But they

could not come to an unanimity of opinion on some cardinal

points and so the conference fell through.

Swami Dayananda did not pretend to found any new reli-

gion. He did not teach any thing new. His works Satyartha

Prakask (The light of truth) and his Rigvedadi Bhashya
Bhoomika (Introduction to the commentaries of Rigveda etc.)

abundantly show that his object was to preach only what the

Vedas taught. He is, however, sometimes charged with

misinterpreting the Vedas. A close study alone can enable

a true enquirer to decide how far this accusation is based on

facts. Modern commentators have been thrown into pitfalls

of doubt in consequence of the very crude and erroneous

and rather prejudiced notions with which they approached to

interpret the Vedas. They think that the Vedic hymns arc

so many songs of cultivators. They cannot rise to the dig-

nity of thinking that the Vedas are not mere psalms of culti-

vators but the repository of spiritual and divine knowledge
and contain the most elevated and sublime truths about reli-

gion. They forget the chief canon of Vedic interpretation,

namely the use of the Vedic terms in their yougika (deri-

vative ) meanings. It is for this reason that they have ever

and anon fallen into error and it is in consequence of this

error that they find in the Vedas debased polytheism or

kethenotheism, Ifenotheism or, element-worship. Another
cause of their committing mistakes is that ordinary Sans-

krit Grammar, cannot be resorted to for understanding the

Vedic Mantras correctly. The Vedas have their own dictiona-

ries. The Rishis studied the Vedas with the help of yoga :

and Brahman Granthas, Niruktas and Nighantu embody the

results of their spMtual studies which went hand in hand
with concentration of mind, which a yogi alone can cammand.
Swami Dayananda has interpreted the Vedas on the lines

of the old sages from Brahma down to Jaimini. The deci-

sion as to the correctness or otherwise of an interpretation

will depend very much upon the proper method, to be

adopted for interpreting. Commentators fail because they

ignore the chief canon of interpretation. Mr. Griffith had, to

admit that “Many hymns are datk as the darkest oracle and
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that there are whole verses which as yet, yield no* scnst
whatever, and words, the meaning of which we can only
guess”. Max Muller had to admit further that “Every word
retains something of its radical meaning—names are to be
found in the Vedas as it were, in a still fluid state. They
never appear as appellations, nor yet as proper names

;

they are organic not yet broken or smoothed down ”

Commentators without yogic power could not see the
sublime truths contained in the hymns. They themselves
were in darkness and found the hymns obscure. Swami
Da/ananda with his yogic power could see through the real

meanings of the mantras. The Arya Samaj earnestly hopes
that the time will come when his commentaries will be
universally accepted. The Swami, however has nowhere
claimed infallibility for his own commentaries.

Initiated in the Vedic lore by the Great Guru, assisted

by the vast experience gathered from travels and communion
with the learned and the yogis and guided by the result of
yoga, the Swami could see that men do not become educated
and enlightened by themselves. They require to be ins-

tructed by others. Therefore in the beginning of every
cycle of creation there is need of primitive teachers, who
were of necessity taught by the greatest of all teachers

Himself i. e. God. So that all true knowledge emanates
from Him. Therefore in establishing the Arya Samaj and
framing its fundamental principles the first canon that Swami
Dayananda preached was :

—

(1) That God is the primary Cause of all true knowledge
and of objects made known by it.

He had next to describe this God and His attributes.

He consulted the sacred Books, and studied nature, and

brought his spiritual powers to bear upon them and found :

—

(2) That God is all-Truth, all-Knowledgc, all-Beatitude,

Incorporeal, Just, Merciful, Unbegotten, Infinte, Unchange-
able, without a beginning, Incomparable, the Support and the

Lord of all, All-pervading, Omniscient, Imperishable,

Immortal, Exempt from fear, Eternal, Holy and the Cause

of the universe. To Him alone is worship due.

The next question that naturally suggested itself was

whether there was any repository of the truths that the

greatest Teacher taught to His people. His laws must have

been made known to those, for whose guidance they were
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meant, and such repository was unquestionably most needed
by the first generation of men, in the beginning of creation.

For, how otherwise could the people in general know the

nature and the character of their Creator, the nature and the

character of souls, their mutual relations and the laws which
they were to be guided and governed by ? These abstruse

subjects are absolutely beyond human grasp without the

help of a teacher. Without revelation, therefore, men will

be bewildered. Common-sense, however strong, or mere
experiences, however varied, cannot be the true and unfailing

guide. Even the most learned men are found to differ.

So it is unsafe to depend on personal opinions and personal

inspirations. It will also be, I think, a mistake to call even

the dictates of our own conscience, the Divine Voice from

within, for acts attributable to or proceeding from the

conscience are different in different persons. For instance

a humane Philosopher shrinks from causing harm even to

the most insignificant creature, while a
“thug”, who is no

less a man in figure and constitution, glories in sacrificing

a human being. We can at once say without any fear of

contradiction that conscience is a faculty subject to training,

as any other faculty and can be ennobled or debased accord-

ing to the training imparted to it. It must be thoroughly en-

lightened before we can depend upon it. We must cultivate

our moral and intellectual faculties. This requires a teacher

and we have said above that the original teacher is God.
God’s laws are revealed in nature no doubt

;
but to under-

stand them correctly and fully, without being taught, is next
to impossible. The first lesson that the Greatest of all

Gurus gave to the best of all men on earth, and which was
unmixed with anything of human production, ought to be
considered as Revelation, and the fountain-head of all true

knowledge. The Swami studied the books of the Rishis

as well as those of nature and preached :

—

(3) That the Vedas are Books of true knowledge and it

is the paramount duty of every Arya to read or hear them
read, and to teach others to do the same.

The Aryas thus believe in the Divine origin of the Vedas,
which are admitted even by western scholars to be the

oldest record of human knowledge. Max Muller says about

the Rig-Veda that it is “the oldest book in the library of

the world” and "the first word spoken by the Aryan man.”
Our own sages are unanimous on this point. The doctrines
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inculcated in the Vedas satisfy all sorts of enquirers and
explain everything which otherwise would have remained
in mystery. How could the existence of inequalities in the

world as also of pain and pleasure be explained otherwise

than by accepting the Vedic theory of the Transmigration
of souls ? Try to explain the same otherwise and God will

become whimsical and unjust. So also the teachings on the

Immortality of souls, Eternity of matter, and the theory

of Karma are amongst others strong evidence in favour of the

divine origin of the Vedas, as they are otherwise too high

to have been within the reach of human knowledge. The
Arya Samaj maintains that the Vedic doctrines stand the

test of true Logic and Science and as such, can well claim

to be of divine origin. The best test of a revelation lies

in its being in accord with the Laws of Nature and we aver

that the Vedas are in harmony with science.

Swamiji believed that the Vedas being of Divine origin

are self-evident truths. The commentaries as far as they
are consistent with the text are authentic but where they
are inconsistent, the commentators, he held, have fallen

into some error or other. He held, therefore, that books
other than the Vedas are not to be followed, where they

depart from the text. He rejected the Puranas as they are

inconsistent and full of absurd stories. Moveover they have
maligned all the Rishis of the Hindus from Brahma down
to Vyasa and have spared none. No doubt there are many
good things in them but as they are mixed up with many
others that are undesirable, it is not safe to take them as the

guide.

Divine knowledge must not inculcate inconsistent theo-

ries and must not propagate unscientific doctrines. They
require no amendment now or ever. They must satisfy an

inquisitive soul and explain every phenomenon of the world.

All these conditions are fulfilled by the Vedas, every mantra
of which, if properly understood, is pregnant with sublime

truths. The Vedas therefore should be universally read and

propagated.

The fourth principle of the Arya Samaj is that it is

the prime duty of every man to be always ready to accept

the truth and renounce what is untruth. Truth is God’s

law. Truth is divine and a human soul aspiring to enjoy

bliss must keep himself aloof from everything unclean and
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filthy whictf certainly untruthfulness is
;
and what pleasure

does one feel when one prays in the words of Yajur Veda.

srem to ^ifwfn fraroi i fTOTOsm^ s*jflqfiT i

“O Light ! Lord of Vows ! I wish to keep the vow, may
I have strength to keep it ! May success attend me ! Thus
from untruth I enter unto truth !”

qfa to ^TOT qT*$«n«i fiwfa

to! to Ms i

“Lead us, O all-Wise Being, the source of Light ! unto

the path of rectitude ! Inspire us with all kinds of know-
ledge and wisdom ! Drive off our evils and make us pure !

To this end we repeatedly praise thee and adore !” and after

acting up to them one finds one-self face to face with that

eternal light which dispells all darkness and illumines the

soul ! And thus realising what divine purity is, fully under-

stands the significance of the 5th principle of the Arya
Samaj which runs thus :

—

"All actions ought to be done conformably to the dictates

of sound morality and with due regard to truth i. e. after a

thorough consideration of right and wrong.”

Connected with this is our duty to the world and so the

six principle teaches us that “the primary object of the

the Samaj is to do good to the wotId by improving the

physical, spiritual and social conditions of mankind!' We
understand very well how the mind is connected with the

body. To have a sound mind we must have a sound

body ;
and both mind and body cannot be expected to be

at peace unless you have a good society to live in.

One of the chief characteristics of true manhood is to

have a kind and sympathetic feeling towards all living

beings. But this feeling must be controlled by consider-

ations of justice, which naturally has to be based on merits.

One must not be bunded by love. Therefore, our 7th prin-

ciple maintains that “All ought to be treated with love,

justice, and with due regard to their merits.”

But it is not always an easy task to control love by
justice. Undue affection or hatred often leads us to actions,

which are contrary to truth and justice, and we should, there-

fore, acquire some power which would keep us within lawful

limits and this power, is true knowledge. The 8th principle
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ofthe Arya Samaj, therefore, enjoins on us that ’‘Ignorance

ought to be dispelled and knowledge diffused” and this not

only as far as you yourself are concerned, for that would not

give you absolute peace. Your society might be a source

of immeasurable miseries and troubles, if it is not a good one
and, therefore, in the 9th principle the Arya Samaj tells us

that “no one ought to be content with his own personal good
alone, but every one ought to regard his own prosperity as

inseparably connected with that of others How noble

and how sublime is this teaching ! Can there be a better idea

about philanthropy, can there be a better notion of universal

brotherhood ? Just contemplate for a moment, what the result

will be, if this noble doctrine were to be universally followed.

If each tried to elevate not only himself but also his brethren,

the whole human race will some day be found elevated sind

ennobled. To keep every one within his own rights and at

the same time not to infringe the rights of others, the 10th

principle teaches us that ”Ln matters which affect the general

social well-being of the whole society, one ought to discard

all differences and not allow his individuality to interfere,

but in strictly personal matters every one may act - with

freedom.” Freedom, however, does not mean fanaticism or

license. It does not teach 11s to be vicious, for we have been
already taught that “All actions should be done conformably

to virtue”.

Special features

The special feature of the Arya Samaj consists in the fact

that its members hold that there arc three entities, namely
matter, soul and God ; the Vedas say so and science, which
is only an embodiment of our experience, is fast approaching
to this truth.

We observe that in the universe there are two forces at

work. One is the blind force and the other the intelligent

one. As something cannot come out of nothing, and only like

produces like, both these forces must be accepted to be co-exis-

tent at all times. So both must be w (true.) The blind force we
call matter ; but matter itself would not have been perceptible

if there was nothing animate to perceive it. Man is a com-
pound of the animate and the inanimate. By what we call

death the animate portion leaves the inanimate portion. The
former we call the soul and the latter matter. This soul is in-

telligent fam and a moment’s thought will convince us that it
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must be co-existant with matter, because, apart from all

abstruse metaphysical grounds in support of the existence of

souls, it must be obvious to all that we cannot conceive that

creation has ever been without the animate. Thus this soul

must be equally with the matter, its additional attribute

being (intelligence'. And as there are different kinds of

beings with different forms and different degrees of intelli-

gence placed in different circumstances and different positions,

each reaping the fruits of his own actions, souls must necessari-

ly be many, nay infinite in number. Our next proposition

is that this soul being intelligent, could not possibly have of

its own choice taken its abode in a physical environment
liable to all sorts of miseries, unless there was a higher

power to force and guide its destiny. This higher power

must be a free and absolute Master and free from all the

miseries which fall to the lot of human beings, as observed

in common experience. As this higher power is free from all

miseries it must therefore necessarily be all-Bliss ( *1*^* )

as it cannot but be eternal and intelligent we designate him

VT )• The Vedas in one Mantra very beauti-

fully describe the three entities :

—

i

“Two birds with fair plumage, inseparable friend.), cling

to the self-same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruit, the

other looks on without eating”.

The two birds are the two conscious entities. Brahma
and soul (Paramatma and JPnUma\ their fair plumage are

the divine qualities and the tree is the material cause of

creation. The soul enjoys the fruits of his actions and God
without being affected by consequences only witnesses the

whole thing. How grand the idea and how beautiful is the

illustration ?

The Arya Samaj holds that God as above described is

alone to be worshipped. The Soul is distinct from God and
stands in the relation of the son to the father or in that of the

prevaded to the pervader. Soul worships and God is

worshipped. God, soul and Prakriti (material cause) are

without beginning and being themselves eternal, their essen-

tial nature, their attributes and their characterastics are also

eternal.
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Ignorance is the cause of all sins. It obscures our in-

tellectual faculties and makes us forget our true God and
our duties towards Him, and results in bondage to this world
of miseries and pain. Emancipation from this bondage, and
a peaceful career of freedom from every kind of suffering and
pain, is salvation. The Arya Samaj believes that this salvation

can only be for a fixed and limited period i. e. till the next
cycle of creation. Our actions being limited the results too
must necessarily be limited.

True worship of God is the only means of salvation. Be-
tween the soul and God there is nothing in the middle

;
man

stands or falls according to his own actions. There is no
special representative of God : no special emblem. Every-
thing in the universe proclaims His greatness

faw i All the objects in the world serve

the purpose of flags to show Him, (the glorious Being, the

Maker of the worlds and of the Vedas and the Sun of life) to

all His creatures. The Arya Samaj does not believe that any
special bath or pilgrimage to any particular place can by itself

secure salvation. Truly Manu says : "Water cleanses the

body : Truth purifies the mind : sacred learning and austerities

purify the soul and knowledge purifies the intellect”.

By Tirtha the Arya Samaj understands that by means of

which the "Ocean of misery ” is errossed. Birth and death

are the Ocean of misery and by true knowledge of God
alone we can cross it. Says the Veda in unmistakable terms.

fT*m. |

tw* Ran fans**!*!

u

"I know this mighty Person of Sun-like lustre, beyond
darkness. By knowing Him alone one crossethover the ocean
of death. There is no other path to beatitude.”

And how are we to know God ?

mi RPRRIRST TOR WTT WVJSOT WOTB* I

Rsijfa trero: i

This God pure and full of Jyotis can be seen as light

within the body, by spotless votaries by means of constant

abstinence, right knowledge, penance and truthfulness.

The acquisition of true knowledge, purity of thought,

performance of virtuous deeds, society of the wise and

P.—II.—22
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learned and practice of yoga, truthfulness in thought, word
and deed, doing good to all around us and in short acting

in comformity with the will of God is the true worship

and is the real Tirtha.

The worship of God has three stages. The first is stuti

i. e. reciting and hearing hymns in praise of God with

a view to realise their significance. It cultivates a love of

God and helps us to acquire godly virtues. Next is

prarthana (prayer), which helps in the acquirement of many
godly virtues such as humility. The third stage is Upasana
(communion) *. e. realising His presence within ourselves and
having direct cognition of God. Stuti and Upasana may
be Saguna or Nirguna according as one meditates on God,

as having attributes or as devoid of all attributes.

As a help to attain many good qualities the daily

performance of the five great Yajnas, is enjoined on all

Aryas, their omission being held as sinful.

The Arya Samaj maintains that Varna (class) and As-

hrama (order) are determined by one’s own merits and not by

birth. A Fortiori one can rise or fall unto higher or lower

classes according to one’s merits or demerits.

There are no particular places called heaven and hell ;

but Swarga ( heaven ) is the enjoyment of extreme bliss

and Naraka
(
hell

)
is the undergoing of extreme suffering.

Men are in heaven or in hell according as they are enjoying

happiness or suffering pain in this world. Man must reap

the fruits of his actions in this or in future births, happiness

for his virtuous deeds and misery for his misdeeds both se-

parately, there being no average reckoning for them.

The Arya Samaj docs not believe that our deceased

ancestors can be propitiated by offerings of oblations. It

may be news to many that the word SkrddJi finds no place

in any of the four Vedas. We must not confound this word
with Shradhd (wO without which certainly no one can attain

true knowledge. By this we must not be understood to mean
that we have no duty to our parents (pitris). Far fiom it.

We hold that all possible services should be rendered to

our pitris while they are alive. For according to our theory

of transmigration of souls after death, they have either at-

tained salvation, where they need no service from us, or they
have taken to other bodies, where nothing offered by us can

reach them. Ordinarily this may smell un-Hindu but a
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reference to the Mahabharat (Anusasan Parva Ch. 91) would
tell you of the origin of Shrddh and a study of the Vedas
will convince any one that our position is sound.

The Arya Samaj allows the women equal rights with
the men. The former can study the Vedas and in fact

they are known to have been, in ancient times, interpreters

of many Vedic hymns. The Shudras also are not denied
these privileges, if they have the necessary qualifications

to receive the high knowledge contained in the Vedas.

The Arya Samaj does not indulge in idle dreams. It is

true that it has not yet fully attained the object of its

mission, its existence being only of about 30 years, but
even in this short period it has shown sufficient activity.

The first Arya Samaj was established in Bombay in 1875
and since then about 700 branches have been established

with about a lac of members, all over India. It is in full

swing in the Punjab and fairly so in the United Provinces.

It is a pity, however, that Bengal by which I mean the
political Bengal, including Behar, has not yet fully realised

the importance of the Mission of Arya Samaj.

There are preachers and teachers both men and
women, working in the field and as the result of their

efforts we find among other institutions, a big College

(called Dayanand Anglo Vedic College') at Lahore, D. A. V.

High School at Dehradun, Gurukuls at Kangri, Furrukhabad,

Sekandrabad, Gujran-walla, and Badayun, where education

is imparted in the old style of our Rishis. Kunya Maha-
vidyalaya and Kunya Pathshala are other useful institutions.

Many orphanages have also been established.

Among social reforms the Arya Samaj advocates the re-

marriage of virgin widows. The Smritis allow it in very

clear terms and there is nothing in the Vedas to reprobate it.

Another useful work that the Arya Samaj is doing is

to raise the status of the lower classes. Though no very

great advance has yet been made in this respect, the

Rahtias and the Meghas in the Punjab and the Shanars in

Madras have been very much benefited. Not only this but

the Shuddht system i. t. the reclaiming of renegades from

Hinduism is a novel feature of the Arya Samaj. Many
who from some momentary impulse had left the fold of

Hinduism, have been purified and taken back to the Vedic
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faith. This work is progressing very rapidly in the Punjab.
It is gratifying to note that other religious institutions are

adopting this Shuddht system. The Samaj has purified not

only converts to Christianity and Islamism but even born

Christians and Musalmans. Nearly 5000 persons have thus

been purified and reclaimed.

The Arya Samaj does not believe that the question of diet

is beyond the pale of religion. On the other hand it holds

that meat diet is not only sinful but to a very great

extent prejudicial to the acquirement of psychic powers.

Similarly all intoxicating drugs are forbidden as irreligious

and as hampering the intellectual and spiritual growth of

the soul. We do not believe that the Vedas sanction the

sacrifices of horses and cows in Yajnas. Ashivamedha and

Gomedha have been mis-interpreted. The word Yajna is

translated into sacrifice. It is absolutely wrong. Yajna is

derived from Yaja meaning &c. /. e. worship of

the devas, assimilation of materials and gift. The idea

of sacrifice (killing) is quite foreign to any of these meanings.

Adhwara is a synonym for Yajna and Adhwara means
“where there is no himsa (killing). This alone shows that

in Adhwara or Yajna no killing is allowed.

I have taxed your patience, a good deal, gentlemen, I

must resume my seat now. But before I do so I must thank
you for your kind attention and offer an earnest prayer to

the Almighty Father to give us the light of truth wherever it

may be. So let there be peace in the world.

Shantih ! Shai» fih !! Shantih !!!



DEVA DHARMA,

BY

GURU MUKH SINGH h. a,

[The thesis first deals with the basic principles of the
prevalent religions of the world, which it divides into

two groups—Semitic and Indo-Aryan. The first group
consists mainly of Judaism, Christianity, Mahomedanism
and a few Indian sects which owe their origin more or less

to its influence. They believe in a Being who sends certain

fixed mandates to this world through special Agents
and is pleased, if these mandates are acted upon or through
His worship, or the intercession of the Agent, or through the
sacrifice of animals &c. by means of which the follower can go
to Heaven. The second group consists mainly of Brahma-
nism

,,

Buddhism
,
Jainism and their offshoots—such as

Kahirism
,
Vaishnavism

,
Daudism

,
Sikhism and Dayanandism

&c. which have for their object the attainment of Ananda
(happiness) and freedom from Dnkha (misery and pain).

Main stress is laid on the performance of certain Karmas
(deeds) prescribed by the shastras— called

( )
or holy.

The supreme object is to get maksha or mukti (Sal-

vation) from endless births and deaths and be absorbed in

the one universal principle Branman or to get Nirvana.

The paper then deals with the Vairagis
,
Tyagis. Udasis

Sanyasis and Paramhamsas
,

“the highest man” who avoid

karma and cut away all worldly relations by following

the Path of Tvag or renunciation. The karma Yogis of

the Gita work without the dsire for fruits is. do nislikam

karma. The • Bhakta Karma Yogis, however, work only to

leave the results to their Lord.

The three paths of Guana, Bhakti and Yoga are then

indicated. What the Gr.anjs attain through knowledge of

the Atma
,
the Yogis get through meditation and Samadhi

and the Bhaktas,
through bhakti or devotion to their God.

The paper then goes on to mention the lowest forms of the
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TantrikSy Saivites and Shaktas as also the charbaks and gulab-

dastSy whose object is to forget pain and misery and obtain

pleasure in this life through several means. The tapaswiSy

on the other hand, practice severe austerities in this life,

to get happiness in the next world. Siddhi or extraordinary

power is the object aimed at by some of these, as well as

by Yogis of a certain type.—Ed.]

This is then a brief survey of man’s struggles after obtain-

ing freedom from dukha (pain and misery) and after get-

Summar ' of the
(peace and happiness) either in this

aiiove^Happi^ life or 111 the life to come, which is known under
ness, the object one comprehensive term—religion. It clear-
ofaii religions.

jy shows that the main object of the man of

religion has so far been to know how and to strive to get

freedom from pain and to obtain peace Shanti) and happi-

ness (ananda.)

This was quite natural, after the evolution of the sen-

sations of pain and pleasure in man. Constituted as he is,

.
man abhors pain and misery (dukha) and

natural^
<,mle wants to get rid of them somehow. He desires

to get peace (Shanti) and happiness (sukha).

But however anxious he may be to attain this end even
in this life, he finds it hopeless to do so, except in the case

of a few, who leave the world to be absorbed in meditation,

in mountain caves or jungles. This practice, even if right, is

not obviously possible for all, and so man has been trying to

ensure this .end in his future life, compared with which,

the present existence is but ephemeral, a mere twinkling

of an eye, or at best, a foe** day’s residence in a long

journey.

But although the desire to avoid pain and obtain pleasure

These systems was natural in man, yet, as was to be expected

grounded in im- in the ages when imagination was strong and
agination. the power of exact reasoning weak, and the

method of scientific investigation not even yet born, man’s

power of imagination was given a free scope in all these

systems. It was a time when analogies stood for logic,

and commandments and sayings had the force of law.

And just as imaginations are .many and contradictory in

different persons, so many and contradictory have, and could

have been, the world -religions. But just as it happens in

all our guesses and- imaginations and the products of
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human nature, while almost all or many of these systems
contain some very valuable germs and fragments of truth,

and luminous gems of thought, they abound in fictions,

superstitions ahd errors, and not in a few instances, in

harmful and positively injurious teachings and practices,

which have done to humanity more harm than good.

But this was again but natural. It could not be otherwise.

Human mind, as it is constituted, could not

but natural!*

4^111

^ut Pass through these channels. Like
every other branch of human knowledge or

thought, simple and pure truths never come all at once
;

and the empirical method of thought must precede
systematic and scientific knowledge. Alchemy must precede
Chemistry. Astrology must precede Astronomy. Similarly

metaphysics must precede true psychology. Religions

founded on imagination must precede those grounded on
science. That has been the order of growth everywhere else

in every branch of science, or of human thought, and it could

not have been otherwise in the domain of religion. Evolution
from the lower to the higher, from chaos to cosmos, has

been the order of things in all directions. This is the path-

way on which the wheels of nature fly.

And just as it needed a Gallileo to perceive the move-
ments of the Earth round the sun, or a

India, the Newton to discover the law of Gravitation,

Science

1

- wound
11 remained, be it said, to the lasting glory

Cd Religion of India, the land of the Kts/iis of old, for a

noble son of mother Bharat
,
the product of a

long and illustrious lineage of Kanya Knhja Brahmins of

the (iangctic Valley of Upper India, to see the true light

regarding the real object of man’s life, and to discover the

one, true, and unshakable foundation whereupon to build

the structure of the Science-Grounded Religion or the

Vigyan Mnlak Dhanti
,
which would be one and the same

for all mankind, and for all ages to come, universal and

non-sectarian in its character, productive of the highest

good to humanity, and to the world at large, free from

all sorts of wrong and harmful practices and rites consistent

with all the laws of nature, helpmate of all true progress,

civilization and of evolution of man, society and nations.

But such grand light does not come perchance. Such sub-

lime truths are not discovered by mere accidents. The inner
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nature of the recipients of such a grand light

nature

1
*

re! uired
sbou^ have reached that particular stage of evo-

to discover and lution where alone it*would be possible for such
found such a light to flash and have its abode. As pointed

idence
S

Sde°d
f °“ t bV John Stuart Mill

>
none but a Newton

Religion. could have discovered what Sir Isaac New-
ton did. Similarly in the course of evo-

lution of the inner self, Dev Guru Bkaguan
,
Shri Satyanand

Agnihotri, the blessed discoverer and teacher of the true

scientific religion and the right nature of Sat Dharm
or Dev Dkarrn and the propounder of the true object of

man’s existence, had reached that stage of evolution where
the inner organism of man has at last become complete

in its constitution, just as in the course of evolution the

external organism or body has attained completeness
in man. It was with this unique nature of his completely

evolved soul alone that Shri Dev Guru Rhagwan could -pierce

through the thick veil of all fiction-grounded systems of

the world, and skip over the shaky walls raised on shaky
foundations and discover the rocky soil whereupon to lay

the unshakable foundations of the Science-Grounded

Religion, and to rear up thereupon a superstructure of

true philosophy of religion, raising it to a plane where it

would no longer remain a matter of faith and mysticism

only, but become, like all other sciences, a matter of exact

knowledge and experiment, equally applicable in the case

of all men and in all climes and under all conditions !!

What are the unique powers manifested in Shri Dev
Guru BhagwaVs Soul, it may be asked,

yvhai are the complete man’s inner organism.

manSrateff°'

Vt

in These unique powers, the manifestation

Rev Guru Bhag- of which in the life of Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan
wan, which com-

j a completed the evolution of man’s soul,
pletc man’s in- 1

ner organism. are—

1st. Complete Love of Truth in not one, two or more, but

in all the relations of man with all the beings of this

Universe, and in all directions of man’s thoughts,

studies and activities etc.,

—

2nd. Complete Love of Goodness, betterment, of the Higher

Course of Life in not one, two, or more but in all the

relations of man with all beings of the Universe and

in rt//the efforts and activities of man in all directions.
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3rd. A strong sense of hatred of all that is false, or wron£,
or superstitous or founded on fiction, in all the relations

of man with all being! in the Univers® and in all the
thoughts and walks of man’s life in all directions, and

4th. A strong sense of hatred of all that is harmful
,

in-

jurious, degrading or that leads one to follow a lower
course of life in all the relations of man with alt

beings in the Universe and in eveiy thought or walk of
man’s life in all directions.

Having realised this unique nature of the soul, Shri

The Koundi
^ev Guru Bhagwan has seen that the

ti„n

lc

of

Un
the attainment of happiness or sukha and freedom

Scicncc-(i round- from pain or dukha is not and cannot be
ed Religion of real and the highest object or the .true

cv
goal Q f man’s existence. He has seen that

the first and foremost instinct of a living organism
from man to the tiniest vegetable is to make an effort

to live and to desist death. No doubt, in the course

of evolution, the desire to live, has been supplemented by the

desire to live happily
,
in the case of animals and also in the

case of man
;
but here too man, under normal conditions,

wants to save his life first, even at the expense of hapiness

if necessary. In fact there could he no happiness if there

were no life—no enjoyment, if there were no enjoyer.

And, in fact, it needs no explanation to tell that pleasure-

seeking not unoften leads to disease and death. To save

man from death or to keep the organism called man
alive, is, therefore, the first and foremost necessity. But
does the organism called man come to an end with the

destruction of its life-force or soul ? Can man’s life-

force’or soul die? Is not his life-power or soul indes-

tructible and eternal ? No ! Not necessarily ! And it

is on the discovery and proper recognition of these

most important but true facts of nature, made by Shri

Deo Guru Bhagwan for the first time, in the history of the

world, that the fundamental difference of the Science-

Grounded Religion of Dey Dharm with all the imagination-

founded systems of the world comes in. The revered

founder of the Science-Grounded Religion has seen and

discovered that like other beings of this Jniverse, Man’s

inner organism or his life-force, called Atman or soul is as

P.—II.—23
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much subject to the eternal and immutable law of change
which is incessantly being wrought throughout the universe, as

other beings or existences in the mniverse are. He has seen

and discovered after laborious experiments and investiga-

tions, conducted in a most critical and scientific spirit and
method of enquiry, . that under one set of conditions which
may be called unsuitable or unfavourable environment, man’s
life-force or soul which is the builder, the preserver and the
master of his body, degenerates

,
decays, becomes weaker and

weaker and ultimately dies, bringing with it the death or the

extermination of the whole entity or organism called man.
He has further discovered and established after laborious

experiments and investigations conducted in the same
scientific spirit and method that under another set of condi-

tions which may be called suitable or favourable environ-

ment, the life-force or soul of a fit person regenerates, grows,

gathers strength and vitality and buds forth, as it were new
and higher powers which ultimately go to complete his

organism and adjust it with the evolutionary forces of nature,

and bring about perfect harmony or Rkatwa in all his rela-

tions with the universe and thus give him life eternal. Eternal

and progressive life, it will therefore be seen, is an object

that may only be acquired by the fulfilment of the necessary

conditions but it does not come as a matter of course. The
former course is the downward or lower course of man’s

life
;
and the latter is his upward or higher course of life.

Surrounded as man always is by the various environments

he can never stand still for a moment and escape the

operation of the law of change. It is on the discovery

and solemn recognition of his fundamental and unshak-

able truth, that the foundation of the Science-Grounded
Religion of Dev Dharm is built. And to impart true

light or the exact knowledge of the Universal Laws
concerning the courses of dissolution and evolution of

man’s life-force or soul under various environments dis-

covered by Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan and to spread

a true knowledge concerning the useful or blissful conse-

quences of the different courses of life on man himseif and on

his various relations as observed by him, and to infuse the

powers necessary to rescue man from the downward course

of dissolution on the one hand and to put him on the

upward course of evolution on the other and thus to

complete his inner organism is the grandest, the noblest and

the most unique work, the revered founder of the Science-
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Grounded Religion, the most blessed Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan
is doing for the highest good to humanity ! !

*

Now just as a diseased body which is losing its tissues,

weight and strength and is getting weaker and weaker every

Save and evo- day, cannot be expected to enjoy good health

We yourself and and strength or freedom from pain, similarly
happiness will

ft js hopeless or futile to expect the inner man
to get freedom from pain and be happy so

long as its course of life is not in adjustment with the life-

giving environment, and consequently is on^of disease,

degeneration and death, and it matters little what creed
or dogma one follows, or what form of worship or prayer
or profession one pursues. It is equally futile to expect that

man would escape from the effects of the immutable law of
change with th^ fiat of his sweet will or belief. It is the evo-
lution of the soul, by putting it under and adjusting it with

favourable environment, that is needed first and true pleasure

and all other blessings which are the necessary accompani-
ments of the higher course of/ life and the result of perfect

adjustment and harmony with various life-giving relations

will follow as a matter of course.

It would thus be seen, however that it was not only

necessary to have a seer who could see and realize the

The life-giving different courses of man’s life and know or

environment ot discover the Universal laws as to how they
the soul. are produced, and the effects they have on

the organism of man himself and on other existences with

which he is related
;
but it was also necessary that a mani-

festation in human form of thase higher forces should be born,

who should not only be able to make an individual see his

or her downward course of life and its woeful consequences

but should have also the power to enable that individual

to receive true light concerning the higher course of life.

In other words it was necessary, that there should be a

manifestation of the higher forces, which could provide a

suitable or fovourable environment for a human soul yearn-

ing to be free from the downward course of degeneration and

dissolution and to pursue the higher course of light, power,

and growth, and thus to complete its inner organism. Such a

manifestation of the higher forces or Dhann shnUis is Shri

Dev Guru Bhagwan, the blessed founder and teacher of Dev

Dharm and the founder and leader of the Dev Samaj.
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Being endowed with this unique nature and having, dis-

covered the scientific foundation whereupon to construct

the true philosophy of Sat Dharm and having

Shastra*

DeV devoted years upon years to the study of the

inner organism or soul of man and the differ-

ent courses of his life in his various relations and .the way in

which they are produced and the effects they have on him
and his surroundings in this life and the life to come, he has

elaborated and . completed the system of Dev Dharm and

has given the results of his life-long labours in his greatest

and unique book called the Dev Shastra.

We will give here, however, the following brief summary

A brief out
^ ,s fundamental teachings regarding the

line of the basic universe, the atma, the true nature of Dharma
,

principles of the real object of man’s life and the way to
Dev Dharm. attain to it .

I. The Universe.

1. The universe or Cosmos is one and consists of all

matter and all Force.

2. Matter and Force being indestructible in their nature
do always exist together in some form or other

;
hence no

being has created them.

3. Power manifests itself in motion and motion causing
changes in the Universe, brings forth the numerous forms
and destroys them.

4. The Universe has Four Divisions, which are inti-

mately related to each other, namely
: (1) Inorganic, (2)

Vegetable, (3) Animal and (4) Human.

The inorganic world is the root from which different

varieties of organic life have gradually evolved

II. Man's life.

* 5 - Man’s life or soul being the builder, the presaver and
the ruler of his body, is the most essential part of his

existence.

6.’ Mali's life or soul, like his body, is an organic exis-

tence, consisting of the various powers of intellect, desires,
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passions, and emotions etc. It survives death under certain

conditions.

7. Man’s soul being a part of the Universe is as much
subject to its Immutable Laws as is every other being
thereof.

8. Under the Universal Law of change, man’s life or
soul either developes or degenerates or becomes extinct.

9. Man’s soul develops, if it possesses the requisite capa-
city for higher life and has favourable environment.

10. Man’s soul degenerates if it either lacks the requi-

site capacity for higher life nr is under unfavourable or
dissolutionarv environment.

«

n. By not fulfilling the Laws of its preservation and
development and by following the degenerating course, man’s
life or soul, and with it his very existence becomes extinct.

III. The Higher Life.

12. The higher life or the true and perfect Dharma
consists of :

(it) The various powers of strong hatred
( Viyag Shak-

tis) against all that is untrue and wrong, that save and
preserve the soul from degeneration and impurity

;
and,

(b) The various powers of strong love (Anurag
Shaktis) of Truth and Goodness that conduce to its evolu-

tion in its various relations with the cosmos.

13. To attain the perfect or true Higher Life and
thus save the soul from degeneration and dissolution, and to

grow onward till it reaches perfection, in harmony (Ekatvva)

with the course of evolution is the goal and the highest ob-

ject of marr.

14. To acquire true knowledge and to evolve the requi-

site Vira$ and Anurag Shaktis of Higher Life,it is necessary

to harmonise with one’s own environments.

15. Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan, being the manifestation

of all the powers of true and perfect Higher Life, represents

the true and' perfect organism of the soul.
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IV. The Dev Dhann .

1 6. The manifestation of the perfect Higher Life in

Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan is the Dev Dharm. As the Dev
Dharm stands on the basis of Cosmic Laws :

—

(a) It is science-grounded and therefore the only true,

universal and life-giving Religion and,

(h) All other religions being not so based are not true

and perfect and therefore,

(c) They not only lead a man astray from the True
Dharm, but,

(d) Prove very injurious to him and others in various

ways.

These are, then, the fundamental principles of Religion

called Dev Dharm, which are one and the same for all

humanity, universal and non-sectarian in their character,

applicable equally to each and every individual, be he a Raja

or a poor man, educated or illiterate, Indian or European.

Now let us see how the system of the Religion of Dev
Dharm works in practical life. Well, the practical results

of the Science-Grounded Religion of Dev

tem °'of Dev Dharm in the physical, intellectual, social

Dharm works in and moral evolution of its followers, have
practice. been as unique arid wonderful as its teachings

and fundamental principles are unique and remarkable.

In the first place, hundreds of drunkards, flesh-eaters,

bribe-takers, thieves, debauchees, and reckless characters, who
. had, in some instances, in spite of their profes-

tcamaion
s jon Qf their faiths made themselves a terror

Purification to their community, a disgrace to their families
work

- and were considered to be past all reforma-

tion, have by coming under the influence of Shri Dev
Guru Bhagwan, become altogether changed persons, and
are now leading new lives to the wonder and great pleasure

of their relatives and friends. A large number of persons

have returned to their rightful owners, what they had stolen

or received as bribes, or what they had acquired through
other illegitimate means, before coming under the life-giving

influence of Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan.
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Besides the work of purification, a regular course of
religious exercises such as worship, communion, prayer,

Religious de-
s<

:
rvice

>
readings etc. in strict conformity with

votions condu- higher life in man, has been evolved and
cive to a higher is being practised by the followers of Shri
course of life. Dev Quru ftilagwan} jn order to create and
develope the noble feelings of compassion, sympathy, charity,

reverence, gratefulness, self-sacrifice, service, making sufficient

reparation for past wrongs etc. and to develope a sense
of right and wrong in the various relations.

Another unique feature of the Sad/ian Bidhi or the course
of religious exercises, inaugurated for the first

UiSquc
time in the history of religion by Shri Dev
Guru Bhagwan, consists in the regular exa-

mination and adjustment of man’s relations with all his

surroundings. The whole year is divided into 16 periods

for this purpose and each period is alloted for the examina-
tion, correction and improvement of one’s relation with one set

of relatives and is called the Yagna of that particular rela-

tion. The concluding day of each Yagna is called Brata and
on that day, the results of Sadhans or efforts made to improve
that relation, are required to be reviewed and a vivid picture of

the woeful consequences of leading the downward course of

life in that relation, and a picture of the blessings of leading

an upward or higher course of life with regard to it, is drawn
before the Sadhaks or devotees and an appeal is made to

adopt the higher or upward course of life and be higher,

nobler and more useful thereby. The following is the list

of these Yagnas :

(n The relations of parents and children (qicnfqm

1 2) The relations of brothers and sisters ( wwfa )

(3) The relation of husband and wife
( qf^qait n* ) (4) The

relation of master and servant
( ^ (5) The rela-

tion with the Dev Samaj ( 93 ) (6) The rela-

tion with the fellow members of the Dev Samaj ( irq* m )

(7) The relation with one’s race or nation ( sisiifa )

(8) The relation with one’s country ( m ) (9) |The

relation with the humanity at large ( 113*111* m ) 0°) The

relation with one’s own being
( ) 0 0 The

relation with the departed ones or Parlok Basces ( q^* )
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(12) Tne relation with the animal kingdom (tin %'s ) (13) The

relation with the vegetable kingdom ( ) (14) The

relation with the inorganic world ( ififarar ^ ) ( * 5) The rela-

tion with Dev Shastra ( srer )
(f6) The relation with

Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan ( *51 ^ )•

Beginning with the reformation and the cultivation of

individual character, Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan

home life

ing **
*s his influence felt in the family circles

of his followers and many really good fami-

lies and sweet homes are coming into existence.

Needless to say, that as the allround evolution of man
is the main object of Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan, the cause

of social reform in all its branches has also

Reform
°f S°cial

received, his full attention. Early marriage

is altogether discarded in his Samaj. Polygamy
as well as Polyandry are altogether prohibited. As for

intermarriages and dining with each other, no distinction

of caste is observed. Forced widow-hood is discouraged,

aqd re-marriage is allowed where desirable. Useless expen-

diture and useless and harmful rites and practices on the

occasions of marriages or obsequies or other occasions are

strictly prohibited. Sikpa or the beating of the breast on the

occasion of deaths of relatives which is prevalent in the

Punjab, is strictly prohibited. Girls receive the same kind

of education as the boys. Women receive their due share

of rights in the household circles and also in the Samaj. No
undue pania is observed. Ladies join the Samaj meet-

ings and take part in their proceedings freely when
necessary. The education of girls and grown up ladies

receives due attention, the proportion of educated women
being almost eighty per cent, in the Samaj. Eflorts are

made to raise the so-called low castes. Sea-voyage is freely

allowed and encouraged. Total abstinence from all in-

toxicants is vigorously preached by the Samaj. Several

ljquor-shops have been closed through the efforts of the

Dev Samaj). Habits of cleanliness and the observance of the

rules of Hygiene are encouraged. The spirit of fatalism

which is the bane of our country, is freely exposed and

expunged. Charity is regulated and checked from flowing

into unproductive channels.
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The beneficial system of Brahmcharj is revived and

The revival of

Brahmcharj.

already several dozens of boys and girls have
been ordained as Brahmcharis and Brahm-
charinis, and they have their regular classes

attached to our schools.

Reformed Several household ceremonies are performed
household cere- according to the reformed Anushthan Vidhi or
monies. Code of household rites of the Dev Samaj :

—

(i) Nam and fat Karan
, (2) Ann Prasan

, (3) Vidya -

rambh
, (4) Brahmcharj and Upanayan

, (5) Vivah or Marriage
,

(6) Anteshthi Kriya.

Passing from the individual, home, and social reform work,

when we come to the organization of the Dev Samaj, the

unique character of Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan's
Unique condi- life is found to have put its stamp even here.

tl

°mhershi of
The P r ^mary conditions of admission into the

the

l

Samaj!
P ° Samaj are that each and every member should

have become so much changed at least, as to

be altogether free from any great sins and evils and be able

to take a vow to remain so in the future.

1\—H.-24



SOURA-UPASANA.
OR

LIGHT-WORSHIP.

BY

B. C. MULLICK, Esq.

Salutations to the all-comprehending Being

Brahman manifested as Light.

MAHARAJA, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN !

fHIS Light-Worship appears to be the Truth or the

essence at the bottom of all the Religious systems of

the World. The Vedas and the Zendavesta, advocate this in

unmistakable terms. The names Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva,

Kali, Durga &c. are only synonyms for the Sun and his

Light which is the Reality or Substance in this manifested

Universe. And we shall not be far from truth when we say

that this Light is also the Holy Light of the Christian

Scriptures and the Noor of the Koran.

In the Vedas, God or the Brahman is the all-comprehend-
ing Being expressed as Light and is said to

Septenary com- be composed of seven limbs. The Earth is

smdMan.
° said to be His feet, the waters the fluid portion

of His body, the fire His mouth, the air His

life, the AkAsa His ears and head, the moon His mind and
the sun, the eye ot His intellect. These seven, though perceived

separately from one another, are the various aspects ol the

one Existence, Substance or Reality, called the supreme
Being or Parameshwara, the Virat or Bishwarupa. This is

not allegory pure and simple as some would have it.

All the religious scriptures of India, vie., the Upanishads
and the Samhitas, the Smritis, the Puranas, the Tantras, and
even the six schools, of Philosophy or the Darsanas,
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advocate the worshipof Light and do th ty must, for they
are all of them with the exception of the Tantras, dependant
on the teachings of the Mother of all the scriptures, the
Vedas.

To the question “Whence do we come and whither do we
go ?” We answer by saying that all creatures come and go back
to the Light. This Light is the substance from which the life

and consciousness of all creatures have been derived and to

which they eventually return, wherein also resides the
Heavenly Father. This is the dictum of all the Religious
systems of the East and the West. Among all the sects

in India, the Symbol ^ is used before the name of a dead
person ; which means that the person has gone back to the
lights of the sun and the moon or to Isvara, leaving his body
of the five elements behind him.

This all-comprehending Being, Brahman is also looked

The Trinit
upon as the Trinity : vis., Brahma Vishnu,

AL ' r ?v
’ and Mahcshwara. Our earth composed of the

five elements has emanated from the sun like a spark from a
lump of red hot iron hammered on the anvil. 'This fiery mass
has cooled down and has become our habitable globe. In the

fire you see the five elements. The akasa contains the fiery

mass or flame
;
without air it cannot burn

;
the flame itself is

the third element —oil and wick or the fuel must be composed
of water and earth. This fire is the gross form of Light.

So fire is at the root of the creation which after dessolution

again goes back to fire.

The two divisions (/. e. manifested and unmanifested)

of the Complete Being are the most prominent in all the

...... important religious systems of the
ua

\vor]d. But to say that the Nirakara or

the unmanifested is the real and conscious God and that the

manifested, is inanimate and unconscious—is a misconcep-

tion. This, we submit, has done a great mischief. The

real interpretation of all of them seems to be, to the Light-

worshippers, that the Complete Being is both Nirdkdra

and Sdkdra, Nirguna and Saguna manifested as Light in

its various forms. The worship of this Light has been the

most ancient form of religious service as would be found

from the following quotations :

—

In the Vedas the word “Agni” like the word “Jyoti” is
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used as a synonym for the Terrestial Fire and the Sun. The
Jyoti is the creator of the Sun and the Earth.

the^Vedw!
CeS ^

*s chief °f the Devas. Agni is also

said to be the Purohita (one who is placed

in front )
in grtfjri &c. Agni is said to be the sacrificer

of all, as all oblations are poured into its seven-flamed tongues

called /'seven tongnes).

The next Sutra we take is M In this

the Sun-God is said to be the Paramatma, whose self is Mitra,

Varuna and Agni i.e. the Sun ( Heaven), the middle region

or Moon and the Earth or the terrestrial fire. In the *TT?rat

mantra of the Vedas we clearly find the worship of the Sun
and the term clearly points to the Sun as has been

explained by the great qrqirreii

We shall take from the Rig-Veda Samhita of Mr. R. C.

Dutt, his comparison of the objects which these words mean
in the Avesta of the Iranian Aryans. Among

fr°m
the Iranians Mitra was worshipped as

^

Light or the Sun—as amongst the Hindus.

Ahuramazda of the Zendaveste is the same as our Mitra.

Again, we have given, like the Iranian, the sacrifice or powers

of creation to Mitra. He is the Lord of a vast-field.

He is the chairman of the assembly. He has thousand

beautiful ears, has ten thousand eyes, his consciousness is

complete. He is powerful, does not sleep i.e. is rcsplendant

and always awake.

In the Avesta, Agni is said to be the son of the creator

Ahuramazda (omniscient) air 1 his name is Atara. And in

the place of the Vedic Banma the moon) we find the word
Barana meaning the same thing, like the word Mitra in both

the scriptures. As regards worship, Ahuramazda says that

Mitra is as much an object of worship as Myself. But as

we are definitely and intimately connected with the Mitra

or the Sun of this system, He is adorable to us; His in-

fluence is the greatest upon us and the Earth. The Earth,

science roughly estimates, is sustained by the 2170 millionth

part of His Energy—Yet we say in our ignorance that we
would not worship Him but worship an unknown God.

We see then that Ahuramazda and Mitra of the A vesta

mean the same thing as the words Purusha and Mitra of

the Vedas. In the worship of Fire, special care is taken

to obtain the fire caused by lightning. This fire is reserved
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as the symbol of God’s Light and also of the visible form
of the heat and light of the Universe.

In the we find the worship of the Sun in the

mantra &c. In the Hindu Puranas we find

that from the first manifestation of the Brahman came
out the five Devas, (the Sun being the first) the different

followers of which represent the five sects in India ( iretqTflsTT i

)

Reference from Buddhism .

Similarly in the Buddhistic literature we find that this

Infinite Light is also worshiped. In the book cntitted “A short

history of the 12 Japanese Buddhist sects” translated into

English from the Original Japanese by Professor Bunyan
Nanju M. A., of the Tokio University, we find that the
Shingon-shu, sect, tells us that we can attain to the state

of the great “Enlightenment” if we follow the Secret Laws
regarding Body, Speech &c. which runs as follows :

—

“These six exist every-where so that the)' are called

Mahabhutas or the Great Elements. The ultimate knowledge
is the Vajradhatu or Wisdom—the first five being

Garbhadhatus 'll 1. This Vajradhatu has been translated

by Professor Nanju as immeasurable Light.

In the northern school of the Buddhist, the Trimurti of the

Hindus appear under Buddhistic names. Shiva or Sadashiva

is represented by Amitabha or Boundless Light, Vishnu or

Krishna by Padmapani otherwise Avalokeshwara. The
third Manjustri is the representative of creative wisdom cor-

responding to Brahma.”

From the Trisarantt or prayer of the Buddhists we gather

that by “Sangham saranam gachha” ( ) Dharmam

Saranam Gachha(m sM )
and Buddham Saranam Gach-

ha ( ) is meant “I pray to the Physical, the Vital

and the Enlightened or Buddha aspect of Nature,” We shall

finish by stating another truth about Buddhism. Sakya-

sinha is said to have become Buddha by sitting under a Bodhi-

tree in meditation, surrounded by the Devas headed by Indra

and Brahma. This Bodhi or Wisdom-tree must be some-

thing else than the fig-tree under which it may also be, that

he used to sit in contemplation. In the last chapter of Katho-
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oanishad which was very much liked by Buddha—we find

that the “Eternal fig-tree has its root in the Heavens and
branches downwards. It is white because it is Brahman and it is

said to be immortal, therein are all the three worlds placed”.

This fig tree is the Atman or Brahman. Now I think there can
be no doubt that Sakyasinha became Buddha by worshipping

that Light of Brahman manifested as the three lights of

these three worlds, the sun giving him intelligence, the

conscious forces of the Moon and Earth -represented by Indra

and Brahma giving him powers Vital and Physical. That the

Worship of the Sun increases our intellect and vitality which
gives strength to the Physical bod)- is evident from the

Savitri Mantra, Mother of all Vedas. So in our opinion the

great Buddha was the worshipper of Light from which came
his Enlightenment or *5^ 1

In the old Testament of the Christian Scriptures we
find the septenary and treble Divisions of the Universe

and man. The fundamental principle of the
References from existence of the Eternal Self which is the

turesf

ian SCnP
anc* light aH things created, in the

Jewish Faith, was accepted by Jesus and invo-

cations to the Holy Light, are found in the Books. Be
it noted also that the words God, Soul and Trinity in the

Bible as also Sacrifice, Baptism, Atonement and many
other words have lost their original import. God is used in

the singular and in a personal sense only. The Soul is used as

identical with the Spirit. Trinity is variously interpreted. But
the meaning points to the substances in their triune divisions

in each of the three objects or lights or spheres as they

would signify natural objects, their powers and properties.

As to to the objects and methods of worship we find

that the Jews worship God as the "Pillar of Fire" and the

Christians proclaim that “God is a consuming fire” and
the eternal cause is the Light of all created things*’ /. e.

God or Spirit manifests as fire, life and Light. His

worship is usually done by offering sacrifices to the Fire,

as well as by words or singing of psalms and by the perfect

sacrifice of Christ or Spirit to the will of God. We should

be pure in our thoughts, words and deeds or actions.

Then will be effected the At-one-ment (atonement) or union

of the Trinity of man to the Trinity of God—by being

baptised in spirit and fire or in “Light.” The present

method of using Jordan water in Baptism is also analogous
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to the Hindu method of sprinkling Ganges water for puri-

fication and offering water to the Pitris of the Lunar Sphere,

the moon being the water-god of the Hindus. Hence we
may say that Light in its treble division is really the

object of worship in the Christian Bible. Having dealt

with the subject of Light-worship and the relation of Man
with the Universe as laid down in the different scrip-

tures of the world, we proceed to deal with it from a

common-sense point of view.

^TTow what do we see outside V We see that Light
manifests itself in two aspects. The sun light and the

moon light. By the help of the one, we see everything
clearly and distinctly. By the other we see dimly with
doubtful knowledge. So that the one can be said to be
higher, the other lower. We also see that human beings

along with other creatures have three states of conscious-

ness, the waking, dreaming and sleeping. In the sleeping

state, the eyelids having fallen to shut out light, our con-

sciousness is drawn inwards and is as if non-existent. In the

dreaming state our consciousness manifests in a very hazy
manner generally about uncertain matters and ideas. In

the waking state our consciousness has full play.

Now let us try to show the natural relation of these states

of consciousness with the different aspects of Light. General-

ly we see that with the advent of the sun in the morning we
awake from the sleepy state, perform the manifold duties of

life and with the advent of the moon in the evening we go to

sleep again. There are, of course, a good many exceptions.

We come to this then : That during day time higher cons-

ciousness prevails and during night lower consciousness

prevails. This is the ordinary and natural law. During
deep sleep consciousness remains dormant. It is not mani-

fest. Similarly Light, the cause of consciousness also is

manifest and unmanifest and with the degree of display of

inward consiciousness or light the religious propensities of

a man are measured. The eventual identity of a man with

the Light is the total absoption or Nirbana State of a devotee.

That this Light forms a portion of our constitution is

evident from the fact that light is seen to issue from the

eyes of some species of animals. Besides this, we must

take into consideration the fact that the eyes of all creatures

are* shining and adopted to receive light only. Another

fact we must note : that in the absence of Light, notwith-
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standing our open eyes and egoism, we cannot see, because

the inward consciousness of the Light outside is not present.

We therefore come to this :
—

1. That generally in the absence of Light we sleep

and become unconsicous and cannot see or perform any
act of consciousness.

2. That in the presence of moon light or star light we
see hazily and our conclusions are not correct as in the

dreamy state.

3. That in day light we see clearly and our conclusions

arc correct. 4We generally remain awake and our conscious-

ness plays to its fullest extent.

We have known that there are always two paths laid

down in the scriptures for the devotees, the Devayana and
Piinydna or the Archir^di marga and Dhooma Mtfrga.

These paths mean the Solar and Lunar paths and these two
paths which the devotees attain after death are the results of

two methods of worship termed Jnana Joga and Karma Joga
in our scriptures and Darsanas. The path of devotion

may be with or without rituals. Rut the word Karma-

Joga really means the performance of Vedic rituals, Homa
or sacrifices and Light-worship or the worship of the Vedic

Mahaparusha is the way to Jnana Joga.

Illiterate as the late Paramahansha Sivanarayan Swami
was, he realized the natural relation of things and propagated

the truth, the worship of the complete Being manifested

as the Light of the Universe. It is he who has opened the

door to Lightworship in a scientific way for the welfare

of humanity young and old, nch and poor, ignorant and

learned. By his grace we can easily assert that by whatever

name we call the Infinite and Internal Being -Jehovah, God,

Khoda, Siva, &c., every one of us must admit that He is

the Creator and sustaincr of the Universe as Light.

He has laid down the simple precepts for the guidance

of humanity under the following six different headings :

—

j. To keep the body and the outer environments as

much clean as possible.

2. To do good to all creatures as much as possible.

3. To utter and contemplate the syllable “Om.”

4. To perform Homa, when the condition permits.
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5. To hold Light methodically through the eyes and
over the head and body.

6. To meditate on the complete Being manifested as

Light.

We pray in the following manner. “Oh ! Thou complete
Brahman manifested as Light, who art the parent, preceptor

and Soul of the universe ! Unmanifest and manifest art

Thou t Thou art the Universe of forms
;
the gross, the

subtle and the causal, the moving and stationary, all art

Thou, who art visible before our eyes ! Thou art the source
of happiness and prosperity to the Universe/ Forgive us,

our sins and purifying our minds oh Lord ! make us enjoy
the sublime bliss of Salvation in this and the life to come.
Again and again do we salute Thee ! ! !

P.—1L—2S



HINDUISM

BY

swa'mi sarada'nanda.

OF

( The Ramkrishna Mission
. )

fHE conception of religion or religious ideas in man
has been found by many of the scholars of the West

to have its origin in the simple feeling of terror. Others

have traced it to the complex feeling of wonder or awe.

The primitive man, first opening his eyes on this rich

and mystic combination of colour, sound, smell, touch and
taste, —that appears to us as the vast external world,

must have spent may a neon in getting acquainted with

its nature. And complex as was the object of his enquiry,

no less complex was he himself, the knower
;
hence the

primitive man, with powers of almost infinite possibilities

lying dormant in him, must have been tossed by complex
emotions and sensations from the very beginning, that

made him look upon life’s daily events through the hallowed

haze of poetry, and withal enjoy life with all the gusto

of an animal. Therefore the attempt to trace religious

ideas to a simple sensation, as that of terror or wonder,

seems to be an impossible one. Whatever might be put

forward in favour of the origin of such ideas, it is evident

that religion or anything worthy of the name, can never

be said to have begun in the human mind until the dawn
of the idea of a second existence apart from that in which
the primitive man used to sense and enjoy the external

world. This mu~f have originated in dreams or in the

curious, and to him inexplicable, experience that he used

to get during sleep. Then in the dark shady hours of

the night when he witnessed the scenes and persons that

he had never seen before, and acted in and with them,
as he never remembered to have done before, during his

waking hours, there began to arise in him the idea of a

separate existence, to which he was transferred, at times,
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by some mystic power, during the mystical hours of sleep.

The simple primitive man believed in those facts of his

dream-experience as much as he did in the perceptions

of his waking hours and thus was originated the basic idea

of Religion, which played and is still playing such an
important part in the history of human development.

We must not imagine, however, that the idea of the
existence of an immortal soul originated in the human
mind with this idea of a second or double existence by the
help of dreams. The idea of immortality must have been
a later growth, and must have established itself in the
mind of man after he had seen the mystery of all mysteries,

death, and brooded over the fact of its power over all,

—

nay after he had actually seen the spirits of some of his

departed ancestors. Strange as the assertion might seem
to some of us, it is no less true that the traditions of
every race and clime bear testimony to the fact, that

animism, or spiritism, or ancestor-worship originated in

man’s getting acquainted with his departed ancestors. Even
now, in these days of scepticism and scientific enlightenment,

can be found persons who will not hesitate to assert that

they too have made such acquaintances.

However that might be, it seems to us that as the

primitive man was concerned from the very beginning
with both the external and the internal world (the Universe

outside and his own mind),—the facts of his experience

in both these must have contributed to bring forth his

full-formed religious ideas. The beautiful and at times

terrible powers playing in the external universe, exciting

corresponding emotions of wonder and terror in his mind,

must have led him step by step from feticism through

polytheism to monotheism
;

and the vast but no less

mysterious powers of the internal world or mind, which

helped the primitive man to form first the idea of a second

existence of himself, must have guided him, through the

idea of an existence beyond the grave, to animism, and

thence to the belief in a subtle and indestructible part

within himself,—-the Soul. One must not imagine however,

that these two sets of ideas grew in the mind of the primitive^

man one after the other They— I mean, the belief in an

almighty external power ruling over the Universe and

ever remaining distinct and separate from it, and also the

belief in an immortal human soul, created by Him, after
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His own image—must have grown simultaneously like

parallel streams, until ultimately they were blended into one

in monotheism.

There is good evidence to support the theory that the

branch of the Aryan race, which had established itself in

India long before history was born, had already gone through

the successive steps of feticism, animism and polytheism

before it entered this country. The Vedas, which are

universally accepted to-day as the oldest scriptures extant

in the world, bear testimony to it. The Samhita and the

Brahmana portions, which comprise the hymns and narrate

in detail the different rituals or sacrifices for which those

hymns are to be used and which undoubtedly are the

oldest portions, though addressed to different gods, uphold

each of them as the God of the gods and the Ruler of the

Universe. Thus Indra, the Maruts, the Asvinis, the Rudras

and all the rest have been extolled in the different hymns
one after another, and attributed with such supreme qualities

as to give the reader the idea, that each in turn was looked

upon as the Supreme Ruler of the Universe. The only

explanation of this apparent polytheism is that the wor-

shippers had long formed the idea of the one only God
ana were then looking upon each of these gods, whom
they used to worship as separate entities , before, as different

manifestations of that one Being and therefore one and

the same with Him and with one another. If the Vedas
are the oldest scriptures in the world—as has been proved

by modern scholarship, from a comparative study of the

history of the nations of the world, from internal evidence,

from astronomical data and from various other sources,

—

then the fact becomes established, that in the dim, dark
ages where tradition sheds no light to dispel the gloom,

—

when Egypt, Gieece, and Rome that played successively

such important parts in the history of human development,

were as yet in the womb of futurity, when the forefathers

of the Hebrew, the Thcenician and the Greek were leading

a tribal nomadic life and struggling to come Jo the idea

of a God of gods through their various tribal feuds—the

Aryans, in India, had already grown introspective'
4

and had
fevolved a full-formed religion and philosophy of tfieir own.
Nay, the customs of the different nations of dealing with
their dead, in much later times, tend to prove that the idea

of the existence of the soul must have originated first in
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India,—and who knows how much India had helped other
nations to form the same P Egypt, trying to preserve

the dead bodies of her kings and queens, with the idea

that with the destruction of the corpses would come the
dissolution of the souls that lived in them

;
the Jews,

the Christians, the Mahommedans and various other nations

burying their dead with the idea that they will all rise

at the trumpet-call on the Day of Judgment, with the
physical bodies that they possessed while living un-
doubtedly point to the fact that the idea of the Soul, as

entirely separate and distinct from the body and unaffected

by the preservation or destruction of it after death, had
not been fully developed amongst them.

However that might be, in trying to delineate Hinduism
we must come to the Vedas, which comprise the Samhitas
and the Brahmans, and then to the Upanishads or the

Vedanta, the latter portion of the Vedas. Of the former
we have already given an idea. A few words more*and
we shall come to the latter.

No one here needs to be told, we suppose, that the Vedas
are not one book, but a vast collection of religious records

of the past, divided or classified into four different sections

or groups known as the Rik, the Sama, the Yajus, and the

Atharvan. Each of these four main groups is again sub-

divided into three different sets, namely, the Samhitas,

the Brahmanas, and the Upanishads The Samhitas are

collections of Hymns or prayers addressed to various

gods, the number of whom has been found to be thirty-

three in all
;
the Brahmanas narrate the time, the place and

the manner in which the different hymns of the Samhitas
are to be effectually used, or, in short, the different sacrifices

performed in all times, during the performance of which
the different hymns were chanted. The Upanishads record

the religious experiences of truth, at which the votaries of

each of the four groups of the Rik, the Sima, the Yajus

and the Atharvan, ultimately arrived, after long practice,

through successive generations, of particular sacrifices and
the chanting of particular hymns during their performance.

For we must remember here, that although the custom*

might have been at first for each Brahman or Brahman-

family to become versed in all the four different groups of

the Vedas above mentioned, it was soon found out to be

impossible to do so, as the records grew in time, and thus
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each family confined itself particularly to the study and
practice of only one of them.

We shall now come to see if there is reasonable ground
for the peculiar belief of the Hindus all over India, that

the Vedas are uncreate and eternal, that they existed in

all times, with the Great Lord of the Universe, that they

are the purifying breath of the great Being (

)

and are indeed the power through which He projected

the Universe at the beginning of each Cycle, out of Himself,

as the spider its web. The history of religion has not been

able to find the existence of such a belief in any other

nation. Strange as the belief seems at first sight, it will

appear in a different light when we seriously consider

the question of the dawn of knowledge in human mind.

Whence and how does knowledge arise in man, where is

the fountain-head of that life-giving stream that flows out

of man, solves all his enquiries and makes more than a

god of him ? The discoverers of the secular sciences and
arts, which closely questioned as to the part that their

mental abilities played in making their respective discoveries,

would invariably say that it was always a passive rather

than an active one,—that they merely put themselves into

the proper attitude of concentration on facts, and the

knowledge or truth flowed of its own accord, flashed all

of a sudden frorh some unknown source into their minds,

they knew not how. The spiritual seers of truth or the

Rishis of the Vedas, likewise, realised the same fact in

going to discover the science and art of religion, the ethical

and spiritual relation between the souls and the Over Soul,

with all becoming humility th^t is rarely found in this

sceptic age of materialism, held themselves to be merely
the instruments through whom the Lord’s truth and know-

ledge flowed out and shone to benefit humanity

—

Tfa <!< —“He whom the Self chooses, by

him the Self can be attained. To him this Atman reveals

Its true nature.” They found the source and depository

of all knowledge in the Lord of the Universe and thus
never took the proud name of discoverers or inventors of

the spiritual laws,—but of seers of those truths through
the Lord’s grace. Indeed whether man knows it or not,

every knowledge that comes to him in life, existed in all

times, for the very relation of the Lord with the universe
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and all individual souls, is immanent and eternal, and the
method of His manifesting Himself as these, is what
man is finding out in parts as results of his enquiry and
investigation—and is it not true that that constitutes all

our knowledge ? The word Veda, therefore, from the
Sanskrit root vid to know, means the sum-total of the

records of all spiritual laws that man has found out, up
to date and what he is likely to find out in . all future

times," the laws that existed and do exist eternally with
and in the Lord. No wonder the Hindus believe those

truths to be eternal and uncreate.

A science reaches its perfection and culmination when
it is able to arrive at the Unity from which the various

facts under its consideration proceed, and the science of
religion did the same in the age of the Upanishads. It

was indeed the greatest day in the history of the world,

no matter whether the world recognises it or not, or takes

ages to come to its recognition, when the gifted seers of

the sturdy branch of the Aryan race who lived in India
and early devoted themselves to the introspective or meta-
physical process of inquiry, arrived at the direct perception

of the Unity out of which all variety proceeds by going
beyond the little sphere of what is known to us as ordinary
human consciousness. It is easier indeed to rush to the

cannon’s mouth, vomiting fire and deadly missiles and
carrying the horrors of devastation and mutilation all round,

than to dare proceed consciously to throw away the basic

idea of our consciousness—the Triputi (fagfe) the knower, the

Known and the relation between the two. The human
mind stands aghast and trembling at the very idea, fearing

dissolution or transformation into dead insensate matter

or at best the horrors of insanity. Aye, all honour to the

noble pioneers, who offered all on the altar of Truth, and
but for whose indomitable ardour and valiant achievements,

India, nay the wide world, would have been left the poorer

arid still groping for the Real, to-day. Let us try to feel a

little of the unparalleled daring of these spiritual giants,

and then bow down to their hallowed feet and crave

their blessed touch so that you and I too may be thrilled

with the same burning zeal for Truth beyond all limitation

and relativity and for that alone. Heroes were they of

the most exalted type, the noble BAnprasthis or Aranyakas,

who after getting all the sense-experiences which the world
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cbuld afford and fulfilling to the best of their ability the

varied duties—civic, national, ethical and spiritual—that

make stern demands upon all born of man in all ages
and climes, felt through and through the vanities of
human life, the utter incompetency of the sense-perceptions

to know and grasp the absolute unchanging Truth, the

littleness of the various ideas of God that the progressive

mind of man is forming through evolution and anthropo-
morphism and the practice of the numerous rites and
ceremonies in obedience to the mandates of the revealed

spiritual laws and hoary-headed usages. Remote from all

tumult and bustle of the chase after name, fame and wealth,

and sense-enjoyments, in the cool shady groves of the

wide spreading banian and pipul of the Indian forests,

they pondered over the purpose of the varied experiences

of life and of the seething, surging, ever-flowing and
mysterious universe. They opened their devoted, humble
hearts, with all desires controlled, to the ever-radiant, ever-

living-rays of Truth—and the Truth manifested Its blessed

self. Thus the constant reiteration of the little ego became
stilled within them by the perception of its wide expansion

as being itself a part and parcel of that ever-united great

Unit—the Universe, throbbing with one life and energy

even down to the smallest parts, the atoms. The thunder-

ing self-assertion "I exist, I exist” of the all-encompassing

Universal Ego was brought to the hush and calm of Its

normal condition, when the constant lashings of the mental

ocean by the wind-like desires were stopped and the ideas of

self-protection and self-manifestation even were hushed

within. Then shone out tin absolute Reality in all Its

effulgence and the truth—that the knower, knowledge and
the known

;
the lover, love and the beloved ; the worshipper,

worsEip and tHF worshipped, are all one and the same^—
became revealed in the perfection of Samadhi or super-

sensuous self-introspection.

This blessed state of an unfettered, unconditioned union

with the essence of Being was indeed attained but could

not be retained for a long time at first
;

for the lashings

of the surface of the mental ocean began again by the

rising of the simple desires of self-protection and self-

manifestation, and from little ripples and wavelets they rose

to bigger and bigger waves, to the recurring consciousness

of the physical body.. But once attained, that unqualified
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calm joy of perfect union drew the mind, on the other hand,
irresistibly towards it

;
and again and again the Ego rose

to that super-conscious condition, until by habit the power
of ascending to and remaining in that state increased

and came under, the control of the worshippers will, and
thus became his second nature.

Then came that ever joyous state of the mind which
the changeable gross and fine environments of the Physical

body and mind could no longer disturb with all their

powers, and the “peace that passeth understanding” possessed

the devotee, as has been so aptly described in the Upanishads
in the words

—

<r q^iqq; ii

All the knots of the heart—the constant hankering
and holding of the human mind to sense enjoyments and
little things of the world, all doubts regarding God and
future existence, and all necessity of work for developing
one’s Self, vanish when the Highest is attained.

Again in the Bhagbat Gita

—

i *a[aJT ^lq* rmi *TTfaqf I

q ^Tfq fq^^sm 11

Attaining which all other attainments appear trifling

indeed, and abiding wherein, the greatest of misfortunes

has not power to affect and disturb the sweet calm and the

unparalleled joy of the devotee.

It was then that the Vedic sage proclaimed the glad tidings

to men and to all beings that they too might come and
partake of the divine bliss

—

foi wro xpri feanfa ircj: i

Hear, ye children of immortal Bliss, even ye that reside

in higher spheres, I have found the Ancient Effulgent One,
Who is beyond all darkness and all division”

Thus came forth the mighty trumpet-call to all, in all

ages and climes, and thus dawned the day when Religion,

and her hand maid, Metaphysics, were rendered into perfect

sciences by the noble exertions of the Rishis of Aryavarta.

1\—H.—-26
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This positive condition of an un-fettered union with the

Absolute Being, once found and proved to be a higher

state of existence than the ordinary human consciousness,

by the attainment and manifestation of higher light and
power by those who reached it, brought in its train philo-

sophy and metaphysics to help to explain the relation of the

super-plane with the lower plane of consciousness, as also the

art by which every,one will be able to raise himself to that

higher plane. This is why we find that the summum bonnm
of all the different schools of philosophy in India has been

to show man a way to this goal, and each one of them has

tried its best by all the powers of argument that it could

command, to support this unconditioned state of existence

which had been revealed first to some of the Vedic Rishis

or seers of old. Kanad, Gautam, Jaimini, the great Kapila

and P£tanjali all have tried in this direction
;

all have tried

to connect the facts of ordinary human consciousness and
experience with the facts of the super-conscious existence. Aye,

even the great Tath^gata, the mighty man of compassion, did

the same, for his Nirvan is nothing more than a delineation

of this super-conscious condition of the old Rishis and his

religion virtually a mere offshoot of the same continuous

line of revelations of the Vedas. Thus each built on what
the one that went before had done, until the purpose and
view of creation and human life stood out in the clearest

possible light by the powers of the mighty Vyasa, who
succeeded in finding an unbroken link of connection through

all the separate spiritual laws and experiences that came to

the different Rishis of old, and that appeared and still

appear to ordinary human intellect as hopelessly contradic-

tory. .
Thus the nucleus of the Vedanta philosophy was

formed in his aphorisms which needed the giant power of a

Sankara to expound and establish in later times.

The effects of the discovery of super-consciousness upon
the thought-current of the day were tremendous. The strong-

holds of dualism :*nd the theories of a Creator possessing

entirely different qualities and attributes from the created

and His producing the creation out of nothing, came to the

ground. We can imagine the dismay in their camps at the

time, by what we have seen in the western world in modern
times by the rapid advance and great discoveries of science.

The performance of long-drawn rites and ceremonies of the

old Vedic tradition and of Karma generally, fell in abeyance
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in many quarters, and there arose a strong spirit of contro-
versy and debate between the advocates of the old andthe
new schools of thought,—between the priestly class or the
Brahmins generally, who represented the old school, and the
Kshatriyas whose number seems to have preponderated in

the new. And who knows whether or not this very thing
is being pointed out in the traditional account that is to be
found in the Vedas and Puranas about the dispute between
the Brahmins and the Kshatriyas? In the midst of al this

din of the two parties there arose a mighty figurl of
unsurpassing splendour and majesty, Sri Krishna, whe by
His super-human power saw things in their true lightoand
tried to bring about a reconciliation by ascribing knowl dge
(Jnana) and Karma to their proper places, and by eHis
advocacy and performance of the old rites and ceremo nies

without any selfish end—Sri Krishna, the steady friend and
great warrior, Who is still worshipped in India as the greatest

of all Incarnations and Whose life is an unique combination
of super-conscious knowledge with the constant performance
of the duties of human life. Things went on well for a few
centuries after His advent, but again came confusion and
muddling of the revelations until the advent of the great

Buddha, Who held strong sway over Indian religious

ffiought for a few centuries by His wonderful life of renun-
ciation and enlightenment. Many of the mighty kings of the

time became His converts. Temples and Stupas arose to

His blessed memory all over India, and 1 1 is laws were
engraved in and out of India on pillars and hill-sides for

the education of the masses. But the denial of all former

revelations and of a personal God, coupled with His preach-

ing of a highly philosophical doctrine, much in advance
of His age, to the masses, became the cause of the ruin of

His system
;

for when His strong personality was removed,

it got itself mixed up with many horrible phallic rites ^nd
ceremonies of foreign import. Thus a re-shifting of the

revelations became imperative for the good of the people

and there arose the Great Acharya Sankara, who did the

work, the results of which still form the gist of the modern
Hinduism. Sankara finished his Vedic studies before he was
seven, wrote all his memorable commentaries before he was

sixteen, and spent the remaining sixteen years of his life

in meeting all the great intellects throughout the length and

breadth of India, and preaching to them the doctrine of the

continuity of the revelations of the Gpanishads and their
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crowning achievement in the bold assertion, that the world

and the varied ‘names and forms’ that it contains, have an

apparent existence only as that of a shadow or a mirage,

while the Reality is one without a second and the true nature

of man is one and the same with it. Foreign scholars have
placed his date from the fifth to as late as the eleventh

century after Jesus the Christ, but whatever be his date of

advent it is undoubtedly true that he combined the old

Vedic revelations with all that was in harmony with them
in the religion of Buddha and preached the same as the

Vedic religion. For the mass of the people who need con-

crete things of worship before they can grasp the high philo-

sophy of the Vedas, he got hold of the Buddhist temples

and instituted in them a sort of kindergarten system of wor-

ship of different gods and goddesses instead of the personality

of Buddha, so that it may lead the worshipper higher and

higher when sincerely followed, to the attainment of super-

consciousness—the one goal of the Vedas as well as of the

religion of Buddha. For this recognition of what was good in

Buddhism, Sankara has been sometimes styled a Buddhist in

Vedic disguise. The Vedic sects were not extirpated by
Buddhism with fire and sword, neither were the Buddhist sects,

when the Vedic religion attained its supremacy by the powers

of Sankara
;
but they, the Buddhist sects, were reformed, assi-

milated and incorporated again into his neo- Hinduism. But
there were many advocates of the Vedas at the time, who
did not side with Sankara in his interpretation of them and
who though silenced for a time by the smashing argument and
strong personality of the great Acharya, raised their heads

again soon after the time he was removed from the field.

They began their work steadily md in the dark, by twisting

and torturing the texts of the Vedas which advocate monism
(Advaita), and tried to prove, by the help of grammar and
the root meanings of words of such texts, that an unqualified

dualism (Dwaita), or a sort of qualified monism which
teaches that the relation of the Universe and man with the

immanent Creator is that of a part to the whole (Visishta

—

advaita) forms the goal of the Vedas. But the monism
(Advaita) of Sankara gained ground steadily inspite of their

attempts and had almost established its supremacy all over

India, when a strong personality arose in the other party, in

the person of Acharya Ramanuja, who with others that fol-

lowed in his train (viz., Ramananda, Madhvacharya in the

Deccan and Sri Chaitanya in Bengal) succeeded in securing,
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by their preaching and their noble lives of renunciation, a
large following in various parts of India. Thus the Dvaita,
the Visishta-advaita and the Advaita—dualism, qualified
monism and monism—made each its own philosophy, and
supported themselves by making their own interpretations
of all the various Vedic texts and have been preaching and
flourishing side by side in India up to the time of the advent
of British rule in the country.

The clamours of all these sects with their own inter-

pretations 'of the Vedas and the Upanishads, at variance
with each other, made a hopeless confusion and sincere

students of religion and aspirants for the higher life ad-
vocated by the Vedic seers, began to get bewildered and
did not know which to accept and which to avoid, which
of them was true and interpreted the Shastras in their

real light and which of them did not. On the other hand
a dominant foreign power, holding commercial interests as

its main-spring of action ruled over the country and brought
in a different system of education to equip man in life. No
wonder confusion got worse confounded and unsettled

people’s minds. It is true that the free thought of the West
released men’s minds from their former yoke and made them
move in altogether new grooves, but the little good was done
at the great price of be-littling all their former religious ideals

and openly ignoring their power to suit and elevate modern
India, and the result became disastrous. Atheism and
agnosticism stalked over the land, and the people losing

all faith in their old national ideals and all touch with the

great achievements of their forefathers in the past, lost

all faith in themselves ! And what nation can rise and fulfil

its destiny in the world’s arena, which has no faith in itself

and which does not care to look back to its bright past to

stimulate it to glory ? A people to be great must build its

future plans upon what it has achieved in the past. But Indian

organisations of the present day have in many instances

overlooked this one great truth and have consequently failed

to carry out their purpose of elevating the people of the

country. We need not enter here into the details of the

history of their failures for the last fifty years or more, and

space too will not permit of it in this little paper. Suffice it

to say that the crying requirements of modern India sorely

needed the birth of one who could convince her—by his life of

unparalleled purity, chastity and divine insight into things,
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built solely on the old Indian ideals—of the excellence

of those religious ideals, and restore by his living example* a

burning, active, dynamic faith in themselves and in that for

which their forefathers had worked for ages in the past. Such
a man was born in a wayside corner of a Bengal village in th6

person of Sri Rama Krishna, the Prophet of Dakshineswar,

Who flourished in our own times and almost before our own
eyes and whose great life’s work can be said to have just

been begun in leavening India into the most glorious nation

by infusing into her sons a new spirit of religious awakening

based on her glorious achievements in that line in the past.

We come now to relate briefly the great revelations of

this most wonderful life, which could take in all the spiritual

revelations of the past in all ages and climes in their entirety

and find their respective positions regarding the one Goal at

which they are all aiming. Justly has it been said that the

great in Religion always come “ To fulfil the laws and not to

destroy them”; and rightly can it be said that all the spiritual

laws recorded in the Scriptures of all the different reli-

gions of the world, have met a most unexpected, harmonious

and be-fitting fulfilment in the life of this great Prophet or

Seer of the nineteenth century, whose achievement tolled the

death-knell of all intolerance, bigotry and fanaticism and
their offspring, text-twisting in the religious field and beside

which all the revelations of the past dwindled into insigni-

ficance. India has ever been worshipping the heroes who
succeeded in discovering a new path to reach the spiritual

Goal as veritable Incarnations of the Deity. What wonder
then that she rises today to honour this towering Giant of

spirituality who has done so much not only for her own
sects and people, but for the spiritual uplifting of humanity
at large, and that, too, in an age of rank materialism and
without receiving any help whatever from modern scientific

enlightenment. Untaught and untutored he had no other

source of help except his own simple but burning faith in

God and his own self - and meet indeed that it was so, for it

proved beyond the least shadow of doubt that the Lord is

still the Lord of the Universe and can vouchsafe the highest

enlightenment in His inscrutable ways even to him, whom
the world calls the most ignorant. Aye the world has lived

to bear testimony to this great fact, for, from this unschooled,
unlettered man issued forth the mighty and startling pro-

clamation, a brjef summary of which we give below ;

—
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That all the religions of the world are true, they are but
so many w.iys to lead men to the goal of super-consciousness.

That the positive part of each religion shows such a way
to lead men to the goal, and that religion is ever a positive
and constructive process to help men to build the higher life

and never a negative or destructive one, which says that if a
man does not follow the tenets of a particular sect he will go
to perdition.

That all the great religious teachers who attained to the
Super-conscious state have never differed in their expres-
sions of it but always spoke alike, showing that the goal of
all religions is one and the same. A Jesus proclaiming “I
and my Father are one", a Hindu Seer preaching before the
world ‘-fwir^sqt ' I am the Deity, the ever-
existent, Ocean of infinite light and bliss) and a devotee,
Hindu or Mahommedan, experiencing in advanced love-

trance, that he is one with his Beloved, all point to the same
goal.

That man is travelling from truth to truth—from a lower
truth to the higher and higher ones and never from falsehood

to truth, before reaching the goal of super-consciousness.

And as sucih, the experiences of all humanity can never be
the same in the field of religion : so what is true and
beneficial to one. might be untrue and injurious to another

—

what is bread to one, might be stone to the other and the

latter must grow and develop to get fitted to the former’s

truth. Therefore follow your own path and adhere to your
own experiences but let others do the same.

That man begins his religious life with Dvaita, with the

idea that there is a qualitative as well as a quantitative

difference between his own self and the Lord,—when he is

comparatively advanced he experiences the Visishtadvaita the

fact that the Lord is the Whole and he is part of Him, and
finally ends with the Advaita, in finding that the part is the

same as the Whole, for Infinity can never be really divided.

That the Lord is both the efficient and the material

cause of this universe, and Him alone we perceive as different

objects and beings through the imperfection of our senses.

Remove this imperfection by rising to the super-conscious

state and you will find Him and Him alone.

That the Lord is both Personal and Impersonal—the

Personal being but a partial view of the Impersonal.
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That the Lord really hears our prayers and can really

be attained.

That religion is intensely practical and can never be
attained by mere intellectual development.

That there are in the present, and will be in the future,

many ways to lead men to super-consciousness, and all these

fall, and will always fall, under the general category of the

Hindu Philosophy, called the Yogas, which have been
divided into four main groups, viz., Jnana, Karma, Bhakti

and Rdja.

That the great differences that we find existing between
the mental capacities and the environments of one man
and another in this life, have been brought about by their

respective Karma and each Soul will sooner or later shake

off its fetters and attain to the goal of superconsciousness.

“When the rose is full-blown, bees come of themselves,”

said Sri Ramkrishna in His beautiful parabolic language,

and if we do not feel attracted to the unfolded spiritual

petals of this divinely chaste life, as the bees to the flower,

it shows merely that we have not the eyes to see and the

ears to hear “the most wonderful and all-comprehensive

revelation that the world has yet seen.” May the Lord help

us to attain the same !

In conclusion, if any in this large audience ever feels

drawn to know and understand more of the life and living

teachings of this greatest of men, we refer him to the writings

of the Swami Vivekananda, the worthy disciple of the Master,

who carried the message of Sri Ramkrishna far across the

ocean, to the heart of England and America, and whose
signal success in the Chicago Parliament of Religions we all

thought to be nothing short of a miracle.



APPENDIX,

A SlfORT LIFE QF PRINCE SIDDHARTHA

Mr. A. H. Dharmapala.

Two thousand five hundred and thirty-two years ago, on the full-

moon day of May, in the royal Park of Lumbini, was born a son to
Raja Suddhodana of the lipe of Ihksvaku, of the solar race of
Kshatryas, who was named Siddhartha. His birth was attended
with all the auspicious signs in the heavens and on earth, and the
people of Kapilavastu rejoiced that their king was the recipient of
so great a son.

On the day after the birth of the child, the great Rishi Kala-
devala having heard from tfie Devas of the birth of the future

Buddha, came to the palace ef Rajah Suddhodana, and express-

ed his desire to see the divine babe, and the king had the Child
magnificently dressed, and wg§ brought to the Rishi expecting bless-

ings of him, for the Rishi wgs the intimate friend of the king,

and the Rishi seeing the Chj]$ first smiled and then wept
; and the

king noticing his behaviour, §§]ced the reason for it, whereupon the

Rishi said that he smiled becgp§e the Child would in future become
the omniscient Buddha, an<j §ave many millions from sin, and he
wept because he would not be |fien living to see the Buddha.

On the fifth day, the king ipvited one hundred and eight Brah-

mans, well versed in the Vedg§, to his palace, and fed them with all

kinds of delicacies in golden fcpwls, and asked them to prophesy

about the Child’s future, flight of the most clever were chosen to

consult the oracles, and they §aid that if the Prince chose to remain

as a householder, he would become a Chakravartin, a universal

monarch ;
if he retired from the world, he would become Buddha,

and remove the veil of ignorgppp from the world.

In the previous birth, the future Buddha was living in the Tusita

heaven as the god Swetakctu, gnd when the time came for him to

be born, the gods of many fayalokas came to him, and said that

the time had come for him {p take birth in the human world to

save the people from sin. Hp, (ooking to the five signs, found that

they were all auspicious
;

an<} jp perfect consciousness, he left the

Tusita heaven and was conceived in the womb of the Queen Maya,

and in accordance with the Byddha-nature, he remained full ten
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months in the womb in full consciousness, and when coming out of

the mother’s womb, retained his full consciousness and soon after his

birth surrounded by the gods of ten worlds, receiving their hom-
age, uttered : “I am the Chief in this world, the Eldest, and
the First.”

The king delighted in being the father of so great a being, took

all the precautions for his safety and provided all the comforts

that royalty could give. Three palaces were built for the Prince,

one of five stories, one of seven and one of nine, for the three

Indian seasons. The summer palace was especially constructed

with engineering skill, so that by mechanical means water was
made to fall around the palace in showers, and noise like that of

thunder was produced by means of mechanical drums, and flashes

like that of lightning was to be seen. The winter palace had heating

arrangements to keep it warm. In the rainy season, the Prince was

not allowed to be brought downstairs. In the gardens were beautiful

lakes for the Prince to have the pleasure of aquatic sports, and
there were fountains playing, and birds of variegated plumage
singing in cages, tame deer grazing, and for his companions the

Prince hadSakya boys of his age. His future wife, the beautiful

Princess Yasodhara, born on the same day that he was born, was

chosen by him after a Svayamvara contest, in his sixteenth year.

Like two heavenly beings, the Prince and Princess lived surround-

ed by all the Rajput
:
beauties of Kapilavastu, and the father fearing

that his son would renounce the pleasures of royalty, had ordered,

that the Prince should not see anything in the way of sickness, old

age and death. Within the palace grounds, there were no signs of

decay,* no faded flower, no withered leaf was allowed to be seen by

him, lest he should reflect on the signs of change, and until the

day that his son was born, and he was 29 years old then, he was

not allowed to go out of his palace grounds, and when it was

announced that he was to make his entry into the city, the king

proclaimed that the city should be decorated, and that no sign of

decay or death should meet the eye of the Prince. Attended by

his charioteer in a carriage drawn by four white horses, the Prince

entered the city, and the people joyously welcomed him, and it so

happened that amidst this joyousness he beheld a sight, which he

had never seen before—the ‘ form of an old man, leaning on a

staff, struggling for life, his heart weak and oppressed.”

What kind of man is this, “his head white, his shoulders bent,

his eyes bleared, and his body withered, holding a stick to support

him along the way ?

Channa, the royal charioteer, answered, “This man was once ^
sucking child, brought up and nourished at his mother’s breast,

and, as a youth, full of sportive life, handsome, and in enjoyment
of the pleasures of the .five senses -

y
as years passed on, his frame
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decaying he is brought now to the waste of age !”
'Hie Prince,

greatly agitated, asked, “Shall I also be such as he ?” “Yes, Prince
this is the common lot of all.” Thereupon the Prince exclaimed,

“What joy or pleasure can men take in life which soon mnst fade,”

and ordered Channa to drive back the chariot, for he had seen
what he did not expect to see, and returning home, on the way he
beheld three other sights successively :—a sick man, his body
swollen and disfigured, sighing with deepdrawn groans, his hands
and knees contracted and sore with disease, his tears flowing ; a
corpse carried on a bier by four men, followed by weeping relations

;

and a yellow-robed Bhikkhu, of sublime countenance, a face beam-
ing with a cheerful joyousness.

The charioteer told the Prince, that every one born has to

meet with old age, disease and death, and there is no getting

out of these calamities, and that the yellow- robed Bhikkhu was one
of the few, who, having reflected on these changes and being de-

pressed and sad at the thought of old age, disease and' death, had
left home to seek some way, whence he could escape from decay,

disease and death. The Prince was gazing at the calm figure when
it ascended into space and disappeared. This last scene was like

balm to his disturbed mind. Determined to make the Renuncia-
tion that very night, if possible, the Prince was returning to the

palace, when on the way he met the royal messengers sent by
Raja Suddhodana who announced that a son had been born to

the Princess Yasodhara. Hearing this, the Prince exclaimed

“Rahula.” an obstacle, and the messengers returning, announced
to the Rajah that the Prince had uttered the word “Rahula.”

The king believing that it was a name intended for the babe,

applied it to the infant, who was thenceforward known as Rahula.

Another incident happened to the Prince on his way which

accentuated his desire to find the happiness of Nirvana. A
Sakya Princess, by the name Kisagotami, saw the Prince from

the balcony of her palace and greeted him with a stanza, with

the word “nibbuta,” recurring in each line, which in English

means

:

Happy the mother,
Happy the father,

Happy the wife,

Who owns this lord so glorious !

The Prince hearing the word “nibbuta” thought “when the

fires of lust, hatred, infatuation, pride, false belief are extinguished,

it is nibbuta (Nirvana), and delighted at this suggesstion, he

loosened from his neck a pearl necklace of great price and sent

it to the Princess, for her acceptance, as a teacher’s fee.

The Prince entered the palace, and lay on his couch of state,

when beautiful maidens, dressed like celestial nymphs, began to
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dance and sing, and play their instrumerits of music. The Prince,

taking no pleasure in the entertainment, fell into a slumber, where-

upon the maidens too, laying down their instruments, went to sleep,

and when the Prince woke up, He saw the maidens in various atti-

tudes, some lying half naked, some with mouths open, some grind-

ing their teeth, some muttering in their sleep, and that magnificent

apartment as splendid as the palace of Indra appeared to him like a

cemetery filled with dead bodies, and he got up exclaiming, “How
oppressive and stifling is all this ! It t)fehoves me to go forth on the

Great Retirement this very day,” and He went to where His royal

charioteer lay, and having awakened him, ordered him to saddle His

royal charger, and in the meanwhile He thought, “I will take ju^
one look at my babe,” and He went to the suite of apartments and

opened the door of the perfumed chamber of the Princess Yaso-

dhara, and found the Princess sleeping on a couch, strewn deep

with jasmine flowers, her hand resting on the head of her son. He
then thought, “If I were to raise the Princess’s hand from off the

child’s head, she would awake and thus prevent my departure. I

will first become a Buddha, and then come back and see my son.”

So saying, He descended from the palace, came to where the horse

stood, and spoke to him, “My deaf Kanthaka, take me now this

night, and when I have become Buddha, I will save the world of

gods and men.” And that night the Prince Siddhartha made the

Great Renunctiation.
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4$ TO *^*m«| i)f TOt* C^TO TO$t «TO nti Tfoft*

TO toetN *t?rc i 3 faqt* >tto ^rr? *pfr *rtf* tort ^5^5;

^farffrot* 1 Tt?«i *N1 to *ftfro s? tf*nn «fw fafroft tow
Rf®TOi /ire /ifTO ws* TOi *wtro ^tRN to c*rttro wtro fa =n

*iw* 1 ®Ntt® *rtTO toot* ton i /rosN^N fsTOs ^Rtf TOtfro 1

-sfro fafac® *jto ^rt« fffo *t«fa®i *tfaw fa-ro 1 ^t<i«i cq c*r fro*

c^Nw** jrfro to ^fcroj w c.s\$ <Rf faw ^ticrtb^ *farN srfroN

RNtffacr cron $3 i\$ 1 *rNN «rro *trh to® ^5 to 1 wfaw to
/1® ^t®N 'Q to «rti?8r c*, ®ni jito to tot* srcaj *nf*ni ^rfa TOan 1

T*\ farasfro ^tTOte km *fari ewe ?m faro ^hrc 1

*RR ffafo ^pf^nrtfw fa| *rfac®f *fFT c^rttotft^tw c^to*
^tfw csfr *rtfraff 1 tor *fo *rmt?i totn apft wri ^fror 1

<n\to* ^rt«m vfam^ ^rNurotw fw ^nfs jiw $f stf? to
^pTOBfi 1 *nfcrN jw vvfa TOTO^ /if urtra to#* 1 *m TOfarc®

<srci*R Rtw iiTOR nira qtfro wtf© ffwnrc ntwwm—*#*tn crota stoatN

to4®- mcm fatww srfafc® facR 1 ?Rm -rt^n -rt*j-^ TO WifTO TOTO1 *fiWfWR I $T?H TON TOU ^rttfa

fatNr *fa®f?*i 1 TOrtwwr to1 *MN 3rt>r *Ntmt 1 toi otr toto
smNTOro c®*fa to> ffpro 1 <rrai otr tfwsiftn arwwtWl

srtfWw ^5i <rwi^«r c«m 1 to cvr ton
ft«r sn 1 cwfuia* <jjn^]ti TOtN ^Nt^i frot^ ^mt9^ ^fiic®fTK*R 1

irtwNt^l wt^l'sc^ to «n^tt 1 fro $Ntura «it<Hi ^4

&v5fw% =n 1 ^c^r ?f4N TOs3p*sr ptferw wfi 1 s^rtfn ^^twr^^ifara

cvft TON^D (R^i c’fsr sfl 1
9N^%»f ws ^rsij-TORsr ?f?n ?ffar^»f

Wjjw^PM-cilfro vTO *p w \ toi ^tcsr

froK 1 to^tNto ^rtfro ^ ^Nri cafc^
3 fw* «ra to ^fro "/if

^fcro *n 1 ^ tosR ffsc ?tTO3?TOl 3*\ «rtaw ®rfc®r

3T#r*ft^ 1
” ^ C^t'QTII ^TO*"f05 *fw

^JfTO i fsp'Wf ff^ \% 1” fTOTOl ^f^TO “Np C«ffTOt

^ 3TOJW r" C^t'StM *faro "TOiM ^Tlf<TO, «

•si^fTO (^fit^) c^fron TON ¥f*TO i° wi ^rf^n:'® /if

TOtc^ni yl^w *fl ’ffsc® ®to wtfs® Jit^^t*i®i ^cto [ M*if-
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^75 ^B WH ;
TOt^HB HC* HR HHRfe $% ’ffe'v®

*rl%[ orf<Bl hrfI fwtw *f*Hfa hIhi §*tft *rtoh ^fircro i $BB
Hfara to 3 <ihj *wr s hrb* frfjtHHffi fTOtt TOfoarc i %®, sN « h*i

iit fen ^ ntTOa w fortt ^rr^rfff fHf*fr5 *$*tfroi «rfatwc*tH«

^rh Ho.gH fer hi i « ertHttHH HtH«fa h*bj ^P5h«i

frotfro i WHtfTO^«nit^irt Htrtt s h^ ^cto %® « fswfare

h^?i ^«rfa^ Htfvs i toi ornttHtifr *ifflm-«iH**Rn *rst ntqft fntfto Hfa\®

SHtcara fanB; f?c5R i cwnra rhi, w « p $&*t $hB fai^m frowtur

fan facwn i fan Mh sffwi ®rRr rhh Hfasi cnmtf *rtfa*TOH to <r<RtR

TOW ^fartfaWH, TO-HJtf<fTOI-H?*r ^SHtH H>fanft TO Wh ^fantos

TOsW *JBtfTOIH, fHHTOM fWTTO TOH "5BB *IC* TO8H I ^HfaB HH$ 4$

HH CWt, 4$ HH fasten ^HfSBf® ^ i f®fa 3RR Htfatfl CWft-

HB ?5^t TON « iltw SRiRCHH *RRfs «f<HI *faRH I *pC«FHvHtR 'HHl

HtfanB TO SRTI HRJB3 H^JB frit* SRTOH H^ftlRH I 4H? ^HRC^ ^tH<*C*f

•TOBWftHa Hlfro hBcs wm tRB ^fo&sr*5 fro hi, <ro tobM, artfa-

TOtfo *m ^ I $HB HH^SI
3*RH Stfan '»BR 3t<HB

feTOl i£(HnH H^fes *ttf<tCcTH Hi I R TO ^HR SW<I ?M? *5RH 6Rt#tflfa

HtftTC R TO HI *ITfaW nPB 3RR ^HR^I HirfTOl 1>RH <Rl TOTOflFI

’WVHtfHW CH *R3Hfss?3 HRBRH I

frotf hiTO tow er^iri r^icar^i m <tM® ^tsih i

tftotffa H*>KHH H9Hff«?IIH WfHCs CVff^s f aiH TOHH ^r*.

^itan i nr^i «c^t*rn « ^srfTOHWH fH^^«i hr^ih®i hcto h4 ^
nSlre •nxftvz ^n* *>rftc« h;ihc® fHiwa iq'i i

*fiHHtaj ^prni f^refroi ®6c^h m njr^^fbra ww* Itori #a^,
vUf^ r HfHfH I TOfWl^ ^ l fa t*X* ^*1 ** ^ HI

C^TOT W r HI fHR, *. ?l, CH TOITOW HC? I Sf*ll r*H

CHRfff «t^TH HC? I ^fHHiaf^y HftW4 HHIf*1^HW

^chi ^mrre, c*rfr wwfHtcv ( cHMltn? ) ^^hkhi htow^ m
^facH i ^5«th *rto c^j, sffoj, -<r?r, fn^H, cn^witfH nifto hi i fncTO

*lftCHH H^H ^fsm b^t pa I ^sfroi tHB TOPS « HTO ^^H I

CHt fHH ^Ht'H ^HB Hi fbf® s HR «T®TB^H ^f^C?IH I

HH*tf© fHfraa TOBr-^''"T|H^H-HlHB «fH?l ?*>B
.
^B*l fmW

4H°s HBN^K fnaa^i totcf ?^i 'q -rfro

^C5R I «fWT vSlIamp fHt^ HI nfisrc ntR TO9
HBHtHTt ^H«W HtHt ^’TtR B HH C68t

«JtfHcro i f^fwH to faw[< ^Btam hM_

® ^?^h i H^Bfs? vs cn^TO

TOH ^fTO«5 HBaR^I HC^« CHt^H HfffaTO Hjf^ fHHi^ H9HTO
i f^H ^rfHHB hhh toci ?&i mfatf *r%.cm h«hb ^rfna

4BTTO H*tH HFCHH TOt, HJffa « ^
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faTO h-riot ^Rrr i f%fa r|§
lf^5 TOpr ch tor $<r tohr^ i s?pr <*mta TOtra TO i TO chRR»

5sTO^HHfaTORTOin snpffat nrnfH ^?TO TO cm g^R
*rf^TO hsrRh to? TOsi’f Rfa?n to-hTOss TO^H ^TOfaTOR-

i to i tor TOR HTOm ^ratRR i ss^ffsR cTOfTOl c*r

^fWl JRJfH TOR TO TOtafTOl faTO HR al H'xHtR <TOw
ntfsTC^ HI . fTO .^W<I i>Ta ^fCa ^ '"tmi HR aRt? TOhW «tRta

fofa TOh ^1 TO*R I fafa ^]5fR ^ ^ra, <3(TO hR^ HfffjTO

f*rJS WH, nfaHa £tfffl swfipfl’ ST^f-a TJtH ^f?R] HTf^RR HfRttfR l

HHJtH SR*| TOst faTO fTO $&*R HHHIH HR1 HR aRR TOHta «TtfCTH I

a*R HftilCH HR¥ TOaHIH! Rf^^H Ts?; f*Rj 'HfRa ^H| R^R TOcTOtHH I

TO<3^ W* 3 HtvHRaPmT Ht$R TOR TO^Rt RC*tJ «RR
fTOR I PfTO :<|*CH TO $r5R chRR fTOi> f-JRI RR 3[»flR hh:<R i fafa

? TOI HaiJH f*W fata WW a3VfR *im TOtHH I fm ^RtPR fTOl, ^
faRRR TOhI fata mftlH HI I Hlforej « RR HHtfata TOtFR TOTi
fomnum^fo fa*Rl I TO fa^ttf CTO HRtCHR TOf TO
TOr? Mhhr to i fTOn f«m *r*twar cTOhr 3t*r» ^n fan to to

\f$R ®TO$«tTO «r^5 TOrr i

faTO cnrfasR tor a^im *s *TOh i tor toji to TOR ^rs
TOlWH HffTOr l TO fafa HRfl f}a 5tH Tfim PFfHOT ch

4^5lHW ^rfTO fipr TOJI na «fff^CaH I a’fJTFR TOf^al 'fHW TO
s
ft< W ^<1?, ??R1 i faTOfa ?R^ nf^SH fafH

<IH *$VL\ W.^HI aHtf’t f^'5 ^1«l5 ^Htl fafH^SH

fTOfW^ TOa atcs "ItRcHH =ll I TsU «rfTOH i)??ncn Hi? f^l^RT *5fa

a(RR TOHMr> ^f^a V™\ HftfW l R ^RfC«TJ HXTO ajR ^fwi

HfeTO *1 I TOR a^iRJR TO TO l ^Ca -f^? fTO
^lata HR C^R HI l Hffa HTO HHHHH I I>I TOR ^ftnn

^1^ *|f>?w ^fr^ I *1% W<) ^RS 1^55*1 '<1^ Ha I

*tfon l«fH HRR f^S^I TOt« I

•I^ICH *tf^ HTO HR HTO ^3 TOTAHt^H HW :cTOR1

ftHiK^TOl fHHCH 33?raR vfR 3TfH '.«(SR CHffcW^ TO
HH ^CglH I TOftR af^f<| TOIj? I fafH ^(hhi ^
^|RR ;

B^Rl Hal "Wla HHHtR ^'fTOH
; fTOH HtH^^R TOl-

r.cR i *\W5 Hlt*t\f^aH Ws^m fo\[4\ *$W\ f?fTO

TO TRR I aRnH ifastfsH HRtTO HP3J H^l'SfBR HffilHl

<Jj
«8a «[Fff ’jRfTOf'l TO TOR I

TO TO$R TO-TOtW fHHiN HCTO TO TOW TOR Hf^ I f** HHJTO

^SRHHR fatH H^RI^H TO1 HR ^(hC5 ^ftfHftftPR I fsft '<*JN>?py^
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*raS? to (5) fajiiw tot?? *fan ?ftnrtfror?--
,,

c? c? faro*
TO TOfaCNS? ? C?faa??l l *OT C? V c^l TO *|C?* *T?Sftf«l*iTOC1l <fc?1

TO c^u*f?r*i *i?ftnn ^Wsftcvsi i c?tto *sfa*[?TOTOi $ro
*ptfTO WfJPvfpi I 4C* Cifl 5TO *C* ?fa?nlft?! totos?

TO*?fi SnTO *fa^t? TO*rfo from ?*s*5fa r $?t?

TOt< 4$:--“*t? cTO * »rffo f?3R 5»? **t ( extremes ) «ajfiF5TO
*tftro i to? *raft fi?, ^sr m\, *?ftj « *?c<tvtt?* ; faStoft *:*

*?t?J 'S *?C<tfft*rt?* I $TO5 4t§S?** nfa5Jt?-*ft?l ?TO TO$
i 4 [ *ro G^ftei, ®mt$i to ^<r $*pnc?a, *fTO f TOft « fartt?

^rtw? <3? An tof r *fti *itfa*?M ?i b^< *t?jto* ??m i

« ^prti to to$ ^n frotf^ toto ?rwt *ftre *ftre

’fTOfan wn fof? to$? ftfarot? qj(«t *fim *?i<n c*rt*w $:* up *ft?t

fo5^ art *^TO to* «tn* ?i wta uifafo i fan^ »n$

ft#$ to» nfarfo i **t?t fast? to? fltoftfo, ftfawn? 'e ?c?tft®t? i ?*-

ai frocTO fwssM i c*t? ftow ftwfw ?f? wt?m ?i

TOi <rt**> to far? nftTO *ftc3? to ?t? *n$m to i faf?

*WC*t? ( C^tf?* - bigotry
j $W fav?? ?! I faf? "?!$ ?farat-

<s? c?# c? fro *mtfa* TO wre to *ft$ in i ft?? ?fo

*?, c*t? iftTOfl *?, fa C*t? *W?TO *?, TO fa ?ft c*ft ^?faj * *S
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fafa ?T|

i

cro us^tft^ ?ftrai c? s^pftj to farm ^ftc^ ?fc? ^ =rc?j ^ ?ft

?? «t*t* toI i t^i CJPR ??c?t?TO ^ ^ i ?t^l

«rr?5ic^ ft^ra 5t^? orftc^ ’ti^wcM ^s ?i?i ^u
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. ?wx ^5? ^ftc^crpr 1
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f*mfTOi? 1

TO ?UTO JT5I ?It^n ?fftre c?ll ?sft? I ft^
?it?Jt ^Ff?w ctot to* ?tWji Uvs ?? jr\ $t?i^ I 4$ TO* TO ntft (^ftje^tc? *tfJ TO BrrWPhT fafa?

fafa? TO^rji fwfi 1 ?fro^c? *tfftr ?faj *ft* ?i *fan toto c*rs?i

?tlcTO I

to fa r (>)^ ; (^)w ?u^» W $*frot«r t«) w frotc??

^lt? 1

<>) cTOru wrX to, urn * *?fa? *f u*? wr fan 1

¥*tfafw n*?% faf ?tc? *rfafas *si #5

1
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«t* 44^T J}J TO^TO TOR TO I TOW TOftfl TO t $4t4l $TO* «ft l
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f44H%*T i ^WW f44i o^fcs csm n $vt?r 44 ^ i ^~s^\\ *:c4tvtf%4^

<*% TO* I C4 c*^ f¥ TO1 TO f*TO TOptsj 4jtTO **4tt*

I

W I* *npi TOj to f¥ v 4tf% fitft ^ *TO4 fcvtfs

4i yyvm TO4
! 41 acf i $*1 TOS TO* &VW Wl tow TOTO cror i

^^tTOs c«rtc^ fsnrro *rtt4W t**i to i *rt$t*T toto to 4fTOi TO% to i

fa* 41 nfac*r C4 cto *W TO1 4TOT *W4* TO*4
1 tul Tff *$C*T VVflm

to to crt4 *4, fa* sfanft'tw to; 4i stow to; *wto tow tf to
to 5«TO*rfa4 c*f *tu to? i ^*tfw faf TOrw ta to *i i tou
nftrow csli « $4wtfa*fas cto c®t4 to 4i i toiMot ^«rtf%-

TOs *:4 cTOW v

^41 TOW t%4 TOW I TO? !H *4^*1 fTO^Pl I 4**!, 44, TO, TO,

**rf TO4TO4
! 4! I 4$ 44 TOTTO TO C4 ^4*1 TOW TO TO-

^4*1 I C444 WWfa,^ 44Wt44, TOW, TOTO 'Q M ^P5TO4
^4*1 1 & ^4*1 C4 TOWC* ^44^5 4r§ j't C44 ^5t^i 4^C^ WIS4 TO 4W ! fTO

^4^4*1 'Q f^-^1 44^ 4C^ I fTO C&4 TO*1 4^§4 I TO^
^4*fC4f 441 i2!W TO^5 ^4TO fW4^1 4C®T I 4^t4^4»1

f^C4t4 TO*FtTO 4TO^ CTOt^ f4C4t4 4f^4
I

4t TOJ4W1 W4C^4 44JW 4rtTO!4TOt4 4TTTO 4^tW I ^TO4

414W C4^ 4^41 f^4tC^4 I ^f44Tl 4\J\m C^f, 4'nTO f4«U44t

f4®t4 4tWTO 4ITO9! 4?tTr5C44, 415t4^4 *4^4, "44 C444W, C4441 TO^,
\£4»1 TO4, ^54 TO, 4Jtfa, 44*1, ^4*', J}% C^41TO §TO4tf44

C^ | CTO ^S44lf*f4 ^41 J\J& I ^W TO >2^51 4^4,TO I

"41 f¥ft* 4\44 4Tv WT> ftt4l4 W” ^<WTO ^4^4 ^4 TOt4 441TO

I $*fC4 C44W Pf4tC^ C4, $;4 44f ! yTOl §4W 4414^ TOf I

4^4C4f f4C4t4 4W I f4C4t4 ^t^<t4 TO ^4 ^TtTO^I 4Tt4lW> ^4tC5 1

(*) ^S<fTO4 ^1414^1 TOt^4r 4WT ?

C4| v®^4tt44 TTO STC44 f^Wl^^Ml 5|C41 9tftft4>4^ 4^5 TOTOl ^T^-

6pf% ^?F4fTOt4^ ^ff4Wv. I TOW C4tf ^4»t4 44s4C^F f=TC4t4 4C4
| ^1

f4C4t4C^ $2«ff4C4W 4fC«T C4^4
" “44^4 ftcaftn*! 5TOf4C4tC4l, 4^44 fTOft44
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4TOi ^Ij^ffat" i •

TOk 3*r fcvtffa *n TO^ far** cw <p; TO® ^ ^q*tro fate ^ rtw

*s*r « rt^s ^*fcr ** i ^t^: fTOtW ssTOort* TOrc®J *c*r i ^tn*i

fatftt«i <?fifTO ^tfarn ** i fafrft to ^*r, to. *rtf% i $*i flNw
»ftTORreTO to to i TO»*f Stoitoto fafrh TO toi TO i

"TO fa^TO ^TO°v ^ ^W5“” ; ^TO, TO5* TOf® l **R

cTO 7t^l TO i TO? ^RWt^r *$re fafik i t*1 3R, w,
3** fa I

*ptf siTOj to*1^ c?ro faro c* TO*mf? ^ to; TOWft
*F I C? C*^t3 TOt3 §«TO PT 0^ faTO ^C®r Jf-sTOtPr TO fc<*W ^
fTOk TO ** i

ftrtiti TO «fTO i ntf^n:^ *rtcF “c^n faTO fwh «n^c?n
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w*\ c* ? *r

^ fa^H s^, ^nttWRl F fafftl «rt^f® l 3* *tpR fac?R fawn;

TO i *rfa <rTO*rfeR TO i” TOK c* fa^t«i, fa*tt*tTO TO2^ i fa fa ?

3 §<1tf?W Prtftl TO 8 ^TO*ttf?W fawk TO ( C^Tt^tfw Wi^-fa^TtTO

* TOTOre 8 *f*w fartTO ^rrfTOr fTOk to i to fTOk #TO wc?

8 fata fak cTOfrorrcTOr *r to i

TO ore TOtR TO *rfata TOfaF TO TO fate 8 TO1** *t*1 *r TO<
far^ 8 TOfe (TO tor TO ? $*rtfTOi ^ *tWtTOte frtfH i

^ Ff^^n ^fa3, faTO3tft3 ^rfaf<^<5> i
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w
TOF ;—

fF'S" •( ^"^rfa,

far?r®r^ m *v\ t

Jit <tor to, to tos, fa«n, 3TO1, -8 ^;c«r 5^5 fasfa^ o ^i i

aR cnt^^, wfR, ^irt qtr* i

. ^^c*t?i to*i iitTO fa^f-r® :—

W TO TO C^tfa JW1 TOI F ^*jf^

jnnr^^l ®tfTOi i

^A^*R TR, TOJ 8^ TO ?tFl TO I “To Sftfr TO1

3TTO 4$S*t TO® ^tTO ;—

TO*. ^R* m TO Wv.
^IFfa^F ®®f*SK ;

C5 toTOi. TO*TO
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TOVro tor^ ft* ^*rftf TO i tptw TOfani^ TO l TORI HTO « fTO fr*jf I aufft TO fitful qtv c^vr RfeM
www %! ^prtftcn Putti fWft ^ i
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4C^ fWM *rttTO fVr firc^ ftTO to s* toi ^jrji TOre
firci ^rt^j to ^itTO ^rtR i

(8) ^ fawR fspr ficifouM *ifc
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nri •> to TO* fc.Jfwc*!

npn 1 cwtfatps wfirjfd, toRton, tork jrtrtoi, *nn TOft*i,

torwri, *iTOfo,w TOfir r
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ww TO ff r msj wrc* w* TO *rt, t*i *tPnm MnTOtw
i w TO c^R VT^mni toTO) ora =n i 3ri

5Tf?t^ m, rjirc^^rr, ftwtft^r, ^i% TOtfw

^fK ^ftnii TOtfl m i cvr *^to '<f^n ^ *ps n?:

SiSW ^'5 *ti&5 ^1 firm *$l csiTfCTF ftW »|**1 ^ I fi^h-Wafft^T

^rtfiwws jRwjt arw ^ffin? i ^twi Rforn

^ finr-t ^%i crotfir ®t^m ^%i fa^h to to i

<(i^f<i *!« 'tftw ftft flrtrtft Mfii wnr TOfi^ ntnt^R o) fe
vffCR Rj I ^ ft««F film, ftpR fTO *TH ^iWIfWfR TO I flfWlT.

^rTOft^« f^tif ’Tfil^ ^tTO TOfiWTfft TOf
J1?« JRFMKTO Wft, litW (! wm TO ^ITO I 5tft TOR

TOfro TOft^fTO JRPF ^1 To I

TOR ft, to s toi TOto t%ft to^ TOft rfro TO*r

i ^r*ft^T®s twT toh fmn icti i* ** m w min toj

TO^i ^rotit JRi^ TO i faifiR TOTO

ntTO^fi5t^ top TO toi !

(i) ^rfTO TOTS—(i) fiRHTOJ, (0 f’fWfFI, («) WTO, () Wn m

C1^ TO! l
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Etfo OTfa Tfcfa* 3 fa* OTtI *tfa* *ft*t ( >) *tf*5TR *f*n *fcfa*
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4$*c*f *t*j, TO 3 TOrfa fTO* *nn1 fTO ’fcra*r ^fTO ^-sfotls *oR

c^frotft froix»m to jr took to*
TOR I 4$ f¥ $TO*C* TO* TOR *;5T I to*ft ntw
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^ fTOTO«R TO 3

*EfTO TOR pRrtl TO, *?TO f &TO *13 3 §TO TO* *f%5

to i i&TOt SvrtfTOfcr ftTOfr fW p 1 fTO ifofwPs atre *or i

f*s* *|%t* to* *fo to i fro* fm cm ftror 4*tar ^ i tTO
TO TO* TOfa i fTO *jf* TOf«R §*ITO*, 4*roT TO* *?fo* *R

to* TOfe *f*s i 4$*cn nfirw, *tf*TO> 3 TOfa? fk* c*t%^
7RTO *(V¥ttH *rPlTO1 . TO1^51 * TO*S>1 OTW? *fTO TOtf I W
TOrejtfa wrar* *%i TO* RvTO fTOm, fTO^ *Sni tV.TO *3[TO

TOR I

(RhTOr* orfSTOSt fsTOW TO **i TO i ctot *il^T, *roif< 3 fiiwt i

%3R TO1 *RJFfa TO f*Ri *%1 TOfa 33 *3 I TOfa* *lf» «T5TtTO

*finri *RfaTO3 wra* *ot i

4*3R TOtTO 4* iftTO 7R?R Cato'S $tC¥ 5tfTO falfafrs Ittro

iW ^1 i

TO*ftTO Wt, TOTO &TOWI,

3fks TOtTOTOi, 43-, 3*R4tTO I

TOTO^R R*TO ( R*3<1 ) %*, fTO* ( f»rei TOt*R )

JRtR ^ TO^’ltotTOs ( f^Rffrs TO«**^ ) «W1 I

*RT *^tf** *t^S fTOW fw^ ! TO %*W, TOf^’F* « stTO* i

TO* TOT, TO* *^lt^ « TO* RT#f^ -ft ^Rft ^ytrs I *I*T* TOR,

TO* "ffo « TO* TOtf< filt f^*5t TOf^^ ^TR?>5 l TO*ft 0 TO*
^|t 4fTOC* JPvf?t

!5 I

^•vCTO dH«^ RTf^m *fwtf* I TO C^TC«R sfrf-5 To* ^ Ffft TO Rf^T?n

^R'nTO *Ito i c*bn*m ^tfef to ^fif® Rft. to* *to
*$C3 ^55^5 il^t^ sifTORT I '9t ^tfs ^^ar <jf?rfl

tv! fftt ® I *f?rc*R*:" **R
‘

5RT53 5frf© i JrtWiR vksn
*TO -s afs ^*t*f *fTO Wt* fWHr* *&:

fifTO3
? i

*tf* *i TO <RhTO*R «r*tR ^*t I f**n 3 ^65 TO1

^ 4*5[ IN *%1 R’rt^rsf* i

h) «ttn s— (i) (?) (-®) frot *tto^
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wctiw* fro cTO, wro ^rt^n fro,
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sfrotfa? ftiJfl,TO, f**t* *r?fa

faf$ wtf^F^ *1 tos sc* s wrfare fTOt^r TO? 1

f***n nwtc*tc*t$ 1 *** tyWw TO 1
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fsRf^pn skrair: qr 11 ^ u

wro ttvtsi^
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to<?to ^ ^Nittots, wifTSTO, tototo qifq «niff $ tot *

qfafo % *fk t*#f TOT % qsqTOTiJTO’t *k TOTO if ^ $| TO

wtoto wi to tow Ttk t f^skTO qqt qr wriqi totot i ;
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qk qkfq, TO TOW TOT $’ qfN fkqr TOT *q t TO ftf *TO*ik

toj qkrof, tot wp* qk % wtto ; tow, qfc qwkw^ ik ( to ) qfl

qqk qff TO TO*’ •, fit q^WTOTjkTO TO*r TOq if' qfaifTO kqq qft
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wfro far*ft TOcrok t wqq ^ toitow t f^r^qm qqqfroT wt
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to% wqfwm tow q’
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qmqq arfq ft qt* qiqqqiqTfe % qq t *q
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qqq: ft qranferan

^wrr qtf ft* q » ft* *t r$% ?q* fk ftt ^ro *i*q qft ¥, qftqft
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1

(0 qqtfaqnq q*ft to* ¥, ft ft* qt* ftft ft qfa it* qqiq*

i i
.
fta q*k gq* q* q*% ft qrqfr t frfaq *qffa*tq ft* % fqqr

*ffaq qftf f\ q*q ; i§ qqj ( qqft ) q q*q ft qiqfr I ffaq qift
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qqf I

l «w, qq» q^qifir* qqfa ft qrqit %'
; * q«, ^qft q?*n niff ft
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( * ) qqqtfa*iq q* q*ft q^T^r f ft ft* q*k SIT* ft far* **% ft
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far* *qqi f i qfa ^qi qff qrq‘ ft **$* ftqft W*tft ft%q *ft
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qrtqftqmH, f qt* ft qn* ft qrm q *faiq*f«t f ft*

=» ftfr q*iq ft i« $’ firarr f
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qiqqrrf q*^f m*qnq faqwqq i

ft q* faqq qqftq' **qr q fqqif* ii ^ «

wqqftf* qqq^t ft*!^f*^q: I
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i 1 *ft wqfa qyq »?t qqqy qyqn;, faqyr, ^sy, #q, qrrsr, *nq %

qqqn: TO nfr % qqw q«y qn?;q faq^y qn qfaq^q* ^qfyqft ^ 1 wit

faq^q wqrc ’qfaq^ft M' ?q % qqtfa ^faq **r qyiff q*m (H^tti)

q»^q % ; qn^q q^ ^ fqr ^qqn q* qtq\ 3q> r^tt qrr 1 1 rafcn qjqqq

=» As I was told that Jain Literature resembled very much that

of the Bauddhas. But I was aware very soon of the fact, that Jain

Literature is byfar superior to that of the Buddhists, and the more

I became acquainted with Jain religion and Jain Literature, the

more I loved them.

Some publications I had first seen had given me the wrong idea,

that Jain narrators were as awkward as Buddhist ones. But I was

soon aware of the fact that I was completely mistaken with this

view, and that, on the contrary, it is a merit merely of Jain authors

to have cultivated, in Sanskrit as well, as in Prakrit, in prose and

in verse an easy and natural style which makes their tales delight-

ful to the reader, whereas the prose of qyq, and other Brahma-

nical authors of a later time, is too artificial in the outer form to

give a real satisfaction on the contents of their productions.

By Dr. JOHANNES HERTEL,
Dokukln, German Empire.



xvm

qra sihru mro to $ i uTmqrct Skm? t qnro fk sqfiwf

*faq tmsr mtfto % ftrm*^ ft wft stok *iff w% f i

H<m * fro f* ft ssk fk mk ft ^rak, to nffak mff fit tit

to irflf ft svn, miff mmrot % mf to % ff ‘'f to to % to

TO” mfh ^ft to *t* to I % ft >f«J ft* ft^ * f i fro TOtfrorc W

ms% to, to mffmr ft tof»i tot * fk <mifTOft ft mrt £ i witot

ft UTO fflq* mft iff ft TOH TOT mft >lf £, qffiqr ftfft TOT* 3TT

TORT* TOSTO 3' *ff £ ! tTO *f*YTO *f ft***! ft ft* t TO TO

limit mm mn t, nfe til mfkTO m**<n *km ft *r** *iit*k f
’

mmrr i

TO* t njff ft Wt toht £ far i**if *roff f ‘*ffm q*ft totV

ft mri®i ft famr g* mff *rof S TOk to ft to*t wik

to vift £ i ram* *rr ra to* m*t *«i f *ffmTOTOim *rtt «ror f

term f ?*t i

qfhi m*t TOitff ft* f<ji towt *u to qftqf % ; iff TO*kl ft

faff % faf ‘omf fk 4 mr
1

ft tor m% ** £ i vti* ( f* )
*r*

ft fafa, fam urn** t to ** % *ff ft «ft ; fit % to *m £ far
4 mro-

1 raro mJtn m fk ** m iito £ i raw* ft tot*

f—qqnisr^, ^Timct^i ft m? fk

^mcf mTOfTO i ft gtarroksr, ff=?qkf»ff!3r fk

f5 1 ft wwK 3H ftm ^ t mi, tto m% ^ fk ft«r w <rtft ffetff

* mwiripr % vn W fTO i—

TOk nu 11TO 1 ?i TO—tsrfa^r, <T^^, TOS, 3prqr |

m m^: n3fiT t ft^ f— ^ 3 mroc to a i

t hot fr mrmiT f€ ^f?f t f— ‘ nqnrk fTOTOtmift ftq?f ak-

kroH to m m[ nmro * W?r fanr, kqfq ( ^qftm ) mff ^ Tfq?i 3^

m kiq% kqq ft ?ft TOH-m^t H 1



xix

% ** TO *1 HTO * % I

c to ’ i^TOr*

toT % ‘ aftiM' Wt toi % <3siTOra $q to qft *WtoWtow
wto, *! TOtfafaTO n«m %’

i

*W % to ^k to s)*to *uqft tfeift aft mwTOt to * *k

TOTfror, Sarfror, afhrtTOT to wft tMI aft jnroift to* q,

fro TOk TOum 3* *N $i*to *l*T TO*) ffauft RTTOl^t

to? 1 1 w *n wvroinfovT atfrs n*ft W ^ifnSnn^V gfm-

gw fa*! ?*H f, TOT o *?t an^qi TOTO* % TOW mi

f<?*qTOTO TO?!! TO 1

1

*ro «j^?ct ( ?q ) q^k % toto* fft $ ^ftfro

TOTOkt TOITOT 3 TO $) ^RWf!<t qff i to *rofro qn wto* h)

* ^iTOwik^T % to u *f fro i :—

^gTOlWaft** TOftmftsk TO* i

TOTO^ TOjf<kfi *TO TOT TO*T « <<= n

TO 3«!Tfc^TOTO: TO* *! S^T I

**tsTO qkqwk fqirciTOq h <«c n

q*q qxr i

q*!^# *!**!**!!fa ^WFTO fa WTOT^ II *>e> II

to to ^ *’ :—

*«TT ^in cTqfa*[ sqqfaTOTOT TO *q

^qqfasqqfaqfoTTOfq KTTO STOJ

TOTO^fiTOf* fa*? *r

*!TOfq to* RTOf* * to ^tTOTOjft: « *>* ii

fa*! * TifroiTO to** TOtfq toto

tow to* TOto fa i

TOl’jfq q^WTO *** TO) q «!; R#
mi[ *toto ! «a)fa qq^rowftW h ^ »



fan tfaffi RRtq^fffc $4t m\ <3fam it fa **ftfaff

*Rfvr rot *t r*t*i* *3 % ? *fffa 3*tfq t *ifffaff qffti it il r*i*

ffff *qit, wfaff r* faffnff #fa ffff %‘
i tff qt *ff*rca*i<t *t r*

**Tffiff * fa *f*, f«rm m *ffc Rfifeqrc* it ftm % wIr* it

**ftfaR % r<§ *t *tff *rir itffi n ; TOg fft^ffi * it% t i*ifff %

«rfffaff rrirT *i r«>* ffff itffi i Rfff Rtoffi it ifai* ff rk fft ff*

i RTwqnft ffiff^ffTit it, ff* t R* *t niff *it ffiF itffr ? rr ff* % itff*

**% *q it ?re* ^rffit faqi *i it ff*ftf*Rurci r*i* *it ffit itffi ? \ Rft

rrj* ff *1% *t *rc* ^Tcn *f%RRi, fft fqrc **i *^ff (***) *t it

r** ff ifai ffTfq# i ffffaR Rfamt ifa** iti *rc* ffit ffiffi. *i

ffqrfft i

R* fftoffRlft* Rff*, it Rmfafft it ff^IRffl iffT I, *qrcfflfff*

R**, RRRI RW*lfS* q*t* fflffl *TffT * I ^ffMlfff Riff* 3 ‘ff’RTTfftfffRff

rr ’ i* *it*tfff i fRRU^R* r*r fw n i

fft*R*Tft* r*i* t fas, Riff *f*R R*k* it r^trcr i fqffi, rtr*

qiwr^Tff ^fiqs it^q^i niff, qi^ffTfffqr r*i* *R*mi 1 1 ffffi it iff

* ; ff* fRRIff ifc fTO ff*ff i fR** i it ffRlff *» it* flff.RffR t i fflff

i it iff * II

$r* niff i it *** *ff* * i

qft* niff ff fft* iff ffi3 fffi * i
* Rfffa niff, * ffi^qr, * ffi, » ^g-

ffiff, % wff i fffff’ «s?faqtH, ffw, ffi tff itif it iti ^ flffiqi i*

^tfara ffff q»?:ff ;
ifaff qq?r ^fi fa^snqrc qifa

# r=it, srqr, *fa, qqff, ^Tt?: $rffr *rfi ajqfaff ^qt ?aff it it

R*m qr^qrar *Tff, *qfff*Tff qfR*TffT ^ I

t m k^\% ffit ffffqTqt itif % i Rfftit it r**

hk$w% *iff it ffff:R*mrff **?t % i

t. qft’c qiffiff i* it*tRT% itit it* i Rffiif *r

RSI* *?:%RT*T HTff, %R* niff *RT fflffT ff I



XXI

Wl ftfaft fgftggi ft ft ; fggj qgt ggg ft gfa gg;fga fttft % gg gft

Wf gff g# i

^qgig qgro gn gggfg, n«ifg*ng ft’ ffgi ggi ft »

gg gg qgrft ft, faggn gfan ggg gg sjq*; gig ^ft g ; ^ggn grgranfT

% ggftfg t qrgg ffgi ft :—

ftqft gg qm<$qgigfgqft§ig«igsri*: afggTt*ngigtg?g: g nfgq^fg-

qigfgiiqt gg:’

gg'rg qggifft qgift g fgfqg fgrg gg ft gg gggi *fg % g’gf ft

qgg gr* ftfc gift gg gff g ggrglg g?, gig wc gri fg$g g gg, ftgt,

g*n gn gfgmfggg, ‘ gg ’ gr^grm ft i gfg ggg g‘g grr wftg g ftgrc

fgftg ft gf*, m ggygig ggi giggi i

gg ft gg—ggg, ggg, <gggrc, gj^fjg, ggfg >z ggi gggg *q g
gig ngn* ft ft i

^rgg \ ggggg gg grggim ft, ft ?*i rk qgig *g fWt gft gigra

fgftq gigm ft ; gjffgr gg gigm % fg gigig fggr fgSig gft ffai ffc

tggg fggT gigig Tg gff gw i

* gggqg, g^qgr gg ft gigi^r^g ft grggi ft
; gfffgr gg ggm

ft fft grgrg ft fg* fg.Tg gftt q^rftft gff ft i

^ siggrcgg, g*gg g^ git fgftqigig ft giggi ft i

i ^ggg—ggtg <ik ggnrg gt gff gw, ft*g griggrnT gggig ft

ft giggT ft i

* gsjgg, ggg qgfaf (
sjsji** ) ft qg ft gg gi ggg g*gi ft i

$ ggfgg^gg, qgfg ft gg ft gft ft ft fgg ggm ft i

$ qg^jggg, gigftg gng grcftqift g*g ft ft g*§ gpran ft i

gg gift gff gn ggnfggg gV qsjtgifggi gg ft’ ggi^n ftm ft \ ft

jftH gg qwc fggt *gftq* ft fgggrc ft gggfg gi ftgg - gncft fti

* gig ftgfgg qgg wnr % 3° gg ft’ ft 1

gg ggi gfq fgftggft fftgf\

g^g gryggf ggg^ j
gg^ 1

gqr ig qftmzi gfg gigg^Tg-

qigiiqf qgggfgq^iffm ?Tg it h



XXII

w%‘ %zv*r to lr fa tow qrt ^fa # q^ifaq^ qm^r qqw

fro* TT^qr ilt qqrftir ftqnc qqqff wn qft %qi qrr?t M 1

«qqn fqqiresqqr qfq qqqqiqiT fk qn^T^qm % qmq qfq*#q

qnfe *f t ; fasn^ qft qqt tqrqqr qifaq 1

qqiff t qqrqfam *qqq qrt ^ffm imro ffa qq qro qnqStqiqn STO,

firarer $\ wqT^ qiqr tot % 1 w, qfq *tt q«?qr<q $ qqfaqift w $ 1

qqjqraqr^ ftq q* m qrfqqrrft ftm % i q*f t ft fq«m % ; qq? stmto

fH |€TT *ZTOTO I

TOfTO TO qqnq q?T qiq? TOT t :—

“iqfa, *rqq, gfa, qq, sfa*r, * qti«i 1

to', ft<, qfaTO q q*q' q qtTOft” 11

^Tfa ( ftqwrq ), *roq ( qiqw ), qifq ( fqqiq^qr ), qfa ( ftw-

wq ), qq ( iwgflq ), to* ( ffaqifcfqqq ), m ( ^qi^qi ), fiq

( to qttf % W3fs qqqr, qqqi qqrq qn toot qff qrcqi ), qfaTO

( to qfroq qrr *n*r qq'r?[ qqqr % fqyfa ), «rsr ( qqqr qwq«r qn qr«?iq )

q TO qqrk t WW* H i

sttopj ftq tow* % qfqqq qraq q« fro qf fTO, qiq, to qk

qiqn qft sift qqrq qfqqgqiq t ffa * Rfror^qq? q^TOisiq qrt ^q
qrq?t %, fqr ‘to qrqTO qq% qisri % qfqqnr % fro qq, qqq qk qrrq #

qwrq qtf? 1 faq qroTOrqf ft fqwq? q tot*t t, *qft

qn^n to q qnt qft qqq’t
•—

\ qfrqTTO qrqq qf, fqq^’ qqr^ qqrq q^fq, qqq, fqq^rq, qfq,

qq, qjfqqn, qtq^faqjq, qqfqiqr %, qq qK qqm Jftqlf qft f%*qr

( mqfq$tq ) qft ft qnft % 1

* q?q ( qq

)

qq, fRq ffqqfi^qr qm qft qr^ % ; q fqr fqrqlr ftrft

ftqqq TOW qv'f , qr q^ ft I
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* vita ** n *, taraf pvt tkt * *t ; wiffqr vjwT *

TOT ptw wwft t *rw vt t irg*i % pro^t to wtt % i

» ***3j*ir-t*, *3*r wk trow t *t*t* wltPit ^ pvt % toT t

TO toi to to t fwr wtar' wk wrtqrtff qrt totto qff f*n

TOWI % I

* WqfTTOTO, TOTOTtf t‘ TO?P Wft % TO qft PTft % ; qsfffqr WT
TOwt f wta wW t Ftoto ftm % i

1HW ^ tow % fwp totto ( toptototv % to t toto ) qtw

wfwfir wk «ft*r qf* % i frotr to iqtafafa, TOiwfaft, towt-

wftft, WTTOfttqsftft, qrfrvqfqvwfirfiT Vk wttqfir, qvrqf* tot

TOqfa Hf i

iqfafafar, tttpt girro ( wt§ tfta to ) tvc vpfiirqqqr wwt qft

qrwt t i wfwft to v to tow pvt: w^ ^v % i

wsrrafkfk, vretaqqw *tat vst 1 1

qqwrarfirffc, to#* tott f wkro ) $ tow vet wt vr* 1

1

vTOfttrofafa to t, fast* toto* qrwt t* ^qqtaft wW wt twr-

wt wk towt % ( pv^w wrt ) qvu qr *sttto fw *nm ^ i

qTfrffiqftvwfafa fc tot fvift # vfa p ft frt fatffawiw

ff TOTjvfqW vrek ( par
'
qqw wtft VP i

TOtqfa, TOqqfq, wk vqqfa-TO % to, pto wk wffc pft tv qft

PTft 1 1 qfp TO WT W$ TVPTTPT, TOtP TOTOPfa t WTOT * |

f*Tw qtw sfafa wk *fta qfa t fav qw wro* qft tv qff ikvft

t wk qw PTWT3RT t qiwt % fPPT TO PVT % qfp [ TO ] WW WT ftWTWT

vn % i

J^WT v? t PTTO PVT t % :

—

qfw wwto, <f1q qwper, wk pit i

w qirft v Ttw vppfcp 1 1

qtw TOTO P % :—

PlVfTOWfqTTO *« \, PTWlftqTfT ( Pftpta’TO ) t WJW Ttv taTta
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( faff* ) i wMtft t nvm ( fwwiw ), *qf,Tqro ( *ft fat

fq *1 $*t >, i** ( wiWftr ) *k qftq* ( fat* qn m)
t *jqtft*T fa*f* itt qrt, qr* t w *, *q*tmfqq:*i* *it

i, ftyrfrow *ir « *k qft*rfa*«i*r*m * qr** 1

1

w itf* ^srtnf itm qrct t fart it* **$* ifc *h; ftww* mt

*t 1

1

s* *qr?r*T ik frrarwif :—fa*** * ( *qt sat t

fart **t fa*nfif f ant *1% t fqrt*q f*q* it #*t it ^ari* *if

qiT*f )
,• Htttqifafaq* * ( vft^r gft q*m ^qqfa t‘ SWT *! *i, it

ifar* ; ^qwtfl it qn* f qrwi an*, it qisnfa i t* itit qn

ft** ) ; **tq«3fat* * ( fqftt it farctq? faqi qr*t qn fat* ) * WIT

1 1 *k qrwfaqr \ ( mi* *fa* it, *q itqt q* swre itqrr «« fa*z

qi*r qqn*r f **qnc *rorf*** qrm ) ; t*Tqqrrfaqr * (
^ffqy faqfaqir

i* qr£ fq fa** t* *k it t%q qrm ) ; qk* q ( qqr fa* **qr **tm

[ *rc q** ] *m it *rc sf* *i*nr qrm ) ; * firft ifqw* * ( *rf*it it

fat fw it** *€f qfW ) t fa*rq* t | f*qn ft** qi* f*m*f

it ^qmqrquTir^ *k itroraifa *it * t*r mi *ifat i

^rqq % *t*t *if qn tq* qri^r qr*t ^ fart fi^T sum £

itq *T *T*T qri *wrq, iqw f*«qr **qr %, fqrsg

qw*q qT5*ftq? t ^^qrf **tq ?qf *mi 1

1

fare *** q^%qr qtwr ft** fr *T*i * *iqri, qr*T?nr it

**q*r qftm qncm t *K itan t ( ^€t t mt t

4ti* ) 3*3 ** i I it* *H *it* it *jq*en^ qfttft

qrr qjt i i itq i)?: qq**i tq*f fq>* qtfir t **t w*r 3*nq i**

«mqnq: **ifq q?pm % *
\ t *qift qri, iN t qm- *tirr t faq

*
qq; q* qq % fqr qfq qri qn itq i qrr* **rft

t qft *r fqrs t Tt ^*»m t ; i*q?: 4**wnnq ** tt

t fi it ( il*i ) itr ijftqrr qn **uft ** 5* q:*tqq: 4t mnn f

w

it 1 5tit w^T^fq qqtq t *i*n ik *i *t tf* it ^qr itm 1 1



to toR, Sfro wm qroqq ( tfU qRq ) . qwrut* t to

Hf TOqr t 1 qrqf ^ *ftq fqrqqqq q*q toi % qk fro ftfRTOt

S* ,<tm t, tqqrr f%^rix: qraTOf w to ^tfq t fa?n ?qt i

W*wf to *Rq % qqt to qqrrc % *tqr % :—

qro mroq^fta, toto*?^, tq^tq qrq, qtqifta to,

.

qigqr

to, to v#, iRq to', qqrcrq to' f i

fTOT w TOf i Rq iR u« rt Ft • i

WTOq«fta to # tot qfq Rq % :—qfqqTTO^q, ’jqqirotftq, qq-

fqqrqw<ftq, qq-.qqqqTqiqqqfa qk ^q^TOTq^Stq i *q ^Tfw qt^t

qurot ql qtR t TOTOqrrc qfq triqf qR wfa qmR 1 1 to%
to

—

qfqtrrq, qqfq^iq, qq-.qroTO Vk TO<3renq#i im*
fro R iR qqqqrq qfr, qjqft qrct qfa?nqTfqqi q'q % i Srt TOqq fro

S *rcf qq qrr q[«K<¥ q?m TOT % TOR qsft q*q qfT UTO TO qfaT

toi 1 1 qtil ’srq *ft, TOifro qjq^q toR R TOifro uqnfro ffm
t, iqfaR *fq*MTfq qtn qR m ffqr 1 1 w fqqq q froRqr qiqraT

qn fa* fa* qq % i R *?Rq q»qq % fa qR qq, qqq, qq? qtr^p qq ql

wqq ft% qf qqq f^ITO *R qqqj *qR t fqrqj TOqfT TO# Rq R qtftq

qqq qff qfan» qR^t to tos ftm % to qfronqffqqr tot $nR

%, fqriq qqRt qqi ?R qqm ^ qqr^t fc i qrft qjiqt q qiqqqr, to-

qi ^ftqqq qR qiqT qqi % I W?ftq qrqi^ qfT^ % fqr

qiqt qfk qfqqrft ^ ^qTq q qy^t q^rq qR qC¥ TOR F* tit q?qT

wq qqq TOf t ; iqq to*«i ^ f%qrq ?Rt ^qcr qk qnqq qft % i

ftft^tfq % qiqrqriRq qnR ^ «t ^qqq \ Rq % i qw ^ TO»q qrq

ffr R q^t ^qqq^ qiqqiq qrqqrt q^Rq qr^qt q?m 1

1

\ I qqqqqrqrttq, ^ ^ qqfq^qqiqq^k, a qfqq-

qiroWlq, ^ fqqi, < fqqifqqi, ^ wtot, ^ qqqmTOT to * wifq q«nl

TO *
II

* €tqrqqrni q? n5« qq q fast ^~
q^^qt^T fq?n qj^, qT q ^:TOqRfqqn i

RnnfqqT, qw q fqnwiWfisfqw ^Mi
qTOtsfq qqqi qiT^ qTOqWsfqqT i

qqiqTkTqtroqqoqifttqiqT^?! h ^

»

4



twilroi < TOtfwita, TOwtfwita, it hw H i

itw ftvfam # %—fro wi, to wto 3 its, to wto ism,

to wto t its ; wn to, <fw, stfw, itm, to, sn^si, TOwis,

nifts, sjTOrtw, fawjraircito, froftafa, TOTO^tv^, 3 to fro

imsrfaSst i

tTfroit % i *s% in% froTO> toto % to %

TO If |

*31 toto fc, fawi tow $ itw, nfw to mrfa sift wwW mi

TO** TOmti w*i®w ftrwfift tow# tost fiivro toB

ftfWT TOTOI

I

smnt nfam* n* t, fms% tow fft % its, to wtw it wifa frit

*1

sunt ssttw to % ; fsw^ tow its wt mtwf * wiwift to% ft to

to ( ftw ) ftm % ; w% wiwtsttw * tottoiw * itwi^Tiw * swiftis-

TO; 8 itwfrlTTW i TO % WTS To W I

Tin sfc *w it wfrwfa t si* miff' mi wto itwT % i *to fiwit

‘mw tTO tmmi^, wit stototos?*, wrcs, ifww, wn, waft,

wwi wim % wmf % tow % i

fTOj to to wfro % fm W tow wwiw? it fatswi w tototo

WTO TOitit it w?*i % i

to wttwwttowwt totwttowt ^toto TOTOift swwtto wfw

M finifaTwnTOT mmit skTO wwtw* wto ^m^wtror^ TOWT

faf TOT TOT t I faltftw SWTO1W, TOTOTO, TOTOlftw TO ***-

itwfft t gS it TOT % I WStWT TO TOT TO TO?ft ^ fm TO it

W*ft t'TOWnf TOW TOTO TO* TfaTOT * I TTOTT TO* TO * far *W

wro % sto it’? t wfawwi to it it sto wmi i fait wto it mifn

wif itmmiti wwitar win, STftw sk itwrftiit ww%wti to

iftwft fawmftmi mctfw mfawrfafa its: (itwritw^)
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vnnmc #* if tar# to i to to?* i fro ircq qft qqf

wfq, *nfa, TOifa, to ffanc t.w w ^tto* wi * fk qqi to fW#
TO mw ^stut t ; ^#ror qT*n t to* qqfqq

tot * qqfaqr qtaifro to fk qn qgro % fk to qn vm
jk ftiq* qwfaqr, fqqk, qqqiq, mHr to qn qqq* tot * i qrro-

qqqqrrc q§rfq * fa#q if #q qrqH t fk qqTfqqrt% q-.qpqqwft #q

to q, iwr iqr# [ wre i to ] to# qft Tjfar qn tor qrq% t, <rt

#q qw*ro OTtfora fk qfqTOTqqnqqq to $ fa#q ft

#q to?t i

qfar qqT$ qft ^fftwro TOi t, q*q qin* q# if to turo if

# q%qr *q*q qfk ^ qrif ait % ; Pro qqqq if toNt iqqrq *qfrq* #
*ffar if *r*q q 5k qff 1 1 fffar qn *T*q TOq mm % fro ftm q i

to if TOTOf % to qq i qrqi q far #q <S qra ^qqi q%roqr qqii

q faqi 3 qrfro qro to* qq qqj qft qanqiq qqiqi #qr qqt q, q#far

tq TOT* if *?*#$# q*TO, #^ *k qqqq qft q# f qfTO TO#

qqqi far# ^ qrc qff # ^t qqr# ; # #q qfa qqqi* ft # qrqf

^ wit? fsir tow to q-qi to ( # ) tot$ qft q# ^aa i qqr*

qfaro qqr TOi %, far^ qqqrr *rrc qsn q, to qfa to* TO1 #
to qffqqqn qafifk TOit to q« qrq tottoi qr*i ji fare

TOT^I # ’T# t TOif, fail qq# qfk qrrsr^ qqiq qrt qi?f# ^T i |

IfqqTO if ^TqTO qk qfalf #q € farq qr^ jfa t ! qfa'

^ to# q qqqi#, # q^i 3 tos #i i qqqfa nm ft#

»

trorff ^ to faTO far^ qq f i faqif qqq »roqfa, ^r «ito, #to

5#faqr fk qlqi qqrfaqr wqr qqr 1 1 to ftrqi ft# q i# ft

qfa # ft# q ; ^itfaf qm TOT q “qT qfa: €T qfa:” I qfa qrqTfarq

to mi if #»q qn qro q qv it #q qqTOfa ft qm ftin q

fk qqqi q?n#q to qfarq nqTqfq if q«rq ft^ t ; ^ri

<£\i #qqiqi f I TOif# qfa^qq q TOT #fqqq qqfeq ftqfq

fq^r# q i qq# #q qm^ qq 1 1 i qtfeq froq, wqurroj-
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frtjff# itf qtff*«si ft* *fk fgit if ffirfftfci fffftfiff

# *ft ffcr f ft ?fr m«n fiM ftr qmfiftf i qwT f?

wi fffr fft t ; ffm $ fitf i ^ti qft fgWff, «ftflff, ttfatf >

fjftra ft fff fff«ft 1 1 t qif : frt, itt ffiT fft# ftft if fff

ttt I <3*3 ft ffff ff qiq fi fff itm i ift ftfffr if ftf ft

fW fffi f i ftf ^ fm if t ; ffif fft * ffaf ftffi ffm

f i ffi fft qfaqiff fti f fff gsr ftm, tffa§ fafTfff ft frfai

ff ftfnfro fk f?rwmr if tff? i

ff i wr if fk fTff-fTOM, nfif , ffacft $mm i ft

f3 1 1 ff«r ft fk fsi ft fff ffffr from fffim f l ft

f?t ’ttif ttfT fk faro fT iif ; ffnr (ftfiff) fffT, ff?T *fk kffr

(fkm w) fife fT ftfr ftt ifif f i ff nifi ft ffift % tfan

ffrff fffT ffarfa wrfl f i fit IlfTf ff ft, fTt qfIf Vff ^t

fk fRT flfTf fTfT ft Piwq qifa t, ftf t q*gf qflf fit ft 1

1

t ffff fTf ffTt t fTff i ff ,
fTfTT t fTf iff ftfT f I ff-

fff %fltt fTff % JK tfi %faf ff\fft Ilfa Vk fflfa ft

fIf ffTf 1 1 7^% qifafIf ft ffifffTf fI fTff fTfft ff Rfff-

fTf fT iff 3?tf ft tff RfTt ftfT fTfat If fTf ft t«[f fIf flfT

fTfft ; #*, f^tsr, gqf, qn?, fTff ,
# iff, * ff ,

# ffffT » fk

ftf fT^fq ffiff ftf*q ffrg^- fffqf fft t fft ^ ftfif

( fkt ) ft f <ft ( qt*qfi ) fmt 1 1 i ff itftqff ft ffff fif-

wffi t,
fft fTf ffiff fTf ft mfq fft ft f i fiff fi ffiTt

* ftf»Tfi % ffit*’1 u« ff f t ff fff f :—

•fftffffTflft f^TT7[ ff f W.’ I fflffTflffTft ft ftftg: f

ifr/ 1 ‘ffft fftfft fffitff ffffi’ u ‘fffifffi #f: ffftiftfj

HffT«^ i ffift f ff : fr»f” «

t * tffTif ^ fTfTTff * ftra 8 ffkffffg?ff 1 tffffft f Iff

o ffff « tfifffiff < ftfifffiff \o ffiqfTf u fflffW ^
itfftf W ftWt ^8 ftltt fTff ftff €t^t fflg ^8 fffSTff f I



ton ft mmtmm mW. tflft m:*', ^jgft w^rrtr

ffa TO?t 1 1 m*t *?% me TO#fa <mr: to mnft i ft **

tototo^ w* mimm i, mk mi ?m milwnft i* tjfa

mm mm i i ft Nfa* t ^jrff ftft f mi*rc mur

fk, to, mm, min mfa m m* itm I ; <k sst mi to ?m iWkr

fk «rt mi t*ft mm mm % i

tm#t ft uto % jfa t ; to mmm imft fk ft*TO i to

ft«if if mmfa toK*t q^t ?k\ik k& <re ft far^ffi totto

«

ff 3^

m ^rqimm ( iTO ) farm it, fait ‘ftiTOmmru’ mi smimf it* t

tftiirc mtmi H fk i to i* mfa TOir* ivit % tfro iti %»

^rfm m* mff it i m* mff m tmsrTOtmrTr t wiq itm

t ; farm mrof, mgrom, ikTO mfl ctH ; ^ft

fmftr toton irmrar*i*kmft ftii mrnr tot, farnc *<m, to?*

fm mfc farm, TOfro to ir to ( mu ) i mir ft ft mft t i

rnrnfr i mm*rfm ( uto^*

)

$ f nn ftf

-

to: to^h mci % mk to ^q?roc uTOrok to* to ( tow

)

t

i^ ton if to Nff if it miKT to it tkmmiq i farm m<TOt ?fa-

mNmror to to Nff from i ^ to to ft famm* i ^ft

toTO m*ri m farm fTOTOt i to ^ Nit *t fafw« m^TO ft

mm mi%i ffro TOk m*TO if fawt si TO^ft mif miif Wf mi

mft f i mt itiw m mro 4 *wv 9 » ^
fr farft if to *rff far^ft 1 1 ivit itwm qi imim wW t

‘fajm’ if ft to m% % fai ftm % far 3* *PTO* ^ ^ 1

t t mronr» 3 viwnr, ^ mr^nr, # **mmv, «. wwV (

m?rmmm, ® ^to^tot, « mminiTOTj < manflmnfirTOTO, X*

uTOirom, u famq^ir, 13 t m^r mv %

»

# *t ft vr^Tikmift Ir «mi %* ^rftfam
1 to farmm

iit i fsm fair^ Fmm wmftmr M' mt iTOt nfW i
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ssts srssf q?t sssrsn sits st sst ftsfasr sifts t;

** ww ststshpss ^ sirtft sf3 ft ^fssfT ( tints ) s fssft ft-t i

faSHtf * SIS SSSttff ST SST$ t SSS S faSq fsqilS sff S, fa*l

fssiftsm s s*s <tsqns 1 1 stst qsl s sifts ftfsrs t sr«t st t

skstsss, si ssts, s*s#t, ss, »iws, sifsrs, srssi ss' sis sm

SS* SSI ‘SSSSSSSISSlfSSTfS SlSSTS’/ fsifs ^STSTfs STSST % SSS

ft; sk^fs^TTfS ftSSTS STSttl ff*J fesSSSSTSSft ftS, SSiSt

sis stsssf ft fssss ( ssrsfss ) ssrt % sis ssfts ssft ssrskt

STSt 1 1 spf *' St SSTS % STS SSTt St $ J SS ffSSTft* ^st

srfassrft i fsssfssT % ft stsr ^s fsf % ; ^sf* fasts ssrsfas

WS Stfl SS=S SSSTS ISSSS ftfSES ft ssr %, fss Wffssft

frsit *s sss qsfas 1 1

fass*ft 5HSSTS, qffS S^StS, fasSS * Wt ftSTS STSt t ;

qsqj ssft ss ssr t* fsssts ms sff ftST sr i is Ifars srr fasns-

qss sss qss^srfs sff t* qfsqrcs fasT qsi ft i ssk ssrfs^l

ft s[fs t’ ( fsts ) sn fs=s ssst % sis fss«ssf ft s(fs ssrsffs

ssst % i stst qs f fts sf^tq ft ft fss srss t 1

SSSSS t is SSTS ft, saqrfssss ft StST S SSTrS SSTST t wlfa

SSt SSSST fttssf *ST% sis S ftf ftfl ft SST
,
S-^^SMTt,

fss sqt * ss f sgsis ftswi^ ^sr *•** st s^ws qrs'S 1 1

S?S tSSSTSSTSt tssqs WTS S^T f ‘tsS ft SSff SSSS

sq% qssrs ft sssfs ss^ % i wfasr fsft sn tss sst sst sff

ssst, frifs tss ft' ss 5^ ss% st siss sts ?s sff 1

1

t ts SSSTS sklft IT ft^TSt % STS s ^~

ft^qs^q ^ sfsSSTS * SSqSIS 3 sfSS^S^TSt 8 ^sfaSTS % q?S-

qS < SSTS’STS^) SSW C SfqrSSTS < ftsSSTS \* SStSSTS \\ STS"

qrsrmft H fqSSSTS U SSSTSTS SSTO U ^fsTSTS ^ qpjSTS

\o sssis sfarsTs u s^sq^^ist ^ stssis ^ ffirsis t* sis-

STS ^3 ssifts^lft *8 |
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Wt icst qri m ifai qiWTfqqf # fa q» *m IfcftiR

qiwi it m i? *i$ *tr w q* qn?i «rmi t fa wire qft tfiir

’tfk ^wi *r qwq*i itm i i ftacR qn «it»t toit ?*n ftiRR

ffai 4 qfk qn v*rj Tuft ffti ^ i srafq ^ft ftroq,

qtiRmqqqft qff t*rr, sqft?Rq *rqqi*[, tw qrt ft qff qm;

faqi *«rq«iq %m *tm 4 i stow fr ft*T $ qrvqqsrc *; q**R $

*n*t qq %t raqn qfqqifa ‘W *w fasi %i %^n

$ qfRqr, q** gt * qqfR % ff i *qt q*Rqi % srq?[ If fqfqq qqrR

t ftq fqiqqrTfc q*?r 1 1 qqqq q«mrq ft qf% i faq «ftq*m qn

qianqiqqi q i

iqqq If* qiqiq qfa ft 4^ qff qm I

qqqTfqqq qttq ft s5*lfa If qRf*R qqjq qTq%qT% qqTfqqf ftq qfR*

% i \ ^ qq»nw, ^ *fqqqiqt M qpnqnfq tit* fk
ffaqr fqfa^R<n iit, szv ffc qrTwfq ft «n^rH 1 1 iqlf qqfarfq-

*i** it qq^T if r^fm q?HTnr, *J<$*nfc lfq>T, iqTW ff^T t qFRqf

wq% If* ^qqm^qifqqi it fqqiq qff q, qr*j 4** ft fafaqqfRqi qff

qm ¥, infa 4** qfl % q^ if* *m*\ ^faq qff i i

wfk q»ra ft ^qfa It* * qrra, * «wq, 3 fqqfrr, « H^q^ir fk

^ qnf, q qfa qfRqf *nq* i w* qfq qq» qft qrift <ft qflt qn®

«iflf it ^qwT i

qf’q *rcqi M' f^ ftfcr t ^c%q :—

5i% ^ qraq« «r*u ^ qft ^q^i t, ^ffti

.k^T qn^ S qw qqt qr^ qqnft i f;q^r ^^Tq qfRq i, qfq ^qlr*

.qmqr ^«rq it* qn ^wrq ft^T <ft fki qfF <ft qff i Jfkrqr ^w-
wq; qfq th wptfWqwn fl«n wit fki i iWKR(Hqm)4t

q^qnK $ qSifqr qr^ii % qq Tlqqrqt i qiiq, ^iq* fqqfq

^qqr^ q* it qf? *n»q ( qra ) W f|qr-qt ft»n, qqY eft qqm qmcqr

f»R,qr it qriqq i

?

%qqj w*qft q^c K^qqR 5^1 3 qnq qft ft qq«m, fqqi if*

^ <r*j fqqr qff fqqf qrqmi i i qfq it qra^raq* ^ht
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arm, ft a’ija ( iar ) aaa tot ?arft a* t n* t* an tot a, «a-

ftrt aaa ftarar a i aft am a*k aaa atft t ana mar arm at aft

ftar aff ft aarara, aftfar fiftaa [tfaaa] faaraaa aaiaiifta.aft

araa iaar alt at at at aftaa aff ftai ; ^fifar arm aff a i aft ta

fflfrftftarmt an^aram, at ft ftar aff at aaraT, .aSrfar toC* [fta

^’a ^ara i aff ^a?ft ] t att 3 ana, aim, naaft ai aaf aa at aat

an a«Ta«[ ftt% $ar affatati aft fihr ata t* ftar awia at

fasn ftmr am, atat aft ftaamn aff a at arat aff ftm, at far aftaa

t ntar aaa aa fta atai, at ata t’ aar at t fk a^a [w ] at \ar,

tfara aft arm fttaror aff f at afti a afti aro 3 aa ftamaT i

fafat arat amcafT t faar arm aft a^afa aff ft aarat % i

ata aft faff tr fat araa aana art aro at ami if a i fare*

aaaaift a: am ak amfaaift a: aware ta f i aa amwam aa-

anat* t araa t aft am an aia ftar a ^aart faafaT amt t 1 aa faaar

at aana aft a—aar aaaafaaaT, ?aft aanafasm i aarrafaaVr wfa-

aia aft ftat a faf*j aanafaau ataifnanit wfati aft ft ftft a ata

aanafaa^T arataftr fta ft?r ataaift fit t 1 ataa maft, gra,

aramft araa at aanafaa ait aq t afffar ifhr aaaarft am

aa ft t ata at arat a i faaiaaift ftt ft araaafafaaar ^afar

aa«r aft aff arYt, t aanafaa*t % amt aff ftt i ta am aft aaiamT

it a*TO % ar*T a i fat fat aat, nnft, arcaar fta aram am

aarra aft arania 1 1 amtara attra aircrafT it am aa aiaarft aft

waftftar ( aa

)

ak ftaiaroaarrft % fat a* aaaa a aftma arat,

ftifT aft aa|a ftm a- -fir aft gafta fa:fta aifa ft afaarrar aart

ft at iff* arat araaift aft aq% to a araa arat aaar ^ftafta arftr

an faaaarat i

aft wfa t irfaaiaa aft aft fa^ to aat t fart aa fWT ft

ft atft* ftaT a:—

“ftaaaaaar aifafag i ftaaaarat aTfaaag i

ftararfiamt arfafag i ftaraaftaamt arfaaag

»
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ftlftfaqrrqf qifqqqq I ftqkfl^Jiqt qrffqqg I

ftftroqqr niffqqg i ftanrftqrqr snffqqg i”

WTRSK qqq *uf% TO$ % fTTO ft fTOqqq qTO f qtq$,

qqrfq w *rq ^rc qqr qqtqj qff f^r»TT qiqqr i toto tot ft qrff q

flft, qqqqr qiqrqr ttstoT q ft 55Tf% qff ftqqft ffa tot ft wff
ftf $ tot ft ft mff qff ftft ; to ft qrsf % i qft vm* q*r ft

*m?m, tot tot qfqr ft qqrff wr qrrro ftwrft I 1 to wf ftf

VK HTtf qim qfT$ qn qqftft % UTTOTf qn ^7T qflTO q ft ft qiq»

ftfl ft tow q qqft qqT ft»n i

ft qTqf % qN qqTqq ffc TO* [ TO<*T ] % TO* fqqq f, TO

toot qqiq qffqTTO ^tot^ot ft ft q, qq to fTOKTOfrlT to

ftft q t TOTfa TO TO ft ftqT TO OTCTOT ^faq % I ffTO « qq<q

ffaf t qqror qro ft ftm 5 ftr q::*q tot* ffar ft ffqr t, qft

?tfq % ftft *rf% q ft qprfqT i

*ffqftq qq ftr toitt frff *ott fr ftff ft rqj to# % grfwr f

ft TO TOTTO* ft TO^t % I

^TO, qmT TOT f qOTjqqr TO ft r^i qrri ^ i

qqT TO TO<?T OTqftff ft TOOT ft ?qr qifqq fir S.ff ft

qfqqi ft otTOTT OT q$qr TOTTO qqft f q«T£T ft qrqqq qqqil % I qq

qq$ qrq f fir fftntftq fffifi ft toi q iff ft qffqi ft ft

*iqft qiq^ f ; <*TO ^ qrft t, ffqf fwq fqqr qq

ftTO [«qT«?nq] l^jqff fw fi qTOTi qqrr iqsnqn^qK qffqT*

fwqTO ^rm ft ftqr TOTO ft qro^t qyfqq, ffqq ffr fqffq ftfq

t tot f ^:w ft fro TOTOq ff^ fqqr^: f^qrot ftq ft ffqr

q ftafti ^Tqrq^r qqqff, fqfqqftff qrqTsuft

tot inpt % ff^ TOTff qq qq^^: ?f? fqrqr qt ; t ft qrq iq qT^ qr%

; fqqt ft qff, fq»qj ^qq»: ^ft qqr q ftq qHi qqT 1 1 qq to t

ft iqTOiqqfq ft wifir qnftq wqr qmr %, qq qqq fqffr ft

qiTO $61 fq fqqq qrq^ % I
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TO <rro qr* $ fa mW % qmm qrriqr% fk vr?inir ^rora

if ^fqqTfq § ; f%*r qq<sr ^qtrof % qro % to vim fk* w **q if

,alt fm. TO stfl TO fqqq ft Sfrofro TO* ffqqre if'.nw- RWT-

fro t ft art f, fcfaan vet to vqqfWt v *pr v$r

*rff TOmat i

vr ii ^i^qm v fqarqro to qrroT tost *’:—
;

qnsTO v *q 1

1

sn\f{ TO q^ * faro, qfroiq

;

-STOq, fqasmq ; tot, ; fk ’qfav^, TOfaTOrsi tank vhr

fro* *wf v vqq *ftqfrcft snqqiq ( vtTOqrq ) tow 1

1

tot* t to* ftq ( ftqqr ) qqm qqk fqsisrifqRnfq TOq to

9*1 1 1 TO% fqqq if qiar gfvjqi aq^TOTOtt fk VhTO-

sraqmqn rofq qaft * fat f i TOqft q*hf to* qqriqr qq qm fatm

qt % fq» TOk TO»nmqna;ft t ^ttsto qff tot f , ftm TOTOrokf

t aft qqircm t vtqnmqiq tt aftarc ftm i i to<tc vq tk qfft

fq VTO qtfqk-tfar^
!

qq*T qrt ft ttfaq ; to% ait to, to

fk TOtqqr ft €i*5htot qfr sqm tot f i iqfaq am if aft qqtq,

TOtq, qqi TO q^TO fam * aqaTTqqfat TOq> qqpit V TO TITO TOq

aftqrrc ftqi qqi t, itot to snqqm affaqr*; qfk q*n ft TOUT v

ffktffT t qqifqqft tt *#tfaq ;
% aft TO^Tfq tt, TO*fa ( TOTTO

ffeftfq ) fk sqTKfq [ fam imtfq ] t ;H ft fkq ft% t, TOW TO

fqsfq a*q TO^iT *[i|qfTTOK aftq»TTW f I q"tft t ait qqr fqq-

qj [ qm ] t afirrc ftqr, qt?r vfe mqr vqrrcqit to ft ^tvq vet

aripima: t aqi^qm fqrqr f 11

iqqif qqifq f , fk qq qva: t to’tT t qqqi ^q’q * t, qq *rm

m fqtqqi % vq qftqf tt ft qf ftft i

*
In conclusion let me assert my conviction that Jainism is an original system,

quite distinct and independent from all others ; and that, therefore, it is of great

importance for the study of philosophical thought and religious life in ancient India.

Read in the congress of the History of Religions

By II. JACOBI.
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fTOWT* % W** ff **ft ^ ^T<T ^Tcft f fa 3ft ^T3f ^r

qqrtfqjrmTft ffa *it^ (qqrafqsriqfaar] t [^c^r s\k] strife

*ra zwmm ft ^fafT qrcH % qfrft *c?tfag qqt$r %

fat* ^ *11*1 ft wff q* ft qfft fa*TT faft q*nfq ft wt WSTCITC

9W ffa »»WT cT«fT qlv *lTfe M' ftq ft ^T q?n W f I Wt faf ffaT * fa

T*k nifta fare, ft t ; qnft isft ft I fa fqw inn*

[ wrsr ] ft **ft ^ qqr ftfa ft *iiS| ftqq q«% ft faq *t£qnq ?q
*
* I

ft' ffa qmn^fa W *tq*f °qT<anq ft W\U t fa:—

‘»r ^fSq *qfq qWcft *T irq*TTqT<?$fa: qrq
I

qqTqqiqcqqffaqi g snftq fftiUJ*nfa?n: «T: 11 l 11

# ffeT *



( ) sr»niw i

*qf*ft ftq *qT ft ft qifa ?q, qq*t ft farft

q*rc qn <$\ig ft mm qiqifq qff qr*?t, q**j qm: qfaqrtq qgqfqf qiq-

faq> qqqi qftftqt qifq ailfa % ^f%?T ft fafafl ft?t t I fal* *3*1

% qT^TqqsfT t *qft gqTq VI^TT cPff ftf qiqqnf *ff fatal <3*% gjq^

$ft * ftw qiqfaq ^fairt**: ftar 1 ft far q% «ft qrqqniqn mmmm ft

ft Sift f—

'

m:mm ^Tfa^T ftal t far B* ftq*t *qft ** qqqqi

*T qqaq q>ti w ft ft* w ff*t f ff*qn qf *i*if t*i qrz qra f i

ffa iftqqiTC **K f *q ftq qq% ^qfilT qf*f qn qi^T ft*?t TT?T f I

?rcn *qft qm**] t qro fq qfaqn* qi*;% qmift % fata fqrc qrff qn

fqq qnta f i ffa qrn fafqqrq f far qrqqqr qrff qn ffta **

ftq ft *m f qqqqr qqt qq $*r*i *qwr qn qiqi %*** q i qsftff

*1*1 qqn* ft Hlff if qqn* q»^T fifaTf ft qf* qqft fal* if qqi

*q ffpc qqq ft *ff *ft h qn fqqiftta cfr tanqiqnTT ft f

**t wtr faq<ta fa«n qn ft*t ft ^ m i qpro* qiqnqm «n*

%* ftm ** ft **fi w ftai f i farerqi^m qmmft

faqr«q*nq ft ’sn**** **rsq ^ t* ftai t qra ftta f i

qrq qi*n f * ft*, *i*, *rai, ft*, tut, £q *rfa *ff ffa ** qnqn

qq% ^wiq W qq fanqt^n qiw ft qin qt^m f i f^ qiw

f* qrqfta qmirflt w qiqifaqi ft mfa qff ft#t i mum mm*

^q ft qifa qft ft ^^iqqr qq^T mmi # I ffc ft «€ 3Wf
% fata Hqm qtw f I

w qiq qr^% qn ^qiq ft^nqift m Tfsnq qq m tq irfftr

f "wroqiq ^rq qifaqifq fm W:w
qqf?t q«iqqqq q^qinqi fiqw

qrfaq tq iftqf ft qqrnT ftft qiff' % qiqnft ftq qnf qnq^qq f

’

taqqiq faqiqiqrw ^q qn ^qtq f i
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ft*?* far mfa qqfa % tot ft* qqtTO ^ir % ^q*TT tot *tt

Sfri TOlf TO* TOTT ft TOW q^* T I t TO To *r “ftqTft*r!IT*q

«to faro ftwr**” ( TOT«*n?t ) ft*, qft*, *m to, fqr, faro

fk ft* I ft**TT STTO 3ft ffafq fTOT*T TO*ff f TOtt TO ATfi* TOT

ft' TO fTO f I

ft*t to ftroft TOffroi *sq qf**nft i

tftm trot ft f*TOft*s *£ it

TOg—to fk ftm *t*t $, fkqr f, to ft* *t ;
*ttoto to

TOftTOTO % •, TO*f*> ^ ^TfT TO, TO, TOtfq ft *ff*T % ( *TC*I

*TO*f f*TC TO^IT f* q TO*ft i|ff*i ft TO* f **fffa TO ft* TOTO

t *rff ft *r«ifq* t ) ; *rft % to* *qf *t* * i* *T*ft to% toT *n

to to^tot % q*^ to tfq* to ftm % to *qf toot *tt*1 ft

*n*mt q ; fas to V *nm q to tots stot ft’ fter * tot ft tot

* ( fro STO TO ft* fro qq ft fffw TOT q TO STO ft* t TO* *iT

STOT TO TO % ASTS ft, *fTO qft fa* *$ TO TOT OT TO*T S
) ;

sqft fTO qrff % m *n *w ftfaqrar % qq* sqft to s*wt fr* OTTq-

toto ft ftro*ren q ; tot* tot^ *q*r, qq, to*i fk q* tft

a qfrot ft ^ SU3 ftfaft ft* TO** qfa tos TOftw I ; ( q<* )

f%i ftq sot totoT ft qfro ftm % to fro totot I ; sjqqft

ft*: to* TOfTOT q qqf* ft ft* ftm I to tot s>qq ft ft* to*

qfqt faffa faqK ft* *T fkTOT * iTOTO *TtTO ftTOc* *|iITOT

^iff^ I ft* tot qff ff*g q«r*r «ft*: ft* fTO * i fi* to qrT*r fng ^

ft qqft ^ TOT ft* KTtt t I

*(ftq qfq ^Wy TO, q*q, *TT*rm, fk *TT*T I

“m to fq tow hwt:
m

( ) to to ^tt too %

qirc q*TR *qf ^^t, ^qr, ft*, ftTO, *T5tr, to*tt, **ift,

qkr q*rKm ftfkr, *rro, w> ^ttot |
qtq*rr^TOit

gi’q; qHq*TT* to f# wq, *tm, qtw, to, *tmt ;

TOW TO* q?q*r *rq^n* ff i w % ft «q * q*T m ;
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<15 qfTOlAt qTOT* AtWT A faw f *0 t* % qft4 4. TO AtA f q$Tf[ TOT

ft to Abe fro, Aq qqr, to qw, qq qw 1 towt, wft, Atro, w?K

TO to: TO qw f qff ftt I WTO At t W qAq qrofa WT *q

Atm A, TOt' *• f Ati^ TOAtt tqqhj Aq qw, TO TO, TO TO

wfc WlA WIT At Afa, fa**, AtTO, TOWT . fa** ft w: Wlfaqt AWt

tl

\ qnw w&w—t€t ww q^q faqqt At wm Attqr farct fTOT Atwft

q«j A faqnq q ftw ww At qqq} wwAt

—

* WJW—t€t ws q^q fa*A fqmq WTO f AT UK t fa*l TO

q^ At wto A ftw At wiq At qiAT, ^q wtot 1

q qaw TO—AAt ww q^q At q*art f qaw Atwi qr^ ttt At fa

qqtroiT t wto t‘ q to At qwro, wtto i

* TO^?—tAt wq q^q At qTO f At q qfq qqsg to wret *

wqAt wrww q£ At w*, Aw u

* TO—tt Wq WW At qqt TO % fa qqt t*qtq wisrw qrqt f
toT wif At ww qafqq—At?—to Atw % to wnq qq qnw qwqq wqt

% qro (Ether) wqr t qft ww wsw twAt s\wi A to TOfq t ww qm
A wAt A qgwrc qrwfqq Atwq fawt Afc w?t % 1

< TO to—

A

t qqwrwAf A ww—q^qqr?«r AtAt Atw t‘ A 1 v ?

qw q^qq» qqrrc qft ttt ajfa wt mro qq<?t ?«r ^ fa At ^qittq

qq t fqqT qqw fat Atq fvr ?qqAt tr qqq qj^A wwq w^wq? frwr

At Atq At TO I) qTO qsq qqr qqiTT At qtt qfa qfT qiqqr qqqt ?«q

% At Atq qK^ ftfam At^wwq wqittq qq t fan iqqfat

wtow Atwr % At ^q qfaqr At rwAt tot 11 qiqrm qwr—At

^ qaff qrt wnw tot A 1 qw wq^qf AtAt to wtotw t* sum t h

WTW TO A WTTO t TOW At q^q TOR t ^At wqt f qTlft f—IW
q«At to % qw At to Atw f witk A* 1

wqpr qtq toT t* Atq to fawrt t w: saj wtotA f—qq fAtqi

TOAf ?At WT qfaWTO «qvq t I
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fqkt TOnff fr qm T^ft % q^sj ft qq, qqq fk to

-TO%* TO *—qq ^ fTO TqqfT qqq qqq qrri % qq tq ftqr q‘

irft qfkTO $' qft *f n^qq ft qqr qrq qafqq qrqrfqq ft qrr *tm

m fros qqr ^rcift t—$f qrqT fr mm It ttt ft qroq *** t‘ i

qq ft nw: qi ftqr f—qq qisn fr qq, qqq, fk to qq qfqr f

fwt ^ qq ft qnf qqqf qqfa'q ftq i Itm q qq qra t5* ft q§rfq

qqft f fk TO^qq qqqtt qq qqq to qq ft qsifq qqqt

t i tq q<t fr ffttq to f qqft qq qi<$q ftm f 1% ffq * 9Rf fr qfr-

toT t qrtq * nafq qffq to qnqfa'q ftq fk qq qn qjqift to

ftaiT— sm 9Tcq % I

ft qiq qqtrc m, qqq, fk to f tot f TOfaq ftft % % Tift

qfft qi<w fr qrq fro qiqt t tq ft qq to?t 1 1 kfqq ft fqrm
to qqtnq tn^n f * qqqt f qq qqq* ffrfq qqqt M ff mr to tqf

TO qqiqqqq q%qr—qfqq? f qfoq fafq 9o ftfTftft qqiT ( q*q

qqf qq qqr qiqr ftqi * ) ft fk to q to fq ^q qqiq a* fmz

fr qqqt i—tot?[ qrq m qt* qqfr rto * fz f ftqT ft TOq TO

ffrfqqrf to' qiT to qq qtq qk qm % I fqrfr qq ft^F qq% f—

qq qq qiqq TO qn qtq q^ ^ qqkv
qrf q^mq' ffq qq, qqq, qnq

Tift t TOt ^^qft qqTaqqTqqk qq^ qrftq T^qr fqq frfqft

toi qfq q?^ qrV ft qq to q' qqq qV nw q qft ii ft qrqqq tott

fr qiq fqqft ?t t ^qqn fqqi qrq ftat qqq qi?m % w?Tq qq qqrq qrrqr

ft fqakr q«q % i qrfT ft ftfqr qf^q q»i mw «ir*r % « qrqqiqifT t

qqjfqqi qwi qn fa* ftqrT qq^l ^qiq f fk tti qq ^qqqq ^q qrqi*

fr ftq^ qfr ffr ftr fk^: qqqn ft qm qrcqT ft fkq?q % » ffa f

qqiq f ’ qift TOf t TO^ ft q«jqi qrcqiT t— qiiq fqrft

ftq q qnf fr Iff qiq? f ’q^nr^i ft—qk qq q tf? ft to ft qpq

fkT fjqiK ftq f qf^f ft ^qq^ ft % qk qq ff? qw
99T afq qqiq f fqqnq ffqi ft qqiq ^TOTT f qtq f qf qq ft qqf ft

tirtt f i
t#T qrr’ fqkt qi^n fr qqqq qriq ?tt f qq qrf ^ qq
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utoto qro <tqr qrc: qrf ?rqn € to? srfa to tott ftw f *nt

ft ??$ ft tot * i to ?ft t frora ? to $ fk *i *: f tout nft-

3TC faq ft TOT t I ftTOlff ^T ?«J? qftTO TO TO TOlt tTOT? qf

ft froqr tot ti otc far? TOt ?ff qn ?fro * to wvm ft tot«t

TPiti

ffa to f ' TOt qn ^ruT«r tfaT qrTOT ft to ^tutt qrf qronft %

afaq t TO ft? TO^TT t* ffnTO fk *TH?tq TO ft TO TO

qflr i ?T?n f qrff mi qq? nft f to qq ?q nrft f ftm f—

w

fart TOiftqm q^TOti? fg to qfqfi frorc? qrro ?ifft fk

?Tq?TO f TOT ft qrff ft ?T?rT t ^TOT ?Tfaq~

^ ft <TTO*ft ^wift’ % qrct t ft ?qn t, fk

^ITOT I
$fa qn ?k? TOfq? ^ gff TOTO TO qqn3? f TO fa?TO

«n? qrqt TOt f fro fro t* tom fa?r sfar i fro *ttot fart ft?

*ff?r ftro ft ft to? TOt f fk u itto qn ?Tftq ft gfar %

fat TO9f t TOlt 1

1

<*1? »TTOTOT, qf? ?fafc, fk ftq qf*—

t ?f%*?T TOisra—
1“mm ftm? to anktq? fffar «r«r:

fareff : ?f? ?t ii ?q3 ??*?? qn? f* to? qnqnc to f f ft£ qt farft

3P? t ^TnfT qn TO ?ff q^H ^f— '
?q*t ?? ft qi ?TO f TO ft qT?fa?

TO^T ft ft fffal%l TO \o ftH %—TO, TO?, TOT, ^T?J, HTftTO,

to fft, ft? ii i? t* ? q^r ?1 ft ??T ft fffal % I

^
w qtsrro ??? qr??i—

^ vffar fa?T f fat ftf 1<$m ?ff TO? TO?T—

h wrt ?ra ?n f? ft^r w? ?w?r

i qfcTO wi? to, ?to\ ?tot, ?ft, TO? ?w ?rfa to

?wft ft «n? ??i ii iff? ? 53tt ?fa ?f??r ft to? TO?q ??t f fare t*

to ft fa^T ft qft ft? qTOrqrr qrr tj.? vro ft ?i u far^to f

*

ft ft f fqt? ?«n:rft f t qK??fa fttoi ?q«n «ro qrct 1

1

?jfa ?q? TOijq «q^ f fft ?? t m qrf??, 9r?ift' qft

tot f tg ?jr? TO*t ft to fk# q?r ft ?q f ?fa? qftror ftft
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ft* itat^ fax ftt *nm *w?rcr ft at wr f—«*r* f%am

w ms vrt *it *m i

t —w *>vx *tfa s\it %*s m wm m wi-
*

* «m*r sfafa—fas Wnc wfer afotr q*«r atmr—

a TOUflfafv—555 wfaa %ar— . .

a iri«i f^r%q^r^fi=rf?T— Wt, ft* mm ft t^rm tnr*n mror i

n, mm flfafa*-*-mRjqi^ sfa *fax ma «na*n— am
»jfa, *ifa qronrfir— ’twr^ m, ma, *ra*t nu wrcm
mk^ % ii flfa m3 wrforrc ft mjt m fa*m* trm «n«r 3* tffa

**qTC WW 3‘ ^T m^*I 3ft t?r f II *RlSl 3? 3JT*

3^r #nnr' a «nrf mfa u qtaansm^ii mr KfiRnfl

^«<t qfapHT qrt>nTOi * 3* % «

» ?W flffTiTT—f^RJ ft m?,* ^RT S^T *t faFSTW *t i $pC|

wfti;, fk wt«ff 3 ft, q^r qnr m mfa mfx fat, to, mi-

wira Vh my toIt ^t mm ft, mn mxm ( ft^—mm wi *fa m
%j?n fam fs^rc ) ^i m\ft f]*t m: xxft *m mm frocftj *rfa,

xfaxj, fkm§mtmft‘, ft q^ifc mfam mi sftqi 3 w* 3 iS.mrc,

fftx fm mt mift *i ft ; lift *ia mx qfar ft ( mm *m 3 mm q?3V

fjfi xm it* X*m t *11? tq»T $im qft m*xx iff? ^TZT faqi mm at X%

urn k v**mx km *i3 qn* ? «3jt t, ^ s«w tf^i mit)-, *z kw

**? (m ^n, i\*i %^t *Rm, m, ?rt,) trfHf%«r^ ^r* f i

i

-
’ •*

* W3T^r?TJIT
—

^ft <fr # ft? Xtffl qi^fsi ^ ft* *T

WTfl f* I

\ fW SWW—1W ft* (fsi^^s ?Tt« ft^ftft ff*i\ f ^
*? nff ^ffm t ;

i( uv # ^ rfhr ^r?r ftarr

% ^^i ^ toI^i *s?r ^r?r f^’^T mt ^nr»w mm 1

1

3 U^I3|tJ?RT—^fw fait fa* ^ qti X w TOI ft§ I

^ q|TOT —qift * *R?t s^TOT qit S?i? % m#'

f^lft X*\ fq»n jff ^ fax f* X mi I

$
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: ; Ta iqqft-qqfta q*pra--qq»i *q*q qrt ijsrq qrf fqqq qq*? aft fqqffqrq

qit qt q#t q ^f\^ xm\ i <rc *?t qft tNpt qff qnc^T

«

1 qfata qqtqq—%q, q*, flft, qqq, qq, qiSf, ^t, qrqqrqqi

qfa «fww|o qqfrt qficqq qn *taf q&r Si %«r ^i^ptY Sto

qqTq qtq Stall

qfntar *q qtfa % :—

\ fq*jq—t* qq fqqTqt’ 3' rrft * ^ f qnr q*Jq qqr qta q ^nqS^n

fhn wa qfqr Si qqqrc qqqi €1 fS*jq %—

* qqqq—qro*- fq*jq aft sqm fSrer qq q qfafqq qqq qn^r 3

qqqrc q?r q wqm qq form* % uqrq Sr qW * fqqq qncS qqqr qt

qqqir *i

; qq$q«fqq— qqS flTE if qq% qq, qqq, qTTqqft q qqjqt fqq$

qiqqn iftw qt qw qr* q ft q§ qq*nq qfaqr, ?q t qq *ftqq?

qtft i

a qrqrqqr—q*ta qfcorq qqqrmT S« ***q qqqr fqq qn?m % qm

qqfqf % fa*M if qqm qqqr tarqfT^ fa* qqrqf qnq if $q qmq t

^ ft mar., qqqq, qk q^mra tta qtqf qq?fif if qqqiT qqr qqSt

qm q tf *tq qqm qqr qqq* qrtqr *ft qiqraq % i

* iWlqqwr— * qq qrqql^t q*q*t qV * qfcq Srt qxreiq qrqr

qqfy qfaq qrqq qqqr qqqi qqqrq fqqq ^rqr qqr qq fqq qq qiqq *nq

qqqr qqq qq ^iq if faqiqT qt qfaqftqqiq M I

( qta^qwta qftqrq—qtafqq um.qnq qq% w^q qK ^qqlq qq^r

qrta, q^, qt%.^ qife Sft q^q*t qn qq qnr «q% qqiq $ arqqrc

qnf^ Wt qffrsrr qrctaT i fq qq if \9 qqq fqqq qr qqiq fqrqr qrm 1 1

^ qfirfq qfqqnr—qt qlqq qqrft ^q qq q^qq if q fq^ qfq q

qiqqrq^ qrqqrrt fSi^ qiq ^qr i fror, q>qq, qqq, qnrrc qr qrr qiq

iff fq if qrfqq

qq qtq qqqq q^T qm <tarqn qrqq qiqqq^fi qqqTm ^ |

1



xttii

» qw** qtqd qqt *r* qjqr wxn ^qq um„ ^rpt, q«H

$t iftff «i«T * fqqq ?qqr ft* r
c^ qi^fq-enq qw $ frc nfq qq

qtqft qqfq ii fairs t qro qq¥ ^rinm fc—qq% q# Pwff ft ft

qrarar f

—

« qtqfVmq—qqqfqqt ft' q% qr^rq ft umi ?*t t nr* % » q*Y

f‘ u *W3rr fqqq qqqr fqqq qq T^rarc qf wqq q‘ fqmm % i

* qfqq Rim ufanT—1q^t qqrafq mife * qrqr qqifq ^tot %

qroqft fqqff ft qiqm wi % i

{ qrfq^q qfifqT—nffl ft ftt fKs q»T ffaq q qiq qff %m %

^qq^i fqqff ft qff ftqqi q I

.. o qqqqswfqqi—siqqf fqqff ft qram qqr qqit f?t ^qq qn ft

•qTqqrq qqT % I

= qjqqf wrqq^qr—^qr qrq fqqff f wa qq tv. *?vtt 9w
sqiqitlfq qq qiqq q^qn; qqqi qqq q* fqq f* fqm?TT

*’,J

<t qfaq qfq*T—^qr$ fqqff qfqq ** ?q qfnr ft' qTqrc qq*

q?q % qqifq qn qqt if fqqiq q qiq qf* %qi ^ I qq% qjq qiqiqq qft

inq % i ftqq q* q qn: *mT 1

1

\o qqqfqqTq-qfqqi“< qf ift q’ sqiqTT qRqTlfq if q*flfq qq% qff

ft qqiq qrcm q? qqjg *q qft if qrqrq qq ft q^qrc 3rqT q i

u qfw «w qfqqi—fq qft if* qiqrq qqqi* ftf qqi q l qfq t

qrq «n fqqr t qf^q q qq- qqVfq $' wi q i fw^T qfq ^ qq q%

ftq it’ qq qr^m q i qq q ft 1 1 ^ qq? qr«? qiq qqtq

qqv’ qq qft «q*qi q qqqqmt qiqq qqrH f % ^^q« q’k ^ %qq qff^tq

qra qqr?t 1 1 qnRH 1 1 qq u ^fiiqt t qm ^ qraraiq

qw:^ ?q ??fq t qf<q qrt vqm qrq% qiq wnq ft % i qq qr*r-

«nq i qiqn ft' qqqqm fqqfqq ftq f—qri qqt % qfqqq t qq qtqn

qqit qq qr^’ q^Tinkr qrt qq«rr if' jqr fqq ii uftq^q ft

qnrn ^ i

qj*t ftq qq ftq % qqifq qqqr qiq^ t—qq ftqr W q»qq qrfc q?



55 gqft * qigriirn: ft ifiiT f qfrifin i*r in:i % i fiwi 5tf tft

gign gqi iirerfUfit t—w qfwi t tgr «ft <1 inm t fir 5ft qir

gw t’ gfg it 5ft 55 nr 5 ?t 55 n ift gfg ft5n?t f—ftgt gt 55

ft gqi fi grog gt git ftm--*g 5tf 5T gTirrcqftt sn % inn*

gm f 5t gqt 15 55iq qq fk gqt itif tti gqft ffft ft itm fft

fq fgq gq qfi fq gri t ft i irgqt ftt git ift gfgit, irgqt nw t*

gwrgtir, fgr t ^qc girir t iHenr ^igtir ik girir qq fafftf nil

f i w ^tir ft itniiraft ^ ifiq ift irg f lit itg ftg ffiq itnq

(
?ooo uig irr qg itfi ) ft gizt i i ig 5tf g* ngniT ift ifzrt

H5T 3ii ggnft 5ti f inf if qir fqq ircrt ift t 1

gsratf t* itf itq gk ggs %—ffiT t* ti f^gqi ti
*«

ttfi % film: gffi f gg f ig ifTq ggi irr q^iffg ftir f—qir irur

ftergftfe gnq ( i?g ggrisnft iff' in qir gnq ftir f ) m ftit f

—

fggt iqriq * t it wnr ft'^ t—qir funr ft =?*nq«ft fgr ift gig}*#

fft t—fT qir t* *: f; m«r ft i 1 1 gigrigt t it* ik 3irfq<flt

t fq lira 3' 51 fq % 31Trif ftitq ft^q ftf fq ffT fqt

f—qg it^q ?g% ft iff if iti 5fq ftm f—ff if ift ngfiiit in

itllt 515 15 TfT f fg% qf% ll^ 5T5 ** git qft ntijgq ft^qg-

HI 5W fifqiTi ik gf-gg gfTik it iq fiiirt gt5 gq gig

iq ftt ^ If lk 551 5it gtg gni 1 1 fgggi gifig gft t

^tqgTfgm g ftm I—itqiii mfnir g^t \* Km irt » iii fifir firtt

qnr^tlt qir gran % gwr ^tg qq t gt5 q^t ?gft m wrg 5iq if ftq

gT%m f, iit iknufi 55Tg t, ^ft^ig qgr unqq t, fttgiri fiiirc

qii % ik w itg ^tiinc fgi g ifig ft qrVira % iq^ ifi t fm*

gkit $ gn fut^tiTi fggfr htjuti ff5 qfi g gti q^k ¥ firgm

iHti ug ft g5ifii3- qfg f—qifim 5T ira qig t PwreifT irgT ft*

ifi ifgg f 5iqfr gt5 nk tuft gn'i ik qg% 1 1

ft if *5 giTfe f it if giqg gt ggrfq gram 1
1
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Aw wten qilft A fqqi Awft «ftA**^ ^ qqq 3
*

qA wq f—’«TOf ftA^q ?q fk ft?ft I

Aft fk ffa rt?t wniff ft ft fr* qqwwT w*ra f \

Aft fk qfa * q?;qft ft q*rq q qqfa ^qt ra fg % qsk fk wwt

% ff <3*!% qff 3‘ Wlft ftfa ft wan q ?W*T ^q ft ff^T ft faf*T

qft I Affff * q* qq» q< Aq qft q»T fqq A ffqft

q^qft Tm q«rf t, qtftff WW* Uiq* qrf *’. qif ff«l ^KW A I

AwJqn qqfqq 1 1 faqft rffa ft t ftqpqqKTW qfta

ftqqqq HTC, qwffwq, fk HW SPC ft ft qqaq qqfTO Wt mM STO
*u

The End.

* t I wcf<f n I fqfM I WWa I 8 I sqrara I H I W$ I

q: ftswrwq A* qrarcft t

qw—fknft^ wqqr^ wwwq <q*qf i














